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Preface

Welcome to the 2011 edition of Australasian Anaesthesia. This marks the first edition wherein our Intensive Care 
colleagues have officially departed and we are sad to see them go. However, this does not mean the end of articles 
with a focus on Intensive Care and this issue of Australasian Anaesthesia has two authors who are Intensive Care 
Physicians. Indeed, it will be our pleasure to continue to provide a vehicle for topics of mutual interest.

Perhaps I should mention again that articles from this book are published on the website of ANZCA and that there 
is often some bonus material located there; such as video files or brochures. The authors have generously allowed 
their articles to be distributed in this way to maximise the educational impact of their work.

Finally, this issue of the Blue Book once again provides a diverse range of topics for your interest. I thank the 
authors, the regional editors and Katherine Goodwin for their work and support. It always surprises me that our 
countries produce outstanding clinicians who are willing to share their experiences, knowledge and perspectives 
with us. I hope you have the opportunity to thank those authors personally when you can and also consider writing 
yourself for a future edition. 

Richard Riley 
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Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS), a brief review
DR WILL HOWARD FFPMANZCA, FFANZCA, DIP MED (PAIN MANAGEMENT)

Dr Howard became a fellow of ANZCA in 1987 and a fellow of the Faculty of Pain Medicine (ANZCA) in 2000.  
He has worked in the chronic pain service at Austin Health, Victoria, since 1992 and his interest in complex regional 
pain syndrome dates from then. He is the Director of the Chronic Pain Service at Austin Hospital. 

INTRODUCTION
I was surprised when a colleague, with a well deserved reputation for his erudition, expressed his ignorance of the 
term CRPS. I should have masked my surprise better as that event transmogrified into a request to write this article. 

The term complex regional pain syndrome was adopted by the International Association of the Study of Pain 
(IASP) in 1994.1 The rationale of its adoption was that other terms (see table 1) implied a pathophysiology which 
was not necessarily occurring. For example, reflex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD) was widely used but the condition 
is not a reflex and the role of the sympathetic nervous system is contentious (see later – pathophysiology); another 
example is Sudeck’s atrophy which describes the abnormalities on plain X-ray which occur only in some patients. 

Commentators have made the point that when a condition has many names, the profusion of terms reflects the 
confusion surrounding the condition. CRPS is intended to be a neutral term which states what we know about the 
condition: that it is complex pathology, affecting a region, and pain is (usually) a feature. The IASP proposed two 
types: CRPS II where the condition followed traumatic damage to a peripheral nerve and CRPS I where it did not. 
The rationale for this distinction was that intense burning pain was a feature of the condition after nerve trauma; 
previously it had been called causalgia – derived from the Greek words for burning and pain. Patients with causalgia 
due to traumatic nerve injuries sustained in the American Civil War were the source of the original description by 
Silas Mitchell, an American surgeon. Pain very much occurs in CRPS I and it may be burning; however common 
alternative descriptors include cold and deep aching.

CRPS is often an enduring and wretched condition which blights the lives of those affected.1-8 The pain can be 
spontaneous, or evoked by everyday activities such as a change in temperature when opening a refrigerator door 
or having a shower, light touch such as the brushing of clothes over skin, or the most minor motor activity such as 
using a keyboard or standing. Anyone can be affected. In the past decade I have treated three anaesthetists with 
CRPS all of whom have had to cease ‘hands on’ anaesthesia practice. 

Anaesthetists may encounter a patient with CRPS either where the diagnosis is established and the patient  
is presenting for surgery, or in the context of postoperative pain management when a patient has unexpectedly 
severe pain.

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND ONSET
CRPS is more prevalent in Caucasians. It can occur at any age but its incidence seems highest between 20 and 
50 years. In adults, females are more frequently affected than males. Studies are occurring to identify the genetic 
causes of CRPS but at this time there is insufficient data to draw wide conclusions. Based on studies of the incidence 
of CRPS in Europe and the USA, in Australia one would expect 1,000 to 5,000 new cases each year. The onset of 
CRPS is usually associated with an event of tissue damage, commonly of musculo-skeletal tissue but sometimes 
visceral, e.g. after stroke; occasionally no event can be identified. Frequently the event is minor e.g. a sprain, surgery 
for carpal tunnel release; it can even follow a venepuncture or a bee sting. Colles fracture is a well-recognised 
preceding event. CRPS usually occurs in the extremities; in adults the upper limb is much more commonly affected 
than the lower limb; in children the lower limb is more frequently affected. In the past there was a view that CRPS 
was a psychological disease: this view has no credence these days. It has been replaced by recognition that those 
affected by persisting manifestations of this unpleasant disease would be expected to show psychological sequelae 
due to ongoing pain and loss of function. 

DIAGNOSIS
CRPS is a syndrome comprising pain, oedema, abnormalities of the vasomotor, sudomotor (sweating), and motor 
systems, and trophic changes. The severity of each of these manifestations varies from one patient to another. 
Generally diagnosis is clinical. Investigations may be supportive of the diagnosis: for example bone scan may show 
characteristic abnormalities of blood flow; plain X-ray, CT or MRI may show abnormalities of bone mineralisation 
or oedema; however such changes are usually where the condition has been or could have been diagnosed clinically. 
In 2006 a consensus group of Dutch experts concluded that “ ... additional tests were not required” (my emphasis).1 
There is not a widely available test to support the diagnosis where the situation is unclear. This lack of certainty 
can result in contention when considering clinical management, when interpreting trials, and in reaching medicolegal 
outcomes. A number of proposals have been made regarding what variables must be satisfied to satisfy diagnostic 
criteria; it has been proposed that criteria for research are more stringent than those for clinical use. See table 2.
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CLINICAL COURSE
The clinical course is variable and unpredictable. Most patients present with pain which is regional and spreading 
to adjacent regions – e.g. pain affecting all of a hand spreading at times proximally to the forearm, or pain affecting 
the knee and spreading towards the ankle. With time the pain may spread further. The pain is present both 
spontaneously and in response to provocations such as using the limb, changes in temperature, and stress and 
anger. Often the pain is worse at night; significant disturbance of sleep is common. Swelling may be mild or extreme; 
commonly it fluctuates, again this can be both spontaneous or in response to the provocations which cause pain. 
In the early stage of CRPS the affected part may be warm, red and sweaty; later it is likely to be blue and cold; 
however some patients do not experience the warm phase; and others initially fluctuate between the two with  cold 
manifestations prevailing later. Swelling is usually more marked in the early stage. Variable motor manifestations 
occur – stiffness, weakness, tremor and impaired co-ordination; their severity tends to mirror the course of the 
disease. Increased growth of hair and of the nails may be seen. 

In some patients – perhaps many patients – spontaneous resolution occurs; in a very small proportion there is 
an apparently inexorable progression to severe dystrophy with a wasted shiny cold and contractured limb; many 
patients endure a persisting fairly stable condition of moderate pain, swelling and stiffness.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The pathophysiology of both the onset and the maintenance of CRPS have not been defined; it may be that the 
clinical entity, with its variable manifestations, is in fact the outcome of more than one pathophysiology. Amongst 
the intriguing pieces of evidence are the following. Multiple groups have reported increased amounts of proinflammatory 
cytokines (tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-alpha), interleukin-1beta and interleukin-6 ) and of neuropeptides 
(substance P, calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)) in tissue fluid from affected regions, or in plasma, or in CSF. 
Abnormal or excessively sustained release of these agents after tissue damage might lead to CRPS. These cytokines 
and neuropeptides can cause pain, swelling, vasodilatation, sweating, increased hair growth and osteoclastic 
activity – all phenomena seen in CRPS. Even in CRPS in which there is not injury to a major peripheral nerve, i.e. 
CRPS-I, reduced density of C-fibres and Adelta-fibres has been reported by more than one research group. In the 
past it was considered that excessive activity of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) was contributory: however 
evidence suggests that, in the affected region at least, there is reduced SNS outflow; however there may be 
sympatho-afferent coupling, i.e. increased expression of adrenergic receptors on nociceptors and their afferent 
fibres and at their cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglia (as is known to occur after nerve injury) so that the region 
is more sensitive to catecholamines despite reduced SNS activity. There appears to be a lack of data, in humans 
at least, whether central sensitisation occurs at the spinal cord. However there is evidence from multiple groups of 
altered neural processing in the brain (see below – graded motor imagery). 

PREVENTION
A high quality study of 416 patients in a double-blind prospective multicenter trial by Zollinger et al.2 found that 
vitamin C in a dose of 500 mg or more per day reduced the prevalence of CRPS after wrist fracture from around 
10% to less than 2%. Treatment was continued for 50 days. It has been speculated that the efficacy of vitamin C 
was due to its anti-oxidant activity. 

There is no robust evidence to guide, but expert opinion has recommended that patients with a history of CRPS 
should avoid surgery on the affected part; if surgery is being undertaken, whether on the affected limb or other 
body extremity, regional blockade might be preventative. The role of perioperative steroids or of ketamine is unclear; 
in my opinion, their potential benefit would be expected to outweigh potential harm.

TREATMENT
There is a dearth of quality evidence regarding treatment of CRPS; where RCTs have been performed the studies 
have tended to be small and/ or to be awaiting replication by other researchers. The lack of trials is perhaps due 
to the variability of clinical presentations, the need for multiple modalities of treatment, the variability in response 
to treatment with some patients seeming to improve spontaneously and others not improving regardless of an array 
of treatments. Thus clinicians must turn to guidelines drawn from a consensus of experts. 

Allied Health
 As summarised succinctly by the Dutch clinician guidelines in 20061 “The key to recovery seems to be in properly 
adjusted movement and in learning to reintegrate the affected limb to everyday activity.” Thus physiotherapists and 
occupational therapists have the key roles in managing CRPS. In the majority of cases standard treatment, judiciously 
modified and often protracted, suffices. Experience and judgement is required because activity of the affected part 
can both mitigate and aggravate CRPS: the challenge is to achieve sufficient use to turn off the CRPS process but 
not so much as to cause a flare of CRPS activity. Some patients have moderate or severe CRPS from early on, or 
fail to respond to lengthy treatment: these patients require additional medical input but always the principle is for 
the medical treatment to be facilitating activity of the affected part as this seems to be the key to reversing  
the CRPS. 

In addition to physical and medical measures, psychological support is often appropriate, to assist patients to 
adjust to live with a significantly painful condition, and to develop strategies and implement behavioural changes 
to optimise their situation. Many patients will have been let down badly by their medical experience: they will have 
had surgery or other treatment which has failed, and often their complaints of pain will have been met with scepticism.
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Medical treatments
Amongst medications with RCTs to support their use are: steroids, free-radical scavengers (dimethyl sulfoxide 
cream, N-acetyl cysteine), biphosphonates. Evidence for calcitonin has been mixed. Agents used for neuropathic 
pain – opioids, gabapentinoids, and antidepressants blocking re-uptake of noradrenaline (amitriptyline, venlafaxine, 
duloxetine) - have been used for CRPS. Recently infusions of ketamine have become quite widely used. The infusion 
is often at doses causing actual or potential sedation; hence patients must be hospitalised; there is uncertainty 
regarding optimal dose, duration, and frequency of treatments.

SYMPATHETIC BLOCK
Sympathetic blockade (stellate ganglion block and lumbar sympathetic block) has been used extensively. There 
continues to be a lack of evidence to support its use: the most recent Cochrane review could find only one RCT 
of adequate quality and that was for permanent sympathectomy. However sympathetic block continues to be 
recommended in consensus guidelines. It is unclear whether permanent sympathectomy (i.e. ablation of the relevant 
ganglia) is better than repeated temporary blockade by local anaesthetic; if the latter is undertaken there is uncertainty 
regarding the optimal interval between blocks and the optimal duration of treatment. Long-lasting ablation can be 
achieved surgically or by percutaneous delivery of heat or neurotoxic chemical. Intravenous regional guanethidine 
(Bier’s block) has been demonstrated not to be effective and it seems to be little used these days. Epidural block 
will provide both sympathetic and somatic block; whether somatic block is advantageous is unclear; generally 
epidural treatment will require hospitalisation; duration of the infusion will be limited by apprehension regarding 
infection. 

Due to the severe pain and impaired function of this condition, major interventions are sometimes undertaken. 
Usually they are reserved for the most severe cases. Their cost, the required expertise, and need for ongoing 
supervision have tended to limit their use to compensable patients or well-resourced public clinics. There has been 
a small RCT supporting the use of spinal cord stimulators (SCS) which showed a modest decrease in pain intensity, 
a modest improvement in quality of life but no change in function (Kemmler 2000)3. The hardware for a spinal cord 
stimulator plus one one lead costs approximately $25,000; in the past the implanted stimulator had to be replaced 
when the battery was exhausted after several years, a recurring cost of about $18,000. Intrathecal pumps infusing 
an opioid and sometimes other agents such as clonidine or baclofen are occasionally used; their use tends to be 
limited to the lower limb because treatment of the upper limb necessitates higher positioning of the intrathecal 
catheter or higher infusion rates or both and thus side-effects are more problematic. Such pumps necessitate 
ongoing involvement with the patient to provide refills of the pump and monitor for complications of the intrathecal 
device and intrathecal medications, e.g. granulomas causing neurologic compromise and hormonal suppression 
secondary to chronic opioid use. 

The past decade has seen the introduction of graded motor imagery (GMI). This technique was originally 
investigated for use to relieve phantom limb pain. It uses techniques which retrain neural circuits in the brain. 
Research by an Australian physiotherapist, Lorimer Moseley, has demonstrated that three components of retraining 
should be undertaken and that the order in which patients perform them is important. In the first phase patients 
practise ‘lateral recognition’ which requires them to distinguish whether a limb (hand or foot) is left or right when 
images are rapidly presented for a number of minutes, using flash cards or electronic means. Patients with CRPS 
have impeded recognition of the affected side – manifested by a time lag or higher rate of inaccuracy or both. 
Improvement requires frequent and sustained practice. Once lateral recognition approaches normality, the patient 
is encouraged to undertake phase two, ‘imagined movements’ in which movements of the affected part is imagined. 
When the patient is able do imagined movements without causing aggravation of the CRPS – pain and swelling- 
they progress to phase three ‘mirror movements’ in which the patient observes movements of the contralateral 
limb in a mirror so that it is perceived by their brain to be movements of the affected limb. Remarkably this process 
of neural retraining directed at brain circuitry can reduce or turn off the manifestations of CRPS in the periphery. 
Further evidence of the role of brain neural processing has been the fascinating observation that CRPS is associated 
with changes in the somatotopic representation of the affected limb: representation shrinks and shifts to a more 
proximal part of the cortical somatotopic map. For example if the hand is affected, its representation becomes 
smaller and is located closer to the shoulder and the face, and thus tactile stimulation of the hand may be perceived 
in the shoulder or the face or both. These changes reverse when treatment is successful – a stunning example  
of neuroplasticity. 

SUMMARY
CRPS remains an enigmatic disease. Its pathophysiology is unclear but there is increasing acceptance of the roles 
of: firstly an interaction between peripheral nerves, peripheral neuropeptides and cytokines; and secondly reversible 
changes in brain neural patterns. CRPS is particularly likely after injury to the distal upper or lower limb but there 
appears to be a high rate of natural resolution. In those with severe or persistent symptoms, CRPS is disabling and 
often very distressing. The key to turning off CRPS is believed to be actual or simulated use of the limb; the primary 
objective of medical treatments should be to facilitate function. CRPS has a range of medical treatments including 
neuropathic medications and various procedures; the evidence for most treatments of CRPS is weak. However 
there is strong evidence for the prophylactic use of vitamin C to prevent CRPS after wrist fractures.
There are a number of recent very good reviews available for further reading.4,5,6
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Table 1. Previous (anachronistic) names for complex regional pain syndrome

Reflex sympathetic dystrophy Causalgia

Sudeck’s atrophy Algodystrophy

Sudeck’s osteodystrophy Shoulder-hand syndrome

Table 2. Diagnosis of CRPS9

Clinical use: 1 or more symptoms from 3 or more categories and one or more signs from 2 or more categories – 
sensitivity 0.85, specificity 0.6

Research use: 1 or more symptoms from all categories and one or more signs from 2 or more categories – 
sensitivity 0.70, specificity 0.96

Sensory abnormalities Spontaneous pain
Mechanical hyperalgesia
Thermal hyperalgesia
Deep somatic hyperalgesia

Vascular abnormalities Vasodilatation
Asymmetric skin temperatures
Skin colour changes

Oedema or sweating abnormalities Swelling
Hyperhidrosis

Motor or trophic changes Weakness
Tremor
Dystonia
Impaired co-ordination
Nail or hair changes
Skin atrophy
Joint stiffness
Soft tissue changes

REFERENCES
1. http://pdver.atcomputing.nl/pdf/CRPS_I_Guidelines.pdf Guidelines complex regional pain syndrome type 1 

Netherlands Society of Rehabilitation Specialists and Netherlands Society of Anaesthesiologists.
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3. Kemmler MA, De Wet HC et al The effect of spinal cord stimulation in patients with reflex sympathetic dystrophy: 
two years’ follow-up of the randomized control trial Am Neurol 2004;55:13-18.
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The flimsy framework of methodology in the acute pain literature – 
shaky structure in need of repair?
MARK REEVES, MBBS, FANZCA, PGDIPBIOSTAT. 

Senior Clinical Research Fellow, University of Tasmania and Visiting Medical Officer, North West Regional Hospital,  
Burnie Tasmania

Dr Reeves has been an anaesthetist in rural public and private practice in north-west Tasmania for 10 years. He is 
a Primary examiner and Councillor for ANZCA. His research interests include acute pain and statistics.

INTRODUCTION
The revelation that a respected author had been fraudulently altering data in his clinical trials sent shockwaves 
through the anesthesia research community.1,2 Scott Reuben’s particular field of research had been acute and 
chronic pain medicine. Whilst his motivations are not public knowledge the undeniable possibility is that he falsified 
data to get positive results and that he wanted positive results because these would be more easily published.

PUBLICATION BIAS IN THE ACUTE PAIN LITERATURE
Publication bias is alive and well, as evidenced by the simple fact that the vast majority of published trials in acute 
pain do have a positive result.3 A negative trial tends to attract the obvious criticism of “Type 2 error” – the treatment 
effect was not statistically significant because there were not enough subjects in the groups to reliably detect  
a difference between them. Thus, the trial does not add to our knowledge if the treatment was novel and does not 
stand as a refutation if the trial was a repeat of work previously published. Ironically, no such criticism appears to 
be leveled at positive trials. One rarely reads a clinical trial with a discussion of “Type 1 error” – the possibility that 
the finding of a treatment effect was merely a chance occurrence and the treatment has, in reality, no discernable 
effect.

At first blush, this may not appear to be a major problem, other than to give the impression that the weight of 
published evidence favours a specific intervention. However, when these trials are collated in a meta-analysis, any 
Type 1 error can be immediately conflated as it is difficult to source the unpublished negative trials. Now the apparent 
treatment effect has narrower confidence limits and increased “significance”. Perhaps the more dangerous 
interpretation is that an intervention may now have the imprimatur of a meta-analysis and be considered “Level 1” 
evidence. To my thinking this is bizarre, as the included trials are not necessarily a cross-section of all trials in the 
area but just those that have been published. Also, those performing the analysis rarely have equipoise as they 
would have to be interested in an area to wish to perform such an analysis. Equally they can hardly be blinded to 
the provenance of a paper when determining methodological quality as the outcome is available and the literature 
is often familiar to any researcher with an interest in that area. I have had the honour of having a single clinical trial 
(4) examined in three separate meta-analyses, all examining the impact of ketamine on postoperative analgesia. 
In one it received a quality score of 5/55, in a second 3/5 (using the same system)6 and in the third it was excluded 
due to “methodological flaws”7. I cannot believe my experience is isolated. Meta-analyses have an important place 
in the literature, but mostly in the area of hypothesis generation (if positive) or to refute treatments (if negative). 

CHOICE OF ENDPOINTS IN THE ACUTE PAIN LITERATURE
The most frequent type of clinical trial on acute postoperative pain in the major anaesthesia journals is a comparison 
of one analgesic strategy to another. The commonest overall design is the comparison of an analgesic regime or 
strategy against placebo, measuring the endpoints of opioid requirements and pain scores between the groups, 
usually after major surgery. The theory is undeniably attractive – an intervention leads to reduced opioid requirements 
(and possibly therefore reduced opioid-related side-effects) or reduced pain scores (or even both). If only the former 
then this is because every participant is seeking a specific pain score and those in the treatment group require less 
opioid to achieve this. If only the latter, then somehow the intervention enhances the quality of the analgesia, even 
if not the requirement for opioid.

The particular attraction of these endpoints – and these are the ones on which virtually all such trials are predicated 
in the a priori power analysis – is that the variables are continuous, ratio data and can thus be compared with 
parametric analyses such as Students t-test or analysis of variance (ANOVA). Or are they?
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS IN THE ACUTE PAIN LITERATURE
1. Pain scores
There has been much debate over whether pain scores can be treated as ratio (continuous data) or should be 
considered ordinal. Wong-Baker faces and verbal rating scales are clearly ordinal (The data falls into discrete groups 
which nonetheless can be ranked – severe is greater than moderate etc.) In contrast, the visual analogue scale 
(VAS) has some obvious features of continuous data in that there are limitless possibilities between 0 and 100mm, 
although practically these are measured to the nearest mm. There has been some work that suggests that these 
are true ratio data for both moderate and severe pain8,9 however the pitfall remains that although 40 is half of 80 
for each participant in a trial, 40 in one person is not necessarily the same as 40 in another – the measuring 
instruments (patients) do not all measure the same thing the same way, so the data is not truly ratio and continuous. 
Another common scale is the verbal numerical rating scale (VNRS)– the answer to the question “On a scale of 0-10, 
where zero is no pain and 10 is the worst pain imaginable, what number do you give your pain?” This is a practical 
and convenient scale, widely used outside of research; however from a statistical point of view it is not truly 
continuous and all the same caveats apply as to the VAS.

Perhaps more crucially, the assumptions in applying a t-test or ANOVA on data gathered in a trial include a 
requirement that the data need to be drawn from a normal distribution. Pain scores are almost never normally 
distributed. If patients are receiving ethically appropriate amounts of analgesia their pain scores will always cluster 
around the mid- to low-range, especially after 24 hours postoperatively, so the data will always be skewed. It is 
common practice to show the results of statistical tests designed to infer evidence of “non-normality” in results 
such as the Shapiro –Wilks test. When the test result has a probability value of greater than 0.05, this is taken as 
evidence that the data is consistent with that from a normal distribution. Indeed, this is very likely with a sample 
size of less than 50, but lack of proof of non-normality is not necessarily proof of normality. In a recent unpublished 
analysis of the MASTER trial dataset of over 900 patients10, no set of pain scores in either control group or epidural 
group were normally distributed at any time point postoperatively, either at rest or on movement. Admittedly these 
data were all from ASA3 (or sicker) patients having major surgery, so the inference may not be applicable to the 
wider population.

2. Opioid consumption
Morphine consumption using patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) is the other attractive endpoint for analysis. The 
theory underlying its use in clinical trials is that all patients will self-administer morphine to a specific level of comfort, 
especially at rest and might also pre-emptively use the PCA prior to mobilisation or physiotherapy. It could be a 
continuous variable but in reality the possible “values” that could be used are constrained by bolus size, lockout 
intervals and the necessity for sleep. Actual utilisation of the PCA will also depend on preoperative PCA education 
as well as reinforcement by nursing staff and the Acute Pain Service (hopefully). Perhaps more importantly is the 
influence of age on postoperative morphine requirement, especially in the first 24 hours. This was demonstrated 
by Macintyre et al11, and has been reinforced by other work (although there appears to be some racial variation). If 
age is as influential as Macintyre suggests (first 24 hour morphine use = [100-age] mg) then the age variability of 
the surgical population in the study might be more influential than the treatment itself – especially given that age 
is not a normally distributed variable. Simulation work3 suggests that studies would require larger sample sizes than 
are currently being used to account for such an effect and that age should be accounted for in analyses, much like 
the use of cardiac index rather than output when comparing two patients.

APPLYING THE PAIN LITERATURE TO OUR PATIENTS
When we are having a discussion about pain management options with patients it is important to be able to describe 
the risks and benefits of each appropriate technique and to be able to put it into context for that patient. In the 
MASTER trial, the median pain score at rest on the first day was 1/10 in the control group and 0/10 in the epidural 
group; on coughing the figures were 5/10 and 4/10 respectively. This unimpressive improvement, although statistically 
significant, needs to be weighed against the risk of minor and major complications when choosing a strategy, along 
with other potential benefits. Perhaps a more convincing endpoint is the number of patients with severe pain 
recorded on the first day (pain score ≥7/10): 40% in the control group, 25% in the epidural group. Cynics may argue 
that pain outcomes were not the primary endpoint of the trial and that other trials have had more positive results. 
I would reply that the MASTER analgesia outcomes are more “real-world” precisely because they were not the 
primary focus of the trial and occurred outside the rather artificial constructs of most analgesic trials.

NEW MODELS FOR ACUTE PAIN RESEARCH
All in all, the careful reader of the pain literature might notice that the efficacy of many interventions is surprisingly 
modest, and that the endpoints of efficacy that we choose may not be those most relevant to the patients needs. 
Some of the most intriguing work comes from the unlikely sources of large studies whose primary aims were not 
centred around analgesic outcomes. Many anaesthetists reduced their use of nitrous oxide after the results of the 
ENIGMA trial were published.12 At that time, there was no inkling of the surprising results that would be found  
2 years later in a post hoc follow up of 423 patients in the Hong Kong cohort.13 It was found that 11% of patients 
reported continuing pain, and 6.6% had severe pain (defined as VAS >5). The rate of chronic post-surgical pain in 
the group randomised to receive nitrous oxide) was less than half that of the group who received a nitrous oxide-
free anaesthetic (odds ratio 0.26; 95%CI 0.07-0.89).



Validation of new endpoints is urgently needed: episodes of severe pain, constant moderate pain, development 
of persistent pain, intolerable side-effects, functional disability, length of stay and satisfaction are all worthy of 
investigation and have been variously included in studies, although usually as secondary endpoints. These outcomes 
are non-parametric (frequency counts, ordinal scales, categories, etc). Trials comparing different strategies on 
outcomes such as these will need far greater numbers than the most frequent types of studies populating the 
current literature, nearly all of which have less than 100 participants.14 This will be challenging and will probably 
require multi-centre approaches. In Australasia we have the capacity to do this kind of research, as the achievements 
of the Trials Group at the Australia and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists have shown since the MASTER trial. 
So, if someone taps you on the shoulder to be involved in a trial on postoperative pain, please don’t scoff and 
assume that we already have most of the answers we need. We’ve barely scratched the surface. 
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INTRODUCTION
There are many published reviews on the pharmacological management of pain1,2,3,4, particularly in relation to cancer 
pain, but very few on the side-effects of opioids. There are also recent reviews on the role of specific opioids in the 
management of pain5,6. This review will focus on the management of side effects from opioids in the cancer patient, 
from a personal perspective. It is hoped that this review will assist anaesthetists in developing an appropriate 
management plan for management of opioid side effects in their patients in both acute and chronic settings. Chronic 
non-cancer pain is becoming increasingly frequent, as is the use of narcotics for its management7, which will bring 
with it challenges of its own, including issues such as psychological management of the patient and addiction, but 
these will not be reviewed here. The perioperative management of chronic pain8,9,10, and the opioid – dependent 
patient11 are considered elsewhere.

There is very little published research on management of side effects from opioids, and a dearth of therapeutic 
or comparative trials. Opioid-induced side effects are common, and well-known to practising doctors. Nausea, 
constipation, sedation, hallucinations and dry mouth are arguably more common than a group which includes itch, 
myoclonus, urine retention, and respiratory depression.12 Management is largely based on personal experience, 
anecdote, consensus panels13 and institutional guidelines.

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
Prevention of opioid side effects, if possible, is perhaps the key to effective management. Since many side effects 
of narcotics are well known and predictable, it makes sense to start pharmacological treatment at the same time 
as opioids are prescribed, much in the same manner as potassium supplements are administered concurrently 
with the initiation of frusemide. Further, drugs should initially be administered regularly. Depending on the patient’s 
response to treatment and whether dose titration is necessary, pro re nata (PRN) orders may then be contemplated. 
Specific side effects should be treated promptly if there is a clear relationship to the opioid, but in the cancer patient, 
there may be multiple contributing factors to consider.

Depending on the risk/benefit ratio, the onset of side effects, and whether pain is adequately controlled in a 
given patient, reduction of opioid dose is often effective in helping to manage side effects. This can be a useful 
strategy in a patient who may also have co-analgesics introduced as part of their overall pain management plan. 
For instance, paracetamol added to oxycodone is often worthwhile, and doses of oxycodone may be reduced at 
the same time paracetamol doses are increased, providing of course pain remains under control. Palliative care 
physicians tend to use other complementary drugs for analgesia if the aim is not to increase narcotic dose in a 
given patient. Antiepileptic medications such as gabapentin are frequently prescribed. Other adjunct treatments 
(antidepressants, steroids) are commonly used as a means of minimising opioid doses.

Of course, the best management plan for pain involves treating the underlying cause. For patients with cancer, 
this may involve surgery (for example as a palliative treatment for bowel obstruction), radiation, chemotherapy or 
even antibiotics if there is a suspicion of an infective cause.

If, after some time, opioid dose reduction or administration of narcotic-sparing agents are not successful in 
reducing side effects, opioid rotation is sometimes used, though there does not appear to be good evidence to 
support this practice.14 This clearly requires a longer term plan and frequent monitoring of the patient, and may be 
best performed in an inpatient or hospice setting.

Other issues such as polypharmacy can be a problem, especially in palliative care. However, in this setting, 
acute management of opioid side effects will probably remain largely pharmacological. If more chronic management 
of opioid side effects is required, strategies such as dietary advice and exercise play an important part (and are 
highly recommended for the management of constipation, for example).

NAUSEA
This is usually a self-limiting symptom, lasting days to around a week, mostly due to initiation of narcotics or a 
change (increase) in dose. Exclusion of other causes for nausea would be prudent (consider liver metastases, brain 
metastases, constipation, bowel obstruction).

Prevention or treatment of nausea often involves regular administration of prochlorperazine, metoclopramide, 
haloperidol or steroids. Other more specialised agents such as cisapride are occasionally useful.

Occasionally, patients complain of nausea when they are really referring to something else (eg. reflux, epigastric 
discomfort). A careful history is helpful. In my experience, nausea from opioids fluctuates in intensity and usually 
responds to simple anti-emetics. Truly constant nausea is very unusual and is a potential sign of mislabelled nausea. 
Another consideration is the possibility of changing causes for nausea; nausea that improves with medication, then 
recrudesces several days later without an accompanying change in opioid or analgesic dosage is a clue that another 
cause may be at play.
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CONSTIPATION
This is probably the most frequently encountered side effect of opioids, occurring in 72% of cancer patients on 
morphine in one study.15,16 Accurate measurements of incidence of constipation are probably not possible, but from 
best estimates, constipation occurs in approximately 10% of the general population, 20% of those over 65 years 
of age, 50% of those with cancer, 70% of patients with advanced cancer, rising to 90% or more in those with 
advanced cancer being treated with opioids. Strictly speaking, the term “opioid bowel dysfunction”17 is perhaps 
more accurate and often encountered in the literature, but the definition is problematic, and varies from publication 
to publication. Perhaps the most practical definition for the patient is the experience of less frequent bowel motions 
or the sensation that more frequent bowel movements are required.

In cancer patients, there are contributing factors to be considered: cancer – related causes, medication related 
and those due to other causes. For example, bed rest, pelvic cancers, bowel obstruction, hypercalcaemia and 
dehydration are not uncommon in a cancer patient population. Some drugs such as chemotherapy agents (eg. 
vincristine), some antiemetics such as 5HT3 antagonists, antispasmodics, anticholinergics, diuretics and iron 
supplements can all contribute to constipation. Other conditions such as hypothyrodism, autonomic neuropathy 
and diabetes may also exacerbate constipation from other causes.

The pathophysiology of constipation in patients with cancer treated with opioids is not fully understood, but 
involves inhibition of opioid receptors in the myenteric plexus, where the circular smooth muscles are more affected 
than longitudinal muscles18. Delayed gastric emptying can occur, and reduced peristalsis throughout the gastrointestinal 
tract is thought to be common. Decreased mucosal secretion has been noted, and when this occurs in addition to 
increased rectal tone, it is not surprising that opioid bowel dysfunction occurs almost universally. The implication 
of an increased rectal tone is that some patients with stomas may only require stool softeners (without bowel 
stimulants) to relieve their constipation.

The principles of management of constipation include exclusion of bowel obstruction, finding and treating the 
underlying cause if relevant and treating the contributing factors. I find something as simple as intravenous fluids 
for 24-48hrs, or encouraging patients to be as active as possible, preferably walking around the ward, can be very 
helpful. If pharmacological treatment is required, then the combination of stool softeners and stimulants is a useful 
start (eg. sennosides with docusate). Table 1 lists a suggested starting dose equivalent of laxatives for a given level 
of opioid dose. There is no published literature except for Mancini et al19 who calculated a laxative/opioid ratio for 
morphine of around 0.15 in a study of 49 patients admitted acutely to a hospice, based on the designation of 100mg 
docusate plus 8mg senna as one laxative unit (containing more docusate than one Coloxyl with Senna tablet in 
Australia). Using their calculations, one might predict a laxative dose of around 2 tablets twice a day for an opioid 
dose of 60mg per 24hrs, not dissimilar to Table 1. It is important to note that the dose of laxatives needs to be 
titrated according to individual response. Like nausea, constipation is best managed using laxatives on a preventative 
basis: I usually recommend starting a laxative with, or even before, the first dose of opioid, since most laxatives 
require 4-24hrs to work.

In the event of constipation not responding to preventative laxatives in about 2-3 days, Table 2 lists a suggested 
escalation plan involving agents delivered per rectum. In general, oral laxatives are preferred before rectal 
administration, though sometimes both are required. Oils (paraffin, olive oil) can be administered via the oral route 
or as enemas, and are also occasionally useful in severe impaction, though manual evacuation is more reliable. 
Oils are not recommended for chronic use. In patients in whom I am interested in taking an aggressive approach 
to constipation, overcorrection of constipation may be acceptable before dose reduction of laxatives.

In practice, I like to use abdominal X-rays if patients have been constipated for some time, in order to rule out 
bowel obstruction, though this is not always recommended in the literature. Most radiologists however, do not 
comment on constipation or faecal loading, and reports generally focus on ruling out acute abdominal events such 
as bowel obstruction. As a result, it is always best to visualise the X-rays directly. Also, overflow incontinence is 
perhaps under-recognised, and without a careful history, one can be fooled by the apparent clearing of chronic 
constipation.

SEDATION
Sedation is a common problem, but tends to be mild, occurs early and at increases of opioid dose20. Tolerance 
typically develops in about 2-3 days. For this reason, and because continual changes in doses of narcotics are 
unhelpful, any change in dose of opioids is best done only every 2-3 days, in my view, unless of course it becomes 
clear that pain is not adequately controlled. In this situation however, sedation is not usually an issue, and the main 
problem is inadequate analgesia. Occasionally, sedation fluctuates, in which case strategies could include small 
doses of methylphenidate, possibly modafinil or even a small dose of steroids. If sedation is accompanied by 
respiratory depression, then reducing the dose of opioid is the best way to manage the problem. Naloxone can be 
titrated to effect if used judiciously, but in cancer patients in whom pain control has been an issue, naloxone is best 
avoided altogether in view of the potential to cause severe rebound pain.



HALLUCINATIONS
Non-opioid causes for hallucinations are perhaps more common than narcotics in cancer patients.20 Cerebral 
metastases, particularly if hallucinations in the setting of advanced disease are the first presentation, sepsis, hypoxia, 
and hypercalcaemia are not uncommon causes. Assuming these have been excluded, management includes dose 
reduction of opioids, small doses of haloperidol (eg. 0.5mg bd), or risperidone (0.5-1.0mg bd). For more prolonged 
episodes of hallucinations or delirium, palliative care physicians sometimes prescribe higher doses of haloperidol, 
risperidone, olanzapine or chlorpromazine.

DRY MOUTH
This is a common, though generally mild, side effect associated with opioids. Symptomatic treatment is all that is 
usually required if it is a feature in the patient’s complaints.

OTHER SIDE EFFECTS
Itch is occasionally an issue, and has been estimated to occur in around 1% of patients treated with opioids, rising 
to 40% with the use of spinal opioids, suggesting a spinal opioid receptor mechanism.21 The cause is unclear, and 
may be dose related. There is some evidence that opioids cause some histamine release from mast cells (though 
this has not been demonstrated for fentanyl and sufentanil, though curiously, itching still can occur with the use of 
these drugs). Treatment is again symptomatic, with a trial of antihistamines worthwhile. Physical treatments such 
as cool compresses and moisturisers may be helpful.

Myoclonus may be more frequent with chronic use, and the risk appears to increase in the presence of spinal 
cord lesions in patients.22 It may also be related to reduced clearance of opioid metabolites, though there is no 
good evidence in this regard. In the presence of persistent myoclonus, opioid rotation (morphine, hydromorphone, 
oxycodone, fentanyl, methadone) has been suggested.22 If this approach fails, gabapentin23 lorazepam or clonazepam 
may be useful.

NEW DRUGS AND APPROACHES
In the last decade, a number of novel drugs have been developed that target the most common side effect of 
opioids: constipation. Recent meta-analyses24,25 suggest that both methylnaltrexone and alvimopam have Level 1 
evidence to show that they are better than placebo in treating constipation and post-operative ileus.
Methylnaltrexone is a peripheral mu-opioid receptor antagonist that does not cross the blood brain barrier in 
appreciable amounts and as a result, does not antagonise opioid induced central nervous system effects such as 
sedation.26,27 In Australia, it is approved on the pharmaceutical benefits scheme. A subcutaneous dose results in a 
bowel movement around 4 hours later, but occasionally a second dose may be required. Given its apparent ability 
to “rescue” patients with constipation, it is generally not used as first line treatment, and tends to be reserved for 
patients who fail standard laxatives.

Alvimopam is also a peripheral mu-opioid receptor antagonist that does not cross the blood brain barrier in 
appreciable amounts.27 It was approved by the American Federal Drug Agency (FDA) in 2008 for use for post-
operative ileus.28 For this indication, it is commenced prior to surgery and administered twice a day for a week. The 
drug is well-tolerated.

Phase III trials of an oxycodone/naloxone combination show that significantly less constipation occurs with its 
use than oxycodone.29,30 The rationale behind this is the pharmacological advantage of giving naloxone orally, which 
has low bioavailability and which exclusively inhibits gut opioid receptors. However, side effects from the oxycodone 
component can occur, not unexpectedly.

Tapentadol is a mu-opioid receptor activator and noradrenaline reuptake blocker that acts in the central nervous 
system.31 It is useful in a variety of pain conditions, including back pain and osteoarthritis.32 It has already been 
FDA approved and appears to cause less constipation than oxycodone in clinical trials.

PHARMACOGENETICS
Although in its infancy, the study of pharmacogenetics of opioids appears to be taking shape. It may be possible 
therefore, to identify patients who have a higher risk of severe or unusual reactions to opioids prior to the development 
of these adverse events.33 For instance, genetic polymorphisms of cytochrome P4502D6 may help to determine 
rapid metabolisers of codeine (into morphine, more side effects) from those who are poor metabolisers (more pain), 
(see Kadiev et al, 2008 for review).34

CONCLUSIONS
Although opioids are extremely useful in the management of pain syndromes in many different diseases, patients 
commonly experience side effects. Fortunately, most of these are either mild or manageable. The incidence of these 
adverse events can only be estimated from large clinical trials, but these patient populations are unlikely to represent 
the “real world” where patients have generally poorer performance status, or may have multiple co-morbidities 
which increase the risk of side effects. If we assume recent pharmacogenetic work is a reasonable guide, then 
approximately 10% of patients have unusual or more severe side effects than most patients, while 10% of patients 
could be expected to have poor pain control with standard opioid and adjunct treatment approaches. It would 
seem that these patients may benefit most from the novel drugs recently developed, which of course would also 
be suitable for patients in whom side effects of opioids such as constipation are difficult to manage.
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Table 1. 

Suggested starting laxative dosing equivalents for given levels of morphine requirements. Laxatives should be 
commenced with, or before, the first dose of opioid for optimum prevention of constipation. The overall aim is not 
necessarily to produce normal bowel movements, but something close. In patients in whom constipation is a 
potential issue (eg. recent hemorrhoidal bleeding, previous severe constipation), looser bowel movements may be 
preferable.

Morphine equivalents  
per 24hrs

Examples Laxative equivalents 

10-30mg codeine containing medications16mg tds
codeine containing medications 30mg bd
oxycodone 5mg tds

docusate with sennosides 2 tablets bd  
OR macrogol sachets 1 bd-tds

40-60mg oxycodone sustained release 20mg bd docusate with sennosides 2 tablets bd  

80-100mg morphine sc 5mg q4h (=30mg, converting  
to about 60-90mg oral morphine equivalents 
per 24h)

docusate with sennosides 2 tablets tds  
WITH macrogol sachets 2 bd

>120mg As for >80mg, but sometimes requiring 

Table 2.

Suggested escalation strategy for constipation not responding to preventative laxatives. Clearly, the choice to use 
any of these agents must be guided by patient preference and the clinical situation. At some stage, consultation 
with gastroenterologists, colorectal surgeons or palliative care physicians might be prudent.

Level Agent If inadequate response, consider:

1 sennosides and docusate add macrogol sachets

2 Level 1 add lactulose

3 Level 2 suppositories (eg. bisacodyl, glycerine), 
particularly if the rectum or left colon  

4 Level 3 enemas, sodium picosulphate

Impaction manual evacuation, oils
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INTRODUCTION
Seventy years after pethidine became available it is time to critically challenge its continued use. Numerous drugs 
of similar vintage have long since been eliminated from anaesthetic practice. There are notably other opioids even 
older than pethidine still in widespread use – such as hydromorphone and morphine. However, in contrast to these 
two examples, only with pethidine is it now appreciated that use brings an excess of worrying side effects. Experts 
in the fields of anaesthesia, pain management and addiction medicine calling for the curbing of pethidine use have 
overwhelmed the weak or even absent arguments in support of its ongoing use.1-3 This calls into question the 
appropriateness of continued pethidine use. 

Pethidine can be viewed as having lived somewhat of a charmed life. It was born in 1939 originally out of the 
search for an agent with atropine-like activity. Serendipity intervened with pethidine being found to possess analgesic 
qualities. Much of the promotion of pethidine in its early years is ascribed by historians to the need for Allied 
countries to have ready access to an alternative opioid analgesic, since Germany dominated morphine manufacture 
at the time. Good fortune continued with pethidine arriving at a time when both an exciting new opioid was longed 
for and one that was hoped to be devoid of typical opioid side effects was keenly sought, and it must be remembered 
that pethidine was essentially the first new opioid on the scene for the last two thousand years! The promotion of 
pethidine as being a better choice in a number of key areas such as labour and biliary disease was often conducted 
with disregard to the evidence at the time, or was accompanied by an unfair demonisation of morphine.  
The oft-encountered belief of pethidine’s absence of an emetogenic effect spread by rumour and an almost  
mystical reverence.

ADVANTAGES OF PETHIDINE (?)
The use of pethidine brings to patients a unique set of harms without any clear benefit over other opioids. An 
extensive discussion of the harms of pethidine will be presented. There are however a number of areas in which 
pethidine is commonly held to offer benefit, being a combination of those stated in texts or mentioned by colleagues; 
the evidence base (or rather the lack of evidence) in support of pethidine will be reviewed.

Reduction in Nausea and Vomiting 
Perhaps the best way to answer this assertion is to analyse patient controlled analgesia (PCA) studies comparing 
outcomes for the use of pethidine with the commonly available alternatives. PCA studies allow the simplest means 
to control for differences in analgesic potency otherwise complicating the interpretation of single-dose studies, and 
are also more likely to reflect opioid-induced side effects in the purest sense, being more remote on a time basis 
to the muddying influence of postoperative nausea and vomiting. There have been a number of studies comparing 
the PCA use of pethidine with alternatives of morphine, fentanyl or oxymorphone.4-6 None of these reported a 
statistically significant difference in nausea and vomiting rates between pethidine and the alternatives available in 
Australia of fentanyl or morphine. Woodhouse et al’s study comparing fentanyl, morphine and pethidine found 
patients who were blinded to treatment allocation did not report greater satisfaction with the use of one opioid over 
another. Similarly, a blinded medical observer was unable to identify a discernable difference between opioid 
treatment groups.7

It is worthy of comment these PCA studies were not designed to have nausea and vomiting rates as their primary 
endpoint, and were therefore underpowered to demonstrate significant differences in the occurrence of these 
adverse events. However, this lack of evidence of such a benefit becomes salient when we broaden the view to 
weighing up purported benefits of pethidine against the known harm.

There is a suspicion of interindividual susceptibility to the emetogenic effect of a given opioid. This is often 
based on the observation in PCA managed patients who have a resolution of nausea and vomiting when the opioid 
is changed to an alternative. Which of the myriad possibilities is responsible for this, including simply a resolution 
with time, is unclear.8 
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Much of anaesthetist-administered pethidine is provided intraoperatively with the justification of lowering nausea 
and vomiting rates. In this circumstance what is being observed is postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV). On 
the topic of PONV the anaesthetic literature provides us with quite a deal of information as to which factors impact 
PONV rates. Leslie et al have identified use of nitrous oxide and a longer duration of anaesthesia as increasing the 
observed incidence of PONV.9 Use of bispectral index monitoring was associated with a reduction in PONV, 
apportioned to the lessening in anaesthesia exposure afforded by its use. From Gan et al’s Consensus Guidelines 
for managing PONV, similar anaesthetist-modifiable factors such as use of nitrous oxide and use of volatile anaesthetic 
are cited as being positive causative factors for PONV.10  These guidelines add a third contributor to PONV: use of 
intraoperative and postoperative opioids. In this review, the preferential benefit of one opioid over another to reduce 
PONV was not identified. The appropriate conclusion from the anaesthetic literature is that the contribution to PONV 
by the opioids is a class effect with no one opioid consistently offering an advantage over another.

Anaesthetists may be presented with a patient reporting a history of being PONV-free only when pethidine is 
administered - a claim that must at times be viewed with caution, as there may be innumerable alternative reasons 
why this may have been so. Even the same anaesthetic administered on different days to the same patient can 
have widely different outcomes. When the evidence is explored it becomes evident far more substantive reductions 
in a patient’s PONV risk can be achieved by an emphasis on eliminating the factors known to promote PONV, rather 
than by the preferential use of a drug that has little evidence in its support.

If a benefit in nausea and vomiting rates does exist with pethidine, but has not yet been demonstrated by the 
research available, then this might be expected to have become evident through other means. There might have 
been a noticeable spike in PONV rates coinciding with a hospital’s sudden withdrawal of pethidine. In 2006 Royal 
North Shore Hospital (Sydney, NSW) undertook just such a withdrawal of pethidine, however no rise in PONV 
frequency was noted. 

Sphincter of Oddi Dysfunction 
It has been accepted dogma taught to generations of medical students that only pethidine should be used for 
analgesia in patients with biliary disease, such as acute cholecystitis or pancreatitis. Any doctor who was foolhardy 
enough to administer morphine to such patients, it was said, would witness a calamitous worsening of the patient’s 
pain. This was taught on the basis pethidine did not possess sphincter of Oddi (SO) stimulating activity, whereas 
morphine did.

In order to challenge this second justification for pethidine it is informative to first ask: what was the origin of 
the belief in the SO` sparing actions of pethidine? To answer, it is necessary to take quite a step back in time.

In the 1930s, an open cholecystectomy involving operative exploration of the common bile duct (CBD) would 
generally mandate the placement of a T-tube to allow percutaneous drainage of bile fluid. The presence of a T-tube 
meant measurement of bile duct pressure was a relatively simple matter of connecting a fluid filled column. Using 
this methodology, administration of morphine to the patient was noted to lead to a rise in bile duct pressure and 
this rise often, but not always, was limited by the prior administration of atropine.11 Then in 1939 came the synthesis 
and marketing of pethidine, a drug designed to have similar structure activity to atropine. These two events were 
linked and soon pethidine was being promoted as the analgesic of choice for biliary tree pathology – but based 
largely on theory.

As early as 1947 Gaensler et al published work questioning the theoretical benefit of pethidine.12 T-tube based 
studies demonstrated pethidine was also capable of producing substantative rises in CBD pressures. Although 
this was generally less than that seen with morphine, in 10% of patients this was noted to be greater than the 
response to morphine. The authors concluded, based on their findings: preference should not be given to pethidine 
over morphine for patients with biliary pathology. In fact, they went on to state morphine could be preferred because 
it seemed to provide better analgesia to patients suffering biliary pain than pethidine was able.

Despite the publication of such early work challenging pethidine’s role as the analgesic panacea for biliary 
disease, the belief was perpetuated in major textbooks of the late 20th century.

In 1984 came perhaps the most notable publication in the anaesthesia literature on the biliary pressure response 
to different opioids. Using similar T-tube pressure methodology, morphine was observed to cause a greater rise in 
CBD pressure than pethidine, however this was still much less than the increase in pressure seen following fentanyl 
administration.13 This finding of fentanyl being the most potent provocateur of CBD pressure rise presented a 
challenge to the prevailing clinical practice and so the understanding of CBD clinicopathology, fentanyl being the 
predominant intraoperative opioid utilised for cholecystectomy in many centres, as well as being the recommended 
agent for pain management of pancreatitis sufferers admitted to hospital requiring a PCA. For both these scenarios 
and based on this evidence, use of fentanyl should have resulted in noticeable presentations of biliary-type pain. 
The explanation for this perplexing paradox lies in one, or a combination of two possibilities. First, the threshold 
for pain due to biliary distension varies from person to person. Secondly, it is not so much the distension that is 
thought to lead to pain, but rather it is the exaggerated relaxation phase following an opioid-induced overstimulated 
contraction that leads to pain (J. Kellow, personal communication, June 2011). Therefore, the emphasis on measuring 
CBD pressure elevations may have been misleading all along. Increased CBD pressure may serve only as a marker 
of opioid activity and is not the cause of the pain per se. 



Rather than focusing on CBD pressure it becomes more informative to closely observe the most active site 
where opioid smooth muscle stimulation is believed to occur: at the sphincter of Oddi. This is undertaken experimentally 
by placing a pressure-transducing catheter within the lumen of the CBD at the level of the SO at the time of 
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatocography. Studies undertaken in such a way result in an equal number 
reporting a response of the SO to morphine as to pethidine.14-17 The studies do not consistently find a sustained 
increase in the basal pressure as might be expected. Rather, they demonstrate an increase in the phasic firing of 
SO contractions produced by both pethidine and morphine equally (measured as contractions per minute). The 
mechanism by which this increase in contraction rate leads to the coincident rise in CBD pressure observed by 
earlier researchers lies in the way in which the SO functions. The SO not only has a valve-like function, but also 
acts as a pump. When this pump is stimulated beyond its maximal efficiency rate, it begins to fail in both a forwards 
and backwards direction, much in the same way the left ventricle fails in times of tachycardia.

The stimulating effect of the opioids on the biliary tree smooth muscle entirely mirrors their effect on the rest of 
the gastrointestinal tract. This is seen most profoundly in a clinical sense for the small intestine and is contrary to 
what is believed by many to be the effect of the opioids on bowel contractions, which is in fact stimulatory rather 
than inhibitory. Administration of morphine leads to an increase in the phasic firing of the migrating motor complex18, 
however the resulting contractions of the small intestine now become discoordinated. This leads to loss of normal 
coordinated peristalsis and rather than luminal contents being propelled toward the rectum, they are merely squeezed 
to and fro, leading to constipation. 

There is no one opioid known to consistently lead to less constipation in all patients. Drawing parallels to this, 
the preferential use of pethidine in patients with biliary disease has little evidence to support it. This argument is 
further supported by reviews of the topic: “Reevaluation of this preference of meperidine (pethidine) over morphine 
shows that it is the medical equivalent of an urban legend.”19 and “No studies or evidence exist to indicate that 
morphine is contraindicated for use in acute pancreatitis.”20 

Labour Analgesia
Pethidine comprehensively dominates as the injectable opioid for labour analgesia. Finding reason for this  
status quo requires a look back in time of several decades, and again reveals a practice based on dogma rather 
than science.21

The initiating paper thought to have thrust pethidine forward as the agent of choice in labour analgesia was 
published in 1949 by Little and Tovell.22 They conducted a retrospective audit of associated factors for neonatal 
asphyxia cases reported in Indiana, USA. Morphine use in the labouring mother was reported to be associated with 
an incidence of neonatal asphyxia of 3.1%, whereas with pethidine the incidence was reduced to 2.8%. This 
reduction in complications was ascribed to pharmacological advantage of pethidine over morphine. Only in more 
recent years has an alternative hypothesis for the difference been put forward: bias due to use of non-equivalent 
drug doses. The brand-new agent of pethidine was innovatively presented in a solution making it easy to measure 
out a precise dose (and this was indeed one of the marketed advantages). Morphine dosing in comparison was 
antiquated; being cumbersome and inaccurate due to presentation in a solid pelletised form, termed a ‘grain’. The 
standard dosing of morphine for labour analgesia at the time was a quarter of a grain, or approximately 16 mg – a 
far more generous dose than we would administer today and greater than the equipotent recommended dose  
of pethidine. 

Evidence based medicine has now caught up with pethidine’s sanctified place in labour. A recent Cochrane 
Review of parenteral opioids for maternal pain relief in labour analysed 54 comparative studies of opioid use in 
labour.23 The review concluded there was insufficient evidence to advocate the preferential use of any one opioid 
in labour when measured as effectiveness of pain relief or by occurrence of side effects. Favourable comparisons 
were highlighted with the use of pethidine alternatives of fentanyl24, morphine25,26 and even remifentanil PCA27 for 
labour analgesia.

From research of a non-comparative design, and therefore not included in the mentioned Cochrane Review, 
comes reason to be concerned for pethidine use in labour. Pethidine, owing to a high lipid solubility has been 
demonstrated to readily cross the placenta into the fetal circulation. High pethidine levels in umbilical blood of up 
to two-thirds the level seen in analgesed adults have been recorded after single-dose pethidine administration to 
the mother.28 Greater neonatal depression has been correlated with higher pethidine blood concentrations in the 
newborn.29 Research has also focused on the effect of the nor-pethidine metabolite on the neonate. Kuhnert et al 
reported a correlation between poorer neonatal behaviour scores and a prolongation of the drug delivery interval, 
defined as the interval between pethidine administration and delivery of the baby.30 A longer drug delivery interval 
results in greater transfer and accumulation of nor-pethidine into the fetus and this is the mechanism thought to 
underlie these findings. Although this is a complex area with ongoing research awaited, we should be aware of 
these concerns nonetheless.

The concern for placental transfer does not exist with morphine. There has been only limited research conducted 
on morphine use in labouring mothers – so pervasive is the lingering fear of morphine use resulting from Little and 
Tovell’s work – but what has been conducted demonstrates a reassuringly minor placental transfer of morphine. 
Gerdin et al found at the time of delivery, morphine could only be detected in 8% of umbilical cord vein samples 
after administration of morphine to the mother during labour.31 

Implementation of present day knowledge has seen pethidine successfully withdrawn from the labour floor and 
replaced with morphine in at least two major teaching hospitals of Sydney (Westmead and RNSH).
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Epidural Pethidine for Post Caesarean Analgesia 
Another area in which pethidine use is commonly encountered in Australian practice is via the epidural route to 
patients recovering from caesarean section. There have been a small number of papers published on this topic.32 
Paech et al demonstrated an advantage of the epidural administration of pethidine over the intravenous route by 
improving analgesia, and at the same time reducing both side effects and total dose requirements.33 

A valid alternative to the use of pethidine in this scenario is morphine. Of the comparative studies between these 
two agents, Roseag and Lindsay’s 1994 publication reporting a favourable side effect profile with pethidine is often 
cited by clinicians as providing justification for pethidine’s preferential use.34,35 Patients administered a dose of  
3 mg epidural morphine had the symptoms of pruritus and nausea recorded at a rate 3 times that for those provided 
with pethidine via patient controlled epidural analgesia. The high recorded incidences for nausea of up to 56% and 
pruritus up to 84% are seemingly disconcordant with the lower rates observed by experienced obstetric anaesthetists 
who regularly administer epidural morphine. Contemporaneous studies of epidural morphine in the obstetric patient 
(post vaginal delivery, morphine 2.5 mg epidural) report rates for nausea and pruritus of only 9% and 12% respectively 
– a clinically tolerable rate which is only modestly increased compared to placebo (5% and 6%, respectively).36 

Therapeutic advantage from neuraxial opioids can be optimised by paying heed to the highly suggestive nature 
of itch as a symptom and its powerful nocebo (I shall harm) properties.37 The so called ‘sabotaging’ of care, through 
use of poorly chosen or negative wording, can therefore be prevented when anaesthetists avoid drawing undue 
attention of patients to the itch induced by neuraxial opioid administration.

A number of benefits arise from the use of epidural morphine over pethidine post caesarean section. Morphine 
not only provides superior analgesia at rest but importantly also improves dynamic pain relief.35 This reduction in 
pain with activity is of high value to mums and their wish to participate in the care of their newborn without being 
limited by pain. Epidural morphine allows earlier de-medicalisation of patients encouraging earlier mobilisation and 
so most closely emulates the concepts of modern enhanced recovery after surgery programs. These factors likely 
contribute to the higher satisfaction rates reported by mothers receiving morphine compared with those given 
pethidine.35 Finally, in contrast to pethidine, epidural morphine allows immediate decatheterisation of the epidural 
space. This allays the concern held by many obstetric anaesthetists for development of frank bacterial infection 
posed by the additive effect of duration of catheterisation upon the frequent presence of bacterial colonisation of 
labour epidural catheters.38

Postoperative Shivering 
The incidence of postoperative shivering has declined in recent years. Traditionally, this condition has been treated 
by the administration of low dose (25 mg) pethidine, and there is no doubt that this is effective.39 

However, this effect is not unique to pethidine, and in fact any opioid will provide similar relief. Alternatives to 
pethidine that have been studied include clonidine, alfentanil and tramadol. Tramadol is often preferred as the 
first-line alternative to pethidine, owing to the lessened risk of hypotension, sedation or respiratory depression that 
can bedevil clonidine or alfentanil use. Tramadol dosed at 1 mg/kg IV is equally effective as pethidine once shivering 
is established40,41 or when administered intraoperatively to hypothermic patients to prevent shivering during recovery 
from general anaesthesia.42

Allergy to Morphine 
True immune mediated allergy to morphine is rare. Most commonly when morphine appears in the allergy box of 
a patient’s chart it represents a simple adverse effect of the drug. Simple urticaria and erythema in the skin overlying 
the injected vein is a demonstration of the pharmacodynamic action of morphine and is not believed to represent 
an allergy as such. This can be bothersome but is generally harmless.

If for whatever reason, morphine is to be avoided then it is worth noting the days of the simple dichotomy of 
choice between morphine and pethidine are long past. There are a number of alternative opioids available for use 
in Australia. For the purposes of this paper’s message, a brief discussion on each is provided:
1.  Fentanyl 
 Many clinicians are able to provide effective pain relief with fentanyl. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to 

be familiar with the pharmacological challenges of fentanyl. To maintain an effect site concentration of fentanyl 
in the therapeutic range it is necessary to push the pharmacokinetics beyond one determined by the very short 
distribution half-life (t1/2 alpha) to one determined by the much longer elimination half-life (t1/2 beta). This is 
accomplished by a generous intraoperative loading dose (+/- 100 – 300 mcg per hour) and/or by the provision 
of an appropriately sized PCA bolus dose of for example, 20 – 30 mcg five minutely for an average adult. The 
pharmacodynamic challenges arise because although fentanyl has profound antinociceptive properties; it can 
be a poor analgesic, in the broader sense, for some patients. This is likely due to the weak anxiolytic properties 
of fentanyl (particularly when compared with morphine) and so patients do not experience a relief from their 
suffering to such a great extent with the use of fentanyl. Clinicians may have encountered this in their own 
patients who report an ineffectiveness and poor satisfaction with fentanyl. A dramatic and rapid improvement 
is often witnessed when such patients are switched to an alternative opioid, like morphine, possessing greater 
anxiolytic properties.



2. Oxycodone. 
 Injectable oxycodone has been available in Australia since 2007. It is simple to administer (having similar numerical 

dosages to morphine), is as effective as morphine, and has a tolerable side effect profile. Clinician preference 
for the use of injectable oxycodone for their patients is increasingly encountered. Use carries the advantage of 
simplicity of dose conversion since oral oxycodone, in immediate release or extended release forms, is a favoured 
agent for step-down analgesia.

3.  Hydromorphone. 
 Use in Australia of injectable hydromorphone tends to be limited to chronic and cancer pain and is infrequently 

administered in the acute setting. The latter is for no particular reason, other than perhaps simply a lack of 
familiarity or perceived need. Hydromorphone use in the perioperative period is commonly encountered in North 
American hospitals. The main downside to hydromorphone is unfamiliarity and so potential for confusion with 
morphine, leading to drug administration errors. This was the topic of a recent NSW Department of Health Safety 
Alert. Orders for hydromorphone are recommended to include use of TALLman lettering (i.e. HYDROmorphone) 
as well as addition of the commercial name Dilaudid, placed in brackets immediately next to the order.

DISADVANTAGES OF PETHIDINE USE
Much has already been published on the complications from pethidine use. The following discussion will aim  
to summarise that which is already well known and provide an extended discussion on issues of current interest 
to anaesthetists.

Pethidine Seizures 
The seizure provoking activity of pethidine is unique as it is the only opioid for which this side effect is encountered 
at the doses prescribed for acute pain. Pethidine’s predominate metabolite nor-pethidine is a neuroexcitant, lowering 
the seizure threshold. At low blood levels nor-pethidine leads to nervousness, tremor and twitching. As nor-pethidine 
accumulates and blood levels rise the seizure threshold is eventually reached. It is critical to appreciate that even 
following the recommended dosage guidelines (upper limit 600 – 1200 mg per day) does not provide surety of 
avoiding nor-pethidine toxicity. Seizures have been reported with doses as low as 540 mg/d.43 In order to prevent 
seizures from nor-pethidine accumulation, pethidine should be avoided in: repeated doses, PCA delivery or in renal 
impairment.44

Drug Incompatibilities 
Concomitant use of pethidine with tricyclic anti-depressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors and tramadol has 
resulted in serotonin syndrome, a condition capable of causing seizures and rarely, death, due to the additive effect 
of pethidine’s uptake inhibition of a number of neurotransmitters, predominantly serotonin. Patients medicated with 
these agents often have an unfavourable co-existence of the psychological conditions that would also make them 
attracted to pethidine use, making for a dangerous mix.

Addiction
It is in the area of addictive potential that pethidine so strikingly stands apart from the alternative opioids. This is 
particularly noticeable when compared to the phenanthrene family of opioids of oxycodone, hydromorphone and 
morphine, which all have a similar mid-range addiction potential.45,46 There is increasing awareness and much media 
publicity of oxycodone misuse. The rapid rise in rates of oxycodone misuse is not thought to result from any greater 
addictiveness possessed by oxycodone, but rather from the marked increase in prescribing of oxycodone for  
non-cancer pain, combined with the large milligram content (e.g. 80 mg) of pharmaceutical-grade purity found in 
the extended release formulation often prescribed. OxyContin subsequently has become an ideal agent for diversion 
and supply to the recreational drug market. 

Pethidine’s two structurally related synthetic phenylpiperidine opioids of fentanyl and alfentanil have been 
purported to also possess high addictive potentials, based largely on their pharmacokinetic properties allowing 
rapid entry into the CNS. Where these two agents diverge from pethidine, and hence why there have not been calls 
for the removal of these agents, is in the lack of translation of this potential into a high number of reported addiction 
cases in the general community. This may be due to availability issues, for example: fentanyl and alfentanil are not 
prescribed by general practitioners, whereas pethidine often is, making for a more readily accessible supply source. 
The exception to this is fentanyl misuse by operating theatre personnel, who, largely on account of their access to 
a reliable supply source, demonstrate a preference for fentanyl (see below for further discussion).

Our knowledge of the powerful addictive qualities of pethidine stems from a multitude of sources. On an individual 
basis each piece of information may be argued away, but when drawn together they build a consistent and concerning 
argument. 
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Pethidine High
For many patients, administration of pethidine produces a profound and complex “high” and far more so than is 
experienced with the alternative opioids.47 This euphoric high is in addition intensely reinforcing with a greater 
potential to develop an uncontrollable urge to recreate the experience, leading to addiction. Generally, addiction 
risk increases with repeated dosing. Pethidine however is so intensely reinforcing that concern is held by addiction 
medicine specialists for even a brief exposure to pethidine (as brief as a single dose) because it will conceivably, 
in individuals with an addictive personality, lead to a highly vulnerable state for opioid addiction (S. Jurd, personal 
communication, 25 August 2011).

Similarities between cocaine and pethidine 
The stimulant effects of pethidine observed in humans have long been compared to those seen with cocaine.48 
This led to the proposal for a non-opioid receptor mediated mechanism to explain at least some of pethidine’s 
actions. This is supported firstly by experimental research demonstrating incomplete reversal of pethidine actions, 
including nociception, following administration of opioid antagonists. Further support for a non-opioid receptor 
involvement lies in research with trained monkeys capable of discriminating cocaine from saline, whereby the 
simultaneous administration of pethidine and the mu-antagonist naltrexone led to a response in the monkeys 
identical to that seen with cocaine.49 

The cocaine and pethidine molecules share a number of structural features, including a piperidine ring, which 
are thought responsible for their similar actions. Notably, pethidine and cocaine have comparably high potencies 
for dopamine uptake inhibition in rat brains. Morphine was found to be devoid of such actions. Dopamine is heavily 
implicated in the neurobiology of addiction and so pethidine’s actions to inhibit dopamine uptake to a similar degree 
as cocaine may explain its strong addictive potential.50

Lessons learnt from use in chronic pain
Pethidine is not recommended for use in chronic pain states owing to the high likelihood of developing addiction.51 

Of all the patients who present to pain clinics, it is those who have been maintained on pethidine that are notoriously 
more difficult to manage. Weaning of pethidine injections is far more difficult than for alternative opioids and 
additionally is rarely accomplished without inpatient admission and close supervision of dosing. Pain medicine 
specialists left to deal with such patients do so needlessly since the patients could – and should – have been 
managed with a less addictive agent in the first instance. The anaesthetists who are frequently the initial prescribers 
of pethidine are rarely involved in the subsequent management of the patient many weeks or months later and so 
remain unaware of the harm caused by their actions. 

Expert Opinion
Addiction medicine is a field in which there is not the ability to conduct large randomised controlled trials or 
Framingham-styled longitudinal studies of the type we have grown accustomed to in other fields of medicine and 
so we are heavily reliant on expert opinion. This expert opinion is overwhelmingly to avoid the use of pethidine, 
owing to the greater risk of addiction. Some anaesthetists express their own counter opinion of pethidine use posing 
no greater risk of addiction than any other opioid based on their absent recollections of addiction seen in their own 
patients following many years of pethidine prescribing. Such assertions are challengeable on the basis of naivety. 
Given that the interaction between anaesthetist and patient is usually relatively brief and at best episodic, it can 
not be expected that anaesthetists would consistently conduct a thorough assessment of their patient’s psychosocial 
history capable of uncovering the intimately personal nature of addictive behaviour toward opioids. 

Medical profession misuse
Doctors detected to be self-administering opioids display a preference for the misuse of pethidine over morphine. 
In the often-cited review of Cadman and Bell, pethidine was the main opioid abused by 84% of doctors disciplined 
by the New South Wales Department of Health.52 Self-administering doctors brought to the attention of the authorities 
stand the greatest chance of successful rehabilitation, however the associated mortality rate is still high at 13%. 
Far more concerning is the doctors who do not receive treatment for their addiction. For these doctors, particularly 
anaesthetists, the anecdotal experience is of a significant number to have their first presentation of opioid abuse 
in the form of a fatality (G Knoblanche, personal communication, May 2011). Up until the 1980s, pethidine was the 
abusing anaesthetist’s drug of choice, reflecting that of the medical and nursing professions as a whole.53,54 Then, 
with the introduction of fentanyl came a change in behaviour of anaesthetists, with fentanyl replacing pethidine as 
the most common opioid of abuse by anaesthetists.55

This change in preference to fentanyl away from pethidine by anaesthetists is ascribed to a number of reasons. 
Firstly, the increased awareness and vigilance for aberrant pethidine prescribing makes diversion without drawing 
suspicion quite difficult. Secondly, fentanyl is presented in ampoules containing very high doses and is indeed often 
administered in very high doses. Diversion of even small proportional quantities therefore can readily go unnoticed, 
but are still of sufficient potency to provide reward to the abuser. For example, the intentional diversion of 100 mcg 
out of a 500 mcg ampoule intended for a patient will have barely detectable consequences for the patient whilst 
providing a substantive effect for the abusing anaesthetist. Finally, an anaesthetist under the influence of fentanyl 
is capable of a higher degree of function than if using pethidine.56 The present-day preference away from pethidine 
by anaesthetists does not now justify an attitude of complacency. Instead it should be viewed as evidence of the 
effectiveness of strategies to date, but strategies that need to be enhanced in order to reduce the rate of pethidine 
abuse still further.



If we know our medical colleagues have a preference for the misuse of pethidine over the equally effective 
alternative opioids then it becomes an abrogation of our duty of care to tolerate the availability of pethidine. We 
are obliged to eliminate the hazardous occupational exposure of our anaesthetic colleagues in the operating theatre, 
and we need to extend our concern to nursing staff in the operating room, the general wards and on the labour 
floor. In 2006, out of concern for the personal misuse of pethidine by general practitioners, the Australian Medical 
Association and Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee collaborated to enact just such a strategy, and had 
pethidine removed from the Doctor’s Bag supply carried by general practitioners.

The withdrawal of pethidine is a simple and effective means of minimising harm from the occupational exposure 
of doctors to the most addictive of opioids, particularly because there are suitable alternatives to pethidine. Concern 
for fentanyl exposure on the other hand, would be somewhat impractical to address solely by advocating its 
withdrawal since it is the cornerstone of many general and neuraxial anaesthesia practices. Continued vigilance 
and education will provide the greatest protection from fentanyl misuse.57

SUMMARY
A critical examination of the evidence fails to find support for the commonly held beliefs as to the benefits of 
pethidine use. In stark contrast is the significant evidence for harm resulting from pethidine use. 

While evidence based medicine has provided, and will continue to provide real guidance for all doctors in 
therapeutic decision making, it must be acknowledged that our own personal experience with different medications 
is a powerful influence on patient management. Many anaesthetists have used pethidine for decades, possibly 
without any (known) complications, and will find articles such as these somewhat unpalatable. However, it must 
be acknowledged that the evidence against the continued use of pethidine is now so clear, and incontrovertible, 
and has been disseminated in so many forums, that should any patient experience any untoward effects due to 
pethidine use, it will be difficult to sustain a defence based on the credo that “it has been my usual practice…”.

In many Australian states inroads have been made by major teaching hospitals to completely withdraw, or 
severely restrict use of pethidine. Hospitals regarded for their expertise in pain management that have removed 
pethidine from their formularies include Royal Adelaide in 1993 and Royal North Shore in 2006. Time will hopefully 
see the private sector following in a similarly educated manner. Keys to the success of a hospital’s withdrawal of 
pethidine are the involvement of the Drug Committee as well as a transition period of tolerated use in extenuating 
circumstances. For example, at the authors’ hospital when pethidine was withdrawn, provision was made to allow 
the use of pethidine on an Individual Patient Use (IPU) basis – largely to appease a minority who were adamant 
practice was not possible without pethidine. In the 5 years during which access to pethidine was available under 
IPU, there were reassuringly no applications for pethidine. 

Figures from the International Narcotics Control Board for 2004 place Australia in a desirable position on the 
international ranking of pethidine prescribing.58 On a per head of population per annum basis, Australia consumes 
9 mg and is well behind our Canadian counterparts at the head of the table with 36 mg as well as the United States 
with 19 mg. Data extracted by the New South Wales Department of Health tallied a total use of pethidine for that 
state of over 14 kg for the year of 2010.59 Of this total: 4.5 kg is accounted for by administration in labour, assuming 
one in two of the approximating 90 000 labouring mothers for that year was administered a 100 mg ampoule of 
pethidine (or part thereof). Whilst on an international basis Australian anesthetists have demonstrated a commendably 
enlightened practice, the substantative ongoing use (at least from NSW data) indicates there is still further work to 
be done. This may lie particularly in educating our colleagues in the other medical professions to whom much of 
the continued prescribing of pethidine is apportioned.

CONCLUSION
In 2011 we have reached the point where the case has been made for the appropriate and effective use of opioids 
to manage pain, particularly in the acute setting. We need to continue these efforts to further refine our practice, 
ensuring the agents used are as safe and effective as possible. 

The seductive simplicity to the change in practice necessary to eliminate pethidine is that it is completely painless. 
Clinicians will not suffer and more importantly nor will our patients.
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INTRODUCTION
Neuraxial blockade (NB) is a commonly used anaesthetic technique. It is an anaesthetic technique with many 
advantages including attenuating the stress response of surgery; it provides optimal analgesia; a reduction in 
thromboembolic phenomena; and reduced postoperative pulmonary complications. However, like any procedure, 
there are certain risks. Although rare, infectious complications may include arachnoiditis, meningitis, and abscess 
formation. Should they occur, these complications result in significant morbidity and potential mortality. It is for this 
reason that traditional teaching considers fever and sepsis to be contraindications to NB. 1 However, results of new 
evidence make this an area of contention. This review will provide an historical background justifying conventional 
teaching and then outline the results of recent literature that challenges conventional wisdom.

Infectious complications as a result of neuraxial blockade can be devastating. Infectious complications may 
include meningitis, abscess formation and sepsis. The incidence of infectious complications is rare, with a wide 
variety of figures reflecting the various risk factors in local practice and patient population. 

TYPES OF INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS 
Arachnoiditis
There is very little data regarding incidence of arachnoiditis post NB. The data comprises of isolated case reports 
only. As such, this will no longer be considered.

Meningitis
Meningitis has long been considered a risk of dural puncture.2 The first reports of meningitis as a result of lumbar 
puncture were by Weed et al in 1919.3 Wegeforth and Latham also observed that 5 out of 6 bacteremic patients 
who subsequently underwent lumbar puncture developed meningitis.4 However, this observational study was flawed 
in that it was conducted at an army barracks (under less than ideal asepsis) where a meningitis outbreak was 
prevalent amongst the community. More recently, Carp and Bailey conducted a study where they inoculated  
40 rats with a gram negative bacillus and then subjected them to a lumbar cisternal puncture with a 26 gauge 
needle. 5 Twenty rats were given peri-procedural antibiotics; twenty were not. Of the rats who did not receive 
antibiotics, twelve developed meningitis. Examining the literature, it is evident that the risk of meningitis post lumbar 
puncture ranges from 1.8-15%. However, the studies are all small in number (largest with 1089 patients) and compare 
different population groups. 

Meningitis post spinal anaesthesia has rarely been reported. Kilpatrick and Girgis retrospectively reviewed the 
records of all patients admitted with meningitis to a hospital in Cairo, Egypt between 1975-1980.6 During this period, 
1429 patients were admitted with meningitis. 17 of these patients had a history of recent spinal anaesthesia. Onset 
of symptoms ranged from 2-30 days (mean=9) after NB. Ten out of the 17 patients had positive CSF cultures  
(P. aeruginosa =8; S. aureus =1; S. mitis =1). The lack of a positive CSF culture in the remaining 7 patients was 
attributed to the fact that antibiotics had been commenced before admission. 

Kane retrospectively reviewed 65 000 spinal anaesthetics and found 3 cases of meningitis.7 Holloway et al 
reported one case of meningitis in 42 000 combined spinal epidurals (CSE) performed in the UK.8 The Swedish 
National Survey estimated the incidence of meningitis post spinal anaesthesia as 1:53 000 (a total of 29 patients).9 
The patients who developed meningitis were fit and healthy, undergoing minor surgical procedures. The chief 
symptom was headache (present in all cases). Interestingly, the classic triad of fever, headache and nuchal rigidity 
were present in only 14 patients. Twelve (12) patients had positive CSF cultures. Eleven (11) of these grew alpha-
haemolytic streptococci. The remaining culture grew S. aureus. Moen et al. did highlight that the point that in 
individual cases of meningitis post spinal anaesthesia, the organism had been isolated (serotyping) to originate 
from the upper respiratory tract of the anaesthetist.9 
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These figures highlight an interesting discrepancy between pure lumbar punctures and spinal anaesthesia.  
It has been postulated that the lower incidence of meningitis with spinal anaesthesia compared to lumbar punctures 
may be due to the fact that people undergoing spinal anaesthesia are generally not infected (whereas those 
undergoing LP generally have a source of infection) and also the bacteriostatic properties of local anaesthetics.2 
Another issue is that post spinal meningitis is probably under-diagnosed. As mentioned, the most common symptom 
(an isolated headache) may be confused with a post-dural puncture headache.

Abscess Formation
Like meningitis, the incidence of epidural abscess is low.10 Most appear as individual case reports or in retrospective 
reviews. Based on current data, it appears that most epidural abscesses are due to infections of skin, soft tissue, 
spine or haematogenous spread rather than due to catheter placement. The retrospective review of Baker et al 
reported epidural abscess to account for 2-12 cases per 100 000 admissions to tertiary hospitals.11 The most 
commonly identified organisms were S. aureus (57%), streptococci (18%) and Gram negative bacilli (13%). Out of 
the 39 cases reported, only 1 was attributed to epidural catheter placement. Similarly, Ericsson et al reported 10 
cases of epidural abscess occurring at one teaching hospital over 10year period.12 Of the 10 cases, only 1 was 
attributed to epidural catheter placement. The remainder were due to repeated lumbar puncture in patients with 
meningitis (2 cases), a paravertebral injection (1 case) and spontaneous (6 cases).

When reviewing the literature limited to neuraxial blockade, there is equal paucity of data. The incidence appears 
to be dependent on a variety of factors including population sampled (eg obstetric versus surgical), duration that 
catheter was in situ and whether the patient was immuno-compromised. The incidence quoted ranges from 1:1930 
(Wang et al)13 to 1:100000 (Aromaa et al).14 Analysis of the patients who developed epidural abscess has led to 
identifying various risk factors that may increase its likelihood. These include poor aseptic technique, immuno-
compromised patients (including diabetics, patients on steroids, alcoholism, cancer), multiple attempts at insertion, 
type of surgery (urology and gynaecology more common due to risk of bacteraemia) and traumatic insertion.15 
Although a theoretical risk, the reports of blood patch causing infectious complications appear to be limited to 
superficial abscess (Collis et al).16 Pre-existing sepsis is regarded as a risk factor despite there being very little 
evidence to support this. 

As mentioned, despite the lack of data, pre-existing sepsis is regarded as a relative contraindication to neuraxial 
blockade. In fact the current best evidence is that pre-existing sepsis does not increase the likelihood of infectious 
complications. Two studies that showed this involved women with chorioamnionitis. 

Bader et al investigated the use of regional anaesthesia in patients with chorioamnionitis.17 Out of 10047 women, 
319 were identified as having chorioamnionitis based on the presence of 2 or more of the following: pyrexia  
(>38˚ Celsius) on 2 or more occasions, maternal leukocytosis (white cell count > 20 000/µL), tachycardia (pulse>120/
min), foul smelling amniotic fluid and uterine tenderness. Of the 319 women identified, 100 had blood cultures 
taken, of which 8 were consistent with a bacteraemia. 293 of the 319 women had some form of neuraxial blockade 
– 43 of these women had peri-procedural antibiotics. None of the 319 women, including those with a documented 
bacteraemia, developed infectious complications. 

Goodman et al also reported similar results.18 They retrospectively reviewed the records of 531 paturients who 
had some form of neuraxial blockade and were then later identified as having chorioamnionitis. Of the 531 women, 
146 had blood cultures taken. Thirteen of these were positive. Antibiotics were given prior to the block in  
123 patients whilst one-third of patients had no antibiotics during the entire peripartum period. Like reported by 
Bader and colleagues, there were no infectious complications identified in any of the patients. 

Another paper that supports this conclusion is a retrospective audit conducted at a single centre over a ten-year 
period.19 Forty-six epidurals were inserted in children who had a pneumonic empyema that required thoracotomy/
decortication. Of the 46 patients, 23 exhibited signs of sepsis (temperature >38˚ C and white cell count > 14 000); 
21 had a leukocytosis but no pyrexia; 2 had a normal white cell count and were afebrile. These patients were 
followed up for three years post discharge. None of the patients developed any infectious complications, even at 
long term follow up. Whilst it may be argued that with 46 patients, it would be difficult to detect even one epidural 
abscess (given its low incidence), the results are nevertheless compelling. 

A retrospective review by Steffen et al highlighted the fact that bacterial colonisation does not translate into 
infectious complications.20 Steffen et al performed a retrospective study of 502 epidurals inserted for abdominal, 
thoracic or trauma surgery. A standardised aseptic technique and post insertion dressing was employed. There 
was a daily monitoring of the puncture site. The catheter tips were removed in a sterile fashion and cultured. The 
average catheterisation duration was 5 days. What was surprising was that despite an aseptic technique and 
dressing, there was a unexpectedly high bacterial colonisation rate (5.8%). The predominant bacterium cultured 
was S. epidermidis (76%). The patients were all followed up for 6 months post insertion. No patient developed 
infectious complications despite the apparently high colonisation rate. 



Recently, the results of a UK survey regarding epidural analgesia in patients with sepsis undergoing laparotomy 
were published.22 This was a nation wide survey to 304 anaesthetic departments within the United Kingdom. The 
survey consisted of questions as to whether a policy existed for the use of epidural analgesia in sepsis and questions 
related to two vignettes. The response rate was 67% (211 departments). Only five hospitals (2%) had a policy 
regarding the use of epidurals in the face of sepsis. This perhaps highlights the fact that many people still hold 
conventional teachings to be true and thus do not require a policy. One hundred and fifty two (82%) of the 185 
respondents who routinely use an epidural for a laparotomy reported that they would do so in a patient with a 
suspected small bowel perforation but no signs of a systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). In patients 
with clearly defined SIRS, forty-nine respondents (27%) said that they would use epidural analgesia. The main 
reason cited for not using an epidural was fear of epidural abscess (116 respondents) followed by fear of haemodynamic 
instability (102 respondents) and contraindication to potential use of activated protein C in management of sepsis 
(23 respondents). Although no consensus was made, it did highlight the changing opinion regarding the use of 
epidurals in the face of sepsis amongst anaesthetists in the United Kingdom. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
The notion that neuraxial instrumentation is contraindicated during sepsis is controversial. The perceived increased 
risk of infective complications is based on case series and older studies (of limited relevance). Whilst there is a 
theoretical increase in risk, this is not seen when large retrospective studies are reviewed. The incidence of infective 
complications remains low. Certainly, a high bacterial colonisation rate does not translate to a high infectious 
complication rate. This then suggests that other factors also play a role in determining the likelihood of developing 
infectious complications, such as diabetes, steroid therapy, alcoholism and cancer. The evidence that neuraxial 
infection in the face of sepsis is limited, but may indicate that there is not an increased risk. As such the following 
recommendations may be made:

1. Infectious complications as a result of neuraxial blockade are rare but potentially serious.

2. The rate of infection must be minimised by adhering to strict aseptic technique (i.e. gown/gloves/mask/hat/
drapes/alcohol based antiseptic).22

3. The use of aseptic technique does not eliminate the risk of infectious complications. 

4. Rather than viewing sepsis as an absolute contraindication to neuraxial blockade (traditional view), it should 
be viewed as a relative contraindication.

5. Each case should be reviewed on its merits. A risk-benefit analysis needs to be performed. If there is a 
compelling reason to perform neuraxial blockade in the face of sepsis, it should be carried out using 
periprocedural antibiotics. 

6. The patient will need to be monitored closely postoperatively for signs of infection.
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THE DISAPPOINTING SPINAL
The conundrum of the failed spinal anaesthetic has plagued practitioners since the inception of subarachnoid 
blockade as an anaesthetic technique. As early as 1898 and the first forays into experimentation with spinal blockade, 
Bier and Hilderbrandt encountered the vagaries of inadequate spinal anaesthesia.1 Bier and Hilderbrandt injected 
spinal cocaine into each other, testing the effects by applying, inter alia, a burning cigar to the legs, traction on the 
testicles, blows to the shins with an iron hammer, and insertion of a needle through the tissues of the leg to the 
femur. Although successful in Hilderbrandt, in Bier’s case, through poor fit of the Pravaz syringe onto the needle, 
the cocaine injectate was lost together with a large amount of cerebrospinal fluid (csf). Along with the later development 
of a post dural puncture headache confining Bier to bed for 9 days, ‘no insensibility was achieved’ and ‘small 
incisions and needle puncture everywhere elicited pain’.1

The efficacy of modern spinal anaesthesia is in general very good with a reliable block developing in the majority 
of cases. However, failure of spinal block is not infrequently seen. Rates vary in the literature, and range from as 
low as less than 1%2 to as high as 17%.3 Most practitioners would consider this latter rate unacceptably high and 
indeed, examination of these cases deemed most failures ‘avoidable’. Furthermore, the definition of what constitutes 
a ‘spinal failure’ will influence estimates. Complete absence of motor and sensory block is a much less common 
occurrence. Seen more often is a block that is inadequate either in its extent (height), its quality (density), or its 
duration. More familiarly therefore, are the rates for complete spinal failure (0.5%) and inadequate anaesthesia 
requiring supplementation (4.1%) which have recently been reported.4

The aim of this article is to present some of the aetiologies underlying failure of spinal anaesthesia. Much of the 
causality is speculative in nature and the basis of further investigation. This article discusses the aspects of failure 
with regards to:
• Technique 
• Anatomical variants
• Pathology
• Local anaesthetic maldistribution
• Local anaesthetic resistance
• And chemical failure

TECHNIQUE
It is hard to overemphasise the importance of attention to meticulous technique in order to maximise the success 
of spinal blockade. Poor technique is possibly the reason for the majority of spinal failures. Not surprisingly, the 
factors most significant in predicting successful spinal anaesthesia are the experience of the practitioner, the quality 
of the patient’s landmarks, and the ability to adequately position the patient.5 Lee and Atkinson, those great authorities 
on subarachnoid block, perspicaciously comment on ‘the spinal that does not take: all experienced workers have 
encountered this occasionally even though accepted procedure has apparently been followed. Reflection, however, 
usually discloses some flaw in technique’.6 Notwithstanding aseptic technique, the tenets of getting the right drug, 
into the right space, in the right dose will always apply.

Individual elements of technique are not the focus of this article however a couple of points warrant mention. 
The increased use of pencil point spinal needles has improved the incidence of post dural puncture headache and 
requirement for epidural blood patching7 but may predispose to inadequate anaesthesia.8,9 This may arise because 
of the location of the spinal needle distal aperture, which occurs some distance away from the needle point. 
Potentially, the aperture can straddle the dura, a position in which csf may flow out of the needle and be able to 
be aspirated, but can result in injectate spilling into the epidural space partially or in its entirety. Advancing the 
spinal needle a further 1-2mm after csf appearance, has been advocated as a way of minimising this complication.

A dural flap may occur during puncture of the dura, this flap producing a one-way, valve-like effect during the 
procedure.10 The flap occurs with the spinal needle again in the position of straddling the dura. The flap moves 
towards the operator with aspiration, allowing csf flow into the spinal needle and confirming apparent correct 
placement. Conversely, as the injectate is delivered the flap moves away from the aperture, sealing off its distal 
end and forcing local anaesthetic into the epidural space or possibly the subdural space, rather than the intrathecal 
compartment. This mechanism may explain instances of both totally failed spinal and the development of a patchy 
block representing epidural and subdural injection respectively.
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ANATOMICAL VARIANTS
Anatomical variants have long been touted as the cause of failed and inadequate spinal anaesthesia. Although 
difficult to ascribe to individual cases post hoc, numerous studies have demonstrated that the anatomy of the 
intrathecal compartment is not simply a cylindrical structure allowing unimpeded flow of csf and introduced agents. 

Subarachnoid trabeculae
Intrathecal subarachnoid trabeculae have been described and are formed from arachnoid trabecula cells surrounding 
extracellular collagen. Arachnoid trabeculae appear to form a loose and indeed random arrangement, bridging the 
subarachnoid space between the more tightly organised ‘arachnoid barrier cell’ layer and the pia mater.11 However, 
they may form more organised and extensive sheets and under examination the collagen content of the spinal 
arachnoid trabeculae (or reticular layer) is often more substantial than that of its cranial counterpart.12 Furthermore, 
the arachnoid barrier cell layer may at times come into close apposition with the pia mater, the arachnoid trabeculae 
being compacted in between, and the subarachnoid space become all but obliterated. As a result of these morphological 
characteristics, the free flow of exogenous substances introduced into the csf may be impeded resulting in a 
suboptimal block. 

‘subdural’ block
Certain authors refute the notion of a true potential subdural space.11 Histologically, the meninges, from outside in, 
consist of the superficial periosteal dural layer, a meningeal dural layer, a dural border cell layer, arachnoid barrier 
cell layer, arachnoid trabeculae, and ultimately the pia mater. The so called ‘subdural space’ has been argued to 
be an artifactual space formed within the dural border cell layer and therefore, ‘intradural’. This comes about because 
of the existence of many cellular interconnections between the arachnoid (barrier cell layer) and the dura (border 
cells). Histological evidence of blood between the cells of the dural border cells in de novo and experimental 
‘subdural’ haematomas seems to confirm an intradural locale. The dural border cell layer represents a weak layer 
of the meninges due to the paucity of intercellular connections, enlarged extracellular spaces, and lack of extracellular 
collagen.11,12 Further, the existence of dural border cells lining the capsules of subdural haematomas lends credence 
to the fact that the subdural space forms as a result of tearing and disruption of cells within the dural border cell 
layer. This lack of a definitive true potential subdural space may explain why ‘subdural injection’ of local anaesthetic 
creates a block that is often patchy and high relative to dose, as the ‘subdural space’ is artificially and pathologically 
created rather than opened up.

Septae
Other anatomical variants have also been described in the literature including the existence of a posterior septum 
of the cord formed from the arachnoid trabecula. In a study of human cadaver cords, the posterior septum was 
described as progressing from a number of filaments and strands in the cervical area to becoming more extensive 
caudad to form a finely-woven, fenestrated mesh in the lumbar region of the cord.18 The posterior septum was 
noted to occupy the majority of the posterior subarachnoid space and arose perpendicularly from the pia cord 
between the posterior nerve rootlets and even beyond their origins. Although largely fenestrated it is possible that 
individual differences in the density of openings may limit the spread of local anaesthetic throughout the subarachnoid 
space. The presence of a ‘septum posticum’ has been demonstrated and was seen to occupy the midline in the 
lower thoracic and upper lumbar region dividing the subarachnoid space into two sections.19 In a clinical correlate, 
complete unilateral anaesthesia was described following spinal injection in a 26 year old woman undergoing 
caesarean section.20 Despite an uncomplicated procedure with easy identification and aspiration of csf, sensory 
and motor blockade was achieved purely on the right side to the T2 level with no demonstrable block on the left. 
This persisted into the recovery period after general anaesthesia was performed. The author postulated that the 
existence of an imperforate posterior septum or thickening of the dorsolateral membrane surrounding posterior 
nerve roots might have been responsible.

Csf volume
Many explicit patient and injectate factors have been postulated to affect the spread of local anaesthetics, however 
none have been shown to explain more than 50% of the variability in patient response. However, one small study 
demonstrated that both block height and sensory block duration were highly correlated with csf volume (r=0.91 
and 0.83 respectively).13 The diluent effect of the csf on local anaesthetics injected into the intrathecal space and 
the limitation of spread of effective concentrations of these agents is a plausible and attractive explanation for this 
finding. This correlation was supported in a further study wherein removal of 5ml of csf prior to subarachnoid block 
led to a higher block14, and a number of case reports have confirmed the presence of a large csf volume in instances 
of failed spinal anaesthesia.15,16 

Individual csf volumes can vary by a factor of three, and this large interindividual variability makes prediction of 
extent and duration an inexact science.17 Unfortunately, correlation between csf volume (and therefore spinal effect 
and necessary local anaesthetic dose) and any phenotypic patient characteristic is poor, with body mass index 
being the best correlate identified (r=0.40). Increasing body mass index appears to negatively correlate with csf 
volume, obese subjects having less csf. This finding may explain in part why obese and pregnant patients are 
generally more susceptible to the effects of subarachnoid blockade at same dose compared to their lean counterparts.



Nerve roots
A further facet of human anatomy that may have a bearing on efficacy is the target nerve roots themselves and the 
ease with which local anaesthetics can diffuse into them. Another cadaveric study demonstrated that the posterior 
nerve roots exhibit significant variability in diameter between individuals, with the posterior L5 nerve root area 
ranging from 2.33-7.71mm2.21 Anterior nerve roots are generally half as large in diameter, and nerve root diameters 
are smaller in the thoracic region and largest in the lumbosacral region. This may explain the enhanced effect of 
epidurals in the thoracic region compared to lumbar placement. Despite the dorsal nerve roots being larger, stranding 
into individual components was pronounced and would serve to increase the surface area to volume ratio of nerve 
roots and facilitate anaesthetic action. It is therefore possible that diffusion characteristics of nerve roots may 
themselves affect spinal anaesthesia, and poor effect be partly explained by large diameter posterior nerve roots 
that resist stranding.

Deposition
The existence of natural curvatures within the vertebral canal can contribute to inadequate spinal blockade. This 
is a particular problem with solutions designed to be hyperbaric as their spread will be influenced by gravity and 
thus patient positioning and site of injection. The lumbar lordosis of the spine typically occurs at the L4 level in men 
and women22 and may be imagined as the apex down which hyperbaric solutions will flow. Depending on which 
side of the apex the injection occurs, anaesthetic solution, in the absence of further patient positioning, will be 
encouraged to flow either more cephalad or more caudad and thereby affect block efficacy. It would seem sensible 
to aim to inject hyperbaric local anaesthetic solutions no lower than the L3/4 interspace in order to promote cephalad 
spread, unless a ‘saddle block’ is intended or patient positioning is to follow. 

Changes in curvature
Alterations of these natural curves may influence the effectiveness of the spinal block. Interindividual differences 
in the site of the lumbar apex appear to be small but should be considered as a potential problem. The lowest point 
of the thoracic spinal canal will influence the number of thoracic segments blocked. Typically this occurs at the 
body of the T8 vertebra. In contrast to the lumbar apex however, the lowest thoracic level of the spinal canal does 
exhibit greater individual variability and ranges over the T7-T9 vertebral bodies.22 This may explain the differences 
in cephalad spread amongst patients in which the same dose is used. Of greater import is the effect of the gravid 
status on the vertebral curvatures. MRI studies have demonstrated that in the supine position with left tilt, the 
pregnant patient near term has a lumbar apex in the L4/5 position and the lowest point of the thoracic spine was 
more cephalad (at T6-7) compared to non-pregnant women.23 These findings could also account for the increased 
efficacy of spinal anaesthesia in pregnant women and the potential problem of inadequate cephalad extent with 
hyperbaric solutions when too low an injection site is used.

PATHOLOGY
Dural ectasia or ballooning of the lumbosacral dural sac is commonly found in conditions such as Marfan’s syndrome 
and is a postulated cause of spinal failure. The incidence of dural ectasia in Marfan’s syndrome is estimated to be 
63-92%24,25 and, along with ectopia lentis and aortic dilatation, is one of the major manifestations of the syndrome. 
The presence of dural ectasia is not associated with aortic dilatation as such but is associated with back pain, and 
the degree of ectasia with the severity of the pain. Similar in effect to the presence of a large csf volume, dural 
ectasia has been described in two case reports.26 In these two obstetric cases, continuous spinal anaesthesia failed 
to produce a satisfactory block for elective caesarean section despite large doses of bupivacaine, the block being 
either patchy or inadequate in its cephalad extent, and reversion to general anaesthesia was required. Postoperative 
computed tomography demonstrated dural ectasia in both cases. The authors concluded that dural ectasia resulting 
in a large csf volume was the cause of an unsatisfactory block.

Tarlov cysts are an increasingly recognised anatomical variant most likely due to the more widespread use of 
magnetic resonance imaging. These cysts are extradural outpouchings of the meninges encasing the posterior 
nerve root sheaths and occur most frequently in the lumbosacral region. They may occur either de novo or as a 
result of surgery or trauma. Their estimated incidence is between 4.6%27 and 9% and although generally asymptomatic 
they may give rise to pain and neurological symptoms of parasthesia, bowel, and bladder disturbance. They 
communicate with the intrathecal compartment and as a result contain csf. Enlargement of the cyst is often due 
to increasing volumes of csf within them and the cause of the mass effect and symptoms. Furthermore, they may 
eventually lose communication with the intrathecal space. Their existence may be another explanation for failure 
to achieve satisfactory spinal anaesthesia. Entry of the spinal needle into a Tarlov cyst would lead to aspiration of 
csf and deposition of local anaesthetic into the cyst rather than the intrathecal space. The spinal anaesthetic effect 
will depend on how much of the solution is able to distribute to the appropriate neural structures from the cyst. If 
the cyst has separated entirely from the intrathecal space, a complete failure of spinal block will predictably occur. 
Although a postulated cause of spinal failure, to this author’s knowledge Tarlov cysts have not been described in 
patients following failure of spinal anaesthesia.
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Pathology associated with previous surgery, spinal stenosis, and damage to nerve roots may also be contributory. 
Despite adherence to good technique and apparent uncomplicated administration, spinal blockade may fail due 
to inability of spread and/or diffusion into neural structures. A published account of inadequate spinal anaesthesia 
after two apparently uncomplicated spinal punctures occurred in a male patient who had previously received 
intrathecal chemotherapy.28 The authors suggested chemotherapy-induced nerve root changes may have been 
responsible. Pathological conditions of the spinal cord itself, such as syringomyelia, may render subarachnoid block 
unsuccessful and have also been reported.29 Adhesions between nerve roots or between the nerve root and the 
arachnoid membrane have been demonstrated by spinaloscopy and may hinder local anaesthetic action.19 Diabetes 
has also been suggested as a potential cause of failed subdural anaesthesia resulting from glycosylation of nerve 
roots in a manner similar to the well-recognised damage of autonomic and peripheral nerves in this condition.

LOCAL ANAESTHETIC MALDISTRIBUTION
Spinal anaesthesia relies on the appropriate concentration of local anaesthetic acting on the appropriate neural 
structures. Introduction of a spinal needle, demonstration of free flow of csf, and the ability to aspirate confirms 
injection into the csf milieu. However, what concentration of local anaesthetic acts on nerve structures is indeterminate. 
As has been suggested in other reports16, csf volume, and presumably thereby local anaesthetic concentrations, 
play an important role in subarachnoid efficacy. One study reported on the csf concentrations of bupivacaine in 20 
patients following failed spinal injection and preceding a repeat injection.30 Of these 20 patients, 60% had concentrations 
greater than 73µg/ml, this arbitrary threshold being the 5th percentile of csf concentrations producing effective block 
in another study by Ruppen and colleagues.31 Of the 6 patients with a completely failed spinal, one had bupivacaine 
csf concentrations in excess of this threshold [106µg/ml]. Amongst the 14 patients with incomplete spinal anaesthesia, 
eleven were above this threshold with one demonstrating a csf bupivacaine concentration of 1020µg/ml!

The authors of this study conjectured that given 60% of patients with either incomplete or totally failed spinal 
anaesthesia had csf bupivacaine concentrations above the threshold where one would expect satisfactory anaesthesia, 
maldistribution of local anaesthetic was a possible major factor. In particular, the patient with a concentration of 
≈1mg/ml after an injectate of 17.5mg of bupivacaine, would presuppose a csf volume of 17.5ml, well below the 
volumes estimated in previous studies,13 and unlikely given the expectation of a high block with such a small csf 
volume. This particular case strongly suggests maldistibution and non-uniform spread of local anaesthetic was 
responsible.

Certainly anatomical considerations as alluded to above, may hinder effective spread of local anaesthetic 
throughout the intrathecal compartment, and compartmentalisation would explain seemingly adequate csf 
concentrations with inadequate block or even the absence of any block. Models of the intrathecal compartment 
have demonstrated this as a potential issue.32

Ruppen’s particular study involved bupivacaine concentration estimations in 60 patients subjected to a 2nd 
diagnostic lumbar puncture, all of whom had had a successful initial spinal block.31 He demonstrated highly variable 
concentrations with no correlation between concentration and block extent at particular time points. Whilst 
interpretation of their results is limited by methodology, the highly variable concentrations suggest non-uniform 
spread of local anaesthetic within the csf may be a normal occurrence. Multiple factors dictating this spread have 
been elaborated.33 Fortunately, the factors most significant are largely under the control of the anaesthetist, these 
being local anaesthetic baricity, patient positioning following deposition, and dosage.

Aside from the development of a less than optimal block, the clinical significance of maldistribution of local 
anaesthetic within the subarachnoid space is the possibility of neurotoxicity associated with high concentrations. 
This potential is exacerbated with repeat injections since, if maldistribution is responsible and compartmentalisation 
has resulted in high concentrations in restricted csf regions, a repeated injection could undergo the same process 
and elevate concentrations further. The potential for neurotoxicity is thus augmented.

There is a longstanding concern within the anaesthetic community over neurotoxicity of local anaesthetic 
solutions. In vitro and animal research has demonstrated this toxicity convincingly34,35,36 and many solutions have 
been implicated. The local anaesthetic agent used, the concentration and dose, and the time of exposure to the 
anaesthetic agent all appear significant. A higher concentration and dosage (presumably through a concentration 
effect) are more neurotoxic, whilst lignocaine, particularly at high concentration, may be worse than bupivacaine 
(although equipotent studies on neurotoxicity are lacking). Hyperbaricity may predispose to pooling and worsen 
concentration-associated neurotoxicity. 

In the clinical literature there are numerous reports of significant neurotoxicity predominantly involving high 
concentrations of lignocaine37,38,39,40 through a continuous spinal catheter technique. A catheter may predispose to 
both the use of higher doses than a single shot technique, and continuous or repeated delivery of local anaesthetic 
that undergoes maldistribution as a practitioner attempts to achieve a satisfactory block. However, cauda equina 
syndrome has also been reported in cases involving single shot techniques using 5% hyperbaric lignocaine41 and 
following a repeat single shot of dibucaine.42 Conus medullaris injury has been described following tetracaine and, 
subsequently, lignocaine spinal anaesthesia43, and numerous cases of severe neurologic deficits have been published 
involving multiple older spinal agents, tetracaine included.44 In a prospective study of complications related to 
regional anaesthesia, 12 cases of cauda equina syndrome were identified following uncomplicated subarachnoid 
block.45 Nine of these had received hyperbaric lignocaine, and 3 had received hyperbaric bupivacaine. These latter 
three however, had only transient neurological deficits. 



Many of such reported cases have demonstrated clinical evidence of local anaesthetic maldistribution with a 
restricted block. In the instance of a failed spinal if a repeat injection is to be is performed, it would seem prudent 
to limit the total dose of local anaesthetic to that which is reasonable for a single injection. Furthermore, testing of 
the sacral dermatomes in the circumstance of a ‘totally’ failed block may give an insight into the problem of 
maldistribution and the potential for neurotoxicity with repeat injection. 

LOCAL ANAESTHETIC RESISTANCE
Local anaesthetic resistance is an intriguing postulated cause of spinal failure. Despite the lack of definitive molecular 
or genetic evidence, there are multiple anecdotal reports within the literature that suggest resistance exists as a 
true phenomenon.

Case reports within the literature vary in the local anaesthetic used, techniques, and attempts to redress failure. 
Reports where patients have demonstrated failure to one type of anaesthetic and success subsequently with another 
type and/or skin anaesthesia to the original local anaesthetic are more tenuous for complete resistance. This variable 
response may suggest either technical failure, a selective resistance, or possibly a site concentration problem as 
previously elaborated.

One report described the case of a 77 year old man who underwent continuous spinal anaesthesia for cystoscopy 
with an end-hole catheter inserted without incident.46 Despite being able to freely aspirate csf and injection of a 
total of 125mg of hyperbaric lignocaine in two aliquots over 25 minutes, the patient failed to develop any demonstrable 
block. Csf was aspirated from the catheter following lignocaine injection and subsequent failure, and analysis 
demonstrated concentrations too high to measure. 0.75% bupivacaine however was able to provide an adequate 
block at a conventional dose. The patient returned a second time for a transurethral resection of the prostate and 
again underwent continuous spinal anaesthesia. Lignocaine was used as before, and again failed to result in any 
block, with successful anaesthesia achieved with bupivacaine. Interestingly, subcutaneous lignocaine from the 
same vial resulted in skin anaesthesia. The authors concluded that the most likely explanation was the existence 
of local anaesthetic resistance to lignocaine. However this conclusion would need to be explained by failure within 
the same class of local anaesthetic since bupivacaine was used as the ‘rescue’ drug after lignocaine. Additionally, 
their conclusion does not explain why skin anaesthesia was achieved.

Another author published a case report of a 48 year old male who underwent continuous spinal anaesthesia on 
two occasions with intrathecal tetracaine.47 Despite apparent successful insertion of the catheter, no sensory or 
motor blockade resulted. On the second occasion following failure of the spinal anaesthetic, radiographic contrast 
was injected through the catheter and demonstrated dispersion of the contrast throughout the csf. Subcutaneous 
tetracaine was effective in producing anaesthesia, with the author concluding that anaesthetic resistance was 
excluded by such means. However, as demonstrated by the previous case, complete failure of spinal anaesthesia 
has been reported where the same anaesthetic agent produced skin anaesthesia.

A case report was published of a 55 year old female who presented with lower limb and perianal numbness and 
an abnormal magnetic resonance imaging study suggestive of transverse myelitis.48 Attempts at lumbar puncture 
were hampered by inability to produce skin anaesthesia with up to 15ml of 1% lignocaine being used. The procedure 
was abandoned and performed under general anaesthesia. On further questioning the patient gave a history of 
failure of local anaesthesia with dental treatments and a similar problem with her father.

Reports of the failure of patients to achieve demonstrable subarachnoid block using multiple forms of local 
anaesthetics on multiple occasions and in multiple settings, is more convincing for true resistance to local anaesthetics. 
Reports of such failure are summarised:

In a series of 71 patients, hyperbaric 5% lignocaine was used in 30 patients and in five of these there was 
complete absence of motor or sensory block.49 In four of these five, csf lignocaine levels where measured and 
found to be at high enough concentration to warrant a successful block. Successful anaesthesia was achieved 
when 0.75% bupivacaine was used in four patients. However, one patient failed to develop any subarachnoid block 
with neither hyperbaric lignocaine (csf concentrations adequate when tested) nor 0.75% bupivacaine and also gave 
a history of multiple regional anaesthetic failures including failed brachial plexus and wrist blocks, and multiple 
failures of local anaesthetics used for dental restorations.

In a further case report a female parturient failed to achieve any sensory or motor block with a single shot spinal 
anaesthetic for a caesarean section despite evidence of technical proficiency.50 The local anaesthetic agent used 
was 0.75% bupivacaine. Interestingly, she also failed to develop skin anaesthesia with 1% lignocaine sourced from 
two different lots preventing attempts at a combined spinal-epidural technique as originally planned. General 
anaesthesia was performed and no block was discernable on wakening. Subsequent history revealed the same 
problems with her previous caesarean in which attempts to achieve skin anaesthesia were unsuccessful, the regional 
block failed, and reversion to general anaesthesia was necessary. Furthermore, the patient related repeated failures 
of local anaesthetics for intravenous line placement, and a series of dental procedures despite three different types 
of anaesthetics being used. A published letter responded to this relating a case of a failed spinal in a patient having 
a history of repeated failures of local anaesthetics for dental and dermatological procedures.51
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The incidence of resistance to local anaesthetics was investigated in a pilot screening project.52 This investigator 
had noted a significant number of patients in whom local anaesthetics were ineffective after well-performed pain 
procedures. Patients with a history of poor response to local anaesthetic injections were tested with a panel of 
lignocaine, bupivacaine, and mepivacaine using skin infiltration. Of 1198 patients seen over a one month period in 
the clinic, 250 were tested after a suggestive history. 7.5% of these patients were found to be hypoaesthetic to 
only mepivacaine, 3.8% to lignocaine, and the remainder hypoaesthetic to all agents, or bupivacaine. This pilot 
study seemed to suggest a relatively high incidence of resistance to local anaesthetics in a pain clinic population. 
Interestingly, other published reports suggest a high incidence of poor local anaesthetic efficacy in those with red 
hair with the melanocortin-1 receptor gene variant.53.54

Local anaesthetics exert their action on the neural sodium channel and a channel mutation has been suggested 
as the underlying aberration. The sodium channel site of local anaesthetic action is purported to be the alpha 
subunit which is comprised of four homologous domains, each in turn comprised of six helical transmembrane 
units. Mutations in the transmembrane segment s6 of domain iv resulted in near abolition of the effect of local 
anaesthetic, confirming the significance of this location in local anaesthetic efficacy as well as demonstrating the 
possibility of anaesthetic resistance due to receptor mutations.55 However, local anaesthetic activity is more complex 
with other sites of the alpha subunit seeming to be important in local anaesthetic activity. Mutations of the 
batrachotoxin binding site at s6 of domain i reduce local anaesthetic affinity,56 whilst other investigators have shown 
enhanced affinity with disparate mutations.57 Conversely, mutations of other domains have been shown to affect 
batrachotoxin binding but leave local anaesthetic activity intact.58 

Recently, human mutations involving the TTX-sensitive voltage-gated sodium channel subtype Na1.7 have been 
implicated in the condition primary hereditary erythromelalgia.59,60 In this condition, patients experience a painful 
neuropathy characterised by intense burning pain and erythema of the peripheries. The Na1.7 subtype is expressed 
at high levels in human dorsal root and sympathetic ganglia and the genetic mutations are multiple. The analgesic 
response to treatment with lignocaine infusions in these patients is variable61 and has been explained on the basis 
of the different mutations which may variably affect the lignocaine binding site. One study on the N395K mutation, 
which affects the local anaesthetic binding site of the sodium channel, demonstrated reduced lignocaine inhibition 
in vitro.62 This is significant in that the association of a human mutation of a sodium channel subtype (demonstrated 
in vitro to render lignocaine less effective) in a population of patients in whom treatment with lignocaine is recognised 
to be variably effective, raises the very real possibility that genomic mutations affecting the local anaesthestic 
binding site may lead to functional local anaesthetic resistance. 

As the cause of spinal failure, local anaesthetic resistance must of itself be extraordinarily rare. Our understanding 
of the normal sodium channel and the mechanisms of local anaesthetic efficacy are still in their infancy. However, 
further study seems warranted in delineating the phenomenon of resistance given anecdotal reports and the evidence 
of channel mutations able to influence local anaesthetic molecular binding.

CHEMICAL FAILURE
Chemical failure is a commonly touted aetiology of failed spinal anaesthesia. In the circumstance of a technically 
straightforward procedure that results in a totally failed spinal or a block that is unsatisfactory, it is compelling to 
ascribe blame to the injected material. So much so that many authors have published their experiences of such 
failure.63,64,65,66 However problems with the local anaesthetic, after assays have been conducted on such samples, 
have never been identified by the manufacturer. AstraZeneca examined 562 such samples within a 6 year period 
to 2007 and all were found to be within the product’s specifications.10 Furthermore, the majority of case reports 
published in the literature have demonstrated an effect of the local anaesthetic, albeit an unsatisfactory one, and 
possibly chemical failure would be more likely to result in a totally failed spinal anaesthetic. Given the multiple 
potential causes of spinal failure presented in this review and the repeated negative testing on ‘failed’ samples, the 
reality of chemical failure as a significant cause may be questionable. 

CONCLUSION
As a specialty, anaesthetists have grown accustomed to spinal anaesthesia as an effective and reliable means of 
rendering surgery possible. It is often with considerable surprise that a practitioner discovers the subarachnoid 
block to have failed, partially or in its entirety. Hopefully, these relatively rare occurrences can be made more easily 
explained by the host of potential problems elaborated in this review. And whilst the aetiologies presented are 
mostly speculative and difficult to prove, perhaps the mystery of the failed spinal may be more acceptable, knowing 
there are a myriad potential ways to have led to the disappointing spinal.
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INTRODUCTION
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is an acquired lesion of the spinal cord from an external mechanical force that leads to 
temporary or permanent sensory or motor impairment, or bladder/bowel dysfunction. Consequences of SCI for 
the individual and society can be devastating. Between 300 and 400 new cases of SCI occur in Australia each year, 
the majority of these resulting from trauma. In 2007-08, transport accidents accounted for 46% of SCI cases, 28% 
resulted from injuries sustained from falls and 9% from aquatic related injuries.1

Anaesthetists are closely involved with the immediate resuscitation as well as perioperative care of patients with 
SCI. Some patients with SCI will require surgical management for spinal cord decompression (for bony misalignment, 
herniated disc or hematoma) and/or spinal stabilisation. 

The presiding goal of perioperative management of SCI is the prevention of secondary injury through maintenance 
of adequate oxygenation, blood pressure support (volume replacement and cardiovascular support) and immobilisation.

CLASSIFICATION
SCI is graded according to firstly, the lowest level of the spinal cord with normal function, and second, the degree 
of injury. The degree of injury is described using the American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS). 
AIS grade A refers to complete loss of motor and sensory function, whilst AIS grade E refers to intact motor and 
sensory function. Grades B, C and D refer to progressively less severe involvement of motor and sensory pathways.2 
In addition, several clinical syndromes exist, describing various types of incomplete injury. The more common 
syndromes include:
• Central Cord Syndrome: more common in cervical spine; upper limb weakness with lower limb sparing; 

reduced pain and temperature sensation
• Anterior Cord Syndrome: typical with anterior spinal artery infarction; paralysis below the lesion; loss of pain 

and temperature but sparing of touch, vibration and position
• Brown-Sequard Syndrome: hemicordectomy; ipsilateral paralysis, segmental anaesthesia, and loss of 

vibration and position sense; contralateral loss of pain and temperature
• Cauda Equina Syndrome: radicular sensory changes; asymmetric lower motor neuron-type leg weakness; 

sphincter dysfunction
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Figure 1. ASIA standard neurological classification of spinal cord injury chart. (American Spinal Injury 
Association: International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury, revised 2011; 
Atlanta, GA. Reprinted with permission 2011.)



AIRWAY MANAGEMENT
Emergency or semi-elective airway management may be required during the hospital stay of the patient with known 
or suspected SCI. In Australia 53% of SCI cases involves the cervical segments. The most common cervical spine 
injury is located at C4–C5 level, accounting for 61% of all cervical SCI cases and 32% of all documented neurological 
injuries.1 Up to 10% of patients with head injury will also have a cervical SCI. As such, a high index of suspicion 
should be employed during airway management of the traumatically injured patient, especially with head injury. 

In the normal cervical spine, direct laryngoscopy causes extension at upper cervical joints, minimal movement 
at C4-C7, and flexion at the cervico-thoracic junction.3,4,5 Instability involving subaxial cervical vertebrae may act 
as a second site for extension during laryngoscopy, leading to iatrogenic spinal cord injury.

Spinal immobilisation and Manual In Line Stabilisation (MILS) are logical choices and are recommended by 
current ATLS guidelines as a standard for airway intervention in patients with known or suspected cervical injury.6 
The goal of MILS is to apply equal opposing forces to the head and neck, limiting movement during airway 
intervention. MILS reduces cervical movement better than a rigid collar during laryngoscopy, and an improved view 
is obtained, owing to better mouth opening.7,8 The incidence of neurological impairment due to endotracheal 
intubation when MILS is used has been reported to be extremely rare.9 Care should also be taken with mask 
ventilation. The minimum of jaw thrust and chin lift should be used to maintain the patient›s airway.10,11 Cricoid 
pressure remains controversial however, a cadaver model of upper cervical injury showed that cricoid pressure did 
not result in significant cervical movement.12 

The patient presenting to theatre for operative fixation of their spine or associated injuries affords time to plan 
successful airway management. Patients with pre-existing cervical spinal pathology including spondylosis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, Klippel-Feil, ankylosing spondylitis, tumor, pre-existing cervical fusion and upper (vs. lower) cervical disease 
or physical obstacles such as cervical traction or halo may increase the difficulty of airway interventions.13

No single intubation technique has been proved superior to others. Patients without existing neurological 
impairment and acceptable radiological findings can be managed with direct laryngoscopy with MILS. If the airway 
is potentially difficult and the patient has an existing neurological deficit and C-spine instability, an alternative should 
be considered. Awake intubation has not been shown to be superior to asleep intubation.14,15,16 Videolaryngoscopes 
including the Airtraq (AT) (Prodol Ltd., Vizcaya, Spain), and Glidescope (GS)(Verathon Ltd., Bothell, USA) have 
become a viable alternate technique. Numerous studies of their use in various scenarios exist but it is difficult to 
draw conclusions due to the heterogeneity of the studied populations. Studies in normal subjects with either MILS 
or hard collar in-situ to stimulate cervical immobilisation showed that AT performed better than direct laryngoscopy 
(DL), but GS compared to DL yielded conflicting results. GS prolonged the intubation time for experienced 
laryngoscopists, but not for new learners. Studies looking at cervical motion suggested less movement occurred 
with AT, while GS again produced equivocal results.17

Reinforced endotracheal tubes are less likely to kink during patient positioning and also prevent tracheal 
compression during anterior cervical procedures. The decision to extubate postoperatively is influenced by factors 
including the extent of surgery, complications (e.g. recurrent laryngeal nerve injury), duration, prone positioning, 
blood loss and subsequent fluid resuscitation, and ease of intubation. The presence of a cuff leak in the spontaneously 
breathing patient has not consistently been shown to predict subsequent airway obstruction from edema. An airway 
exchange catheter may facilitate emergent re-intubation in the event of obstruction from airway edema. Good 
clinical judgment is necessary, and if concern remains, delayed extubation should be considered.   

BLOOD PRESSURE MANAGEMENT
Traumatic SCI may be complicated by systemic hypotension and reduced spinal cord perfusion pressure (SCPP).18 
Hypotension should be avoided to prevent the worsening of secondary neurologic injury. 

Spinal cord perfusion is autoregulated in a similar fashion as cerebral blood flow.19 Systemic hypotension may 
result either from hemorrhage from associated traumatic injuries (chest, intra-abdominal, retroperitoneal, pelvic or 
long bone fractures) or neurogenic shock, or a combination. Neurogenic shock is hypotension and inadequate 
tissue perfusion due to vasodilatation from loss of central sympathetic control.20 It is more common after cervical 
SCI and is usually associated with bradycardia from unopposed vagal tone. Increased blood pressure leads to 
improved axonal function both in motor and somatosensory tracts of the injured spinal cord.21,22 Current recommended 
blood pressure targets include maintenance of mean arterial pressure (MAP) at 85-90mmHg and avoiding systolic 
blood pressure below 90mmHg for up to five days post injury.18 These parameters should be maintained perioperatively 
and will require judicious use of intravenous fluids, vasopressors and inotropes. Hypotension may also interfere 
with neurophysiological monitoring. A retrospective review of anterior cervical fusion cases found that intraoperative 
deterioration of evoked potential monitoring was associated with hypotension in 1% of cases.23
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FLUID MANAGEMENT
Several strategies have been used to minimize intraoperative blood loss. Elevation of the intra-abdominal pressure 
should be avoided. An operative table with the Jackson frame attachment is preferable, enabling the abdomen to 
hang free. This reduces epidural venous bleeding when compared to positioning prone on the Wilson frame.24

Antifibrinolytic agents have been shown to decrease intraoperative and total perioperative blood loss in patients 
undergoing spinal fusion. A randomised study showed an absolute but non-significant decrease in both total 
perioperative blood loss and transfusion requirements using aminocaproic acid compared to control.25 A randomised 
study of tranexamic acid versus placebo for spinal fusions showed significantly less perioperative blood loss 
compared to placebo, but no difference in the amount of blood products transfused between the two groups.26 

There was no increase in thromboembolic complications.
A small randomised dose escalation trial using recombinant factor VIIa (rFVIIa) in spinal fusion showed an 

absolute but non significant decrease in intraoperative blood loss for the rFVIIa groups at any dose studied.27 One 
thromboembolic event causing death was reported in the rFVIIa group.

Studies reporting the effectiveness of cell saver in reducing the need for homologous transfusion have shown 
variable results. A recent systematic review of cell saver in routine elective spine surgery concluded that there is 
insufficient evidence in the literature to support its cost-effective use.28

Optimal fluid therapy in SCI patients remains unknown. Hypotonic crystalloids such as 5% dextrose and 0.45% 
normal saline however, may exacerbate cord swelling and should be avoided. Albumin use is contraindicated in 
patients with concurrent traumatic brain injury following report of increased mortality from the SAFE-TBI study.29,30

EVOKED POTENTIAL MONITORING
Modern intraoperative neurological monitoring during spinal surgery includes evoked potential monitoring (sensory 
and motor) and spontaneous electromyography (EMG). 

Somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP) are elicited by stimulation over peripheral nerves and recording 
responses at some point along the sensory pathway, usually the somatosensory cortex. Motor evoked potential 
(MEP) monitoring involves transcortical stimulation over the motor cortex and recording the muscle response. EMG 
can detect nerve root irritation by electrode placement in the innervated muscle group.

The aim of evoked potential monitoring is the early detection of worsening spinal cord function, giving the 
opportunity to correct offending factors such as: patient position (e.g. neck position, shoulder position), hypotension, 
hypothermia, and factors related to the surgical intervention. A recent systematic review indicated that there is only 
low level evidence that intraoperative neuromonitoring reduces the rate of new or worsening neurologic deficits.31

Total intravenous anaesthesia (TIVA) without muscle relaxation is required for MEP monitoring. Volatile anesthetics 
and nitrous oxide are best avoided as they cause a dose-dependent reduction in MEP signal amplitude, commencing 
at low concentrations.

Volatiles suppress cortical SSEPs in a dose dependant way, especially above 0.5 MAC. TIVA provides better 
monitoring conditions. Volatile anesthetics may also be used for spontaneous EMG recording, provided muscle 
relaxants are avoided. Opioids do not impact evoked potential monitoring and ketamine has been shown to enhance 
evoked potential monitoring.32 Dexmedetomidine has been used as a supplement to TIVA, without detriment to 
evoked potential monitoring.33,34 A stable anesthesia without significant changes in blood pressure or dosing of 
anesthetic agents needs to be provided so that changes in evoked responses may be attributed solely to surgical 
technique. 

CONCLUSION
The anaesthetist plays a crucial role in the perioperative management of patients with spinal cord injury. The overall 
goal of anaesthetic management is the prevention of secondary injury to the spinal cord. This paper presents  
an overview to the assessment, and summarises evidence for successful anaesthetic management of the  
cord-injured patient. 
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INTRODUCTION
Spinal fusion is the most common neurosurgical procedure in the USA increasing from 54,000 to 350,000 annually 
between 1993 and 2007.1 This is an enormous increase in the number of procedures that often require cell salvage 
and blood transfusions, invasive cardiovascular monitoring, radiology services, ICU admissions and pain specialist 
management. Approximately 8000 instrumented lumbar spine procedures are performed in Australia annually. 
Anaesthesia for instrumented spinal surgery is most frequently discussed in association with anaesthesia for scoliosis 
surgery. However, the anaesthetic management of other instrumented spinal procedures is seldom mentioned in 
the anaesthesia literature. This review focuses on the anaesthetic management of non-urgent instrumented cervical 
and lumbar procedures (Table 1); complex thoracolumbar anterior-posterior juvenile scoliosis surgery is beyond 
the scope of this text. 

Table 1. Instrumented cervical and lumber spine surgery

Cervical:
• Anterior cervical fusion with cage, plate and screws.
• Artificial disc insertion.
• Posterior cervical fusion with lateral mass screws
• Cranio-cervical fusion

Lumbar:
• Anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF) with cage, plate and screws,
• Artificial disc insertion
• Posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) with cage, pedicle screws, rods and cross links.
• Posterior lumbar fusion with pedicle screws

Instrumented spinal procedures refer to spinal procedures performed with some form of stabilising metal hardware, 
such as pedicle screws, intervertebral rods and plates, interbody cages or artificial discs. It is well known that 
instrumented spinal procedures may be associated with major blood loss. It is also recognised that these procedures 
are associated with a high level of postoperative pain. Instrumented spinal surgery requires frequent use of an 
image intensifier to assess and direct the placement of pedicle screws, interbody cages and artificial discs. Proper 
protective screens and gowns and the presence of a competent radiographer add to the radiation safety in theatre.

CERVICAL SPINE ANATOMY
The cervical spine is separated from the hypoharynx and larynx by the prevertebral fascia. The C4 vertebral body 
lies just posterior to the larynx. The proximal trachea is at the C6 level. The anterior and posterior cervical spinal 
arteries arise from the vertebral arteries and supply most of the spinal cord. The carotid sheath surrounds the vagal 
nerve, carotid artery and internal jugular vein. The recurrent laryngeal nerves lie in close proximity postero-lateral 
to the trachea. These structures may have to be pushed aside or retracted to access the cervical spine through an 
anterior approach.

The most common cervical spinal procedures include one, two or three level anterior cervical fusion, artificial 
disc insertion and posterior lateral mass fusion involving one or more levels. 

ANTERIOR CERVICAL FUSION AND ARTIFICIAL DISC INSERTION
Anterior procedures are performed with the patient supine, the head on a head ring, and the neck extended. The 
arms rest by the sides and are inaccessible to the anaesthetist. Surgery is most frequently performed through a 
supraclavicular incision on the right side.
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Anaesthetic management:
A history of connective tissue disease (rheumatoid arthritis) or previous cervical spine surgery is important to the 
planning of airway management and intubation. A wire re-inforced (armoured) tube can be positioned to optimise 
surgical access. Also, it withstands compression from retractors. Intra-arterial blood pressure monitoring is often 
used. This allows for careful titration of the mean arterial blood pressure and provides early information on autonomic 
stimulation during surgery. Finally, arterial blood gas analysis may assist in the assessment of potential postoperative 
airway compromise.

Postoperative airway compromise is not common but may have several causes. Recurrent laryngeal nerve 
dysfunction is usually unilateral. It may result in vocal cord palsy and cause postoperative hoarseness. Although 
anterior fusion may include several levels, artificial disc insertion usually only involves one level. Postoperative 
bleeding arising from the spine may form a retropharyngeal haematoma displacing and narrowing the trachea. The 
risk of bleeding increases with the number of levels fused. Patients having undergone fusion of three or more 
vertebrae generally require close postoperative observation in the intensive care or high-dependency unit.

INSTRUMENTED POSTERIOR LATERAL MASS AND CRANIO-CERVICAL FUSIONS
The patient is in the prone position, the head fixed in Mayfield skull pins, and the neck is flexed. The arms rest by 
the patient’s sides and are inaccessible to the anaesthetist.

Anaesthetic management:
This procedure may involve C1and C2. In the event of odontoid process pathology, an unstable cervical spine should 
be anticipated. Awake fibreoptic intubation may be the preferred method of airway management. This may dictate 
the tube selection. If conventional intubation is possible, a wire re-inforced tube can be useful as the tube lumen 
is generally preserved and patent for ventilation and suction in the prone position with a flexed neck. Care should 
be taken to protect the patient’s eyes from the disinfectant solution used for the preparation of the neck. Excessive 
flexion of the neck in combination with the prone position may result in swelling and oedema of the tongue, which 
may become apparent following extubation.

Intra-arterial blood pressure measurement allows for careful monitoring of the mean arterial blood pressure and 
facilitates blood pressure control. Arterial blood gas analysis may assist in the assessment of the severity of any 
postoperative airway compromise. Intensive care admission may be considered following surgical procedures 
involving C1 and C2. 

LUMBAR SPINE SURGERY
Instrumented lumbar spine surgery includes anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF), artificial lumbar disc insertion, 
posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) and posterior lumbar decompression and fixation.

LUMBAR SPINE ANATOMY
The distal abdominal aorta lies to the left of and anterior to the L4 vertebral body where it divides into the common 
iliac arteries. Above the L4 body the inferior vena cava lies slightly to the right. The internal and external iliac veins 
form the common iliac veins anterior to the sacroiliac joints. The common iliac veins unite on the right hand side 
of the L5 vertebral body. Hence, the iliac vessels must be pushed aside using retractors to expose the L4/L5 and L5/
S1 discs through an anterior (abdominal) approach and so may be vulnerable during L4/5 and L5/S1 surgery. Conversely, 
during a PLIF procedure the postero-medial walls of the inferior vena cava and the aorta may be visible through 
the L4/L5 interbody space. 

ANTERIOR LUMBAR INTERBODY FUSION (ALIF) AND ARTIFICIAL DISC INSERTION
The patient is placed in the lithotomy position with the arms abducted. The operating table is placed in a slight 
head-down position to facilitate surgical access and the surgeon stands between the patient’s legs. Anterior lumbar 
spine procedures most frequently involve the L4/L5 and L5/S1 levels and are performed through an infra-umbilical 
midline incision. A hybrid operation indicates a combination of an artificial disc insertion at one level and an ALIF 
at the adjacent level. The bladder is drained by the insertion of an indwelling urinary catheter.

Anaesthetic management:
Reliable large-bore intravenous access is essential. Following induction and insertion of the appropriate lines the 
patient is positioned in the lithotomy position with both arms abducted to nearly 90°. In the presence of peripheral 
vascular disease, perfusion of the lower legs may be borderline in this position. It has been suggested that the 
presence of a satisfactory pulse oximetry signal from a toe is evidence of adequate perfusion.2 Monitoring is applied 
as determined by the patient’s co-morbidities. Invasive arterial blood pressure monitoring may be useful in the 
event of a major bleeding. Central venous access and central venous pressure monitoring are generally not required 
for ALIF procedures. Bleeding may potentially occur from the iliac vessels during the initial exposure of the surgical 
site or towards the end of surgery when the retractor pins are removed. Cell salvage may be employed in the event 
of major blood loss. Postoperative intravenous fluid management is continued until bowel function has returned.



POSTERIOR LUMBAR INTERBODY FUSION (PLIF)
PLIF should be considered as a major procedure. Although most PLIF procedures involve one level, they may 
involve from one to three or more levels. The procedures are lengthy; a one-level PLIF generally takes around  
3.5-4 hrs. A three-level procedure may take around 6 hours. Posterior lumbar fusions of more than 3 levels are 
most frequently performed without insertion of interbody cages. There is generally a considerable and predictable 
blood loss often up to 500mL per vertebral level. 
PLIF generally involves 
• Posterior decompression of the spinal cord and nerve roots (extended laminectomy), 
• Bilateral insertion of pedicle screws above and below the level(s) involved, 
• Connection of the screws across the intervertebral space with “rods”,
• Insertion of a “cage” to replace the intervertebral disc and 
• Fitting of cross-links between the rods. 
• Bone growth is promoted by application of bone tissue (from the laminectomy) and bone growth stimulating 

agents (Infuse®, Medtronic International Ltd., Singapore, or I-Factor®, Life Healthcare™, North Ryde, NSW, 
Australia) into the interbody cage and along the rods in the interpedicular space. 

The anaesthetic assessment of the patient should elicit information about issues that may add to patient morbidity. 
A history of diabetes mellitus has several implications in the setting of PLIF surgery. The risk of visual disturbances 
may be increased because of the diabetic retinopathy. Autonomic neuropathy may impair blood pressure regulation 
in the prone position. A history of previous shoulder surgery should prompt a careful examination of shoulder 
movement to ensure that the arms can be abducted to 90°. Preoperative investigations should include ECG, blood 
group and antibody screen, haemoglobin, coagulation profile, blood glucose level, electrolytes and S-creatinine.

THEATRE SETUP
Most surgeons prefer to use a Jackson table (Orthopedic Systems Inc. Union City, California, USA) for extensive 
lumbar surgery. The Jackson table reduces the intra-abdominal pressure and hence the peri-spinal venous pressure 
by supporting the patient’s chest, bony pelvis and thighs.3 The patient is at high risk of hypothermia in the prone 
position due to increased convection and radiation from the anterior surface of the body. Although forced air warmer 
blankets are available that may be positioned between the patient and the operating table, most forced air warmer 
blankets are applied on top of the patient. The use of an upper body blanket covering the arms and upper back 
combined with a lower body blanket covering the legs requires two heat generators but greatly facilitates body 
temperature control.

ANAESTHETIC MANAGEMENT
The use of a wire reinforced tracheal tube allows for easy positioning of the tube when the patient is prone and 
avoids kinking. Invasive monitoring of the arterial blood pressure and central-venous pressure (CVP) is generally 
indicated. The use of a central-venous catheter facilitates the use of inotropes and vasopressors. CVP monitoring 
may also be of value in the assessment of spinal cord and ocular perfusion pressures and may be used to guide 
fluid and blood replacement therapy. Monitoring should further include neuromuscular function as a deep level of 
neuromuscular blockade facilitates the retraction of the paraspinal muscles. Hourly urine production and body 
temperature may be monitored using a combined urinary catheter and temperature sensor (“Foley-Temp”™, Tyco 
Healthcare Group LP, California USA). Once the patient is turned prone onto the operating table, positioning should 
ensure that the head in placed in a neutral position. Most hospitals use disposable foam head rests with cut-outs 
for eyes, nose and tracheal tube. The absence of external pressure on the eyes should be confirmed regularly 
during the anaesthetic. The table may be slightly tilted in the head-up position to reduce cerebral and ocular venous 
stasis. The prone position may cause a reduction in cardiac output4 and if the patient is already on an ACE inhibitor 
or ATII converting enzyme inhibitor, hypotension may be troublesome. Because of the vasodilatation caused by 
the anaesthetic agents, a low-dose infusion of an alpha-agonist (metaraminol or phenylephrine) may be useful to 
ensure the adequate perfusion of the spinal cord and the ocular structures.

Blood loss during PLIF may arise from decorticated bone. Troublesome venous bleeding may also occur as a 
result of an increased blood flow in de-compressed epidural veins. A dural tear may cause collapse of the dural 
sac and further bleeding from the epidural veins. Repair of a dural tear may extend the surgical time by around 30 
min. The CSF leak may result in postoperative dural puncture headache and even cranial nerve palsies.5
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MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING AND BLOOD REPLACEMENT
Intraoperative blood loss can be significant. In cases of cervical spine surgery and anterior lumbar spine surgery 
major bleeding may occur suddenly but infrequently. However, during PLIF surgery the blood loss occurs during a 
prolonged period of time and may amount to several litres. Techniques to reduce the loss of red blood cells (RBC) 
should be considered to reduce the number of allogeneic blood transfusions that may be required6,7,8 (Table 2). 

Table 2. Blood conservation strategies during instrumented spinal surgery

• Inhibition of fibrinolysis
• Acute normovolemic hemodilution
• Cell salvage and autotransfusion
• Hypotensive anaesthesia

 Fibrinolysis inhibitors. These agents have been used to reduce blood loss during PLIFs. A recent study 
demonstrated good effect on blood loss of intravenous tranexamic acid (TXA).9 A dose regime of TXA of 10mg/kg 
bodyweight prior to skin incision followed by 1mg/kg/h has been suggested for instrumented spinal surgery.9

 Acute normovolaemic haemodilution (ANH). The technique of ANH remains controversial. ANH has its 
supporters but others are critical of its transfusion-reducing capacity.11 Some authors have found that ANH reduces 
the number of patients needing allogeneic transfusion; others have found that ANH does not alter the number of 
patients needing transfusion but ANH does reduce the number of units transfused. 

ANH may be most efficacious in terms of avoiding allogeneic blood transfusion when the blood loss is moderate.12 

This is because, firstly, the volume of withdrawn blood must be in the 1000-2000mL range in order to provide a 
meaningful level of hemodilution12  and, secondly, the surgical blood loss occurs in addition to the volume of withdrawn 
blood and should therefore probably not exceed 1000mL before re-transfusion is considered. In the clinical reality, 
many patients present with a history of ischaemic heart disease and rarely have a preoperative haematocrit value 
in the 0.40-0.45 range. If the blood loss is massive, allogeneic blood may be required regardless of ANH. 

Intraoperative cell-salvage (CS). This may be useful in the setting of major blood loss. The advantages of cell 
salvage include rapid availability, reduced immunomodulation, no risk of transmission of infectious agents and in 
some cases reduced costs.13 

The main issues associated with cell salvage are
• Depletion of clotting factors.6 

• Hypothermia.
• Sudden hypotension during re-infusion of salvaged blood.14,15 

• Cell salvage may reduce but not eliminate the need for allogeneic blood products.16 

• Logistics. 
CS has been recommended to reduce the use of allogeneic blood products.17  Intuitively, the technique is 

appealing and justified. The technique is used in 53% of British hospitals and it is recommended by the Association 
of Anaesthetists in Great Britain and Ireland to reduce the need for allogeneic blood (product) transfusion for spinal 
surgery.18 The proviso pertaining to cell salvage is that any reduction in the use of allogeneic blood products is 
beneficial to the patient. The problem is that CS may be used for procedures and patients for whom the technique 
itself may not be beneficial. The benefits of CS in orthopaedic, vascular and obstetric surgery are well documented.6,17  
The benefits of CS for instrumented spinal surgery on the other hand are not well supported in the literature.16,19  
One study found that the use of cell salvage doubled the costs of blood related charges.19  The authors also found 
that the transfusion requirements could be satisfied by pre-donation. The cost issue is a sensitive one and only 
relevant for cases in which the cell salvage does not avoid the use of allogeneic blood transfusion. The mean blood 
loss in the study was 650mL and subsequently well within the volume that may be replaced by one unit of pre-
donated blood. It is thus no surprise that CS did not have a role in this series.

Although the red blood cells (RBC) are returned to the patient, the washing procedure depletes the returned 
blood of clotting factors and platelets.6  Regular monitoring of haemoglobin, total blood loss and coagulation profile 
are required to ascertain the indication for blood products.6 A mathematic model of cell salvage suggests that a 
healthy patient with a hematocrit of 45 can tolerate a blood loss of 7 litres using cell salvage with 57% recovery 
rate and a bowl volume of 225 mL.20 In clinical practice, however, this amount of bleeding is likely to require 
transfusion of packed red cells and fresh frozen plasma in order to preserve cardiovascular stability and clotting 
factors.

Cell salvage requires anticoagulant solution to be added to the salvaged blood. The use of citrate (Acid Citrate 
Dextrose Anticoagulant, ACDA) binds the calcium in the collected blood.21 Following the washing of the RBCs, the 
blood is transferred to a collection bag and re-infused. Most centres use a filter for infusion of cell salvaged blood. 
Some centres use a 40micron lipid and leucocyte filter that clears the RBC solution of non-cellular components 
(bone and tissue fragments and fat droplets) as well as leucocytes when the RBCs are returned to the patient.22 

Sudden severe hypotension following transfusion of washed RBCs has been reported.4,15 and indeed noticed by 
the author on several occasions. This has been ascribed to mast cell activation and the subsequent release of 
bradykinin caused by the filter surface.14 If re-transfusion is required urgently some authors advice that the filter be 
omitted if severe hypotension occurs or – alternatively – that the filtered RBCs be stored for 60 min before  
re-infusion.14,15,22



Hypotensive anaesthesia. The use of induced hypotension during anaesthesia has become controversial. The 
Brain Trauma Foundation’s guidelines for management of the central nervous system perfusion pressure are also 
applicable to the spinal cord. This means that the spinal cord perfusion pressure should be maintained in the 50-
70mmHg range.24 The recent awareness of postoperative blindness has further weakened the arguments for 
hypotensive anaesthesia.25 In addition, a recent study found a significant increase of intraocular pressure from 
13mmHg after induction of anaesthesia in the supine position to 40mmHg after 5 hours of spinal surgery in the 
prone position.26

VISUAL LOSS
Visual disturbances have been quoted to occur in approximately 1 in 2000 spinal procedures.27,28 Visual loss has 
also been reported following cardiac surgery and, head and neck surgery.28 The aetiology remains unclear. The 
American Society of Anesthesiologists’ Postoperative Visual Loss (PVL) Registry identified few common traits in 
patients who have developed postoperative blindness.29 Eighty-two per cent of the patients sustained a blood loss 
in excess of 1000mL, and 94% had been anaesthetised for more than 6 hours (mean 9.8 h). Large volumes of 
crystalloids were used for blood replacement (9.7 l). In an earlier retrospective review of 37 cases of visual loss 
after spinal surgery the authors compared a subgroup of 28 patients (with complete notes) with matching historical 
controls. The authors found that the mean surgery time was 410 min (6h50min) with a mean blood loss of 3500mL.30 
Blood pressure changes were similar in both groups and the authors conclude that although hypotension may 
increase the risk of PVL, moderate hypotension alone is rarely the cause. It is common-sense and generally accepted 
that pressure on the eyes and eyeballs should be avoided during the prone positioning of the patient. 

Anaesthetic risk management with respect to PVL in prone spinal surgery should consider:
• Positioning of the head in the neutral position.25,30

• The use of a soft head rest with cut-outs for eyes, nose and the tracheal tube.
• Avoidance of direct pressure on the eyes.25,30

• Correction of anaemia (Hb < 80g/L).
• Avoidance of prolonged arterial hypotension (SAP <90mmHg).29,30

• Balanced fluid replacement with crystalloids and colloids.25

• Where possible, ensure the patient’s head is level with or slightly higher than the torso.

PERIOPERATIVE PAIN MANAGEMENT
Many patients presenting for instrumented spinal surgery may have experienced varying levels of pain. In addition 
to paracetamol and NSAIDs many patients may require opioids, tramadol and pregabalin or gabapentin. Some 
patients also use carbamazepine, valproic acid or amitriptyline for neuropathic pain. There is good evidence that 
a preoperative dose of gabapentin may improve pain control after instrumented spinal fusion although the optimal 
dose has yet to be determined.31 Pregabalin 150mg before and 12 hours after surgery has been found to reduce 
the postoperative morphine consumption.32 

Commonly used opioids in Australia include oral oxycodone and topical fentanyl or buprenorphine for non-
traumatic, degenerative back pain. These patients are therefore opioid-tolerant when they present for surgery and 
postoperative pain management may be challenging. Intraoperatively, short acting opioids like fentanyl, alfentanil 
or remifentanil may be used in combination with tramadol, clonidine and a volatile agent to maintain pain control. 
Surgery is very stimulating and high doses of opioids may be required. There is evidence that a small intraoperative 
dose of ketamine may improve postoperative analgesia in patients undergoing spinal surgery.33  Many spinal 
surgeons prefer to avoid COX2-inhibitors because of the possible effect on bone growth.

The postoperative pain level is generally high and an opioid-based patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) technique 
combined with paracetamol, tramadol and perioperative oral pregabalin.32  is generally required. Gabapentin has 
also been shown to improve the quality of postoperative pain relief.31  Opioid rotation describes a model of pain 
management that replaces the patient’s regular opioid with an equi-analgesic combination of other opioids and/or 
NMDA antagonists.34  If the patient has required opioids preoperatively, a PCA hydromorphone technique may 
provide better analgesia than morphine. Occasionally, the patient may benefit greatly from a ketamine infusion of 
0.1mg/kg/h for the first 24-48 hrs in addition to the PCA device.35 Subarachnoid injection of morphine may assist 
in the management of postoperative pain. Doses of 100-200 mcg offer effective analgesia with a low risk of adverse 
effects.36  Many surgeons are reluctant to use spinal techniques for pain management. Subcutaneous infusion of 
local anaesthetic into the wound may reduce the requirements of systemic analgesia after lumbar fusion.37 

In summary, instrumented spinal surgery is a rapidly growing branch of neurosurgery that requires a high level 
of specialised anaesthetic involvement to manage the challenges of patient positioning, cardiovascular control, a 
significant blood loss and postoperative pain.
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“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.” ~ Albert Einstein

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, difficult airway management is equipment or procedure-based. That is, operators approach a difficult 
airway from the position “I have these skills with this equipment. Let me try to manage this difficult airway…” Such 
an approach manages the difficult airway from a treatment perspective. I would suggest that the approach should 
be diagnosis then treatment. Difficult airway is a manifestation of a “disease state”, for example retrognathia, acute 
epiglottitis or ankylosing spondilitis. Difficult airway management should consider these disease states as causes 
of an effect, the difficult airway. Unfortunately, traditional approaches focusing only on the effect of these conditions 
may lead to unstructured attempts using inappropriate devices.

CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS AND THE NEED FOR A NEW DIRECTION
Over the last seven years there have been a number of coronial enquiries into acute airway problems1-5 within 
Australia. The underlying cause of cardio-respiratory arrest in these cases was hypoxia. The resuscitative measures 
used were unlikely to be successful because re-oxygenating was not achieved early in resuscitation. Unfortunately, 
these cases are probably only a small fraction of those difficult airways, which have led to patient morbidity and 
mortality.6,7

There have been several surveys8-13 conducted in various countries assessing difficult airway management, 
training and equipment availability. These surveys have revealed regional differences in selection of technique and 
equipment.

A reduction in working hours for all trainees has taken place over recent years in an effort to improve patient 
safety. This has led to a fall in clinical exposure. The long term impact of this on patient safety has not been assessed. 
This limitation of the clinical training is compounded by the increasing use of supraglottic devices and the associated 
reduction in bag-mask ventilation and tracheal intubation.14-16 These factors have lead to a reduced exposure to 
difficult airway management during the professional life of many anesthetists.17 Acquisition of this skill is now largely 
confined to the various workshops including Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS), Early Management of Surgical 
Trauma (EMST) and other difficult airway simulations.

Are we adequately skilled and prepared to manage a difficult airway if required? The transference of skills learned 
from manikin-based workshops to the clinical domain may be problematic.18 Despite these workshops, there are 
often repetitive attempts at tracheal intubation or use of a supraglottic airway without a structured and logical 
approach in the clinical setting.

Many review articles and textbooks on airway management provide a list of causes for difficult airways and then 
a list of devices or procedures for dealing with a “generic” difficult airway scenario. It is difficult to rely on current 
airway management research because methodologies for normal airway patients are homogeneous while those 
for difficult airways are often heterogeneous.19 Also there is a paucity of randomised controlled studies with many 
publications only describing limited numbers or case studies.
The main goals for improving difficult airway management are to focus on the diagnosis20 and to develop of clinically 
relevant algorithms using a limited number of “user-friendly” airway devices and manoeuvres appropriate for the 
diagnosis.

KEY PROPOSALS FOR A MORE STRUCTURED APPROACH BASED ON THE TWO-CURVE THEORY AND 
THE THREE COLUMN MODEL
The treatment of any medical condition starts with diagnosis followed by management. A concern with difficult 
airway management is that the occasional operator is not aware how the airway expert subconsciously forms this 
diagnosis and management plan. Therefore, a standardised format or algorithm must be established for teaching 
the occasional operator. To understand how difficult airways occur, a model may be produced that classifies them 
and supports a clearer understanding of the airway assessment process.

THE TWO-CURVE THEORY
The sniffing position has been taught since Sir Ivan Magill’s description in 1936 as the optimal position for direct 
laryngoscopy. The Three Axes Alignment Theory based on Bannister and Macbeth’s work21 in 1944 described the 
alignment of the oral, pharyngeal and laryngeal axes. The laryngoscope blade was the only device available to the 
anaesthetist at that time.

Adnet and co-workers contested the validity of the sniffing position and the Three Axes Alignment Theory in a 
series of papers.22-25 Their initial study22 examined eight healthy volunteers with normal airways using magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). They concluded that alignment of the three axes was impossible.
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Figure 1 shows a selection of the original diagrams from Bannister and Macbeth’s article (figure 1A), the MRI 
scans from Adnet’s article22 (figure 1B) and the diagrams illustrating the three axes theory in Miller’s “Anesthesia” 
textbook26 (figure 1C). Comparing these diagrams, there is obvious disagreement where these axes should be 
drawn. A more scientific explanation for this critical point in airway management should be available.

A new theory is now timely. I have called this proposal the Two-Curve Theory.27,28 This theory not only supports 
the sniffing position for direct laryngoscopy but also provides understanding of how other devices (e.g. video 
laryngoscopes and optical stylets) function and, just as important, why they may fail. This is critical in difficult airway 
management when each technique attempted takes time and multiple failures may lead to patient morbidity or 
mortality.1-5,29

Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the Three Axes Alignment Theory from A) Bannister and Macbeth  
(1944)21, B) Adnet and co-workers (2001)22 and C) Miller’s “Anesthesia” (2000)26 (head and neck  
positioning: upper figures in neutral, middle figures in extension and lower figures in sniffing).

The Three Column Model allows classification of the anatomical variations occurring with head and neck posi-
tioning during direct laryngoscopy by considering the airway passage as two curves (figure 2A).27 In a normal 
patient extension of the head and neck leads to flattening of the Primary Curve with little effect on the Second-
ary Curve (figure 2B). Head elevation leads to flattening of the Secondary Curve with little effect on the Primary 
Curve (figure 2C). Combination of head elevation and head and neck extension (i.e. the sniffing position) (figure 
2D) causes flattening of both curves. Insertion of a laryngoscope and elevation of the mandible with compres-
sion of the submandibular space further flattens the Primary Curve improving direct laryngoscopy.

Neutral position

Extension position

Sniffing position



Figure 2. Airway passage (solid curved line) superimposed over MRI scan showing Primary and  
Secondary Curves. The line of vision (dashed line) is drawn from top front incisors to glottis. Dotted line is 
the laryngeal vestibule axis27

THREE COLUMN MODEL FOR DIRECT LARYNGOSCOPY
Essentially there are two phases of laryngoscopy, static and dynamic. Firstly, the patient is placed in position. 
Ideally, this is the sniffing position but some situations may preclude it such as manual in-line stabilisation of the 
neck. The Posterior Column (i.e. the cervical spine) largely governs this static positioning.
The next step is the dynamic phase. The patient’s mouth is opened; the laryngoscope is inserted into the oral cavity 
and the mandible is elevated antero-caudally. The submandibular tissues are also elevated and compressed within 
the submandibular space to provide a line of sight from the operator to the glottis. The mandible and submandibular 
tissues compose the Anterior Column. Finally, the Middle Column is the airway passage.

AIRWAY ASSESSMENT BASED ON THREE COLUMN MODEL OF DIRECT LARYNGOSCOPY30
In the author’s view, airway assessment has previously lacked a logical structure. One way to correct this problem 
is by use of the Three Column Model for Direct Laryngoscopy.20 Tests used to predict a difficult airway usually 
assess one of the three columns described in this model: the Anterior, Middle or Posterior Columns.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE ANTERIOR COLUMN:
This may be divided into the following:
• Volume of the submandibular space
• Compliance of the submandibular tissues
• Tethering of the inverted triangular pyramid (Anterior Column) at one or more of its apices:

– One or both Temporomandibular joints (TMJs) – mechanical “locking” of the TMJ (e.g. zygomatic fracture 
involving TMJ)

– Hyoid – bilateral calcification of the stylohyoid ligament

VOLUME OF THE SUBMANDIBULAR SPACE
Absolute reduction in volume –
The volume of the Anterior Column is assessed by measuring the three sides of the inverted triangular pyramid 
(TMJ-incisor, incisor-hyoid and TMJ-TMJ).
• TMJ-incisor distance correlates with short mandibular length or retrognathia
• Reduction in the incisor-hyoid distance is related to short thyromental distance
• Reduced TMJ-TMJ distance is associated with a narrow palate

Relative reduction in volume –
• Large tongue (e.g. macroglossia that occurs in acromegaly)
• Prominent upper front incisors requiring more mandibular protrusion during direct laryngoscopy

COMPLIANCE OF THE SUBMANDIBULAR TISSUES
Assessment of submandibular compliance remains largely qualitative based on a history of conditions that may 
predispose to low compliance. These include previous radiotherapy to the submandibular area, neck masses, 
haemorrhage or infection involving the submandibular space and severe burns to the neck and jaw. No convenient 
objective measurement of submandibular compliance has so far been reported.

ASSESSMENT OF THE MIDDLE COLUMN:
Assessment of the Middle Column or airway passage for conditions, such as laryngeal tumours and lingual tonsillar 
hypertrophy,31 follows a well-established pathway including 1) an adequate history and physical examination, 2) 
imaging of the airway passage and 3) nasopharyngoscopy. Reliable clinical assessment of the Middle Column 
remains elusive when the airway proves unexpectedly difficult to manage, and continues to demand a high degree 
of expertise. The effect of changes in tone of the airway musculature and the dynamic effects of positive pressure 
ventilation are difficult to accurately predict during anaesthesia.

ASSESSMENT OF THE POSTERIOR COLUMN:
Measurement of the range of movement of the cervical spine and the ability of the patient to achieve a sniffing 
position assesses the Posterior Column. Evaluation of neck and head movement was described by Wilson and 
co-workers.32,33 The subject fully extends the head and neck. A pencil is placed flat on the forehead and the patient 
is asked to fully flex while the observer measures the change of angle in reference to a fixed point. This is then 
divided into greater or less than 80°.

SUMMARY OF AIRWAY ASSESSMENT BASED ON THE THREE COLUMN MODEL FOR DIRECT 
LARYNGOSCOPY
Airway assessment studies have shown that the more individual tests performed, the better the chance of difficult 
airway prediction.34-36 Importantly, when tests assessing Anterior, Middle and Posterior Columns (figure 3) are all 
included, the correlation with difficult intubation is closest.34,35,37 The relationship of the three columns is shown in 
figure 3. Notably, the Middle Column is shown between the Anterior and Posterior because changes in the latter 
two have a direct effect on the airway passage. This relationship is discussed further in the next sections where 
the combination of the Theory and the Model is considered in the clinical setting.



Figure 3. History, physical examination and investigations for airway assessment based on the Three 
Column Model for Direct Laryngoscopy (elements of Model in clear boxes, airway assessment tests in 
shaded boxes) 

– full explanation of this figure is found in the original publication in Anaesthesia and Intensive Care30

TMJ – temporomandibular joint
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COMBINING THE TWO-CURVE THEORY AND THREE COLUMN MODEL
Figure 4 shows how both the Anterior and Posterior Columns of the Three Column Model for Direct Laryngoscopy 
influence the airway passage (Middle Column) configuration, that is the Two-Curves. Changes in the Posterior 
Column have a direct effect on the Primary and Secondary Curves – extension: flattening Primary Curve, head lift: 
flattening Secondary Curve.

In contrast, the effect of the Anterior Column on the Primary and Secondary Curves is the result of both pathology 
of the column and the impact different airway devices have on it. For instance, variations in the Anterior Column 
that occur in retrognathia and macroglossia will affect the shape of the airway curves. In addition, the effect of 
airway devices on the curves may vary from little or none in the case of fibreoptic bronchoscopy and Glidescope 
videolaryngoscopeTM to marked flattening of the Primary Curve with the C-Mac video laryngoscopeTM.

Finally, intrinsic lesions of the airway passage (or Middle Column), such as foreign bodies and airway tumours, 
may distort the Primary and Secondary Curves. 

Figure 4. Both the anterior (triangle) and posterior (black line) columns of the Model for Direct  
Laryngoscopy influence the shape of the airway passage configuration (black dotted line) as described  
in the Two-Curve Theory.

EXAMPLES OF AIRWAY MANAGEMENT BASED ON THE TWO-CURVES THEORY AND THE THREE 
COLUMN MODEL

Anterior Column Problems
Anterior Column problems are a diverse group of pathological conditions which may be divided into (i) reduced 
volume of the submandibular space (retrognathia/micrognathia), (ii) reduced compliance of the submandibular 
tissues (including Ludwig’s angina, post-radiotherapy to the submandibular space and tumour of the tongue base) 
and (iii) restriction of temporo-mandibular joint function.

Optimising head and neck position is essential to ensure flattening of the Secondary Curve before focusing on 
the Primary Curve with Anterior Column problems. With reduced volume or reduced compliance of the submandibular 
space, the Primary Curve is the major focus of management. There are two potential management plans for dealing 
with Primary Curve problems.

1) Paraglossal or retromolar insertion of a straight laryngoscope:
Magill described a technique later called by Bonfil38 “homolateral retromolar intubation” which allows the operator 
to bypass the Primary Curve and enter the supraglottic space (rostral part of Secondary Curve). Henderson39,40 
re-visited this concept, using a low profile straight blade with a paraglossal approach rather than the midline for a 
patient with a hypoplastic mandible40,41 and limited forward movement of the hyoid.40



2) Following the Primary Curve without displacing the submandibular tissues:
Methods that manoeuvre around the Primary Curve without causing its displacement include flexible fibreoptic 
bronchoscopy, rigid indirect laryngoscopy devices and blind nasal intubation. Successful use of the GlideScope 
videolaryngoscopeTM has been described for tracheal intubation of patients with mandibular hypoplasia.42,43 Blind 
intubation techniques including blind nasal intubation44 and lightwands such as the TrachlightTM have been used 
for mandibular hypoplasia45-47 and patients with limited mouth opening.47,48

The choice should be based on the experience of the operator and the suitability of the available device or 
technique.

POSTERIOR COLUMN PROBLEMS
Elective patients with normal Anterior Column requiring manual in-line neck stabilisation (MILNS):
The levered laryngoscope when activated produces a fulcrum at the base of the tongue, which increases pressure 
on the hyo-epiglottic ligament. This elevates the epiglottis in patients with normal Anterior Columns and flattens 
both the Primary and importantly, the Secondary Curve. The levered blade has been used successfully in at least 
three studies examining its role in patients requiring manual in-line stabilisation of the neck or wearing cervical 
collars49-51 where the Anterior Column is normal. 

CLINICAL CONDITIONS WITH COMBINED ANTERIOR, MIDDLE AND POSTERIOR COLUMN PROBLEMS
Acromegaly:
Features of acromegaly that may cause difficult laryngoscopy and intubation52 include macroglossia, prognathism, 
cervical spine osteophyte formation with decreased range of movement, thickening of the pharyngo-laryngeal soft 
tissues and recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy. The problems are three-fold. Firstly, there is inability to compress the 
enlarged swollen tongue (Anterior Column) during direct laryngoscopy despite the increased submandibular volume 
created by the prognathism. Secondly, there is encroachment into the airway passage by swollen upper airway 
mucosa (Middle Column). Lastly, restricted neck mobility may interfere with positioning in the sniffing position. 
Though all patients may not exhibit all of these aspects, they do have a potential for problems with all three columns.

If there is no osteophyte formation and the difficulty is mainly due to the Anterior Column, then a straight 
laryngoscope blade used in conjunction with a curved-tip bougie may be effective in displacing the enlarged tongue. 
An airway passage restricted by thickened or redundant mucosa may, however, make the narrower straight blade 
less effective. It seems that an indirect laryngoscopy device, intubating laryngeal mask or fibreoptic bronchoscopy 
should be more reliable, but mixed results have been found with indirect laryngoscopy devices. The intubating 
laryngeal mask has a 47.4% failure rate.53 This appears to be related to the difficulty in matching the Primary Curve 
of acromegalics to the fixed curvature of a device that has an integral tracheal tube conduit. Preliminary reports52 
indicate that use of a flexible bronchoscope through a Classic LMATM may provide flexibility to match the patient’s 
Primary Curvature. The GlideScope videolaryngoscopeTM separates the device from the tube/stylet and allows for 
easier manoeuvrability in the airway with high success.52

Awake fibreoptic intubation54-56 provides a useful alternative to indirect laryngoscopy methods, especially if all 
three aspects of the model are involved.

CONCLUSION
In Eugene Wigner’s “The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural Sciences”, he states that the 
mathematical structure of physics often leads to further advances in theory and even empirical predictions. This is 
a significant statement. They are interwoven and, despite their complexities, predictable. We need a similar 
mathematical model for airway management that will explain what we know and will predict what we should come 
to understand.

The Two-Curve Theory and the Three Column Model of Direct Laryngoscopy provide a basis for teaching and 
ongoing research in this area. The foundation stone of this approach is assessment of the airway. This may be 
either embarking on airway management or as an urgent reappraisal when an unexpected difficult airway is 
encountered. The diagnosis will assist the operator to select an airway manoeuvre that is likely to be successful 
and to avoid those that are not. 

These two theories are based partly on experimental work and partly on “scholastic reasoning”. With time they 
may remain unchanged, be modified or need replacing.

“Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited; imagination encircles the world.”  
~ Albert Einstein
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INTRODUCTION
Cricoid pressure (CP) has become the ‘lynchpin’ of rapid sequence induction (RSI) to prevent aspiration during 
anaesthesia. There is now a growing body of literature questioning the efficacy of CP because its clinical efficacy 
has never been proven. There are no prospective randomised controlled clinical trials, partly because to conduct 
such studies would be considered unethical today and such studies would be difficult to conduct, due to the low 
incidence of regurgitation and pulmonary aspiration during anaesthesia.1-3 

HISTORY OF CP AND ASPIRATION
Sellick described the manoeuvre in 1961 but he was not the first. In 1774, Monro, and 1776, John Hunter, described 
a form of CP which was used to prevent gastric distension during ventilation of the lungs of ‘persons drowned and 
seemingly dead’. Later, in 1796, James Curry, described a similar procedure to block the oesophagus to prevent 
gastric dissention during positive pressure ventilation (a use of CP today). Finally, in 1961 Ruben investigated the 
effect of flexion and extension of the head during bag mask ventilation to prevent gastric inflation. He reported that 
gastric inflation was unlikely to occur if 15 to 20 centimetres of water pressure was not exceeded. Sellick’s description 
differs from the application of CP today: “During induction, the patient lies supine with a slight head-down tilt. The 
head and neck are fully extended (as in the position for tonsillectomy). This increases the anterior convexity of the 
cervical spine, stretching the oesophagus, and prevents its lateral displacement when pressure is applied to the 
cricoid … the cricoid is palpated and lightly held between the thumb and second finger; as anaesthesia begins, 
pressure is exerted on the cricoid cartilage mainly by the index finger”. Sellick based his recommendation of CP 
on 3 cases of regurgitation in 26 patients after CP was released. Sellick did not suggest what action should be 
taken when the application of CP would be clinically difficult. Even today there is no recommendation for this 
scenario. Prior to Sellick’s recommendation various anaesthetic manoeuvres had been used to prevent aspiration: 
a gaseous induction either supine or on the side with a 200 head down tilt; rapid intravenous induction with a 400 

head up tilt; and a gaseous induction supine using nitrous oxide, oxygen, ether and carbon dioxide. There are no 
data on the effectiveness of these manoeuvres.2,4

Mendelson published the original data on aspiration in 1946. He surveyed 44,000 pregnancies between 1932 
and 1945 and recorded 66 cases of aspiration (2 deaths in patients who aspirated solid material). The anaesthesia 
was provided by junior medical staff and consisted of nitrous oxide, ether, oxygen without intubation.5 

ASPIRATION
The majority of the data on aspiration concerns induction, however, aspiration is just as likely to occur at extubation 
where the risk factors associated with regurgitation and aspiration noted at induction are often ignored.6,7 French 
researchers reported an incidence of 1/14,150 but more recent data from the United States showed an incidence 
of 1 in 4000 in elective cases and 1 in 900 during emergency cases (the total number of patients who aspirated 
was 67 in 172,334, in 64% of these there were no sequelae, 20% require intermittent positive pressure ventilation 
and there was 1 death).8,9 There are limited data on intraoperative regurgitation and aspiration. One study quoted 
an incidence of 7.8% of regurgitation during anaesthesia of which 8.6% aspirated. Intraoperative aspiration was 
associated with exchange of the endotracheal tube and Laryngeal Mask use.2,9,10 

HOW MUCH PRESSURE SHOULD BE APPLIED?
The amount of pressure required has been described as firm, painful and inadequate and has varied between  
20 and 44 Newtons. The early recommendation of 44 Newtons was based on two studies, however, in a study  
by Palmer et al 44 Newtons was shown to cause cricoid deformation, occlusion of the airway, difficulty in  
ventilation and vocal cord closure in over 50% of patients. In the same study Palmer et al showed that a pressure 
30 Newtons could cause airway occlusion in greater than 30% of patients, however, 20 Newtons caused airway 
occlusion in less than 20% of patients but was uncomfortable and activated airway reflexes in awake patients. 
Vanner showed that a pressure of 15 Newtons was effective in the sniffing position without any adverse effects. 
However, it is the opinion of the author most practitioners have no idea whether they are applying insufficient or 
excessive pressure. 9,11 
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HOW SHOULD CP BE APPLIED – SINGLE OR BIMANUALLY?
There is controversary on how CP should be applied, particularly, in relation to the view obtained at laryngoscopy. 
Cook concluded that single-handed CP gave a better view, Yentis the opposite – that bimanual gave the better 
view, while Vanner et al concluded there was no difference. The author’s opinion is that single-handed CP is easier 
to apply while bimanual requires the assistant to concentrate solely on the application of CP.12-14

IS CP EFFECTIVE?
In a study by Howells et al of a 139 anaesthetists surveyed 10% had witnessed regurgitation despite CP.15 In another 
survey by Morris et al 209 anaesthetists reported regurgitation in 99 patients undergoing a rapid sequence induction 
(RSI) and CP, 15 aspirated and 3 died.16

The application of CP requires that:
• it is easily applied and taught;
• the force is applied to the cricoid cartilage;
• the force must be in the correct direction;
• anatomically the oesophagus lies behind the cricoid cartilage;
• there must be a correct amount of force; and
• the force must be applied for a correct duration of time.

There are, however, several fundamental faults in the application of CP, which can be identified. Meek et al 
published a study of anaesthesia assistants regarding the application of CP which showed:
• that CP was not easily taught prior to anaesthesia;
• that there was a lack of knowledge and training on its application;
• a lack of knowledge on how much force to apply; and
• the majority interviewed used a poor technique.17 

In a study presented at the Difficult Airway Society meeting in 2010, of 68 anaesthetic assistants showed that 
32% were unable to identify the cricoid ring, 80% were unable to quantify how much pressure was needed pre 
induction and 71% were unable to quantify how much pressure was needed post induction.18

The effectiveness of CP has been shown to decrease with time. If the application time is greater than 2 minutes 
it becomes less effective due to operator fatigue.6

Anatomical variations may make CP ineffective. The cricoid cartilage may be insufficiently rigid to achieve 
oesophageal occlusion or the cricoid cartilage does not overly the oesophagus. A CT and MRI study of the position 
of the oesophagus published by Smith et al showed in 49% of patients there is a lateral displacement of the 
oesophagus (92% to left and 8% to right). The oesophagus starts at the inferior border of the cricoid cartilage so 
CP may actually be compressing the inferior hypopharynx and the cricopharyngeus muscle.19

Finally, CP is known to decrease lower oesophageal sphincter pressure and therefore encourage regurgitation.20

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CP
Application of CP causes a haemodynamic response (an increase in heart rate and blood pressure) and a reduction 
in lower oesophageal sphincter pressure, accompanied by an increase in upper oesophageal sphincter pressure. 
An application of a pressure of 20 Newtons to an awake patient will activate upper airway reflexes provoking retching 
and regurgitation.2,6,7

CONTRAINDICATIONS TO CP
CP should not be applied to patients who are actively vomiting because it may cause oesophageal rupture. It is 
also contraindicated in patients suspected of having a fractured cervical spine or laryngeal tracheal injury. It is not 
contraindicated in patients with a foreign body in the oesophagus but is if the foreign body is in the upper airway. 
It should not be applied if it can’t be applied correctly.2



COMPLICATIONS OF CP
There are limited data on reported complications of CP, these are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Reported complications of CP

Oesophageal rupture (n=2).

Fracture of the cricoid cartilage (n=1).

Regurgitation.

Intrathyroidal bleeding (n=1).

Neck soft tissue haematoma.

Pharyngo-oesophageal trauma.

Traumatic recall due to patient awareness.

Airway difficulties. 

The impact on airway management is the most important complication of CP. It not only impairs laryngoscope 
insertion and intubation, but also the passage of a bougie and insertion of a laryngeal mask. It can cause airway 
obstruction and decrease the tidal volume during bag mask ventilation; however, it can be used in cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation to limit gastric inflation by limiting the tidal volume achieved. If applied incorrectly CP will cause airway 
distortion, pharyngeal compression and misalignment of the larynx and the trachea.2 

There are various recommendations proposed if CP interferes with laryngoscopy:
1. if it is applied correctly then decrease the pressure and review, if the view is still inadequate release the CP;
2. if it is incorrect adjust accordingly and review, if the view is still inadequate release the CP.

In the author’s opinion if the view obtained at laryngoscopy is poor then release CP and intubate, to delay 
intubation to adjust CP is poor clinical practice, because the purpose of a RSI is to intubate as soon as possible. 

PREVENTION OF ASPIRATION
Majority of clinicians would agree that prevention of aspiration should not solely rest on the application of CP. Risk 
factors for pulmonary aspiration (Table 2) should be identified prior to anaesthesia and appropriate action taken. 
There should be a suitable pre operative fasting regime, although fasting does not guarantee an empty stomach. 
Some studies suggest that safety can be improved by the use of drugs, which reduce gastric volume and increase 
gastric pH. There has been only one study, from the Mayo Clinic, that assesses the value of using antacids in the 
pre operative period. 2,10 

Table 2. Known risk factors for regurgitation and pulmonary aspiration

Pregnant patients greater than 20 weeks gestation.

Patients who have had a recent meal within the last 6 hours.

Patients who have suffered a recent injury.

Patients with gut obstruction or dysfunction (hiatus hernia, GORD). 

Patients receiving opioid medication.

Patients with head injury and/or a depressed level of consciousness.

Obesity.

Patients with in-coordination of swallowing.

Patients with a tracheostomy.
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PRESENCE OF A NASOGASTRIC TUBE
Sellick originally proposed that a nasogastric (N/G) tube should be removed prior to the application of CP. He 
thought that it interfered with oesophageal compression and made the lower and upper oesophageal sphincters 
incompetent. This is supported by the clinical view that a N/G tube breaches the integrity of the lower oesophageal 
sphincter and acts as a capillary tube encouraging regurgitation, particularly in a case of upper gastrointestinal 
obstruction with raised intragastric pressure with the N/G occluded proximally. However, this is challenged by 
studies which show that the efficacy of CP is enhanced by the presence of a N/G tube because it occupies the 
part of the oesophagus not obliterated by CP, the raised intragastric pressure can be decreased with suction prior 
to the application of CP, and that this pressure reduction is maintained if the N/G tube’s proximal end is left open 
during induction and the application of CP. 

SUMMARY
There is little evidence to support the view that the application of CP reduces the incidences of aspiration. There 
is a growing body of literature questioning the efficacy of CP. Effective or not it is likely to remain standard practice 
because its efficacy can’t be disproven and there may not be a better option. 

The majority of the data on aspiration ignores post operative and intraoperative aspiration, of which there are 
limited data. 
New guidelines have been proposed for the application of CP:
1. the patient should be placed with a 200 head up tilt; this will make pre oxygenation more effective and will 

make intubation easier and decrease the pressure applied to prevent regurgitation; 
2. is to be maintained during pre oxygenation;
3. if there is a poor laryngoscopic view during intubation then CP should be released;
4. should be released to allow insertion of a laryngeal mask.21
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INTRODUCTION
Anaesthetic dogma has historically recommended the compulsory use of uncuffed endotracheal tubes in children 
less than 8 years of age. The reasoning behind this dogma hinges on early descriptions of the paediatric airway by 
Eckenhoff, and was based on experience when endotracheal tube design and materials were in their infancy. Over 
the past 30 years there has been a shift in opinion and anaesthetists and paediatric intensivists have been using 
cuffed endotracheal tubes in smaller patients. The rarity of the most dreaded complication of airway instrumentation, 
subglottic stenosis, means that trials comparing safety between the two endotracheal tube types have to rely on 
surrogate markers of airway morbidity. The validity of these markers however is now being called into question. 
Care of the paediatric airway, whatever the tube chosen, continues to demand vigilance from the anaesthetist. 

HISTORY
Early airway instrumentation, as performed by the fathers of anaesthesia, was achieved with rudimentary devices. 
Trendelenberg was one of the first to describe the use of a cuffed tracheostomy tube in 1869. Guedel and Waters 
described cuffed endotracheal tubes in 1928. In 1951 James Eckenhoff described the fundamental differences 
between the adult and paediatric airway and their implications for intubation.1 He described two cases of paediatric 
airway misadventure, including one death that occurred due to profound post-operative airway oedema. The child 
had had a series of intubation attempts with successively smaller endotracheal tubes that had, at autopsy, left a 
mucosal ulcer measuring 0.5cm and gross airway oedema. In 1965, two articles by McDonald and Stocks2, from 
Melbourne and Allen and Steven3 from Adelaide document long term tracheal intubation in children, thus avoiding 
tracheostomy. Both groups report cases of subglottic stenosis. From Eckenhoff’s description and reports such as 
those by the two Australian groups, came recommendations about choosing endotracheal tubes that allowed a 
small leak during inflation of the lungs to mitigate the risks of an oversized tube placing pressure on the mucosal 
surface of the cricoid ring. It should be remembered that all of these reports were occurring at a time when un-
cuffed endotracheal tubes were the norm. 

AIRWAY INJURY
Airway injury can occur in the intubated trachea for a number of reasons. Trauma at the time of intubation, tube 
movement, infection (especially with MRSA), systemic hypotension, and prematurity have all been suggested as 
contributing factors. From endoscopic examination, Holzki suggests that the cause of airway injury is due to an 
oversized tube in 92% of case.4 This suggests that appropriate endotracheal tube selection is paramount to providing 
safe care of the paediatric patient. For more than 50 years, anaesthetic dogma limited that selection to un-cuffed 
tubes that permitted a leak at inflation pressures of around 20cmH2O.

CUFFED VS. UNCUFFED
Concerns about a tube leak in the presence of potential aspiration, difficulty ventilating poorly compliant lungs and 
increased fresh gas flow and volatile requirements lead to clinicians using cuffed tubes in certain situations. However, 
as recently as 2008, a survey of UK specialist paediatric hospitals and intensive care units found only 7% of 
anaesthetic departments and 5% of intensive care units routinely use cuffed endotracheal tubes in children less 
than 8 years of age.5 The earliest studies that dared examine the potential safety of cuffed tubes in paediatrics 
came from the intensive care literature.

In 1994, Deakers published an observational study of 288 children in a paediatric intensive care unit who were 
admitted with, or received either a cuffed or uncuffed endotracheal tube.6 Children were aged from less than 1 year 
and approximately 50% of children were in each group. However, the demographics of each group were different 
with the average age of the children with a cuffed endotracheal tube being 8 years and those with an uncuffed 
endotracheal tube being 2.5 years. Children with the cuffed ETT were intubated for longer (6.1 vs 3.7 days). Despite 
these differences, Deakers reports an incidence of post-extubation stridor that was not significantly different between 
the two groups. There was also no difference in stridor between the cuffed and uncuffed groups in age subgroups 
< 1 yr, 1-5 yrs and > 5 years. Deakers makes the comment that in the intensive care setting, lung compliance is 
often reduced and a leak around the tube can compromise ventilation. He concludes that the use of cuffed 
endotracheal tubes should not be limited by age but by clinical condition.
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Khine et al. published the first randomised trial comparing the use of cuffed and uncuffed tubes in the paediatric 
anaesthetic setting in 1997.7 In all 488 children were recruited with an average age of 3 years in each group. Ages 
ranged from term neonates to 8 years. Outcome measures included the number of intubations required to achieve 
an appropriately sized tube, need for fresh gas flows greater than 2 L/min indicating a significant leak, atmospheric 
pollution with nitrous oxide, and post-extubation croup. Khine’s study allocated a cuffed tube size according to 
formula Age/4 + 3, and an uncuffed tube by Age/4 + 4. For children less than 1 year of age, a cuffed size 3.0 or 
uncuffed 4.0 was used, although at the discretion of the anaesthetist a smaller tube was chosen for 15 of the 49 
children randomised to a 4.0 uncuffed tube. This suggests that in infants, a one size fits all approach to choosing 
an appropriate endotracheal tube is naive. Khine’s results demonstrated a correctly sized tube in 99% of patients 
allocated to a cuffed tube but only 77% in the uncuffed group, necessitating reintubation with a better fitting tube. 
Atmospheric pollution of nitrous oxide exceeding 25 ppm occurred in 37% cases with an un-cuffed tube but in no 
cases where a cuffed tube was used. There was no difference in the number of patients with post-extubation stridor. 
From these results, Khine concludes that cuffed endotracheal tubes may be used routinely in term neonates through 
to older children. There is, however, no breakdown of ages in Khine’s analysis so the reader is left wondering how 
applicable the results are to a neonatal population where most controversy exists regarding cuffed tubes.

Based on Khine’s publication, Murat reports a change in practice at a French Children’s Hospital.8 After 1997, 
the institution changed to the use of cuffed endo-tracheal tubes exclusively. An audit conducted in 2000 showed, 
9845 anaesthetics, of which 55% were intubated. Over 3400 were under 8 years, and 900 were infants. There was 
no morbidity attributable to the use of cuffed tracheal tubes and when data was compared to a similar audit 
conducted prior to the change in tube use there was considerable reduction in the operating theatre pollution with 
nitrous oxide.

Another study by Newth et al in a paediatric intensive care setting reported outcomes from a 12 month period 
for children intubated with either cuffed or uncuffed tubes. Tube selection was at the discretion of the clinician and 
cuff pressure was regularly monitored to ensure a small leak at maximum inflation pressure. The outcome measures 
used were the need for post-extubation adrenaline to treat stridor and the rate of failed extubation necessitating 
reintubation. There was no significant difference in outcomes across 5 age sub-groups including neonates, however 
numbers in each group were not even with only 20% of neonates receiving a cuffed tube.9 Despite this, Newth 
makes the conclusion that traditional teaching of cuffed endotracheal tubes being contraindicated in children less 
than 8 years of age is “archaic”.

MORBIDITY
All studies to date utilise surrogate outcome measures of laryngeal or tracheal morbidity when comparing cuffed 
and uncuffed endotracheal tubes. These outcomes include post-extubation stridor, need for adrenaline nebulisers 
post-extubation, or need for reintubation. While these outcomes provide some measure by which comparison has 
been made, they differ from the more meaningful outcome of subglottic stenosis. The early descriptions of prolonged 
intubation in children by McDonald and Stocks2, and Allen and Stevens3 included cases of subglottic stenosis from 
which recommendations were made. However, improved materials and care of intubated patients has made 
subglottic stenosis an extremely rare outcome seen almost exclusively in small premature infants, intubated and 
ventilated in the neonatal intensive care for longer periods. Josef Holzki publishes an alternate point of view, stating 
that stridor is not necessarily present in spite of significant airway mucosal injury.10 Holzki describes endoscopic 
findings from children documented to have had airway trauma from intubation. Graphic pictures of airway morbidity 
are presented, many from children intubated with cuffed endotracheal tubes. One of his criticisms of cuffed tubes 
is the pressure that the ridges of an uninflated cuff can exert on the airway mucosa. Despite the compelling images, 
Holzki fails to produce the statistical evidence that cuffed endotracheal tubes are more likely to cause airway injury. 
What Holzki does raise is doubt that outcome measures used in studies are reflecting airway morbidity.

In spite of these concerns editorial opinion was shifting towards a less dogmatic view of cuffed tubes in paediatrics. 
In 2001, Paediatric Anaesthesia published an editorial by James who examined the arguments for and against 
cuffed tubes and in spite of a lack of evidence to support them being more dangerous, found there was not much 
to be gained by using a cuffed tube.11 

ADVANTAGES OF USING CUFFED TRACHEAL TUBES
There are, however, some instances where a cuffed endotracheal tube may be advantageous. The reduced number 
of tube changes to achieve a satisfactory fitting tube has been demonstrated.7,16 Reduced atmospheric pollution, 
reduced fresh gas flows7 and improved capnography have also been shown with cuffed endotracheal tubes. James, 
in his editorial, raises another potential advantage. As the size of the cuffed endotracheal tube is generally one half 
size smaller than with an uncuffed tube, there is less potential for pressure from the round tube against the posterior 
portions of the larynx and cricoid. The inflated cuff will therefore tend to help the tube sit centrally in the trachea 
further reducing pressure on the mucosa.11 



Ventilatory mechanics are also altered by a leak around the endotracheal tube. Modern ventilators monitor leak 
by sensing the difference between the inspiratory and expiratory volumes. In the neonatal intensive care unit using 
uncuffed tubes, tracheal tube leaks greater than 5% of tidal volume (VT) are present in 75% of all ventilated 
neonates.12 In over 40% of infants the leak was > 40% VT at some time during the period of ventilation. Since 
modern lung protective strategies rely on targeted tidal volumes, a significant leak makes instituting these strategies 
impossible. Furthermore, repetitive atelectasis and recruitment from loss of PEEP may result in mechanical stress 
and inflammation. Tracheal tube leak was most significant in infants with lower birth weight and smaller diameter 
tubes placing the most vulnerable lungs at risk of errors in measuring VT. The authors make the comment that the 
use of cuffed endotracheal tubes would enable better monitoring of VT and avoid the need for multiple intubations 
in attempts to optimise tube size. However, since the smallest available cuffed tube is 3.0 mm internal diameter 
there would not be that option in preterm and low birth-weight neonates.

DISADVANTAGES OF USING CUFFED TRACHEAL TUBES
Disadvantages of the use of cuffed tubes include increased cost, the need for a smaller internal diameter tube 
which has implications for suctioning and work of breathing in the spontaneously breathing child and the need to 
monitor the pressure in the cuff. The ideal cuff pressure should provide a seal at inflation of the lungs but also permit 
perfusion of the tracheal mucosa. Mucosal perfusion pressure in small children is not well known but it has been 
shown that the presence of a leak at 25 cmH2O reduces the incidence of post-extubation stridor with uncuffed 
tubes.13 Cuff pressure needs to be monitored at regular intervals, if not continuously. In the presence of nitrous 
oxide, cuff pressures have been shown to increase above 25cmH2O within 12 minutes due to diffusion of nitrous 
oxide into the cuff.14 Another disadvantage of cuffed endotracheal tubes is the small margin of error in depth of 
insertion. When the cuff of some brands of tube is placed below the level of the glottis the tube tip lies perilously 
close to the carina.15 Based on these findings, a new endotracheal tube (Microcuff™) was developed with a shorter, 
low pressure-high volume cuff and a short distance from the cuff to tube tip. This design gives a wider margin of 
safety with respect to depth of insertion. 

The Microcuff endotracheal tube was compared to uncuffed tubes of several varieties in a large multi-centre 
randomised controlled trial of over 2200 children across Europe.16 The study included term neonates to children 
aged 5 years. Outcome measures were post-extubation stridor and the number of tube exchanges required to find 
an appropriately sized tube. The rate of post-operative stridor was around 4.5% for both cuffed and uncuffed 
groups. When children were analysed in age groups 0 to <8mths, 8mths to < 18months, 18mths to < 36mths, and 
36mths to < 60mth there was also no significant difference in the rate of post-extubation stridor. There was, however, 
a need to alter the initially chosen tube size in 2.1% of those randomised to a cuffed tube compared with 30.8% 
(p<0.0001) in the uncuffed group. It should be noted that the cuff pressure was kept below 20cmH2O by way of a 
pressure release valve. 

This large well designed study prompted further shift in editorial comment, such that in 2009 Lonnqvist makes 
the statement that in the anaesthetic setting evidence now supports the use of appropriately designed cuffed 
endotracheal tubes in paediatrics provided the cuff pressure is monitored.17

SIZING CUFFED TRACHEAL TUBES
So if Anaesthetists and Intensivists are to have a similar shift in opinion, how should these cuffed tubes be sized 
to achieve a satisfactory fit? Weiss’s study used a 3.0 cuffed tube for term neonates to < 8mths, 3.5 for 8mths to 
<18mths, 4.0 for 18mths to <36mths and 4.5 for 36mths to <5 years. This regimen had a satisfactory fit in over 
97% patients. For older children, the formula - Age/4 + 3.5, has been validated.18 While useful in predicting likely 
tube requirements, clinical judgement is paramount and any resistance to insertion should prompt downsizing of 
the endotracheal tube.

One area where evidence based practice is compromised is the example of the neonate intubated in theatre 
with a cuffed tube and returning to intensive care intubated. Evidence for longer term intubation in this sub-population 
is less strong, and in my own institution current practice is to return intubated neonates to intensive care with an 
uncuffed tube. Further work is required to assess risks and benefits of cuffed tubes in this group.

SUMMARY
If we are to assume that airway morbidity can be accurately predicted from surrogate markers such as stridor, then 
current evidence supports the use of cuffed endotracheal tubes in paediatrics from neonates up to older children. 
The risk of airway trauma seems to be determined more by the technique of intubation, the size of the tube chosen 
and the vigilance of monitoring for pressure on the airway mucosa. Further evidence is required in the intensive 
care setting, particularly with regards to neonates and small ex-premature infants.
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Jet Ventilation and Anaesthesia 
A practical guide to understanding jet ventilation and its current 
applications in clinical anaesthetic practice
SASANKA S DHARA, FANZCA, VISITING MEDICAL OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF ANAESTHESIA, ROYAL  
HOBART HOSPITAL.

Dr Dhara is a part time VMO Anaesthetist at the Royal Hobart Hospital. His career includes a long period as Director 
of the Anaesthetic Department at Singapore General Hospital. Over his career he has pursued numerous interests 
but especially in the field of difficult airway management and particularly in anaesthesia for head and neck surgery. 
He has numerous publications in these areas, including the application of high frequency jet ventilation.

INTRODUCTION
Jet ventilation refers to the form of mechanical ventilation in which the inspiratory gas is delivered into the trachea 
at high pressure (101– 405kPa) through a conduit of small diameter. In low frequency (< 1 Hz) mode it is mostly 
used for emergency oxygenation (such as in “can’t intubate can’t ventilate” scenarios) but with higher frequency 
(1–10 Hz) it has numerous applications in anaesthesia and intensive care. This review summarises the physiology, 
mechanics and practicalities of using jet ventilation, both low and high frequency and then looks at its application 
in a range of clinical anaesthetic settings. This review does not cover the use of High Frequency Jet Ventilation 
(HFJV) in intensive care.

HISTORY
The history of insufflating gases through tracheal cannulae to sustain life goes back several centuries.1 However, 
most of our current understanding of the mechanical and physiological aspects of jet ventilation and its applications 
in anaesthesia and intensive care practice has developed through the 1970s and 80s. The most important pioneering 
articles [2-10] are summarised in table 1.

Table 1. Landmark publications on transtracheal oxygenation and jet ventilation2-10

Jacoby 1951 Percutaneous, transtracheal, apnoeic oxygenation with 4-5L/min of oxygen.

Jacoby 1956 Use of the above technique for oxygenation in patients with airway obstruction.

Sanders 1967 Jet ventilation at 344 kpa (50 psi) through a rigid bronchoscope providing unhindered  

Spoerel 1971 Earliest description of elective, percutaneous, trans tracheal jet ventilation (PTTJV) during 
anaesthesia.

Oultol 1971 Description of a dedicated jet channel in a Jako laryngoscope for ventilation during 
laryngoscopic procedures.

Jacobs 1972 Intermittent insufflation with a pressure of  413kpa (60psi) for resuscitation.

Smith 1973 & 1975 Report of a series of patients undergoing PTTJV during elective surgery as well  

Klain & Smith 1977 Development of a fluid logic based jet ventilator capable of 60-100 breaths per minute.  

 
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF HFJV
HFJV is unusual in that it can produce adequate respiratory gas exchange even when the apparent tidal volume is 
a fraction of the anatomical dead space. It is thought that there are several mechanisms involved in driving gas 
exchange during high frequency jet ventilation, each at different levels of the respiratory anatomy having different 
flow profiles and resistance characteristics.11-12

Within the trachea and large airways
There is direct ventilation of alveoli close to main bronchi in the normal manner by convection or “bulk flow”. The 
high velocity stream of inspiratory flow occurring with a jet creates additional flow from entrainment in the presence 
of a patent proximal airway. In low frequency jet ventilation, this entrainment will form a significant part of the tidal 
volume. Together, the high velocity stream and entrainment cause turbulence and this leads to enhanced gas mixing.
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Within the conducting bronchial zone
At this level, the flow becomes laminar but importantly the velocity profiles are not uniform across the entire width 
of the bronchial lumen due to viscous shear against the wall of the airway leading to a higher velocity flow in the 
centre of the lumen. Augmented dispersion, also called Taylor dispersion, can then occur as there is an interaction 
between this convective laminar flow and the additional movement of molecules by diffusion at the front edges of 
the velocity profile. It is well described in the engineering literature by somewhat complicated mathematics but the 
end result is a kind of amplified mixing state resulting from a synergism between the non-uniform but laminar flow 
and diffusion. The velocity profile can also create coaxial movement of inspiratory flow in the centre and expulsion 
of expiratory gases at the periphery known as streaming. 

Gas exchange in alveolar (area of lowest resistance) region takes place by:
i)  Simple molecular diffusion, the rate of which is dependent on total cross sectional area and the concentration 

gradient (Fick’s law)
ii)  Cardiac oscillation causing transmitted movement from the beating heart has been shown to increase 

molecular diffusion in distal airways.
iii)  Pendelluft results from the fact that alveoli with different resistances and compliances (time constants) do not 

fill or empty at the same time. This leads to movement of gas occurring between these alveoli and up to a 
point will lead to better gas mixing and improved gas exchange. However, if excessive, pendelluft will simply 
increase physiological dead space resulting in CO2 retention.
These mechanisms working at different levels of the respiratory anatomy are not mutually exclusive and often 

work in combination.

THE DELIVERY OF JET VENTILATION
Oxygen concentration in jet ventilation
Manual jet ventilators are usually operated with oxygen alone but can be driven with an air/oxygen blender to control 
FiO2 if needed. Automatic jet ventilators need a supply of oxygen and air to start with and the chosen FiO2 is then 
delivered from a built in blender. The ability to manage FiO2 is crucial with the use of laser in and around the airway.

It is difficult to predict the FiO2 during supraglottic jet ventilation through laryngoscopes due to the large amount 
of entrainment and mixing of ambient air.

“Low frequency” jet ventilation
Oxygen from either a cylinder or a pipeline at supply pressures of 379 – 413 kPa can be used as a source of pressure 
for jet ventilation performed manually. In the Sanders type of injector the pipeline pressure is used directly and 
applied using a simple on/off valve operated by pressing a button3, whereas in newer equipment for manual jet 
ventilation e.g. ManujetTM (VBM Medizintechnik, Sulz a.N., Germany) a pressure adjustment valve and a pressure 
gauge are provided for selecting from a range of driving pressures, allowing adaptation for use in adult or paediatric 
ventilation.

In an emergency, oxygen flowmeters mounted on walls or those found on anaesthetic machines may be used 
to deliver oxygen through a transtracheal cannula. Numerous adaptations to enable this have been described. 
However, there are great variations in the output pressures of different oxygen flowmeters. If it is intended to use 
this setup to jet ventilate, then if practical, one should test the flowmeter beforehand to ensure that it is capable of 
providing the minimum working pressure of 103 kPa that is necessary to produce a true jet “breath”.13 In practice 
it is faster, easier and more reliable to use a purpose built manual jet ventilation apparatus and this should be made 
available in all areas where anaesthesia is administered or airway interventions are performed.14

As distinct from HFJV, low frequency trans-tracheal jet ventilation is in effect more a “volume ventilation” delivered 
through the jet cannula, using a manual jet ventilator. Observation of appropriate chest movements during respiratory 
cycles and exhalation of expired air are the usual indications of safe delivery of jet ventilation in this setting.

However, volume delivered by jet ventilation causes intrapulmonary pressure to rise rapidly to a point where 
there is a balance struck between inspiratory flow, pressure inside the expanded lungs and the rate of expiratory 
flow. An inadequate pathway for expiration such as can occur with upper airway obstruction mean that hyperexpansion 
and high airway pressure leading to barotrauma are a major risk. The decision to place a second catheter inside 
the trachea as an expiratory vent should be considered early if there is any doubt about adequate expiratory egress. 

In addition, the pressure of the jet from the tip of a malpositioned catheter within or through the tracheal wall 
can cause trauma to mucus membranes and itself create surgical emphysema or pneumomediastinum.

High frequency jet ventilation
Specifically designed automatic jet ventilators are essential if HFJV is to be used. (figure1) The jet delivery in an 
automatic jet ventilator is controlled by a fluidic, pneumatic or solenoid mechanism making precise adjustments 
of ventilatory parameters possible. 



Parameter settings on a jet ventilator
Driving pressure (DP)
The DP is the operating pressure for the jet ventilation that may range from 103 – 405 kPa. 

‘Start low, go slow’ is the appropriate approach for initiating jet ventilation. In an adult, one can start with a DP 
of 150 – 200 kPa, apply a few manual breaths watching chest movement, airway pressure and expiratory CO2.  
If satisfactory, the DP may be raised by increments till optimum ventilation is achieved. 

Frequency of breaths (Respiratory Rate)
Commercial automatic jet ventilators are capable of delivering jets at 1–10Hz. An initial rate of 100 –150 breaths/
min (1.5 – 2.5 Hz) is commonly chosen. It is then adjusted depending on the limits of other interacting parameters 
and the adequacy of ventilation.

Figure 1. Controls on an automatic jet ventilator (Courtesy of ACUTRONIC Medical Systems AG, 
Hirzel, Switzerland)

Inspiratory to Expiratory (I:E) Ratio
A longer expiratory time is normally chosen with a typical 1:E ratio of 1:3 upwards for better emptying of the lungs. 
However, oxygenation may be affected in some patients when a longer expiratory time is coupled with a higher 
ventilatory frequency (> 200 breaths/min) as inspiratory time may then be too short.

End Expiratory Pressure (EEP) Limit
Rate dependent gas trapping is a feature during high frequency ventilation15 due to inadequate time for full expiration 
of gases, altered lung mechanics and sometimes, presence of partial upper airway obstruction. The EEP is an 
indicator of alveolar distension or put more simply, the state of FRC. More gas trapping occurs with proximal than 
distal jet injection.16 

As with PEEP in normal ventilation, a certain amount of EEP is desirable as it is beneficial for recruitment of lung 
units during small volume ventilation but higher pressures may increase right ventricular afterload, decrease venous 
return and hence cause a drop in cardiac output. 

The value for EEP limit on the ventilator is set at a similar level to the PEEP during IPPV between 5–10 cm  
of H2O.

Alarms
Barotrauma during HFJV is always a possibility and monitoring of airway pressures is mandatory for safe and 
effective operation.17,18 Automatic ventilators are equipped to detect either a jet obstruction, high peak pressure or 
raised end expiratory pressure. When a set limit is violated an alarm is activated with cessation of further delivery 
of jet till normalisation of the parameter. The pressure inside the trachea is either measured through a set of tubing 
with low internal volume or electronically between the jet breaths (‘pause pressure’) through the jet delivery tube.
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Manipulating gas exchange during HFJV
Oxygenation during HFJV is determined largely by the FRC. Factors that affect FRC directly are EEP, driving pressure 
and inspiratory time/I:E ratio. However, oxygenation during HFJV is usually not an issue in subjects with normal 
lungs.

During HFJV arterial carbon dioxide tension varies inversely with minute ventilation as normal but at rates above 
200/min, carbon dioxide elimination becomes determined by tidal volume alone.19 The tidal volume is in turn 
dependent on driving pressure and the diameter and the length of the jet conduit. 

Elimination of CO2 is similar with infraglottic or supraglottic injection but the former does it with lower peak 
airway pressure and tidal volume.20

The following relationships between HFJV parameter settings and their effect on ventilation have been described:
• There is a linear correlation between DP and peak airway pressure (Paw) and between DP and minute volume 

(MV).21

• Increases in respiratory rate (frequency) have no significant effect on MV but lead to slightly lower Paw and 
higher EEP and lung volume. 

• Increases in either DP or I: E ratio will cause an increase in MV, Paw, EEP and lung volume.22

• In animal studies, carbon dioxide elimination actually varies inversely with I:E ratio. Decreasing the I:E ratio 
alone may achieve lower airway pressure without affecting the gas exchange.23

The summary then of how jet ventilation is adjusted is:
To reduce CO2 – increase DP, increase frequency (up to a point), or perform intermittent tidal washout. The 

reverse manoeuvres will allow an increase in CO2.
To increase oxygenation – increase EEP, DP or I: E ratio.

Monitoring during HFJV
In addition to minimum monitoring standards during anaesthesia, safe use of HFJV requires particular techniques 
and attention for the monitoring of ventilatory pressures and the efficacy of ventilation. 

Monitoring ventilatory pressures
During HFJV peak (Paw), mean (Pmean) and end expiratory (EEP) pressures are commonly measured.

A clear expiratory pathway during jet ventilation must not be assumed, even if present initially. Expiratory 
obstruction may occur simply due to a change in position of the vocal cords or upper airway. Pathological conditions 
creating a narrowing of the airway that is proximal to the jet delivery have a similar effect. Surgical manipulation or 
placement of tailed cotton strips for haemostasis at the laryngeal inlet may also cause obstruction. All will be 
reflected by an immediate increase in airway pressures. It cannot be overemphasized that continued ventilation 
without adequate outlet will lead to hyperexpansion and barotrauma. Thus it is mandatory that airway pressures 
be monitored during jet ventilation.

Actual inspiratory pressures immediately distal to the jet are high but there is a rapid and significant pressure 
drop further down the airway. Monitored peak pressure during subglottic jet ventilation can be attenuated as it is 
commonly measured inside the trachea from a point proximal to the point of injection. However it has been suggested 
that the optimal point for pressure monitoring is 5–10 cm beyond the point of jet injection24 as this will be more 
reflective of alveolar pressure. 

If monitoring pressure proximal to jet injection animal studies have shown Pmean to be similar to the mean 
alveolar pressure at commonly used frequencies during HFJV.25 Again, at ventilatory frequencies of up to 5 Hz, EEP 
has been found to be a good indicator of pulmonary overdistension.26 

A number of other things that may not be immediately obvious are important to note:
• The presence of high static pulmonary compliance and airway resistance (such as with emphysema) creates 

more gas trapping, increasing the alveolar pressure but this may not be reflected in the proximally monitored 
airway pressure.

• The effective tracheal diameter should be a minimum of 4.0–4.5 mm to allow jet ventilation without gas 
trapping.27

• In the presence of pre-existing laryngotracheal stenoses, supralaryngeal delivery actually creates more EEP 
than a distal injection point and this is attributed to the increased expiratory resistance from a longer column 
of turbulent gas in the proximal airways.28 The degree of gas trapping increases as the diameter of the 
stenosis gets smaller and supralaryngeal injection should be avoided in presence of tight stenoses. 
Compared to supraglottic jet delivery, subglottic HFJV produces lower distal pressures and more consistent 
oxygen concentrations across a similar range of stenosis sizes.29  It has been suggested that supralaryngeal 
injection should be at a distance of 8 cm or more from the point of stenosis to prevent high intrapulmonary 
pressure.30 



Monitoring end tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2)
With small volume ventilation hypercarbia can easily occur. During jet ventilation however, due to limited washout 
of lungs, the expired gas is never fully “alveolar” and so there is no true EtCO2. The methods used to accurately 
monitor CO2 during jet ventilation include intermittent arterial blood gas analysis, intermittent tidal breaths (see 
figure 2) and transcutaneous CO2 monitoring. Several studies have shown good correlation between EtCO2 with 
intermittent tidal breaths and arterial blood gas results.31-33  

End tidal CO2 monitoring is a familiar technique using existing equipment and is easy to perform. Transcutaneous 
CO2 monitoring has shown good correlation to arterial blood gases34 during steady state but response times are 
slow and so it is inaccurate with rapidly changing CO2.35 
 
Figure 2. examples of capnography waveforms with HFJV

Modern jet ventilators provide a display of the tidal and minute volume delivered out of the machine.

Humidification during HFJV
The prolonged use of dry gases for artificial ventilation is well known to cause damage to respiratory mucus 
membranes with consequent morbidity.36  Heated humidification is provided in some modern jet ventilators.

APPLICATIONS OF JET VENTILATION IN ANAESTHETIC PRACTICE
The unique features of jet ventilation include delivery of ventilation through a narrow, unobtrusive conduit, adequate 
gas exchange at low peak inspiratory pressure and with minimal thoracic excursion, non-interference with spontaneous 
ventilation and a relative absence of the circulatory impairment that may be associated with conventional positive 
pressure ventilation. 

Jet ventilation in low frequency mode is mostly used for difficult airway management in the emergency setting 
while HFJV has a broad range of applications in clinical anaesthesia.

The difficult airway
It is possible to provide emergent or prophylactic oxygenation and ventilation via a trans-tracheal cannula inserted 
percutaneously through the anterior neck – percutaneous transtracheal jet ventilation (PTTJV). This is of course a 
recommended technique for emergency oxygenation in all published, national, difficult airway management 
algorithms.37 This has actually been the catalyst for the development of jet ventilation3,5,7-9,38 and there are several 
case series of its use in both emergency and elective situations.

The 14–16G venous cannulae that have traditionally been used for trans tracheal delivery of jet ventilation can 
kink easily. Vessel dilators from central venous access kits are firm, pliable and resist kinking and have been 
successfully used for cricothyroidotomy and jet ventilation.39 The author has described the use of triple lumen 
central venous catheters for monitored PTTJV.40 

The VBM trans-tracheal cannulae (VBM Medizintechnik, Sulz a.N., Germany) designed for adults (13G) and 
paediatric (15G) use, are more resistant to kinking, have extra holes at the tip, are resistant to stray laser beams 
and offer the option of either a Luer lock or 15 mm ID connection. They are a useful addition to a difficult airway 
trolley.
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It is possible that supraglottic jet ventilation delivered through an LMA could provide adequate oxygenation in 
a critically obstructed airway.41 

It is often very useful in a less urgent setting where a difficult airway has been anticipated. For example, the 
prophylactic use of PTTJV to ensure oxygenation during an anticipated difficult fibreoptic intubation or while teaching 
the use of flexible fibreoptic intubation has been described.42-43 The sight of the catheter just beyond the vocal 
cords has been used as a marker during difficult laryngoscopy in situations where the anatomy may be distorted 
[44]. It has been the author’s practice to place a trans-tracheal cannula under local anaesthesia and light sedation 
prior to commencement of anaesthesia or airway manipulation in situations where major difficulties are anticipated. 

Laryngeal surgery
HFJV is most frequently used during surgery on or around the larynx. Having no conduit or only a very small conduit 
through the larynx offers optimum conditions for the surgical intervention while the airway is shared between the 
surgeon and the anaesthetist. 

General anaesthesia during these procedures is normally provided using a total intravenous (TIVA) method and 
a muscle relaxant. Topical analgesia of the vallecula, epiglottis, laryngeal inlet and the vocal cords before the 
introduction of the rigid laryngoscope is a very useful adjunct to blunt airway reflexes.

In this setting HFJV may be achieved using a supraglottic or a subglottic jet delivery. Subglottic jet delivery may 
in turn be via a catheter passed trough the laryneal inlet (translaryngeal) from above or via a trans-tracheal catheter 
or cannula (PTTJV).

Supraglottic jet ventilation
Supraglottic jet ventilation is done through an operating laryngoscope while the tip of the scope is aligned with the 
laryngeal inlet. Jet delivery is done either with an injector clamped into the main lumen of the scope or through a 
dedicated channel built into the wall of the scope. A technique delivering both a low frequency and a high frequency 
jet stream through dedicated channels built into a modified laryngoscope has also been reported45 and is termed 
“combined frequency jet ventilation”.

The main advantage of supraglottic jet ventilation is that view and access to the larynx is unhindered. However, 
entrainment of air is large and accurate monitoring of FiO2, airway pressure and expired CO2 is difficult. Furthermore, 
the large airflow not only causes a ripple movement of mucus membranes and vocal cords but can also blow blood, 
smoke or tissue debris down the trachea. There has been a concern expressed of tumour implantation in more 
distal airways. Finally, this technique may not be suitable in the presence of a compromised glottic aperture caused 
by stenosis, tumour or paralysed vocal cords.6,46

The proper alignment of the rigid laryngoscope is very important as a misdirected jet may cause gastric insufflation 
and a vagal reaction.

Subglottic methods
The value of subglottic jet ventilation without a large tracheal tube placed through the larynx obscuring most of it 
from view and restricting room needed for surgical manipulation has long been appreciated (Figure 3). A range of 
tubes, catheters and cannulae had been reported in the literature for delivery of translaryngeal subglottic jet 
ventilation.47-56

 The use of flexible catheters for subglottic HFJV is by far the most popular choice for endolaryngeal intervention. 
Whipping of the tip of a catheter during jet ventilation is a concern as it can cause trauma to the tracheal mucosa, 
leading to the spread of pressurized air into the mediastinum, lungs and soft tissues of the neck and upper chest 
area. Jet induced movement of the catheter tip is reduced or eliminated by having multiple openings at the tip, 
using a stiffer material and placing a minimum length of catheter inside the airway.
 
Figure 3. The view and workspace available with a shielded 7Fr (2.33 mm O.D) catheter through the larynx 
of a child and a 5 mm (O.D) catheter through an adult larynx.



A cage design at the tip of the catheter to keep the catheter central inside the trachea, was first described  
by Benjamin and Gronow.50 A catheter with modified cage design and a second channel designed by Hunsaker 
(Mon- Jet TM tube Xomed-Treace, Jacksonville, FL, USA) is commonly used now.54 

With the introduction of CO2 laser for endolaryngeal interventions, flammability of the jet conduits became an 
issue. Long metal cannulae, various coverings for the catheters like metal foils and specially designed tapes that 
could be soaked in water were used. The Hunsaker device has a fluoroplastic coating resistant to laser beams.

Recently use of a new device named the ‘Jockjet ‘ tube system has been described.56 The design has the jet 
flow encased in a segment of 4 mm teflon tube and a trailing double lumen catheter to measure distal airway 
pressure and to sample gas for capnography.

HFJV has been successfully employed for airway management and anaesthesia in neonates, infants and  
children.57-58

During subglottic ventilation one must ensure a clear expiratory pathway before the first breath is delivered. This 
should be managed as described below in the section on PTTJV. The technique of subglottic HFJV using a catheter 
may avoid tracheostomy or laryngectomy during endoscopic treatment and resection of various glottic and subglottic 
tumours. It has also been used successfully to deliver ventilation during tracheostomy, tracheoplasty and tracheal 
resection.59 

Percutaneous trans-tracheal jet ventilation
While less common than a “trans-laryngeal” catheter approach, PTTJV is often used for endolaryngeal interventions 
as the technique offers the best view and working space with no tubes at all in or around the laryngeal inlet  
(Figure 4)
 
Figure 4. A narrow laryngeal inlet that may not have enough room for even the smallest catheter,  
precluding safe translaryngeal ventilation.

The percutaneous transtracheal catheter is introduced using local anaesthesia and tested while the patient is awake. 
After induction of general anaesthesia using TIVA an oropharyngeal or nasopharyngeal airway is inserted and the 
neck extended before HFJV is delivered. Driving pressure is increased once the expiratory outlet is confirmed 
patent. Jet ventilation is stopped transiently while the airway is taken out and the operating laryngoscope is 
positioned in place. (figure 5)

There are several series of case reports describing the usefulness of this technique and a low incidence of 
complications.60-65 Recently, a prospective audit of successful management of 50 cases with severe airway 
compromise and stridor has been reported [65]. It should be stressed that there is a learning curve and all reports 
strongly recommend that HFJV should be monitored closely and conducted in presence of experienced operators. 
 
Figure 5. PTTJV for endolaryngeal surgery
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Other indications for the use of HFJV
HFJV has several applications in areas other than in laryngeal surgery. A subglottic technique is usually employed 
for this purpose.

Minimum movement with ventilation:
The movements of thoracic and abdominal viscera during HFJV are much smaller than those seen during tidal 
ventilation. This produces a relatively immobile target that is ideal for precision therapeutic interventions.

Extracorporeal Shock Wave Lithotripsy (ESWL) uses focused, high intensity, acoustic pulses to break up stones 
inside the kidney with minimal collateral damage. Most current lithotriptors have smaller focal zones with the 
advantage of minimizing damage to surrounding soft tissues. Unfortunately, movement of the diaphragm during 
spontaneous or intermittent positive pressure ventilation causes movement of the kidney and therefore the stone 
in and out of the acoustic ‘energy cone’ with every respiratory cycle. The shockwaves applied while the stones are 
out of the target zone have no effect on fragmentation leading to higher failure rates, incomplete treatment, and 
the need for retreatment. Energy from such ‘stray’ shock waves can also cause injury to surrounding kidney tissues.

Subglottic HFJV has been used during ESWL with great success.66-67 A simplified technique of HFJV through a 
supraglottic airway such as a laryngeal mask airway is certainly simple and easy for this outpatient procedure.68

For similar reasons, HFJV has also been reported as a ventilation technique for stereotactic irradiation of 
metastasis in the lungs, cardiac radiofrequency ablation and percutaneous radiofrequency ablation of hepatic 
tumours.69-71

Thoracic surgery:
The low peak tracheal and transpulmonary pressures and low mean airway pressures (relaxed lungs) during HFJV 
make it very useful for thoracic surgery. It has been used in conjunction with a wide range of thoracic procedures. 
(Table 2)

Table 2. Some thoracic procedures in which HFJV has been reported as a useful ventilation technique

Anaesthesia for open thoracic surgery59,72-82

One lung ventilation 

Partial lung ventilation during lung resection 

Staple excision of subcentimeter lung nodules  

Bronchial repair 

Transthoracic oesophagectomy 

TAA with tracheal and right bronchial compression 

Off pump single lung transplant 

Repair of coarctation

Anterior approach scoliosis surgery

Carinal resection / Tracheoplasty 

Bronchial stenting 

Repair of congenital tracheal stenosis 

Anaesthesia for closed chest procedures83-87

Endobronchial laser treatment for tumours 

Transthoracic endoscopic sympathectomy 

HFJV through the FOB for identifying segmental planes

Lung lavage

Interventional fibreoptic bronchoscopy 



Uninterrupted oxygenation during airway manoeuvres:
The use of jet ventilation through an airway exchange device is an option that provides a way to deliver oxygen 
into the lungs during procedures like a trial of extubation or the re-positioning of an endotracheal tube.53,88 In this 
setting, the narrow internal diameter and rather long length of some exchange catheters can result in volume loss 
due to compression89 and yet can also be dangerous when used in conjunction with an endotracheal tube with 
small internal diameter (restricted expiratory outlet) or when the tip of the catheter is inside a snugly fitting distal 
airway (risk of barotrauma).88 The delivery of jet ventilation through the suction-biopsy channel of a flexible fibreoptic 
bronchoscope has been shown to provide adequate ventilation.90

Common problems seen with HFJV
Hypercarbia is well documented and is more usually a problem with obese patients.

Trans-tracheal cannulae have been found to be a major independent risk factor for complications in a 10 year 
review of different ventilation strategies in endoscopic laryngeal surgery.91 Obstruction of trans-tracheal cannulae 
can occur in up to 20% of cases92 even with custom made, kink-resistant varieties. Care must be taken during 
insertion of the cannula to aim in a 45 degree angle caudad direction as soon as the trachea is entered. In some 
patients with restricted space between the larynx and the jaw, a lower point of puncture at the cricotracheal junction 
or even between the upper rings of the trachea may help to get the angle right.

Difficulty with CO2 measurement is encountered at times with side stream CO2 monitoring as the sampling line 
tends to get blocked by respiratory secretions and blood. The use of preoperative anticholinergics, periodic suctioning 
and the use of a three way tap in the CO2 sampling line providing a route to unblock it are helpful.

Serious complications associated with HFJV that have been reported are summarized in table 3.

Table 3. Summary of reported complications associated with HFJV9, 45, 60- 65, 93-94

Exhalation difficulties

Surgical emphysema in the neck and chest

Pneumothorax

Pneumomediastinum

Occasional hypoxia (hypoventilation) 

Necrotising tracheo bronchitis

Haemodynamic instability

Benign gastric distension

CONCLUSION
Jet ventilation during anaesthesia has been practiced for over forty years but is not widely practiced as a technique 
of choice mainly due to lack of exposure. Surveys on the practice show that most complications are associated 
with the use of manual jet ventilation at direct pipeline pressure without monitoring. HFJV delivered with automatic 
jet ventilators is safer but is only available in a few centres [97,98]. All reports concur that the essential factors for 
successful HFJV are use of automatic jet ventilators, close monitoring and expert supervision.
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INTRODUCTION
In Australasia, and elsewhere, the balance of patients requiring organ transplantation and organ availability is never 
met. Each year the number awaiting transplantation rises and the number of available donors remains near static. 
Patients die on the waiting list due to inadequate donor numbers. Those presenting for transplantation may have 
become critically ill during their waiting time. This increases peri-operative risk and may result in longer intensive 
care unit (ICU) stays with higher management complexity and increased morbidity or delisting, hopefully until health 
recovery allows transplantation. In Queensland, approximately 20% of those listed for transplantation either die or 
are delisted due to deterioration whilst awaiting a donor. 

Multiple approaches exist to increase organ donor availability. Donor awareness programs aim to educate the 
public1 even to the extent of utilising social networking.2 Maximal donor numbers (assuming maximal detection 
and support) are expected to be 50 donors per million population (pmp). Spain had the highest rates at 30-35pmp 
whilst Australia was 13.8 and New Zealand 9.4pmp in 2010.3,4 DonateLife has been instrumental in raising donor 
numbers in Australia, however, some donor organs that could be used are rejected. Local data shows this can be 
for several reasons. A review performed recently in Queensland of donors over the past 22 years showed a 46% 
utilisation rate. Non use was for poor gas exchange in 22%, infection in 9% and chest radiograph abnormality in 
5%, the remainder being of mixed causes (personal correspondence Dr Peter Hopkins).

Those lungs offered for donation that are rejected, may be due to not meeting ideal or extended donor criteria. 
Deterioration may occur in between listing and retrieval making some ideal donors no longer acceptable.

This may be due to circumstances surrounding injury or emergency intubation such as aspiration and trauma. 
Hospital acquired factors may contribute including ventilator acquired lung injury (VALI) or nosocomial pneumonia/
ventilator acquired pneumonia (VAP). Fluid overload may also occur and the effects of this may be exacerbated by 
the process of brain stem death. The severity of these factors may result in lungs that would otherwise be accepted 
under current ideal criteria (see table) being subsequently rejected for transplantation. 

This review is targeted at those caring for the lung transplant donor, especially those who may see donors 
infrequently. This paper will review current donor criteria, the pathophysiology of brain death, the current donor 
management protocol and discuss the evidence supporting it, and discuss other donor strategies and developments 
aimed at increasing donor numbers. 

DONOR TYPES
Currently the majority of lung donors are from those undergoing donation after brain death (DBD). Causes of brain 
death commonly include cerebrovascular accident, trauma (road and non-road), hypoxic anoxia (drowning, cardiac 
arrest, hanging, overdose) and less commonly cerebral tumour. A small but growing number of donors are from 
donation after cardiac death (DCD). These are donors who have failed DBD testing and have brain injury from which 
survival is deemed impossible and life support is to be withdrawn. The Maastricht Criteria is used to classify DCD 
donors according to place and mode of circulatory death.5 A further group of DBD and DCD donors may be included 
as “marginal or extended donor criteria”, those who do not meet accepted ideal donor criteria

THE IDEAL LUNG DONOR CRITERIA
A set of criteria has arisen somewhat arbitrarily for selecting the lung donor.6 Surprisingly these criteria are supported 
by little evidence but are hard to dispute as randomised studies would face ethical difficulties. 
• Age less than 55
• ABO compatibility
• Clear chest radiograph
• Pa02 >300 on FiO2 1.0 (PaO2:FiO2), PEEP 5cmH2O
• Tobacco history <20 pack years
• Absence of chest trauma
• No evidence of aspiration or sepsis
• No prior cardiopulmonary surgery
• Sputum gram stain
• Absence of secretions on bronchoscopy
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DONOR AGE
Little evidence exists to support a specific upper age limit however older donors of kidney, heart and liver are well 
established as associated with lower graft survival and it is unlikely that lungs are not similarly affected. De Perrot 
et al in Toronto have shown higher rates of bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome (BOS) in recipients of older grafts.7 
Generally older donor lungs are used for older recipients when possible. It is thought that older lungs may be less 
immunologically active however the older donor tolerates ischaemia less well than younger donors. The International 
Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation (ISHLT) data registry supports this in their current guidelines.6 

ARTERIAL BLOOD GAS
The minimum of 300 for PaO2:FiO2 appears to have been accepted as standard based on one case report from 
1987. This report showed a single case of graft failure where the preoperative donor ratio was less than 250. Since 
this case, the ratio of 300 has been adhered to without further evidential testing. 

Multiple factors exist in the critically ill and brain dead patient to impair the ratio. Aspiration, atelectasis, neurogenic 
pulmonary oedema (NPO), sepsis and fluid management all can impair gas exchange. 

CHEST RADIOGRAPH
A clear chest radiograph (CXR) has been included in current ISHLT recommendations despite this being a weak 
estimator of abnormalities.

CXR may be an indicator of aspiration, fluid loading, pulmonary oedema, sepsis or structural abnormality/trauma. 
Inter observer error is significant with regard to this reporting and may be done out of normal hours by non radiology 
clinicians. Unilateral infiltrates are likely acceptable whereas diffuse bilateral infiltrates have a higher rate of primary 
graft dysfunction. Currently there is no clear evidential basis on what CXR findings are acceptable. The marginal 
CXR is best considered in combination with other criteria.

BACTERIAL COLONISATION
Bronchoscopy is performed prior to initiating the donor procedure. Presence of gross inflammation or purulence 
generally precludes lung donation. Sterile secretions are uncommon so a quantitative assessment by the donor 
procurement team of secretion load is usually undertaken. Microbiological specimens are taken that may help tailor 
treatment should infection become established in the recipient. Length of time on mechanical ventilation influences 
colonisation of the tracheobronchial tree; however no absolute time limit exists for exclusion. Most important is the 
management of the patient whilst ventilated. This will be discussed in further detail later. 

Bacterial infection is not uncommon in the recipient but carries a lower risk than viral or fungal infection. Current 
guidelines do not include the routine administration of antibiotics as part of the donor procurement however many 
teams employ broad spectrum antibiotics immediately prior to retrieval. Given the weakness of predicting VAP 
based on CXR compared to histology this seems prudent. If unilateral infection exists, this does not preclude single 
lung transplant should there be a suitable recipient.

GRAFT ISCHEMIC TIME
It is endeavoured to maintain the time from donor aortic cross clamp to reperfusion as short as practically possible. 
Cold ischemic times are ideally less than 6 hours. Again however, little evidence supports this arbitrary time. 
Combined age over 55 and longer ischemic times do have increased one year mortality but considered alone, 
prolonging times does not influence early graft function or long term mortality. The upper limit has not been 
determined, case reports of times as long as 11 hours exist. It is possible that with new developments such as 
ex-vivo lung perfusion that longer ischaemic times will become more common. 

THE PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF BRAIN DEATH AND ITS EFFECTS
Brain death testing is outlined in the document “The ANZICS statement on death and organ donation”. A .pdf check 
list is available to clearly record this.8  Injury to the neuron results in loss of membrane function. As a consequence, 
the neuron cannot maintain its internal homeostasis and oedema will develop within the neuron. The more severe 
the injury, the greater the oedema that will develop. As the cranium is non elastic, the rise in brain tissue volume 
must be at the expense of blood and cerebrospinal fluid volumes, the so called Monro-Kellie doctrine. Once 
intracranial compliance limits are reached, intracranial pressure rises. Cerebral blood flow falls as intracranial 
pressure rises, further worsening cellular oedema. Once intracranial pressure has risen above mean arterial pressure, 
perfusion pressure will be zero and blood flow to the brain will cease. Further oedema will develop resulting in 
compression of the brainstem with subsequent brainstem death. 

HEMODYNAMIC CHANGES
Compression of the brain stem occurs in a rostral to caudal progression. Pontine compression and ischaemia leads 
to a Cushing reflex, hypertension with bradycardia due to mixed sympathetic and reflex vagal discharge. As 
ischaemia progresses further, the medulla oblongata is rendered ischaemic with loss of the vagal nuclei causing 
unopposed sympathetic tone, the “sympathetic storm” of hypertension and tachycardia. Progression of ischaemia 
then involves the spinal cord with loss of all sympathetic tone, complete vasoplegia and cardiovascular collapse. 
The sympathetic stimulation may reduce coronary perfusion through vasoconstriction and cause contraction band 
necrosis of cardiac myocytes.9  There may be multiple arrhythmias and significant ST-segment changes compatible 
with strain or ischaemia.



PULMONARY EFFECTS
Severe pulmonary effects can occur during the sympathetic storm. NPO is a common consequence and has a 
significant effect on gas exchange. It is a major cause of lung donor unsuitability. Intense systemic vasoconstriction 
raises systemic vascular resistance (SVR). This shifts the systemic blood volume (usually 76%) to the pulmonary 
compartment, raising it from 24 to 72% of total blood volume.10 The rise in both SVR and left atrial pressure (from 
pulmonary volume loading) may lead to acute severe functional mitral regurgitation, possibly made worse by 
myocardial ischaemia. Right ventricular work elevates and it may become volume overloaded. The rapid rise in 
pulmonary capillary hydrostatic pressure results in endothelial leak and alveolar oedema.

A separate mechanism is also known to contribute to NPO. Direct alpha stimulation of the pulmonary circulation 
despite pulmonary normotension can cause capillary leak and alveolar oedema. It is unclear which of these two 
mechanisms dominates, however the end result is pulmonary oedema and impaired gas exchange. Patients with 
complete high cervical cord injury may manifest less severe pulmonary injury due to loss of direct neuronal pathways. 
The speed of brain stem death or “coning” may also influence the intensity of the sympathetic storm. When coning 
is rapid, the effects may be more severe. 

SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION
Brain death results in a systemic inflammatory response with rises in acute phase cytokines, particularly IL1β, IL6 
and IL8. These cause neutrophil aggregation and activation and mediate endothelial and alveolar injury. Whilst 
these cause direct organ injury, possibly contributing to organ non acceptance, they are also associated with 
increased early graft dysfunction in the recipient.9  

COAGULOPATHY
Brain death may also be associated with exposure of tissue thromboplastin to the circulation due to disruption of 
the blood brain barrier and endothelial dysfunction. This activates the coagulation and fibrinolytic cascades and 
may result in further lung injury.

ENDOCRINE FAILURE
The hypothalamic pituitary axis may also be affected by brain stem death. Significant hormonal derangements 
contribute to further cardiovascular decline. Anterior pituitary function is less commonly affected than posterior. 
More commonly, in up to 80% of donors, there is severe depletion in posterior pituitary hormones, i.e. those of 
hypothalamic origin. Most significant haemodynamically is the fall in antidiuretic hormone (ADH) which also contributes 
to diabetes insipidus (DI). DI is present in 80 to 90% of donors post brain death. Antidiuretic hormone expression 
causes aquaporin channel insertion into the collecting ducts of the distal tubule. This prevents water reabsorption 
and results in large volumes (>1L/hr) of dilute urine being passed. The effect of this is hypovolaemia, hypernatraemia, 
hypomagnesaemia, hypophosphatemia, and hypocalcaemia. This should be differentiated from diuresis caused 
by mannitol or diuretic therapy. Correction should not be delayed by waiting for serum and urine osmolality results. 
Hypernatraemia is important to correct as it is associated with impaired outcomes in both liver and kidney  
transplantation. 

Anterior pituitary impairment may result in falls in thyroid and corticoid hormones.
The fall in thyroxin, cortisol and insulin levels is associated with a shift from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism 

and rises in serum lactate and hydrogen ion levels. Various studies have been performed looking at hormone 
replacement therapy. These will be addressed later. 

HYPOTHERMIA
Brain death results in loss of upper motor neurons and vasomotor tone so there is an inability to conserve heat and 
shiver. There is reduced muscle and brain metabolism. Hence, hypothermia is a common feature. This may have 
adverse effects on coagulation, oxygen delivery (left shift of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve reduces 
peripheral oxygen unloading from haemoglobin), arrhythmias and end organ function. Forced air warming blankets, 
fluid warmers and humidified ventilator circuits are useful adjuncts to maintain normothermia. 

MULTIFACTORIAL LUNG INJURY
Other events may contribute to pulmonary dysfunction. Events leading to brain death such as aspiration prior to 
and during attempted airway protection, atelectasis and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) causing pulmonary 
contusion will worsen lung injury, function, and increase infection risk. Micro aspiration can occur around endotrachael 
tube cuffs despite appropriate inflation. 

Whilst receiving invasive ventilation, still further injury is possible. Volutrauma and barotrauma are possible from 
ventilator management leading to ventilator associated lung injury (VALI). Intentional hypocapnea achieved through 
hyperventilation as a therapy for intracranial hypertension uses high tidal volumes (10-12ml/kg) and respiratory 
frequency, both of which are associated with VALI.

Gastric decompression via oro or nasogastric drainage may reduce reflux and pooling in the hypopharynx and 
also improve ventilator mechanics. Ventilator acquired pneumonia (VAP) is increasingly likely with prolonged invasive 
ventilation. VAP incidence is approximately 1-3% per day ventilated.
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ACTIVE DONOR MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Aggressive donor management programs have been trialled throughout the world. A Texan group trialled a program 
of aggressive lung donor management in 2006. Lungs that were outside the ideal donor criteria, particularly PaO2:FiO2 
were targeted. This included fluid and ventilator management strategies. The donors were kept in negative fluid 
balance once resuscitation had occurred. This required diuretics and limitation of crystalloid fluid therapy. Ventilator 
management included 30 degree head up tilt and inflated endotracheal cuff pressures (25cmH2O) to reduce aspiration 
risk, alveolar recruitment manoeuvres and elevated positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) to improve oxygenation 
(discussed further below). This retrospective review showed an increase in donated lungs particularly in those with 
marginal or poor gas exchange.11 

An Australian review in 1999 showed a similar increase in transplanted lungs from initially sub optimal donors 
by aggressive ventilator management and physiotherapy. There was no compromise in recipient survival in either 
paper by the use of donors that were initially classified as poor and then brought into the ideal range through 
relatively simple manoeuvres.12

RECOMMENDATIONS
To maintain donor lungs in optimal condition without compromising other potential donor organs, guidelines have 
been developed. In those donors from whom multiple organs are being procured, the management must consider 
all organs’ care. 

Once brain death has been confirmed, therapy should be targeted at preventing any further injury or decline. 
Some therapies in place prior to brain death may be deleterious to the donor. Active cooling should be reversed 
with warmed fluids when they are needed, forced air warmers and removal of any cooling devices. Similarly, other 
neuroprotective strategies such as hypertension, haemodilution and hypervolaemia should be ceased with reversal 
to normal physiological goals aimed at optimising perfusion and oxygen delivery to donor organs.

The goals of support once brain death has been confirmed and consent for donation has been given should 
include the following: normovolaemia, normothermia, maintenance of perfusion pressure to target organs, maintenance 
of organ function and prevention of deterioration. Ideally this should be achieved with the use of minimal inotropic 
support. 

Correction of coagulopathy could be considered if severe, however attempts should be mindful of the effects 
of causing hypervolaemia and other adverse consequences of transfusion (e.g. transfusion related lung injury and 
hypothermia). 

VENTILATOR MANAGEMENT
Ventilator management hasn’t been the subject of randomised trials, and is based on extrapolation of data from 
other areas of intensive care medicine. Some aggressive procurement studies have introduced practices aimed at 
reducing aspiration risk. This included very high endotrachael cuff pressures, 25cmH2O, as tracheal mucosal necrosis 
is of low importance. Donation of the lung block is taken through upper tracheal resection to allow transport of 
inflated lungs. Donor anastamosis is done at the bronchial level to reduce stricture formation and for improved 
anastamotic healing. 

Those donors hyperventilated as part of intracranial hypertension treatment should have this stopped once brain 
death is confirmed in an effort to reduce VALI. Ventilation to normocarbia is acceptable. High minute ventilation 
protocols for induced hypocapnea may involve increased shear and rapid stretch of the lung parenchyma. Large 
tidal volumes (>10ml/kg) aren’t necessary and will contribute to lung injury. Cyclical opening and closing of airways 
in atelectatic lung zones, particularly when continually nursed supine, is also associated with lung injury. This may 
also benefit tissue oxygen delivery if alkalosis has developed correcting the left shift of the oxy-haemoglobin curve.

Prevention of atelectasis is ideal in all ventilated patients and certain strategies may contribute to reducing this. 
The concepts of optimal PEEP, lung protective ventilation and physiotherapy of the brain dead donor are important 
in preserving and improving lung function. In 2000, the ARDSnet group published a landmark study that was 
terminated early due to significant improvements in survival in those lung injury patients treated with protective 
ventilation. A tidal volume of 6ml/kg versus 12ml/kg with lower plateau pressures (30 vs 50 cmH2O) showed a 
reduced ventilation time and higher survival in patients with ARDS.13 This practice has carried through into many 
areas of anaesthesia and intensive care in an attempt to optimise patient lung function and reduce VALI. Further 
to this, regular recruitment manoeuvres to lessen alveolar collapse and reduce shunting are employed. A recruitment 
protocol developed by the San Antonio group in Texas had a significant effect on lung retrieval rates. Their strategy 
in poor gas exchange donors involved pressure control ventilation with peak inspiratory pressures of 25cmH2O 
and 15cmH2O PEEP for 2 hours. After recruitment manoeuvres, higher PEEP is necessary for several hours to 
prevent the cyclical collapse/open injury mechanism. Once PaO2:FiO2 had improved, PEEP was reduced to 
5cmH2O.

The Texan group achieved a 21% increase in lung donation by use of this protocol in donors initially classified 
as poor based on PaO2:FiO2 or radiological infiltrates.11 Whilst this recruitment protocol isn’t currently recommended, 
it does demonstrate that active ventilator management can significantly improve the PaO2:FiO2.

The avoidance of 100% oxygen after blood gas sampling to maintain PaO2 at or above 80mmHg is recommended 
to reduce potential oxygen toxicity and adsorption atelectasis. 



Physiotherapy is also vital to maintaining donor lungs. Two to three hourly percussive physiotherapy, closed 
circuit suctioning, 30 degree head up positioning and hourly turns are strongly recommended. Without physiotherapy 
and postural drainage, further collapse and consolidation are likely with increasing shunt and worsening gas 
exchange. Frequent bronchial toilet with suctioning of secretions after physiotherapy is required. 

Retrieved secretions should be sent for early microscopy culture and staining. Though bacterial infection is 
rarely spread to the recipient, this does allow tailoring of antibiotic therapy if required. Consideration should be 
given to broad spectrum antibiotic treatment. Discussion with transplant physicians or donor coordinators is 
encouraged if doubt exists over management. 

HAEMODYNAMIC MANAGEMENT
Aims should be to normalise organ perfusion and oxygen delivery. Any form of low output or hypotension should 
be aggressively managed. Mean arterial blood pressure aim is 60-80mmHg. This can be achieved through preload, 
afterload, rate, rhythm and contractility manipulation.

Monitoring should include invasive arterial blood pressure and central venous pressure (CVP). Sterility is as 
critical in the donor as in the living patient. Recipients will be immunosuppressed; all invasive procedures must be 
treated as sterile. 

PRELOAD
CVP catheterisation should ideally be in a jugular vein as this will be most accurate. Accuracy is relevant in terms 
of not fluid overloading donors with resultant increases in lung water. Many papers advocate haemodynamic 
algorhythms based on pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) monitoring.14 However it is recognised that this 
increases cost and complexity of care, often in units unfamiliar with pulmonary artery catheter use. Misinterpretation 
of data when unfamiliar with a monitoring modality can lead to incorrect changes in therapy. Also, given the presumed 
normal pulmonary vascular resistance in donor lungs, the accepted deficiencies in using CVP as a surrogate for 
PCWP and hence left ventricular filling are probably insignificant. Preload can be maintained through fluid boluses 
taking into account maintenance of a haemoglobin concentration near 10g/L, serum sodium concentration and 
urine output. A target CVP of 6-8 mmHg is the consensus recommendation of the Crystal City Conference that 
aimed to maximise all donor organ utilisation. 

RATE AND RHYTHM 
Arrhythmias should be aggressively treated as per standard care. Correction of all electrolytes and acid base 
abnormalities are first line steps. Indirect acting agents such as atropine will be ineffective post brain stem death. 
Temporary transvenous pacing may be required for severe bradycardia. Amiodarone and beta agonist infusions 
may be required.

AFTERLOAD AND CONTRACTILITY
Post brain stem death, vasoplegia induced low afterload may render the donor severely hypotensive. Attempts 
should be made to distinguish low cardiac output hypotension from vasoplegic hypotension. Pure alpha1 agent 
use to maintain perfusion pressure to tissues may accentuate anaerobic acidosis and lactate accumulation if 
hypotension is due to a low output state rather than vasodilation. It has however been a mainstay of support and 
organ protection. Throughout Australia and New Zealand, noradrenaline use is common for donor haemodynamic 
support and has not been associated with worsened donor kidney and liver graft function though this has not been 
reviewed for lung donors. High dose catecholamines are to be avoided as their infusion in the donor causes up 
regulation of beta receptors in the heart which may mandate the use of higher inotrope requirements in the heart 
transplant recipient.

Dopamine administration to the donor has been shown to improve function in cadaveric kidney grafts and also 
to prolong graft survival. It is also thought that the alveolar membrane is receptive to catecholamine induced sodium 
and water reabsorption.15 Beta2 stimulation in both the donor and recipient can accelerate water clearance from 
the alveolus. This can be achieved with dopamine administration or inhaled beta agonist therapy. 

A retrospective review has however shown an association between worsened early graft function (PaO2:FiO2) 
and catecholamine administration.16 However this paper included those donors receiving high dose alpha 1 agonists 
which may have been an indicator of more severe acute lung injury and sympathetic storm.

The use of triiodothyronine and arginine vasopressin should be considered. These may be combined with low 
dose dopamine as needed. 

Should hypertension (MAP >90mmHg) require pharmacological intervention, it is important to use short acting 
agents as the haemodynamic status of the donor may change rapidly. Sodium Nitroprusside is ideal. Esmolol may 
also be used, however pure beta antagonism in the face of high afterload may cause heart failure so should be 
combined with a vasodilator. 
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FLUID MANAGEMENT
Resuscitation should aim to correct sodium levels to less than 155mmol/L. Hypotonic glucose containing fluid 
replacement or even sterile water may be necessary if hypernatraemia, hyperglycaemia and hypovolaemia are 
problematic. Large volumes may result in hypothermia and hyperglycaemia which again should be aggressively 
corrected to within their normal ranges. Ideally all organs should be managed together from a haemodynamic 
perspective though when specific organs have been rejected, therapy may be more focused on the target organs. 
If the lungs have been rejected more aggressive fluid loading is acceptable. The debate about colloid versus 
crystalloid use is far from complete and no clear recommendation can be made. 

Optimal haematocrit for oxygen delivery should be considered, 30% being acceptable. If transfusion is required 
to achieve this, cytomegalovirus negative blood should be requested.

Conventional management of the liver and kidney donor favours relative hypervolaemia. Pennefather et al 
however, showed that crystalloid fluid loading to a CVP of 8-12cmH2O had a significantly negative impact on the 
alveolar to arterial (A-a) gradient.17

A recent publication from Spain challenges this approach to the kidney donor. The effect of aggressive fluid 
restriction (target CVP <6 mmHg) versus conventional fluid management (CVP 6-10 mmHg) was examined in brain 
dead kidney donors. No detriment to graft survival was seen in the aggressively managed group. This study lacks 
detail regarding experimental design so no recommendation can be made at this stage. It does however imply that 
avoiding fluid overload in the multi organ donor to protect lung function is not detrimental to renal graft survival.18 

If haemodynamic parameters permit and CVP is elevated, cautious frusemide use is warranted to attempt a reduction 
in excess body water.

HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY
As discussed earlier, a brain stem death endocrinopathy may develop. The data supporting aggressive hormone 
replacement yields mixed results, some studies strongly supporting it,19 others failing to reproduce the effects.20 

Those patients demonstrating significant hypotension despite adequate preload, inotrope and vasopressor support 
should be trialled with hormonal support. Triiodothyronine (T3) may be given as a 4 microgram intravenous bolus 
followed by 3 micrograms per hour continuous infusion. Some evidence suggests that peripheral conversion of 
thyroxine to T3 fails post brain stem death, supporting T3 rather than T4 usage. T3 also has a faster onset of action 
allowing potentially faster catecholamine weaning. Vasopressin maybe given as a cautious 0.5-1 unit intravenous 
bolus, followed by an infusion of 0.5 to 4 units per hour. This may be titrated to MAP 60-80mmHg whilst aiming to 
wean noradrenaline and adrenaline infusions. If this fails to meet haemodynamic targets, dopamine may be added. 

Treatment of DI is by volume replacement and infusion of a 2-4 mcg bolus of desamino arginine vasopressin 
(DDAVP). This stimulates aquaporin formation, allowing the kidney to concentrate urine without the vasocontrictive 
effects of arginine vasopressin. Should the donor be requiring high doses of noradrenaline at this point, the addition 
of a vasopressin infusion may be justified and will also reverse DI effects. This has no adverse effect on kidney 
donation.14

Correction of serum blood glucose to within normal limits is recommended. Hyperglycaemia can cause damage 
to pancreatic beta cells rendering the pancreas less suitable for transplant. 

Early after brain death has been certified, but after blood for tissue typing and serology has been taken, methyl 
prednisilone 15 mg/kg intravenous bolus should be administered. This has multiple beneficial effects though will 
contribute to hyperglycaemia. Steroids are highly effective in the suppression of the systemic inflammatory effects 
of brain death. They also reduce neutrophil accumulation and activation with a reduction in ischaemia reperfusion 
injury.21 Both animal and human studies have repeatedly shown improved early graft function when the donor is 
treated with methyl prednisilone. This is partly the anti inflammatory effect, but is also related to accelerated clearance 
of alveolar oedema and reduced capillary leak.10 

NURSING
Further aspects that are important for optimal organ care from a nursing perspective include oral care and hygiene 
to reduce aspiration risk and frequent repositioning to assist postural drainage of the lungs and vary the dependant 
areas. Strict infection control care should be continued also.

ANAESTHESIA FOR ORGAN PROCUREMENT
Some transplant centres may send teams including an anaesthetist to oversee the conduct of care during organ 
retrieval. In those hospitals where the resident staff provide care for the donor, this may be an unfamiliar procedure. 
In centres where donation is uncommon, the donor procedure may attract greater numbers of “spectators” to the 
operating room. This should be strictly controlled to reduce traffic and airborne debris as in any theatre. Only those 
directly involved should be present.

Prior to starting, the operating theatre should be checked. This includes anaesthetic machine check, presence 
of adequate infusion pumps, intravenous fluid warmer, forced air warmer and invasive monitors. The operating 
theatre should also be warmed.



Upon receiving the donor, the anaesthetist should check all documentation. This includes patient identity label, 
brain death documentation, and consent for donation. The patient should be examined checking endotracheal tube 
insertion depth and adequate cuff inflation, fluid balance, recent chest radiograph and blood gas results. Also, 
coagulation tests, biochemistry, haematology and cross match should be reviewed. Invasive arterial blood pressure 
monitoring and central venous access are required. Internal jugular central venous access is preferable, once 
abdominal organ retrieval begins, femoral venous access may be unreliable. A large bore intravenous cannula is 
required as large rapid volume loss may occur.

A bronchoscopy is usually performed by the retrieving thoracic team to assess anatomy and secretions prior 
to the surgical procedure. 

During retrieval it may be necessary to control hypertension and tachycardia, volatile anaesthetics may be useful 
in this regard.

It is well recognised in cardiac anaesthesia that volatile anaesthetics, isoflurane and sevoflurane in particular, 
have beneficial effects in diminishing ischaemia-reperfusion (IRI) injury, so called ischaemic preconditioning. IRI 
and early graft dysfunction are predictors of early and late mortality. If severe, early graft dysfunction in the recipient 
may require massive support. This may include extra corporeal membrane oxygenation, a very expensive and 
resource consuming therapy. Animal studies demonstrate similar effects of volatile anaesthetics in IRI lung models 
and also anti inflammatory effects. Whilst no trials have been done to determine an improvement in early graft 
function in human lung transplantation, it is likely that exposure to volatiles prior to ischaemia may reduce inflammatory 
and IR injuries. Similar evidence is emerging in both liver and kidney transplantation.

Spinal reflexes may cause involuntary movement in the donor, operating theatre staff may feel uncomfortable 
seeing this. These movements may include shoulder shrugging, extension-pronation of upper limbs, lower limb 
flexion and head turning. Long acting deep muscle relaxants such as pancuronium are recommended.

The same level of intensive care support should continue until organ procurement is complete. This includes 
protective ventilation and optimising haemodynamics through the measures already discussed. If used, antibiotics 
should be given 30 minutes prior to incision to achieve maximal tissue levels. 

THE DONATION PROCEDURE
Depending on which organs are to be retrieved, the procedure may take three to four hours. Usually two surgical 
teams will operate simultaneously, a thoracic and an abdominal team. Sternotomy is continued caudally as a midline 
laparotomy. The anaesthetic circuit should be disconnected during sternotomy to reduce the chance of lung injury 
with the sternal saw. The thoracic organs are inspected visually for any abnormality and all mobilisation is performed. 
Direct pulmonary vein blood gas sampling may be performed if the donor is considered for single lung donation 
as in the case of unilateral donor lung unsuitability. Lifting the heart and retraction of organs may cause significant 
haemodynamic instability that is usually short lived. The abdominal team then continue the procedure, the thoracic 
team “scrubbing out” as abdominal organ mobilisation may take sometime. If haemodynamic collapse occurs 
during this phase, the thoracic team should be called back to theatre to allow immediate thoracic organ retrieval 
as the heart and lungs are most sensitive to prolonged ischaemia. Once abdominal mobilisation is complete, the 
thoracic team return and preparation is made for aortic cross clamping and infusion of organ preservation solutions. 
The donor is then anticoagulated with 300u/kg of heparin. After cross clamping the aorta, Plegisol is infused into 
the aortic root to achieve cardioplegia and Perfadex into the main pulmonary artery for lung preservation. The donor 
coordinator must be informed and the time recorded. 

For lung retrieval the donor is hand ventilated and full recruitment under direct vision is confirmed using FiO2 
0.5 or less. Oxygen concentrations over 50% are associated with greater lipid peroxidation and lung injury.23 The 
airway pressure is then held at a constant 10-15cmH2O whilst tracheal stapling is performed. The endotrachael 
tube may require partial withdrawal without cuff deflation at this point to avoid entrapment. It is important that the 
lungs are retrieved and stored without atelectasis or hyperinflation. Hyperinflation may be exacerbated with air 
transport to the transplant centre. 

Some institutions may use a 500mcg prostaglandin E1 infusion directly into the pulmonary artery during the final 
phase prior to aortic cross clamping. This is intended to cause full pulmonary vasodilation to maximise washout 
of blood and emboli and maximal distribution of Perfadex lung preservation solution. If this agent is used, profound 
systemic vasodilation requiring pressor support may be necessary until the cross clamp is in place. 

To prevent unnecessary concern from monitor alarms, the anaesthetic monitors may be switched off. The thoracic 
team will then usually leave with the procured organs as soon as possible to minimise ischaemic times. 

ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES
Despite all current efforts, lung donor numbers still lag behind those awaiting transplantation. Some intended 
recipients may die whilst waiting for a suitable donor. Alternate strategies are emerging to attempt redress this 
imbalance.
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LIVING LOBE DONATION
Several centres worldwide perform living lobe donation. This clearly is more complex surgery and includes potential 
morbidity to an otherwise healthy donor. Two donors may donate a lobe each providing the recipient with two lobes. 
It is not offered in Australasia at this time.

DCD
Donation after cardiac death as against brain stem death provides an emerging donor pool. This is discussed 
elsewhere within this journal. Essentially those patients failing brain death testing but with brain injury deemed 
unsurvivable, and having their treatment withdrawn may donate. If irreversible cardiac death occurs within an 
accepted time, organ procurement of lungs, liver and kidneys may be performed. Between 1989 and 2010, over 
200 additional donors provided a further 58 donor lungs for transplantation.3

EXTENDED DONOR CRITERIA
This group of patients is increasingly being explored as a donor pool. Marginal or extended criteria patients are 
those with one or more donor criteria, most commonly PaO2:FiO2 ratio, age, smoking history or CXR abnormality 
outside the ideal range. The current basis of donor assessment is continually questioned in an attempt to explore 
further means of increasing donor numbers.6 

EX VIVO LUNG PERFUSION
Ex-vivo lung perfusion (EVLP) and reconditioning is an emerging technology first used in Sweden in 2001 by Stig 
Steen et al.24 This technique involves explant of donor lungs followed by ex-vivo perfusion and ventilation. Donors 
may be DBD with marginal or poor gas exchange or DCD donors whose lungs require further assessment. The lung 
block is perfused via a pulmonary artery cannula and a flange sutured to the donor left atrium. The perfusate is an 
acellular or low (10%) haematocrit heparinised buffered crystalloid solution containing albumin and dextran with 
optimised colloid osmotic pressure, Steen Solution (Vitrolife, Göteborg Sweden). This is delivered by a centrifugal 
pump via a gas exchanger under pressure, flow and temperature controls. The lungs’ trachea is intubated and 
ventilated with a protective lung ventilation strategy including regular recruitment and bronchial toilet. The gas 
exchange membrane (effectively a de-oxygenator) is adjusted to provide oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures 
mimicking mixed venous blood in the delivery limb of the circuit. The perfusate is sampled on the pulmonary venous 
side of the circuit so that the gas exchange capability of the lungs is assessable. The temperature of the circuit is 
controlled to minimise warm ischaemia. Keshavjee et al in Toronto have shown in a prospective non-randomised 
trial that this technique has the capacity to increase donor numbers by nearly 20%. They demonstrated that lungs 
from 20 donors with “high risk” profiles (PaO2:FiO2<300 amongst others) that would normally be rejected for 
transplantation, could be effectively reconditioned after a period up to four hours of ex vivo perfusion. Twenty of 
twenty three lung pairs showed sufficient improvement in gas exchange to allow successful transplantation without 
any increase in early graft dysfunction or 30 day mortality.25 At The Prince Charles Hospital in Brisbane, we have 
performed the first successful resuscitation of lungs using the EVLP system in Australasia. This donor’s poor gas 
exchange would have normally precluded transplantation. After treatment on the EVLP machine, we achieved 
excellent gas exchange and function allowing them to be successfully transplanted with an excellent outcome for 
the recipient. We are offered approximately 40 donor lungs annually in Queensland, of these, about half are 
successfully transplanted. It is hoped that with EVLP that this proportion will rise significantly, adding an additional 
9-10 transplants per year.

Keshavjee et al have performed further research demonstrating that inhaled genes whilst on the EVLP circuit 
may be expressed in the donor lung with the intention of allowing repair of lung injury. They placed donor human 
lungs rejected for transplantation (on gas exchange basis) on the EVLP circuit and delivered via inhaled adenoviral 
vector the IL10 gene. IL10 is an anti inflammatory cytokine. Their study showed reductions in pro-inflammatory 
cytokines (IL1β, IL6, IL8) and elevated levels of IL10 could be detected within in the perfusate supporting successful 
gene expression. Functional improvement was also seen, a fall in pulmonary vascular resistance and a rise in 
PaO2:FiO2 of 130 +/- 38mmHg. Trials are awaited to see if this will translate into the transplantation of lungs repaired 
with inhaled gene therapy without graft dysfunction.26

Further opportunities are being explored for lung repair whilst on the EVLP circuit. This may include antibiotic 
therapy if infection in the graft is suspected by purulent bronchial secretions.

CONCLUSION 
Through attention to detail by those caring for the donor, it is hoped that more lungs may become available for 
transplantation. Reducing deterioration after brain stem death should be a priority and can be achieved through 
relatively simple measures. Not only will this increase organ donor availability, it may also reduce the impact of IRI, 
early graft dysfunction, intensive care length of stay and mortality.

EVLP will soon be available in Australia with the intention of increasing donors by a further 20%. In the future, 
additions to the EVLP circuit in the form of inhaled gene therapy and anti-microbials will hopefully improve graft 
function and introduce the possibility of repair of lung injury sustained prior to procurement. 
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The Last Frontier: Donation after Cardiac Death (DCD) reaches 
Western Australia
DAVID SIMES, MB BS, ECFMG, FANZCA, FCICM

David Simes is an anaesthesia-trained Intensive Care specialist with an interest in organ donation. The Australian 
Government’s organ donation reform agenda created new positions in the national and regional branches of 
DonateLife, Australia’s national organ and tissue donation agency. Dr Simes was seconded to the agency to help 
introduce DCD to the last bastion of medical conservatism in Australia’s organ donation network. 

INTRODUCTION
There have now been more than 200 donors after declaration of cardiac death in Australia, allowing more than 300 
people to come off dialysis and extend the duration and quality of their lives, and more than 60 people with respiratory 
failure to have an otherwise unavailable chance to experience sometimes decades of quality life.1

New South Wales and Victoria have been the DCD leaders in Australia, followed by Queensland, South Australia 
and the Australian Capital Territory.

A notable exception has been Western Australia.
The drive to pursue DCD comes from the outcome data showing at least equally good medium term results for 

kidney donation2, and, surprisingly, superior medium term outcomes for young lung transplant recipients from DCD 
donors compared with DBD donors.3 Well-selected donors for liver donation have also resulted in a smaller number 
of good liver transplant outcomes after DCD.

Given the immeasurable relief of human suffering and prolongation of life resulting from the worldwide engagement 
in DCD, WA’s reluctance to participate has been remarkable.

CRAZY PRESS AND CONFUSION
“Hospitals take organs before brain death”: was the headline in the West Australian newspaper on May 18, 2011,4 
sending alarm and confusion through the people of Perth. The article was probably referring to DCD. In just a few 
front page paragraphs, the article managed to squeeze in the obnoxious term “harvest” twice, cast doubt on the 
declaration of both brain death and cardiac death, and throw in the opt-in-opt-out debate. And DCD was suddenly 
front page news.

SO WHAT IS DCD?
The concept is easy: after your heart stops beating, and after a period of invasive and non-invasive monitoring 
observed by two senior medical practitioners, you may be declared deceased by these two doctors on the basis 
of your prolonged non-responsiveness, apnoea and circulatory arrest.

If your organs have not suffered too much damage during this progression to circulatory arrest, your kidneys, 
liver and lungs may work in someone with those failures, and it may be possible for you to be taken to an operating 
theatre and have those organs posthumously removed for donation.

Sounds very similar to…how we declare death already: unresponsiveness, apnoea and no central palpable 
pulse. Isn’t that how we’ve always declared death?

It is. But it’s the disconcerting swiftness to operate just after declaration of death, our worry about getting it 
wrong, the concern that the patient’s circulation might re-start and the misperception that doctors may be seen to 
be acting to facilitate organ donation rather than optimising the patient’s chances of survival, that has caused 
concern. 

Back to the article, “hospitals take organs before brain death”. The headline is both confusing and inaccurate. 
By the time you’ve had a completely arrested circulation for fifteen minutes or more, added to a protracted period 
of hypotension and any pre-existing brain lesion, you will have lost all brain activity for some time. “Brain death” 
won’t be declared, just as we don’t declare brain death on people who are found deceased on the hospital wards, 
at home or in the cemetery. You are deceased based on the absence of signs of life.

So cardiac death is simpler than brain death, and easier for families to accept. Cardiac death is regular death. 
Brain death was the controversial death that needed specific legal sanction,5 and continues to be debated by some 
theologians and ethicists. 

So, organ donation after “cardiac” death...that doesn’t sound extraordinary at all.
How could that possibly be controversial?
And what could possibly go wrong?

HISTORY OF NHBD (NON-HEART-BEATING DONATION)/DCD
The very first human kidney transplant was performed in Kiev in 1933, a donation after cardiac death. It suffered 
rejection and failed. For the next two decades, immunological naïveté and organ rejection thwarted transplant 
success.6

Only 57 years ago (1954), the first successful human living donor kidney transplant took place, from 24 year old 
Ronald Herrick, to his twin brother Richard.7 The donor, Ron Herrick, died less than a year ago in 2011, while his 
brother survived for 8 years. The donor pool was tiny: a twin with two functioning kidneys donated to his genetically 
identical brother, getting around any DNA differences in the era of inadequate immunosuppression, in a procedure 
we might now call directed altruistic living donation.
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After 1962, immunology and pharmacology’s advances (prednisone, azathioprine and then cyclosporine in 1972) 
helped control acute organ rejection and the era of successful cadaveric transplantation began. The emergence of 
specialised medical units for supporting patients with respiratory failure (the current term would be “Critical or 
Intensive Care Units”) led to a group of patients being supported on artificial ventilation despite having no clinically 
detectable signs of brain activity. To allow doctors to legally withdraw artificial ventilator support on these patients, 
the condition of brain death had to be legally accepted.

In 1968, the Harvard Medical School’s Ad Hoc Committee established the definition of brain death,8 and American 
legislatures took up acceptance of the legal standing of brain death as death. Transplantation from brain dead 
patients met with far better results than transplantation after cardiac death, and has become the standard way that 
organs may be obtained for transplant in Australia, under the strictly defined guidelines of the ANZICS Statement.9

But transplantation improvements meant that the waiting lists ballooned. Every avenue of supply needed to be 
re-explored. 

And Donation after Cardiac Death, refined and re-tuned, has re-risen.

THE PHOENIX ARISES
Why would you re-invent any procedure with a poor track record?

Donation after cardiac death arose in parallel with living directed donation, with far inferior results. With the 
acceptance of death by neurological criteria, the inferior DCD results led to its abandonment in favour of donors 
with an intact circulation. In countries where the concept of brain death was problematic on social and religious 
(Japan, China), ethical or legal grounds, DCD and living donation were the only sources of organs for transplant, 
and those countries’ experience and modifications of technique have helped the re-emergence of functional DCD 
programmes.

Close to 50% of organ donation comes from DCD in countries as advanced as the Netherlands and closer to 
100% in Japan. China is said to have a high DCD rate, with their prison system reportedly the major contributor 
since 1965. The Chinese DCD programme is said to be modernising “by the end of the year” with the imminent 
use of lethal injection, rather than the reputed current use of acute lead poisoning.10*

* The Chinese organ donation programme appears to differ from the Australian programme. It is less transparent, 
and while it is difficult to obtain official details, it appears to run a system which can guarantee the donor’s time of 
death, and has achieved a high consent rate. A DCD programme consistent with international ethical lines has been 
piloted in 2010.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Countries such as the Netherlands and Spain have had DCD programmes running in parallel with DBD for more 
than 30 years, while China and Japan have pursued donation programmes relying almost exclusively on DCD. The 
experience of these countries has been invaluable for countries looking at re-adopting DCD as a means of increasing 
donation rates. 

Where DCD has been added to an existing DBD organ donation system, there has been a jump in donor rates 
of between 10 and 30%. Other than a substantial increase in organs available for transplant, DCD brings a greater 
awareness of organ donation as an integral part of end-of-life care.

The late 1990s saw DCD re-emerge in many European countries, the UK and the USA, where the procedural 
differences from DBD led to vigorous discussion. High profile government debate and ethical questions were raised 
in prominent public fora.11 The West Australian’s recent attention-grabbing headline is an echo of more ferocious 
earlier lay press articles in the USA. More serious ethical discussions and court cases prompted the US Institute 
of Medicine (IOM) to publish three reports on the implementation and ethical aspects of DCD as far back as 
2000,12culminating in a list of “Recommendations and Obstacles to the Implementation of DCD programmes”. If 
only we’d read them.

Every obstacle WA has encountered so far has been described before; including accusations of using euthanasia 
to obtain organs for transplant, or facilitating organ operations on the nearly-dead. Misconstruing the DCD Protocol 
to this extent was a source of bewilderment, until we reviewed similar misperceptions from the United States.

These accusations hit the USA as far back as 1997, and served as a catalyst in garnering administrative, legal 
and governmental support for DCD. A bio-ethicist at Ohio learned of the proposed DCD protocol coming to the 
Cleveland Clinic, and rather than explore the process with the participants, took her concerns to the district attorney 
and the television show 60 Minutes.13 Thanks to her intervention and consequent exposure of DCD, legal, medical 
and governmental advisors reviewed the process in detail. Under intense public, legal, ethical and administrative 
scrutiny, it galvanised the parties to define their support for DCD.

NATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Under what circumstances does Australia consider retrieving organs from the recently deceased? The Maastricht 
DCD categories, established in 1995 to classify the likelihood of significant ischaemic damage (and so likely viability) 
of the organs to be retrieved and transplanted,14 establishes the conditions:



Category I:
The patient is dead on arrival to hospital: 
This is an uncontrolled circumstance, with an unquantifiable warm ischaemic injury.

Category II:
Unsuccessful resuscitation – either in the ward, theatre or Emergency Department: 
Again, uncontrolled circumstance, but the warm ischaemic time is known 

Category III:
Cardiac arrest following withdrawal of support in ICU:
Controlled circumstances; known and limited warm ischaemic time.

Category IV: 
Cardiac arrest following brain death (before planned organ procurement):
Largely controlled circumstances; known and potentially limited warm ischaemic time.

Only the “controlled” categories (3 and 4) are considered for Australia. The risks to the patient, their family and 
the recipients in implementing DCD in Categories 1 and 2 appear too great, and also allow very limited time to 
obtain valid informed consent from grieving families.

The only DCD setting being considered in Australia is in an ICU when artificial supportive measures have been 
judged to be pointless, and artificial support is deemed to be only delaying inevitable death. Treatment is futile. 
The clinicians and the patient’s family have to be clear and unified in this opinion. Additionally, third parties (clinicians 
removed from the organ donation process) are usually called in to provide an independent assessment and opinion.15

If all parties are in agreement, and the patient is likely (based on previous verbal or written communication) to 
have supported organ donation, futile treatment can be stopped at an agreed time, with the family and the operating 
theatres in readiness in case the patient’s circulation stops within set time limits. 

Hospitals in Australia and New Zealand developed their own local DCD protocols before there was any central 
prescriptive standard. Australia’s National Organ Donation Collaborative (2006 to 2009) brought together interested 
participants across Australia-New Zealand, fostering the hope of a unified approach to Organ Donation. The National 
Authority for Organ and Tissue Donation (2009, NAOTD) achieved this with its National DCD Protocol,16 giving a 
broad structure for delivering a nationally uniform approach.

But before this national standard could be proclaimed, the community spoke. 
In Victoria, a family suggested legal action might be taken against a hospital for the lack of availability of an 

organ donation service as an option for their enthusiastically-supportive (but imminently-deceased) family member. 
The hospital’s DCD capability was accelerated. That specific hospital had researchers in lung transplant who were 
able to build on their experience16 to perform the first Australian lung transplant from a donor after withdrawal of 
therapy in Intensive Care (DCD). While it was by no means a world first, they continued their careful practice until 
they had accumulated the largest published case series of successful DCD lung transplant worldwide.3

Their results could not be ignored. It was argued that this improvement in transplant organ availability would be 
to the detriment of organ donation as a whole, given that DCD was perceived as a complex and inherently risky 
practice. This argument claimed that DCD was risky for the patient (deceased), and for the family (who have 
consented and supported the DCD procedure on behalf of the deceased patient). 

It became apparent that the real discomfort lay within the medical practitioners themselves.
We were ethically disturbed and legally anxious. 
While the procedure in Australia has always been in the clinical context of an Intensive Care Unit, after an 

independent decision to withdraw futile treatment, there were issues that would need to be explored if DCD was 
to gain a foot-hold in Western Australia.

WA-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES
DCD has been running successfully in Europe for decades, in the USA over the last 15 years or so, and in the 
Australian “eastern states” since 2006. The world’s success with the procedure meant we no longer had anywhere 
to hide. Even Rogue States would have to participate. 

LEGAL QUANDRY
In WA there was no specific legal support for the removal of futile therapy. As West Australians are mortal, limitation 
of therapy in some fashion is intrinsic to daily Intensive Care practice, with or without specific legal support. But 
clinicians felt that if there was no specific legal support for their usual practice of withdrawal of ineffective therapy, 
they couldn’t be engaged in any activity that was dependent upon it. While flawed in logic, it was a common stance.

But the clinicians’ even greater fear was that they could be accused of withdrawing therapy for the purpose of 
organ donation. As long as the law failed to protect clinicians for withdrawal of futile therapy, they weren’t prepared 
to stick their necks out further by assisting subsequent organ donation. 

But if you could clearly separate the decision to withdraw therapy from any discussion of organ donation, most 
Intensivists were prepared to consider DCD. And as of February 2010, the law changed in WA18 to specifically 
address decriminaliasation of withdrawal of futile therapy. 
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Patient receives treatment in the  
Intensive Care Unit

the patient does not respond to 
treatment clinical progress is poor

the patient’s inevitable outcome 
becomes apparent to clinicians  
and family

discussion with family re  
inevitable outcome

“decoupled” conversation with 
family re end-of-life possibilities
i.e. withdrawal of therapy + - DCD

family consent to DCD in 
accordance with the patient’s 
wishes

Operating Theatre times organised based on  
family and facility’s wishes and availability  
Duty Anaesthetist informed of timing

Plans to meet in the ICU one hour prior to  
withdrawal of therapy to go through each  
ICU participant’s role in the DCD procedure

Plans to meet in the Operating Theatre
one hour prior to withdrawal of therapy
to go through each OT participant’s role
in the DCD procedure

Meeting in the Operating Room
one hour prior to withdrawal of therapy
Led by the  Donor Co-ordinator,
To include the Anaesthetist,

Operating Theatre Timeline – Time (minutes)

Time (minutes) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

withdrawal of futile treatment withdrawal of endotracheal tube/
inotropes etc by Intensive Care 
staff at pre-arranged time  
family present if desired

SBP < 50mmHg  
(warm ischaemia time) 
all times recorded by Donor Co-ordinator

loss of 
circulation

death 
documented

proceed to 
Operating 
Theatre

surgery

declaration and documentation of death  
by senior medical officers participating in patient’s care
Designated Officer’s release of the body

THE DCD PROCEDURE
The following Timelines delineate stages of DCD decision-making and practice:

DCD Timelines
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The Theatre Timeline is the important one for effective donation retrieval surgery. 
The ICU Timeline describes the events leading up to withdrawal of therapy, and is the cornerstone for everyone 

involved feeling comfortable that the right thing has been done for the deceased. The DCD Protocols15 for the 
individual hospitals provide a detailed description of the donation process.
Operating Theatre involvement usually comes at the end of a protracted stay in the Intensive Care Unit, where the 
patient’s outcome has become more and more apparent to everyone involved in their care, as well as to the patient’s 
relatives. The patient may have been in the ICU for a week or more, and it is a common feeling at the bedside vigil 
that the patient should be allowed to pass away without too much delay.

The hours or days of coming to terms with inevitable death are often not visible to the theatre or anaesthesia 
staff involved in the final retrieval surgery. The efficiency of withdrawal of therapy and subsequent close analysis 
of the patient’s progress, and declaration of death if it occurs, may then seem cold and calculated, maybe even 
rushed and undignified. This should be far from the case for the relatives. They must be informed of every step 
needed for a successful transplant outcome, and may see organ donation as the only positive to be drawn from 
the patient’s passing. Most relatives do not choose to stay with the deceased for the optional time after declaration 
of death, as they may well have said their farewells at the bedside over the preceding days, or choose to say their 
final farewell during the 5 minutes observation of cardiac standstill. Infrequently, the family has been unable to 
relinquish contact with the deceased, and the donation process is consequently abandoned. The family then stays 
to grieve at the bedside in the ICU, and the theatre staff are informed of cancellation of the potential donation. 

TIME PRESSURES IN THE PROCEDURE
The practice of DCD involves organ donation after the patient’s heart has stopped beating, and since there is 
progressive organ damage the longer someone is left with impaired circulation, it can only be successful in patients 
who have gone from an intact circulation to circulatory arrest over a relatively short period of time. The anaesthetist 
will be asked to accompany the patient from the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) to the Operating Theatre (OT), or to be 
prepared to receive the patient in the OT without a great deal of proximate warning. Timing and co-ordination with 
ICU are crucial to successful donation. The anaesthetist has a critical role in facilitating lung retrieval surgery, by 
timely re-intubation of the patient in the OT and possibly careful lung re-inflation as directed by the surgeon, to 
allow dissection and optimise early lung function in the recipient. 

The patient will only be transferred to theatre if his/her circulation stops within 90 minutes of withdrawal of 
artificial ventilatory and circulatory support. 

Time-limits for ischaemia have been set based on experience of organ function in recipients: 
For the liver, cardiac arrest within 30 minutes of withdrawal of therapy is the maximum warm ischaemia assessed 

as tolerable, to avoid ischaemic strictures in the finer biliary connections. 
For the kidneys, the limit of this warm ischaemic time is set at 60 minutes in WA at present, although there is 

on-going review of acceptable criteria. 
The DCD patient’s lungs have proven the most resilient organ to warm ischaemic damage, possibly because of 

the proximity of oxygen-containing air and the lesser need for circulating blood to get this oxygen to the cells to 
maintain viability. In fact, lungs retrieved from DCD donors perform at least as well as lungs retrieved after brain 
death3, with conjecture that the massive release of cytokines and catecholamines showering through the pulmonary 
circulation at the time of brain herniation might be a major contributor to DBD lung injury.

“ANAESTHESIA” FOR THE DECEASED
While the deceased patient does not require sedation, analgesia or anaesthesia, airway skills will be needed if there 
is the hope of lung retrieval. Depending on the donor hospital, anaesthetists may or may not be required for purely 
abdominal organ retrieval.

Anaesthetists in most hospitals will be welcome to attend, to enhance familiarity, comfort and understanding 
of the process.

There should be few or no medications to administer, other than heparin subsequent to donation surgery. Gentle 
ventilation (with extreme caution to avoid major thoracic excursions that might generate forward flow of the circulation) 
may be requested by the surgeon.

Other than securing the airway in a timely fashion, to protect the lungs from passive soiling that would preclude 
transplant, there is little role for the anaesthetist other than to ensure that resuscitative efforts (against the patient’s 
wishes and interests) do not occur.

THE ROLE OF ANAESTHESIA: LUNG DONATION
The Alfred Hospital’s DCD lung transplant experience in Melbourne has suggested that DCD lungs may work better 
than lungs from Donation after Brain Death (DBD) donors,3 results that have been confirmed by overseas publications. 
We had to include the potential for lung donation in our WA protocols, and this would mean re-intubation and 
careful, delayed re-inflation, if it were to be successful.

So DCD lung retrieval will require active participation by an anaesthetist.



Perhaps the greatest fear in the DCD procedure is over-vigorous ventilation of the patient’s lungs, potentially 
resulting in transient return of the patient’s recently ceased circulation.19,20 Most patients will have suffered a primary 
brain injury, stroke or trauma, but their cardiovascular system may have been unharmed. Young patients who have 
recently suffered a circulatory arrest could conceivably get venous return and transient restoration of circulation if 
their thoracic cage is unnecessarily inflated and deflated. 

So while re-intubation may be needed for lung retrieval surgery, early re-ventilation is not to be performed. The 
minimum gentle delayed re-inflation required by the surgeon for clear dissection margins or lung function is all that 
should be contemplated. This may amount to applying PEEP alone. 

ENGAGING ANAESTHETISTS
With a little trepidation, we set out to describe DCD to Anaesthesia Departments. They would surely take pleasure 
in pointing out non-sequiturs, mutually exclusive ethical conundra and potential catastrophes. It was just the perfect 
storm for DCD.
So how did it go?

We weren’t disappointed! Lively exchanges of opinion, reluctant participation, antagonism, enthusiasm and 
left-field ideas came freely. The suggestion that we were asking anaesthetists to be complicit in murder took us by 
surprise (it’s hard to kill a deceased person). Or that we were asking anaesthetists to help perform procedures on 
the nearly-deceased. These reactions, while isolated, were very unsettling.

There will always be people who do not feel comfortable with organ donation. While the general public may be 
more comfortable with the idea of organ donation after cardiac death, sustained exposure to brain-dead donation 
by the medical profession has left doctors more comfortable with that route.

Anaesthetists we contacted were more comfortable with the idea of taking a pink person with an intact circulation, 
on a ventilator, who had been declared deceased by brain death criteria (a declaration in which they had taken no 
part, and which they had not witnessed), to the operating theatre to assist with organ donation surgery, than they 
were to consider taking a cool, grey, pulseless, apnoeic deceased person to the operating theatre for the same 
surgery.

DCD’S PLACE IN ORGAN DONATION AND SOCIETY
DCD has already contributed to the increase in lung and kidney cadaveric donation by about 10-30% in Australia 
over the last few years, and to an additional alternative in end-of-life care in the ICU. This 30% share of deceased 
donation should persist, and increased awareness of the donation option is vital at a medical and community level.

The financial benefits for successful renal donation amount to a recurring saving of at least $80,000 per annum 
per person released from a dialysis unit, minus the initial costs of donation surgery and immuno-surveillance.

Successful lung donation occurs in an age-group where not only is there improved quality of life and activity 
and longevity, but increased productivity in terms of active participation in the work-force.

These “financial benefits” are quite aside from the overwhelming personal benefits.
Living related donation and paired-exchange programmes for kidney donation should exceed these benefits 

from DCD, and already in North America and parts of Europe, living kidney donation accounts for between 30 and 
50% of all kidney donation.

CONCLUSION
DCD does present ethical and philosophical questions to participants. It does commit an operating theatre to the 
donation process for a session, and there is only an 80% chance that the procedure will go ahead. 

It can free two people from dialysis machines, improving both quality of life and longevity, and it can give decades 
of good quality life to young lung recipients. 

Organ donation is possibly the only procedure in Intensive Care medicine for which a Business Plan can have 
financial merit. And that’s quite aside from the personal and social effects on one young patient with respiratory 
failure, and two other patients disconnecting themselves from renal units. 

Carried out carefully, following the wishes of the deceased person, it should provide benefit to their family, 
participants, recipients, and respect for the deceased. 

While the concept of cardiac death may be better accepted by the public than the concept of brain death, lack 
of familiarity with DCD has left doctors uncertain about its place in health care. By the time of going to press, W.A. 
should be more comfortable with offering DCD as an infrequent but almost routine end-of-life option.

POST-SCRIPT
WA has now ventured forward with three successful DCD procedures in early 2011. A few barriers were broken, 
including transfer of one of the patients from the private sector to a DCD-performing hospital, based on the patient’s 
clear ante-mortem discussions with family. One patient successfully donated her lungs after suffering a cardiac 
arrest from pulmonary embolism. One patient became a kidney donor where the primary injury had been non-
neurologic. Our donor co-ordinators have gone from ambivalence to proprietary in their attitude to DCD, while the 
support for DCD in the Intensive Care Units continues to reflect long-held views on organ donation in general. 
Anaesthesia has participated effectively in all three events, thanks to strong leadership and a positive attitude at 
the performing hospital. 
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APPENDIX 1

THE INTENSIVISTS’ CONCERNS
Much of the Intensivist’s discomfort comes from being asked to consider the patient as a donor rather than a 
potential survivor. If the Intensivist or the family harbour hopes of salvage for that individual, organ donation cannot 
be considered. Talk of organ donation signals an abandonment of that hope, and may be misperceived as an 
abandonment of that person.

Concerns raised by the Intensivist can be addressed by going through the DCD procedure, and anyone with 
residual concerns is free to opt out of participation in specific aspects of DCD, or the whole event. These include: 

Concerns: Do I look after the patient, and then look after the organ donation process?

I feel compromised and conflicted by that.

I’m prepared to withdraw treatment appropriately, but I’m not comfortable having anything to do with organ donation 
after that.

I won’t make the decision to withdraw treatment if there’s any risk anyone might think it was for the purpose of 
organ donation.

Response: The conflict of roles (looking after the patient while looking after donation) can be alleviated by asking 
a second intensive care specialist to either be present to observe the period of cardiac arrest and declare life extinct, 
withdraw therapy, or both. 

Concern: I’m prepared to withdraw treatment appropriately, but I’m not comfortable declaring death by these 
circulatory criteria.

Response: A genuinely held discomfort with the declaration of death after 5 minutes of observed circulatory 
standstill can be similarly alleviated by having a second party perform the withdrawal and declaration of death.

Concern: I usually give an opioid and sometimes a sedative to my patient, so that they won’t suffer. I won’t know 
how much to give, in case anyone thinks I’m giving these drugs to hasten death and allow organ donation.

Response: The amount, if any, of pain relief or sedation deemed appropriate during the dying process has to be 
a conscience decision by the doctor in charge of the patient, as it always has been.

Concern: I won’t give anything before death that might cause harm or hasten death (i.e. heparin). 

Response: There are no ante-mortem procedures in most DCD protocols in Australia.

Other “un-linked” concerns include: 

Is the patient really deceased?

If anyone has such concerns, they should not participate in the declaration of death, or any other part of the 
procedure where they feel ethically compromised. Exposure to DCD in an observational role will hopefully help 
resolve any conflicts.

Q. I’m not comfortable declaring death by these new criteria.

Don’t do it. Someone comfortable with the procedure will be sought, and if available, be introduced to the family 
and participate where the primary doctor has concerns.

Q. It all seems too rushed, where is the respect?

Only extensive clear communication with the family will reduce the risk of hurting their feelings during the process. 
The ICU staff will be briefed, but this intrinsically time-dependent procedure will offend the sensibilities of anyone 
who is not very aware of the timelines for a successful donation. And aware of the patient’s wishes.

Q. The relatives only get 3 minutes with the deceased?

Well, not really. Their family has been aware of the inevitable outcome for some time, maybe days. Withdrawal of 
therapy occurs at a time when all available family members have had their time to say good-bye. They may stay 
overnight, they may stay through the withdrawal of therapy, they may stay through the observed 5 minutes of 
circulatory arrest, and they may even elect to stay with the patient through the 3 minute optional period after life 
has been declared extinct.

In practice, they tend not to stay for those last three minutes.

If they cannot bring themselves to leave the bedside, despite knowledge of the patient’s wishes, then organ donation 
does not proceed, and palliation continues in the ICU.

I won’t have anything to do with DCD/organ donation.

This is a personal decision. The reasons may be obvious or unfathomable. An alternative practitioner can usually 
be substituted in the larger institutions.

And there may be an opportunity for the non-participating staff member to observe the procedure.

What happens if the pulse returns after declaration of death?

Ah…..watch out for Lazarus.
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APPENDIX 2

LAZARI
It’s easy to get your Lazari confused, from phenomena, to signs, syndromes and reflexes. Historically and medically, 
Lazarus lived and died (twice) in the Middle East between the year 0 and the year 33AD. To clarify, here is his story:

Lazarus of Bethany (near Jerusalem) appears in the Gospel of St John.21 He’s one of Jesus Christ’s friends, 
and when he falls ill, Lazarus’ two sisters (Mary and Martha) send word to Jesus Christ that all is not well. Jesus 
Christ dawdles and arrives 4 days too late! Lazarus has died and been entombed, and the sisters aren’t happy. 
Jesus Christ sets them straight, saying “I am the Resurrection (Jesus Christ does something similar himself, a bit 
later) and the Life. He who believes in Me shall live, even if he dies. And everyone who lives and believes in Me 
shall never die in eternity.” 

Jesus Christ goes to the tomb and gets some muscle to shift the stone away from the tomb’s entrance, says a 
prayer, and tells Lazarus to get up and out of his grave clothes. Which he does! There are a number of devout Jesus 
Christ followers to witness and document the event, but also a bunch of Jewish skeptics who apparently reported 
the event to the authorities.

Lazarus went on to be a priest in Cyprus, they say, dying again quite some time later, in tomb #2 in a church in 
Larnaca, bearing the inscription “Lazarus the friend of Christ”. His bones/remains were squabbled over and eventually 
ended up in France after the fourth crusade (in 1204). There is no record of his remains re-assembling to any 
Lazarean likeness again.

Lazarus’ reflex or sign is an example of a reflex arc or neural pathway which passes by the spinal cord but not 
the brain. The reflex is often preceded by slight shivering motions of the patient’s arms, or the appearance of 
gooseflesh on the arms and torso. The arms then begin to flex at the elbows before lifting to be held above the 
sternum. They are often brought from here toward the neck or chin and touch or cross over. Short exhalations have 
also been observed coinciding with the action.

It has been observed soon after withdrawal of mechanical ventilation, or during the apnoea test to determine 
brain death on clinical grounds.

These movements occur mostly within 24 hrs of the diagnosis of brain death, and have not been observed 
beyond 72 hours of the declaration of brain death.22 About 20 to 40% of brain dead patients may exhibit spinal 
reflexes of variable complexity.

While the Lazarus sign or reflex is very disquieting in the setting of the declaration of brain death, and pushes 
clinicians to request perfusion studies to clarify the presence or absence of blood flow to the brain, it is the Lazarus 
phenomenon (or syndrome) which is of greater concern in DCD.

The Lazarus Phenomenon (or syndrome) refers to auto-resuscitation, the return of circulation spontaneously 
after a period of circulatory arrest.19,20 It is reported to occur most frequently after a period of CPR (high intrathoracic 
pressures, poor venous return, particularly in young patients who may have received adrenaline during the resuscitative 
efforts).

Without CPR, the literature on autoresuscitation is scant. It is at best anecdotal. 
So what’s the truth about autoresuscitation, the Lazarus syndrome or phenomenon?
Do people come back to life after withdrawal of therapy?
How long should we wait, before declaring life extinct?
A systematic review of autoresuscitation after cardiac arrest published in 2010 gives us the medically recorded 

information, if not the exact answer.19 
The authors reviewed 1,265 citations of autoresuscitation, narrowed them to 27 articles describing 32 cases of 

autoresuscitation: most of the reports in this sub-group were still of very low quality. All 32 reported cases were 
after “failed” CPR, with times to pulse restoration ranging from a few seconds to up to 33 minutes. However, 
continuity of observation and methods of monitoring were highly inconsistent. For the eight studies reporting 
continuous ECG monitoring and exact times, autoresuscitation did not occur beyond 7 minutes after CPR.

No cases of autoresuscitation were reported in the absence of CPR. 
Zero.
But how often and for how long do we usually monitor patients when they lose their respiration and circulation 

after withdrawal of therapy?
And how often do we report unsettling events, knowing that they may rightly disrupt clinical practice, if the data 

and observations are less than absolutely accurate?
DCD may become, effectively, the first prospective monitored study of the potential for autoresuscitation. 
Coming to a balanced position between the fear of autoresuscitation and the detrimental effects on transplantable 

organs of leaving the circulation arrested for too long, the National Authority for Organ and tissue donation chose 
a period of observation of between 2 and 5 minutes of arrested circulation as the acceptable time prior to doctors 
declaring life extinct by circulatory criteria.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDICES:
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INTRODUCTION
Cigarettes are the only consumer product that, when used according to the manufacturer’s instructions, have a 
very high chance of killing you.1 Between 1/3 and ½ of all tobacco users die prematurely as a result of its use.2 
When completing a hospital patient admission, many of us were taught as medical students that smoking status 
should be documented under ‘Social’ in the patient history3. This teaching minimizes the reality of a life threatening 
addictive disorder which killed 100 million people worldwide in the 20th century, or approximately twice the total 
death toll from World War II.4 Smoking kills an estimated 5000 New Zealanders and 15,000 Australians each year.5,6 
Despite declining smoking rates in many countries, the epidemic of tobacco-related deaths is worsening, with 
official estimates that there will be 8 million deaths per year by 2030.4 This is the legacy of previously high smoking 
rates in developed nations and booming tobacco sales in China, India and Indonesia, which together account for 
almost half the world’s current smokers.4 

 Tobacco is one of the greatest health disasters in human history. Anaesthetists and surgeons have the opportunity 
to reduce the damage it causes in the community by assisting their patients to quit smoking at a time when they 
are especially receptive to health messages.7,8 This is particularly the case when surgery treats smoking-related 
conditions.9 Preoperative smoking cessation decreases postoperative complications and sustained smoking 
abstinence ends the dire consequences of tobacco addiction.10-12

PREOPERATIVE INTERVENTIONS FOR SMOKING CESSATION
The underlying spontaneous quit rate in the general population of smokers is estimated to be about 2% per annum.13 
Having surgery doubles this in older adults (>50 years) compared to older adults not having surgery.7 In the US, 
approximately 8% of all quit events are related to surgery.7 However surgery has little effect on the spontaneous 
cessation rates of younger adults compared to underlying community rates.14 Smoking cessation interventions 
have been trialled in a variety of surgical populations to determine if cessation rates can be increased and postoperative 
complications reduced.10,12,15

Moller and colleagues used an intensive smoking cessation program involving counselling 6-8 weeks before 
joint arthroplasty surgery and found postoperative complications were halved compared to the control group, mainly 
because of fewer infections.12 A similar program beginning 4 weeks before elective general surgery had comparable 
results.15 A 2010 Cochrane review of such trials summarized the effect of a variety of interventions designed to 
increase abstinence rates before surgery and found that patients randomised to cessation intervention group were 
30% less likely to have a postoperative complications (RR 0.7 95% CI: 0.6 to 0.9).10 Compared to control groups 
(usual care), preoperative quitting rates were 10.8 times higher for studies such as Moller et al that used more 
intensive interventions (RR 10.8, 95%CI: 4.6 to 25.6) but even studies using brief interventions reported 1.4 times 
higher quit rates (95% CI: 1.2 to 1.6).10 Twelve months after surgery, many participants in the cessation interventions 
remained smoke-free.10 Self-reported cessation 12 months after surgery was significant overall (RR 1.6, 95% CI: 
1.1 to 2.3) but particularly when the preoperative interventions was intensive, where the chance of remaining 
abstinent increased more than three-fold.10 

QUITTING BEFORE SURGERY – WHEN IS THE OPTIMAL TIME?
The ANZCA Professional Statement (PS12) ‘Statement of Smoking as Related to the Perioperative Period - 2007’ 
concludes ‘Patients who smoke should be encouraged to stop smoking at least six to eight weeks before surgery’.16 
This apparent caution against stopping earlier than 6-8 weeks before surgery is based on concerns that postoperative 
pulmonary complications may actually be higher in recent quitters (<8 weeks) than those who continue smoking.16-19 
It has been previously speculated that recent quitters may lose the cough promoting effects of cigarettes before 
there is a reduction in mucous hyper-secretion, thereby increasing pulmonary complications.17 Data regarding this 
first appeared in the early 1980’s and although studies were limited in both quantity and quality, beliefs regarding 
the harms of quitting just a few weeks before surgery are well entrenched and appear in guidelines and recent 
review articles as though it was factual beyond doubt.16,17,20,21 As elective surgery in public and private hospitals is 
frequently performed within a 6 week waiting period, the question of optimal timing to quit smoking is of paramount 
importance in order to best assist patients.22
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In evaluating the evidence, there were three studies referenced in the ANZCA statement which made claims 
about recent quitters.17-19 The first was a 1982 prospective study from Mitchell et al which sought to identify risk 
factors for postoperative respiratory morbidity in 200 general surgical patients.18 Among the findings were that 7 
out of the 14 patients (50%) who had stopped smoking within 8 weeks of surgery had purulent sputum postoperatively 
compared to ex-smokers >8 weeks (many of whom could have had years of abstinence), where the prevalence of 
purulent sputum was only 22% (10 out of 45 patients).18 This result just reached statistical significance (χ2=4.02 
p=0.045) and the difference in sputum rate between recent ex-smokers and those with prolonged abstinence (28%) 
had a wide 95% confidence interval (95%CI: 0 to 50%). The Mitchell et al study did not analyse those who continued 
to smoke with the 14 recent quitters but had this been done, no significant differences in sputum would have been 
found. Furthermore, the actual quit times of the recent quitters (less than 8 weeks) was not stated and it may have 
been just a few days in some cases. Data on arguably more important pulmonary complications than purulent 
sputum such as bronchospasm, fever and segmental lung collapse was not reported in the Mitchell study.18

The second study cited in the ANZCA statement was a 1989 study of cardiac surgical patients by Warner et al. 
It found that 12 out of 21 recent quitters (<8 weeks) had postoperative respiratory complications (57%) compared 
with 6 out of 18 patients (33%) who continued to smoke.17 Patients who stopped smoking longer that 8 weeks had 
a 14.5% pulmonary complication rate which was similar to the rate in patients who never smoked (11.9%).17 While 
there is no argument that longer periods of cessation before surgery are preferable, the data from this paper does 
not provide evidence that short periods of cessation were harmful, as is sometimes stated.19 No statistics were 
done on the difference in complications between the current smokers and recent ex-smokers. Had this been done, 
the 24% difference in complications between the groups in the small sample size (95% CI: -10 to 50%) would not 
have been statistically significant (χ2=2.2; p=0.2). 

The third study was by Bluman et al who found that the 36 patients who self-reported that they had reduced 
their cigarette intake in the preoperative period had 6.7 times (95%CI: 2.6 to 17.1) more postoperative respiratory 
complications than the 105 who said they smoked their usual amount.19 This extraordinary claim is undermined by 
the difficulty in verifying self-reported cigarette reductions or cessation.23 It also ignores a well-described phenomenon 
called compensatory smoking whereby smokers may consume fewer cigarettes but extract a similar smoke volume 
by modifying the pattern of inhalation.24 In lay terms, they ‘suck the life out of the cigarette’. The patient’s total 
smoke exposure is thus not simply a function of cigarette numbers, but behavioural characteristics which can 
achieve a greater yield per cigarette.24 

Citing the Mitchell and Warner papers, the ANZCA document PS12 states that ‘compared to non-smoking 
patients, production of purulent sputum in the postoperative period is 50% higher in patients who stopped smoking 
< 8 weeks prior to surgery, 25% higher in those who ceased to smoke > 8 weeks prior to surgery and no different 
to non-smokers if cessation of smoking occurred > 6 months.16 At face value, this would seem enough to encourage 
any smoker to keep lighting up, but a critical look at their data shows that the sputum production of recent quitters 
is little different from continuing smokers. This is supported by the largest study to date on the relationship between 
smoking, quitting and intra-operative sputum volumes which involved over 1000 participants in Fukushima, Japan.25 
Sputum volumes were determined by endotracheal tube suctioning during elective surgery. As expected, the 
prevalence of current smokers with increased sputum volumes (18.2%) was higher than non-smokers (9.3%). 
However 18.8% of recent quitters (>2 weeks but <2 months) had increased sputum which was not significantly 
different from 18.2% in current smokers.25 The prevalence of patients with increased sputum was not significantly 
higher than current smokers for those quitting for between 1-day and 2 weeks (22.9%) and no differences in 
postoperative pulmonary complications were found based on length of smoking abstinence.25

The issue of timing smoking cessation before surgery was recently reviewed by Myers et al who published a 
meta-analysis of studies that compared complication rates between smokers who stopped <8 weeks before surgery 
with those who continued to smoke.11 Myers et al indentified 9 studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis totalling 
448 recent quitters and 441 continuing smokers, most of which did not report statistically significant results.11 
Analysing results of all studies together, the composite endpoint for total complications was 22% lower in recent 
quitters (Relative risk 0.8, 95% CI: 0.6 to 1.1).11 Pulmonary complications were reported endpoints of five studies, 
occurring in 115 of 261 recent quitters and 75 of 251 continuing smokers; a relative risk of 1.2 (95% CI: 0.9 to 1.5) 
meaning recent quitters were at slightly higher risk.11 However statistically minded readers will note that as the 
confidence intervals for these risk ratios include the number one, they were not statistically significant. Thus the 
question of optimal timing of smoking cessation before surgery still cannot be answered without larger studies.26 
The bottom-line from critical analysis of the studies is that recent quitters have fewer postoperative complications 
overall10. It would seem they are no worse off than continuing smokers in terms of pulmonary complications, but 
may be no better off.11,26,27 Further data is needed on this important question but current available evidence should 
not dissuade anaesthetists and surgeons advising patients to quit at any time before surgery. 

The ANZCA Statement on Smoking is due for revision in 2012 (K Leslie, personal communication). Its’ current 
wording may have undesirable consequences including reducing the enthusiasm for clinicians to deliver a smoking 
cessation message when surgery occurs within an 8-week time-frame. Other consequences include the potential 
for surgery to be delayed in order to achieve a certain period of smoking abstinence that is based on an inaccurate 
interpretation of the data. 



SMOKING AND POSTOPERATIVE OUTCOMES
It has long been understood that smokers are at risk of worse postoperative outcomes, but some of the most 
comprehensive data was published in 2011 when Turan et al compared 30-day outcomes in a massive cohort of 
82,304 current smokers matched to 82,304 patients who had never smoked.8 Adjusting for potential confounding 
factors such as age, gender and alcohol consumption, a significant dose-dependent increase in major and minor 
morbidity was shown in smokers. Thirty day mortality was 1.3 times higher than non-smokers (95%CI: 1.2 to 1.5).8 
Unplanned intubation was 1.6 times higher (95%CI: 1.1 to 2.3), pneumonia 1.8 times higher (95%CI: 1.1 to 2.9) 
and prolonged ventilation (>48 hours) 1.7 times higher (95%CI 1.2to 2.5).8 These findings probably come as no 
surprise to those of us who anaesthetise heavy smokers in whom the triad of increased mucus production, reduced 
ciliary clearance and hyper-reactive airways regularly provides unnecessary clinical challenges. Smoking has well 
known effects on airways including inflammation and bronchial reactivity, loss of cilia and increased mucus production 
from glandular hyperplasia.27 However their data provides the best quantitative data so far to inform patients of 
their smoking-related pulmonary risks. 

Smoking increases heart rate, blood pressure and myocardial contractility and is a well known risk factor for 
development of coronary artery and peripheral vascular disease.27 It has been controversial whether adverse cardiac 
events in the postoperative period (e.g.: myocardial infarction) relate to smoking as an independent risk factor, 
distinct from its causation of vascular disease.8 Mangano’s Perioperative Ischemia Research Group identified left 
ventricular hypertrophy, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, definite coronary artery disease and use of digoxin, but 
not current smoker status as significant risk factors for ischaemia after non-cardiac surgery.28 Similarly, studies 
after cardiac surgery did not identify smoking as an independent risk factor for postoperative ischaemia.29,30 In 
contrast to these smaller studies, the enormous data-set from Turan et al showed current smokers were at significantly 
increased odds of postoperative myocardial infarction (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.8 to 2.4) and stroke (OR 1.5, 95% CI 1.3 
to 1.8).8 As this data came from a variety of patients and procedures at 200 surgical centres across the United 
States, it is probable that these results are highly generalizable and valuable in discussing postoperative cardiac 
risk with current smokers.

Smoking is a known risk factor for surgical infection in a large range of procedures including ambulatory surgery, 
joint replacement, plastic surgery and numerous types of general surgery.12,15,31,32 The size of the effect was so 
significant after major joint arthroplasty that one author likened it to being as though the anaesthetist had neglected 
to give the prophylactic antibiotics.33 Given the additional healthcare dollars needed to treat smoking related 
infections, an editorial in the Medical Journal of Australia argued for a community debate on whether elective 
surgical waiting list ought to reflect discriminatory policies towards smokers.33 Biologically plausible explanations 
have been given for how smoking increases infection risk, even in the absence of peripheral vascular disease.27,34,35 
Population studies show a significant proportion of smokers are deficient in Vitamin C which plays an important 
part in wound healing.35 Physiological studies show smoking lowers tissue oxygenation as the result of the combined 
effects of nicotine-induced vasoconstriction and binding of carbon monoxide to haemoglobin.27 Biochemical studies 
show impairment of connective tissue turnover occurs in smokers as collagen synthesis and deposition in the skin 
is reduced.34 Immunological studies show enhanced inflammatory responses in smokers that release tissue-
destructive enzymes.34 The findings in the Turan study was consistent with earlier studies, showing tobacco use 
was linked to infection and poor healing with odds 30% higher for superficial wound infection (OR 1.3, 95%CI: 1.2 
to 1.4) and sepsis(OR 1.3, 95%CI: 1.2 to 1.5) and 40% higher for deep wound infection (OR 1.4, 95%CI: 1.2 to 
1.7).8 

The relationship of smoking to acute and chronic pain was the subject of a recent review.36 A number of studies 
have demonstrated that smokers have increased analgesia requirements after surgery. Postoperative pain and 
analgesia requirements in smokers are influenced by the interaction of complex factors during the surgical journey 
including chronic nicotine induced CNS changes, possible analgesic effects of recent nicotine consumption and 
nicotine withdrawal in hospital.36

While nicotine and carbon monoxide are perhaps the two components of cigarette smoke most known to 
anaesthetists, there are another 4800 different compounds with varied pharmacological properties that were the 
subject of another recent review.37 Induction of liver enzymes in smokers may at least partly explain some of the 
drug interactions seen in smokers.37 Metabolic differences in smokers have been shown for a variety of drugs 
including opioids, aminosteroid muscle relaxants and alcohol.37 The news for smokers is not all bad however. After 
day-case knee arthroscopy, smokers had a lower risk of nausea (6%) than non-smokers (15%) in the setting of a 
standardized anaesthetic technique that omitted any prophylactic antiemetic.38

BEGINERS GUIDE TO SMOKING CESSATION
Mark Twain wrote: “giving up smoking was the easiest thing in the world: I know because I’ve done it thousands 
of times”39. Many smokers try to quit on their own but in the absence of additional support, each quitting attempt 
will only have a 4-7% success rate.40 However quitting success tends to be better in patients having surgery when 
motivation may be greater and even brief interventions of advice and encouragement delivered by physicians 
improve quitting success.13 Anaesthetists and surgeons cannot be expected to be smoking cessation specialists 
but can readily refer patients to professionals who are. The Smoking Cessation Taskforce of the American Society 
of Anesthesiology developed a simple 3-point cessation strategy (A-A-R=Ask, Advise, Refer) that is easy to use in 
daily practice.41
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A=Ask. Patients should always be asked about their smoking status. One suggestion is to always ask even 
when the answer is already known as it reinforces the opinion that their tobacco use is a significant issue. Asking 
about smoking is frequently not done. One large audit showed hospital doctors asked about smoking status in less 
than half the cases.42 Anaesthetists documented smoking status in only 25% of cases in another audit.43

A=Advise. An Australian study showed that at a Newcastle preoperative clinic, 39% of smokers received smoking 
cessation advice from the anaesthetist.44 The situation may be worse elsewhere as many clinics in Australasia and 
elsewhere do not routinely give smokers cessation advice or quitting literature.45 We cannot assume surgeons or 
general practitioners (GP) perform this role as Myles et al found that stop-smoking advice was given in 6.5% of 
cases by surgeons and 3% of cases by GPs.31 Most smokers are aware of the risks that are printed on the packet 
regarding future cardio-respiratory disease and cancer, but data shows that few have awareness of the specific 
perioperative risks that their habit poses for them.7 Smokers deserve to know this information. Unless they understand 
that the potential benefit of quitting before surgery outweighs the perceived unpleasantness of cessation, it is not 
reasonable to expect smokers to make behavioural change prior to surgery.

R=Refer. Compared to the provision of self-help material alone, multi-session counselling delivered via telephone 
quit lines increases the chance of smoking abstinence at 12 months by a significant 25-50%.46 A Victorian study 
showed that multi-session Quitline counselling resulted in 24% of participants being abstinent at 3 months.47 In 
Australia, self-referral to Quitline on 13 7848 (13 QUIT) or physician referral via fax is available. A standard Quitline 
service consists of 6 counselling sessions via telephone, usually 2 before the quit date and 4 afterwards (I. Ferreter, 
personal communication). Quitline staff can also give advice regarding smoking cessation pharmacotherapy. New 
Zealand Quitline can be contacted on 0800 778 778 and offer access to low-cost nicotine pharmacotherapy in 
addition to counselling.

Meta-analysis of the evidence of effectiveness of various smoking cessation interventions is shown in table 1 
below. Most studies have been done on patients meeting criteria of nicotine dependence, which include smoking 
within 30 minutes of waking, smoking more than 15 cigarettes a day and significant withdrawal symptoms during 
previous quit attempts.48

Table 1. What works for smoking cessation from the Cochrane Library of Systematic Reviews

Intervention Relative Risk*
(95% Confidence  
interval)

Effectiveness Comments

DRUG TREATMENTS

Nicotine patch51 1.7
(1.5 to 1.8)

Yes. Other nicotine forms 
similarly effective

Skin irritation possible.  
No increase in myocardial 
infarction.

Anxiolytics55 Low. Few trials, wide 
confidence intervals.

Evidence does not rule  
out possible effect

Bupropion (Zyban™)52 1.7
(1.5 to 1.9)

Yes. Similar effect size  
as NRT

36 studies. Seizure risk 
1:1000. ? suicide association

Nortryptyline52 2.0
(1.5 to 2.8)

Yes. Similar or better  
than NRT.

6 studies. Tricyclic  
side-effects.

Selective serotonin  
reuptake inhibitors  
(SSRI) e.g.: Fluoxetine52

0.9
(0.7 to 1.2)

No 4 studies. Other SSRI drugs  
similarly ineffective.

Clonidine (oral or 
transdermal)54

1.7
(1.2 to 2.8)

Yes. 6 trials. Dry mouth & sedation 
common.



Intervention Relative Risk*
(95% Confidence  
interval)

Effectiveness Comments

Nicotine receptor partial 
agonists. e.g. Varenicline 
(Champix™)53

2.3
(2.0 to 2.7)

Yes. Lower doses than 
standard also appear  
effective.

10 trials. Mild transient 
nausea? Depression & suicide 
association.

NON-DRUG TREATMENT

Hypnotherapy56 Low. Possibly not as good  
as counselling.

11 trials, very different designs.

Individual counselling50 1.4
(1.2 to 1.6)

Yes. 30 trials, >7000 patients. 

Group behaviour therapy49 2.0
(1.6 to 2.5)

Yes. 53 trials. If patients like group 
attendance works better than 
individual counselling.

Rapid smoking aversive 
therapy57

2.0
(1.4 to 3.0)

Yes. 12 trials. Problems with 
methodology in most.

Acupuncture & related 
techniques58

1.1
(0.8 to 1.4)

Low. Little or no different  
from placebo.

33 studies, most effected  
by bias.

*Relative risk (RR) refers here to the ‘risk’ of successful cessation, usually measured at 12 months. Thus a RR of 
1.7 for nicotine patches means patients receiving patches were 70% more likely to succeed at 12 months than 
control group patients.

 Counselling is highly effective, whether individual or group based.49,50 Effective drug treatments include nicotine 
replacement therapy (NRT), bupropion and varenicline, while the place of nortryptyline and clonidine in smoking 
cessation is limited by side-effects.51-54 Varenicline is generally commenced one-week before the patient’s quit date 
and bupropion commenced two-weeks before the quit date.40 This may cause practical difficulties in cases when 
the timing of surgery is imminent. 

NRT is commenced on the patient’s quit date, making it use easier.40 There is no evidence that NRT has a 
negative effect on postoperative outcome.59 Given the known cardiovascular side-effects of nicotine, it is somewhat 
counter-intuitive that the safety of NRT has been firmly established, even in the presence of cardiac disease.60 
Guidelines from The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners state there is no evidence of increased risk 
for patients using NRT with stable cardiovascular disease, but it should be used with caution in recent MI, unstable 
angina or recent CVA.48 In many cases the benefit that NRT gives cardiac patients in stopping smoking outweighs 
the harm of continued smoking or the NRT itself.60 

It is likely that components of cigarette smoke other than nicotine contribute significantly to the increased 
cardiovascular risk of smokers.27 Furthermore, peaks and troughs of blood nicotine levels after smoking are far 
greater with cigarettes than NRT.27 Nicotine patches do not appear to induce vasoconstriction resulting in poor 
wound healing and infection as wounds in abstinent smokers wearing NRT patches were no more likely to become 
infected or rupture than abstinent smokers without NRT.59

Studies comparing different forms of NRT (transdermal patches, gum, inhalers etc) did not strongly favour one 
form over another but studies using NRT combinations showed higher effectiveness (e.g. patch for baseline nicotine 
requirement and gum for breakthrough cravings).51 The initial dose of a sustained-release nicotine patch usually 
approximates the current daily nicotine intake so that a 20 cigarettes per day patient would be prescribed patches 
delivering 21mg/day.40 Nicotine (eg. gums) for breakthrough cravings 12mg/day.40 Tapering of patch doses generally 
occurs over a 4-week period.40

SMOKING CESSATION: THE PUBLIC HEALTH CHALLENGE FOR ANAESTHETISTS AND SURGEONS.
The consistent and routine application of a smoking cessation strategy represents a challenge for anaesthetists, 
surgeons and health services. The first challenge is overcoming personal attitudes that prevent us from engaging 
with patients to inform them of the harms of smoking and giving encouragement and support to quit. This includes 
perceptions that smoking is a social rather than medical problem, assumptions that physician’s advice lacks effect 
on cessation outcomes, a deficit of knowledge or training and a reluctance to raise the topic because it may upset 
patients.3,41,44 

The second challenge is time. The smoking status of a patient may only be discovered by the anaesthetist on 
the day of surgery. Systems to have alerting information available earlier should be considered. Despite political 
and media agendas that focus on long elective surgical waiting lists, the reality is that there is relatively little time 
to act in most cases as half of elective surgery at Australian public hospitals being currently done within 36 days.22 
Whether smokers should have elective surgery delayed in order to participate in a smoking cessation program is 
a debate long overdue when one considers that since 1944 there have been over 300 papers showing the adverse 
effects of smoking on surgical outcomes.33
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The third challenge is to advocate within our health systems for effective and sustainable programs for smoking 
cessation based on established evidence-based models. Fund providers of acute care in hospitals may balk at 
funding requests for hospital-based interventions where the savings are not immediately apparent. This is unfortunate 
as even an intensive preoperative smoking cessation clinic model was shown to be cost-effective in terms of 
reducing overall hospital costs.61 More long-term community savings could be expected than reported in a hospital-
cost analysis as many patients remain smoke-free 12 months or more after discharge from these programs.10 

Anecdotally, very few health services in Australasia have systematic programs for patients joining surgical waiting 
lists that identify smokers and give them information and support on how to quit before surgery. Peninsula Health 
in Melbourne is currently commencing and evaluating a program where all smokers on the surgical waiting list will 
receive a brochure explaining the benefits of quitting as well as a reply-paid referral letter to enable Quit Victoria to 
commence free preoperative telephone counselling sessions*. No other Victorian health service systematically 
refers elective surgical patients to quit (I. Ferreter, personal communication), yet referral to Quitline is an integral 
part of smoking cessation guidelines for Australian general practice.48

The scale of the task is a challenge but also a significant opportunity for public health improvement. In the 
2009/10 year there were 1.9 million elective operations in Australia, two thirds of which were in the private sector.22 
In New Zealand public hospitals, there were 137,279 elective operations over the same period (C. Lewis, personal 
communication). Based on the current smoking prevalence it is likely that at least 360,000 smokers have elective 
surgery in our region each year. As cardiothoracic, vascular and certain cancer surgery is over-represented amongst 
smokers, this figure is probably conservative. Worldwide, an estimated 70 million smokers undergo major surgery 
each year.26 

CONCLUSION
Before he died of lung cancer at the young age of 45, the great US musician Nat King Cole asked his doctor to 
“get me well so I can get on television and tell people to stop smoking”62. It was too late for Nat and his cancer 
denied him that opportunity. Yet by routinely enquiring about smoking habits, advising to stop and referring for 
further help, anaesthetists can act on their favourable opportunity to end the misery that tobacco inflicts on many 
lives. Regarding smoking and surgery, it is time to clear the air.

*Further information, brochure template and fax referral form, visit clinician’s area at  
www.stopbeforetheop.blogspot.com 
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INTRODUCTION
Jehovah’s Witnesses are widely known for their refusal to accept blood transfusions thus creating a potential 
obstacle to optimal medical therapy in situations such as trauma, obstetrics and surgery. Such refusal limits the 
clinician’s clinical freedom and may have both medicolegal and ethical consequences. When the consequence of 
treatment limitation results in an otherwise unavoidable death, feelings of guilt, frustration, anger and anxiety may 
occur and create an emotional burden for the care givers.

Working within the restrictions imposed by Jehovah’s Witness patients may also incur additional financial cost 
to both the hospital and state what with the, not infrequent, requirements for recombinant activated factor VII, 
prothrombinex concentrate, tranexamic acid and recombinant erythropoietin. In addition there is the cost of cell 
salvage techniques, additional theatre time to complete bloodless surgery safely and the requirement for consultant 
anaesthetic and surgical personnel to be present. Transfer of these patients to tertiary centres, or rarely, centres 
with hyperbaric oxygen facilities are likewise, an otherwise avoidable cost.

In addition, the requirement for limited resources such as intensive care or high dependency beds peri-operatively 
may deny access to other patients with a medically indicated need for them. This social injustice can create further 
ethical conflict for the physician.

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND THE PHYSICIAN
It is estimated that approximately 1000 Jehovah’s Witnesses die annually worldwide and as many as 100,000 may 
have died by abstaining from blood transfusions since the blood ban was introduced in 1945. Despite this, as 
physicians we must be aware that every adult competent patient is entitled to refuse to consent to medical treatment 
for good reason, bad reason or no reason at all. Refusal to accept blood products should not adversely affect the 
quality of other cares provided.

THE JEHOVAH’S WITNESS FAITH
As the most rapidly growing religion in the western world, Jehovah’s Witnesses number some 7 million members 
in over 230 countries worldwide, with approximately 64,000 in Australia. In view of the rapidly growing membership 
all hospital physicians should be prepared to manage these patients well.

Their origins can be traced to a bible study group founded in the USA in 1869 by Charles Taze Russell.1 Some 
10 years later, in 1879, the first issue of “The Watchtower”, their illustrated religious magazine, was published. 
Although originally known as “Zions’s Watchtower Tract Society”, they adopted the name “Jehovah’s Witnesses” 
in 1931.

Members are of the Christian faith. They are politically neutral, do not salute flags, enlist in the military nor vote 
in public elections. They celebrate neither Christmas nor birthdays and must satisfy a minimum monthly time 
requirement to their ministry.

OBJECTION TO MEDICAL TREATMENTS
Although best known for their refusal to accept blood transfusions, Jehovah’s Witnesses originally had objections 
to other medical treatment such as vaccination (including the small pox vaccine) and transplantation. Vaccination 
has been permitted since 1952. Transplantation has been allowed since 1980, with the first solid organ transplant 
to a Jehovah’s Witness recipient occurring in 1986. 

In 1945 the governing body of the Jehovah’s Witnesses “The Watchtower”, introduced the blood ban, based 
on the strict literal interpretation of several biblical passages, including “you are to abstain... from blood..” (Acts 
15) and “none of you may eat blood..” (Leviticus 17). 

In 1961 the Watchtower Society issued a statement that Jehovah’s Witnesses who consciously accept a blood 
transfusion violate the blood ban and are subject to expulsion, so called “disfellowshipping”.2 Other members of 
the faith are then instructed to shun and ostracise the expelled member, even if they are family members.3 

According to a 1994 document, the Watchtower Society disfellowships approximately 40,000 members, or 1% 
or its membership, each year.4 The consequences include isolation from family and friends who are members and 
may even include separation from spouses.

In 1995 a policy change occurred such that acute normovolaemic haemodilution and red cell salvage were 
permitted. Later, in 2000, the Watchtower Society issued a directive stating that the Jehovah’s Witness organisation 
would no longer excommunicate members who did not comply with the blood ban; rather such an individual 
“revokes his own membership by his own actions, rather than the congregation initiating the step”. 

Despite the media declaring this to be a major policy change, the end result was unchanged, that such an 
individual would be considered to revoke his or her religious affiliation.
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In 2000 the Watchtower Society also published the article “Questions from Readers”5 which redefined the 
guidelines for the use of blood products. It detailed which products are unacceptable and which are for the Christian 
to decide. 

Unacceptable products included:
1) Pre-operative autologous blood donation
2) Transfusion of the “primary components” of blood, namely whole blood, packed red cells, plasma, platelets 

and white cells
However, in a policy change, fractions of all the primary components red cells were now permitted as a matter 

of personal decision; “beyond that, when it comes to fractions of any of the primary components, each Christian, 
after careful and prayerful meditation, must conscientiously decide for himself.5” The list of acceptable products 
includes, but is not limited to, albumin, cryoprecipitate, clotting factors, immunoglobulins, recombinant human 
erythropoietin, interferon, interleukins and even haemoglobin based blood substitutes or oxygen carriers. The most 
profound impact from this change will be seen if and when haemoglobin based oxygen carriers are introduced into 
general use. 

As can be seen the blood ban is in a state of evolution and change, with the number of acceptable blood products 
ever increasing. 

Indeed, within the Jehovah’s Witness faith itself there are dissident groups who believe the blood ban is 
unacceptable, has no biblical basis and is flawed by inconsistency. One such group is “The Associated Jehovah’s 
Witnesses for Reform on Blood”.6 The founder of this group maintains his status as a Jehovah’s Witness but writes 
under a pseudonym to avoid being expelled or “disfellowshiped”. The group argues:

“If the scriptures ban blood transfusions why does the Watchtower Society allow transfusion of all minor blood 
fractions?”

 “Why are minor components like platelets (0.17% blood volume) and white cells (1% blood volume) forbidden 
yet a larger component like albumin (2.2% blood volume) is permitted?”

Why are Jehovah’s Witnesses permitted to accept ever increasing numbers of blood products (and transplants) 
yet are forbidden from contributing to the donor supply?”

Ultimately it is essential to seek the views of the individual patient. However, many Jehovah’s Witnesses are not 
aware of the numerous blood products that can now be accepted “as a matter of conscious”. Without such 
knowledge, decision making regarding blood products can not be considered “informed” or “autonomous” without 
undue influence from others. A detailed discussion of the evolution of the blood policy may be necessary before 
any consent can truly be considered “informed”.

The Hospital Liaison Committee for Jehovah’s Witnesses is comprised of a group of educated elders, who may 
assist a patient in making a decision. However it is imperative that Jehovah’s Witness patients, where possible, are 
also interviewed alone (including away from family members) so that they may make a decision free from coercion 
or guilt.

Some may request to receive a blood transfusion secretly after visiting hours or agree to a contingency plan 
such that they will only accept transfusion in the event of imminent death without transfusion. Confidentiality in 
these situations needs to be respected to avoid social and religious repercussions.

THE DANGERS OF BLOOD TRANSFUSION
The lessons learnt from treating Jehovah’s Witness patients may benefit society as a whole. 

As the deleterious effects of blood transfusion become more apparent, costs escalate and donor numbers 
decline, there has been an increase in transfusion avoidance strategies. 

Many of the techniques developed for use in these patients will likely become standard practice in time, in an 
effort to conserve low blood stocks and minimise exposure to transfused blood.

The disadvantages of transfusion are many. 

a. Infection
Although improvements in screening have reduced the risk of transmission of HIV, HBV and HCV, these infections 
do still rarely occur. In addition, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), West Nile Virus, protozoa and prion-
related disease are the latest to join the list of potentially transmissible diseases.

b. Suppression of Immune System Function
So-called Transfusion Related ImmunoModulation or TRIM, may now be one of the greater disadvantages of 
transfusion. Transfusion predisposes to infection, as seen in a study of 102 patients undergoing spinal fusion 
procedures. The patients received either autologous transfusion, allogeneic transfusion or neither. The infection 
rate of 4% in patients receiving no blood products was comparable to those receiving autologous blood transfusion 
(3.3%). However, patients receiving allogeneic blood transfusions had infection rates in excess of 20%. The number 
of allogeneic units transfused was the only significant predictor of in-hospital infection (p = 0.016) or days on 
antibiotics and length of stay.7 

The effect of immunomodulation on malignancy remains unclear. In animal studies transfusion increases metastatic 
formation. Human studies are divided, but some have shown a correlation between transfusion and increased risk 
of tumour recurrence after potentially curative surgery. In particular, perioperative blood transfusion has been 
demonstrated to be a significant independent prognostic factor for colorectal cancer recurrence.8



Vincent et al performed a multicentre prospective observational study of 3534 critically ill patients admitted to 
146 western European intensive care units during a 2 week period in 1994. Patients receiving transfusion had an 
increased intensive care length of stay, organ dysfunction score and overall 28-day mortality (29% vs 14.9%) 
compared to similar non-transfused patients.9

The TRICC trial (Transfusion Requirements In Critical Care) randomly allocated critically ill patients to either a 
liberal (<10g/dl) or restrictive (<7g/dl) transfusion threshold. There was a non-significant trend towards lower mortality 
in the restrictive group overall (18.7% vs 23.3%, p= 0.1). In addition these patients had a lower incidence of multiple 
organ dysfunction, myocardial infarction and acute pulmonary oedema.10

c. Others
Immunological and allergic reactions may complicate transfusion. ABO incompatibility through human error may 
have disastrous consequences. In addition, the metabolic consequences of transfusion (particularly massive 
transfusion) are well known and include acidosis, hyperkalaemia, hypocalcaemia and hypothermia. 

The storage defect results in red blood cells with increased fragility and reduced ability to transport oxygen. 
Finally, respiratory failure may complicate transfusion due to either cardiogenic pulmonary oedema, transfusion 
associated circulatory overload or Transfusion Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI). 

PRINCIPLES OF BLOODLESS SURGERY
The term “bloodless surgery” refers to a series of measures in the pre-, peri- and post- operative care of patients 
that aims to reduce the need for allogeneic blood transfusion.11 There are over 230 “Bloodless Hospitals” worldwide12, 
however there is only 1 in Australia, Kaleeya hospital, East Fremantle, West Australia; it is a small hospital without 
an intensive care unit and provides mainly day surgery.

Bloodless surgery requires a coordinated multidisciplinary approach. Medical, anaesthetic and surgical teams, 
phlebotomists, pharmacists, physiotherapists and dieticians all need to be involved, where available.

Senior surgical and anaesthetic staff should be made aware of a pre-operative Jehovah’s Witness patient as 
soon as possible. A thorough discussion between patient, surgeon and anaesthetist should occur, detailing the 
risks, including intensive care stay and death. Which products will and will not be accepted should be documented 
in the notes and witnessed. The patient may agree to a contingency plan should death without transfusion become 
inevitable. The patient should be interviewed both with friends/ family and alone to avoid coercion. If the risk of 
bleeding and death is high, consider involving the hospital ethics committee, legal department, risk management 
group and Hospital Liaison Committee for Jehovah’s Witnesses.

Both anaesthetists and surgeons have the right to refuse to anaesthetise or operate on an individual in the 
elective situation provided they refer the case to a suitably qualified colleague who would be prepared to accept 
it.13

In the emergency situation however, both the anaesthetist and surgeon are obliged to provide care and legally 
must respect the patients’ views with respect to blood products.14

To administer a blood product to a competent adult after it has been explicitly refused is both illegal and ethically 
unacceptable.

PRE-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
Pre-operative patient assessment should include a thorough history and examination to allow estimation of 

physiological reserve and ability to withstand hypovolaemia and anaemia. Pre-existing cardiac and respiratory 
disease should be optimised. Medications that may promote bleeding, such as antiplatelet agents, heparin, warfarin, 
dabagatrin, NSAIDS and fish oil, should be reviewed and ideally stopped. Coagulopathy should be corrected. 
Nutritional status should be reviewed and optimised with the use of enteral nutritional supplements and even 
consideration given to total parenteral nutrition if nutritional status is poor.

Enhanced haematopoiesis requires supplementation of iron, folate, vitamin B12 and ascorbic acid. Even in the 
absence of anaemia, recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO) can be used to improve red cell mass. The use of 
erythropoietin requires additional iron supplementation, usually intravenous, to be most effective. Erythropoietin 
has been demonstrated to half the rate of exposure to blood transfusion but requires approximately 4 weeks for 
maximal erythropoiesis to occur. Erythropoietin however is not devoid of side effects, with hypertension and 
thrombosis complicating its use.

INTRA-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
1. Surgery
With respect to intra-operative surgical technique; only senior personnel should perform procedures that carry a 
significant risk of bleeding. Where possible a minimally invasive technique should be employed, such as laparoscopic, 
endoscopic or staged procedures. For example a bilateral procedure should be performed as 2 separate unilateral 
procedures to minimise acute blood loss at each surgery. 

Meticulous haemostasis is essential. The use of diathermy dissection or the harmonic scalpel can minimise 
bleeding depending on operator expertise. 

Local haemostatic agents such as bone wax, fibrin glue, cellulose and collagen may also reduce haemorrhage. 
Where possible, drains should be placed to facilitate early detection of post operative bleeding. 
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2. Anaesthesia techniques
With respect to anaesthetic technique, again senior or consultant personnel should be involved. The patient, room 
and fluids should be warmed to prevent hypothermia and subsequent coagulopathy. 

Venous congestion and venous ooze may be minimised by careful positioning and avoidance of high  
intra-thoracic pressures and hypercapnia. 

Where feasible, tourniquets and infiltration of vasoconstrictor agents should be used.
Regional techniques, where possible, will minimse blood loss. 
Serial measurement and correction of coagulation profile and ionized calcium should be considered in long 

cases. 
Invasive monitoring should be considered to optimise tissue oxygen delivery, which is dependent upon haemoglobin 

concentration, cardiac output and haemoglobin saturation. These factors may be manipulated using fluids, inotropes 
and increasing the FiO2.

O2 delivery (DO2) = cardiac output x (1.39 x Hb x SaO2) + 0.02 x PaO2

3. Anaesthesia drugs
A number of drugs may be used peri-operatively to minimise bleeding. 

a. Systemic antifibrinolytic agents, including tranexamic acid and eicoso-aminocaproic acid, inhibit plasminogen 
activity and promote coagulation. Tranexamic acid is given as a 1g infusion followed by 1g Q8H. The infusion rate 
should not exceed 100mg/min.

b. Desmopressin or DDAVP induces the release of Factor VIII, prostacyclin, tissue plasminogen activator and 
von Willibrand Factor from vascular endothelium. It has been demonstrated to reduce peri-operative blood loss 
associated with uraemic and aspirin-induced platelet dysfunction.15 The dose given is 0.3mcg/kg as an infusion 
over 30 minutes.

c. Prothrombin Complex Concentrate or Prothrombinex contains recombinant factors II, VII, IX and X. It may be 
acceptable to some Jehovah’s Witness patients. The recommended dose is 25-50IU/kg. It is relatively deficient in 
factor VII so works best when given along with a small amount of FFP and/ or rFVIIa.

d. Recombinant activated Factor 7 or Nova7 (rFVIIa) is reported to be effective in clinical situations associated 
with severe haemorrhage including cardiac surgery, trauma and obstetrics, but controlled clinical trials are scarce. 
Most case reports claim its use is associated with a reduction in blood loss and/ or transfusion requirements. 
Randomised controlled trials using rFVIIa in intra-cerebral haemorrhage demonstrate reduced growth of the 
hematoma but no improvement in survival or functional outcome.16 Likewise trials in blunt trauma demonstrate 
benefit on blood loss and transfusion requirements but not mortality.17 Its use is complicated by the occurrence of 
arterial and venous thromboses, especially in the elderly population and those with risk factors for peripheral 
vascular disease. As it is an off-license indication, there is no recommended dose, but between 50 and 90mcg/kg 
is generally given.

e. Individual clotting factors may be acceptable to some Jehovah’s Witnesses.
f. Haemoglobin based oxygen carriers (HBOCs) could be employed in the future where available. They have 

been in development for over 70 years; however interest has been renewed since the 1980’s, prompted by both 
the emergence of HIV and the death of trauma victims from exsanguination in the pre-hospital setting; including at 
accident scenes, in ambulances and on the battlefield. Despite this there are currently no haemoglobin based 
oxygen carriers approved for human use in Australia, the US or European Union; reflecting both a controversial 
history and the challenge of creating an ideal blood substitute.

HBOC DEVELOPMENT
Haemoglobin based oxygen carriers contain purified haemoglobin derived from either bovine red cells, expired 
human red cells or from recombinant technology. Free human haemoglobin has a tetrameric structure of 2 alpha 
and 2 beta polypeptide chains. It rapidly dissociated into alpha/beta dimers which are cleared by glomerular filtration 
with an intravascular half life of only 30 minutes. Dissociated haemoglobin causes renal failure and scavenges nitric 
oxide causing hypertension. In addition, due to low concentrations of 2,3 DPG, free haemoglobin is ineffective at 
oxygenation due to its high affinity for oxygen, with a P50 of 10 to 14mmHg. In order to become therapeutically 
useful, free haemoglobin requires modification by polymerisation and/ or cross-linkage to prevent dissociation into 
alpha/beta dimers, right shift the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve and to increase its half life in the circulation. 
The modified haemoglobin is then incorporated into an electrolyte solution.

HBOC ADVANTAGES
Haemoglobin solutions have the advantage of being non-immunogenic. They do not contain any intact red blood 
cells, which express ABO antigens, therefore cross-matching the product or typing the patient is not necessary.

The products undergo an extensive purification process to remove potential contaminants including proteins, 
red blood cell stroma, bacteria, endotoxins, viruses and prions and are therefore guaranteed to be disease free.

Haemoglobin based oxygen carriers may be stored far longer than the 42 days permitted for packed cells, 
between 12 months to 3 years, depending on the product. Hemopure is the easiest product to store and transport 
as it does not require refrigeration and may be stored for up to three years at room temperature. 



Haemoglobin solutions are developed to right shift the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve compared to native 
haemoglobin. Hemopure contains bovine haemoglobin; it has a P50 of 40mmHg compared to 27mmHg for human 
red blood cells. It therefore releases oxygen more readily to the tissues and, on a gram-for-gram basis, restores 
oxygenation three times more effectively than a transfusion of stored human red blood cells. PolyHeme contains 
human haemoglobin, it has a P50 of 20-22mmHg which is comparable to packed cells.

HBOC DISADVANTAGES
There are a number of disadvantages of haemoglobin based oxygen carriers compared to blood. Despite modification, 
they have a short intravascular half life of 16 to 24 hours, compared to 60 to 90 days for red blood cells, making 
repeat administration necessary. Cost is also higher than transfused red blood cells when compared on a unit-to-
unit basis. 

Use of haemoglobin based oxygen carriers also interferes with many common laboratory tests, especially those 
which are measured spectrophotometrically. Albumin, alkaline phosphatase, bilirubin and creatinine may all be 
inaccurate. Optical methods of measuring coagulation will be misleading. Plasma will have a pink discoloration 
and routine laboratory tests will not be able to differentiate between haemolysis and the presence of a haemoglobin 
solution. Plasma free haemoglobin levels are measured to determine the amount of haemoglobin based oxygen 
carrier present in the specimen but the decision to give additional doses must be determined clinically.

The incidence of adverse effects is not insignificant (approximately ≥ 5%), with complaints of jaundice, nausea, 
mild to moderate increases in blood pressure, vomiting, oliguria, dysphagia and flatulence.

There are also reports of serious adverse events including myocardial infarction and death, however these risks 
may be acceptable when allogeneic blood is either not available or effective or not acceptable to the patient. 

Furthermore, haemoglobin solutions have a maximum recommended dose, reflecting the maximum dose studied 
in clinical trials to-date, which may provide temporary oxygen-carrying support, or an “oxygen bridge” but may not 
be sufficient to completely avoid red cell transfusions in patients experiencing massive or continued blood loss. 

HBOC PRODUCT HISTORY
There have been a number of haemoglobin oxygen carriers in production over the last 30 years but PolyHeme is 
probably the most controversial and Hemopure possibly the most promising.

PolyHeme is a haemoglobin based oxygen carrier derived from human hemoglobin and developed by Northfield 
Laboratories, Inc. Northfield was predominately a research and development company; PolyHeme was their only 
product. PolyHeme was the first blood substitute to reach a Phase III clinical trial in the US.

The trial was designed to assess the survival benefit of administering PolyHeme to severely injured trauma 
patients in hemorrhagic shock, beginning in the pre-hospital setting and continuing for 12-hours post-injury in 
hospital. It had two primary endpoints of superiority and non-inferiority to standard treatment. It was undertaken 
between January 2004 and July 2006 at 29 Level I trauma centers across 19 states in the US under a Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) special category (21CFR 50.24) that allowed its use without consent. The waived informed 
consent rule was established by the FDA in 1996 and stipulated that to be used “available treatments …. (must be) 
unproven or unsatisfactory”. The only way to opt out from the study was by wearing a special bracelet prior to 
needing emergency care. The study was highly criticised due to the absence of consent. Indeed continuation of 
the study into the in-hospital period was considered unethical as blood was then both readily available and a proven 
and satisfactory therapy for haemorrhagic shock. 

The results were published in the Journal of the American College of Surgeons in January 2009.18 They concluded 
there was no significant difference in outcome between the conventionally-resuscitated group and the PolyHeme-
treated group. However PolyHeme was associated with an increased risk of myocardial infarction (3% versus 1%). 

In May 2009 PolyHeme failed to receive FDA regulatory approval, with the FDA stating the risks of PolyHeme 
outweighed the benefits. In June 2009 Northfield Laboratories Inc ceased operation and filed for bankruptcy.

Hemopure, or HBOC-201, is developed from highly purified bovine haemoglobin. It is a third generation product 
developed by Biopure. It has been available for human use in South Africa since 2001 and in Russia since 2011. 
There is also a “compassionate use” program in the US which makes Hemopure available when a life-threatening 
situation exists and compatible red blood cell transfusion is either 1) not available 2) not effective or 3) not acceptable 
to the patient. Approval by the FDA is made on a case-by-case basis. 

Following a motor vehicle accident in October 2010, Australian Jehovah’s Witness Tamara Coakley received a 
life sustaining transfusion of 10 units of Hemopure, flown in from the US and made available via this “compassionate 
use” scheme. Permission to use the product was granted by The Alfred Hospital Ethics Committee and the 
Therapeutic Goods Administration’s special access scheme. The manufacturer OPK Biotech paid for the costs 
involved.

Hemopure has undergone a Phase III clinical trial evaluating its ability to reduce or eliminate perioperative 
transfusion in orthopaedic patients.19 Hemopure reduced the need for packed cell transfusion in 59% of patients 
but was associated with a significantly higher incidence of both adverse events (rate of adverse event/ patient 44% 
higher, p<0.03) and serious adverse events (rate of serious adverse event/ patient 36% higher, p< 0.016). 
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In 2008 a controversial meta-analysis comparing 16 clinical trials involving 5 different HBOC products used on 
over 3500 patients was published in the Journal of the American Medical Association.20 The study was led by 
Charles Natanson, a scientist at the US National Institute of Health. It concluded that patients treated with a HBOC 
had a 30% increased risk of death and 2.7-fold increased risk of myocardial infarction. Biopure responded by 
claiming there were fundamental errors in the calculations and analysis. Biopure then sued Natanson, claiming he 
had made “false and defamatory statements” about Hemopure. Following this South Africa’s Medicines Control 
Council temporarily de-registered Hemopure’s approved use for the treatment of acute surgical anaemia. 

A 2009 application to the FDA for clinical approval of Hemopure in the US was declined. In August 2009 Biopure 
ceased operation and filed for bankruptcy. 

Biopure has since been bought by OPK Biotech, a Russian owned company who has recently obtained approval 
for Hemopure to be used in Russia. OPK Biotech has also bought the intellectual property of Northfield Laboratories 
Inc, the company that developed PolyHeme. These acquisitions will likely make OPK Biotech a leading company 
in the field of oxygen therapeutics.

ANAESTHESIA BLOOD SAVING TECHNIQUES
In addition to the use of drugs there are a number of anaesthetic techniques available to minimise blood loss.

a. Controlled hypotension or hypotensive anaesthesia is a technique whereby the mean arterial pressure is 
maintained at a low level during surgery to minimise bleeding. It may decrease bleeding by as much as 50% but 
is controversial due to the risk of cerebral, renal and myocardial ischaemia. In addition, haemostasis that is adequate 
during controlled hypotension may not prove adequate when the patient returns to their normotensive, or worse 
still hypertensive, state.21 As such, the avoidance of marked haemodynamic shifts intra-operatively is more accepted.

b. Acute normovolaemic haemodilution involves the removal of whole blood from the patient pre-operatively 
and replacement with crystalloid or colloid to maintain intravascular volume. Blood lost intra-operatively has a 
reduced haemoglobin concentration resulting in fewer red cells lost overall. Provided the blood is kept in continuity 
with the patient the removed blood may be re-infused at the end of the case. This technique requires adequate 
respiratory and cardiac reserve to compensate for acute blood loss. 

c. Acute hypervolaemic haemodilution uses the rapid infusion of fluid to achieve haemodilution without venesection. 
Again blood lost contains fewer red cells. Although acceptable to some Jehovah’s Witness patients it is poorly 
tolerated by those with cardiac disease, due to risks of fluid overload and heart failure.

d. Red cell salvage is a technique that can be used both intra-operatively and in the post-operative period to 
replace blood in proportion to the volume lost. Shed blood is collected, washed, mixed with anticoagulant and then 
re-infused via a filter. Many, but not all, Jehovah’s Witnesses will accept red cell salvage, again provided the circuit 
is not interrupted and remains in continuity with the patient. Red cell salvage is relatively contraindicated if there 
is the possibility of contamination with urine, fat, amniotic fluid, bone chips, bowel contents or infected material. 
Definite contraindications include re-infusion of anything that results in red blood cell lysis. This would include sterile 
water, hydrogen peroxide, and alcohol.

POST-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

a. Early Detection of Blood Loss
In the post-operative period, early detection of blood loss is essential and can be facilitated by close monitoring 
in a critical care area and serial clinical examination of both the patient and their drains.

b. Minimise Iatrogenic Blood Loss
Blood loss can be minimised by avoidance of hypertension and marked haemodynamic shifts, and by reducing 
iatrogenic blood loss by infrequent and low volume blood sampling.

Two epidemiological studies of critically ill ICU patients have demonstrated similar figures for the mean volume 
of blood taken daily; 42.5ml/day in 1 study22 and 41.1ml/day in the other.23 The more unwell the patient, the more 
blood is likely to be taken. 

Unnecessary blood loss can be avoided by abandoning “routine” tests which are not strictly indicated. When 
available, paediatric or small volume tubes should be used. If these are not available then small volumes should 
be used for all samples except coagulation profile, which is the only test that requires a full tube. Use of point of 
care micro-testing should also be employed where available.

c. Promote Haematopoiesis
Haematopoiesis can be enhanced in the post operative period with the use of nutritional supplements, iron, folate, 
vitamin B12, vitamin C and recombinant erythropoietin if necessary.



d. Maximise Oxygen Delivery
Oxygen delivery can be maximised in several ways. 

Supplemental oxygen, chest physiotherapy and routine breathing exercises, such as the use of incentive 
spirometry, should be available to all patients. Cardiac output may be optimised with the use of fluids and inotropic 
agents where necessary.

Restoring intra-vascular volume is a controversial area. It may be prudent to avoid fluid resuscitation to euvolaemia 
if it results in haemodilution of haemoglobin down to a life threatening levels, however end organ hypoperfusion 
may also result from too conservative resuscitation.

The use of hyperbaric oxygen has been described in extremely severe anaemia, whereby the dissolved oxygen 
(PaO2) is sufficient to oxygenate tissues. However, there is very little evidence demonstrating a clear improvement 
in outcome and it is rarely a practical option but it could be considered for Jehovah’s Witnesses with inadequate 
oxygen delivery in whom other therapies have failed.

e. Minimise Oxygen Consumption
Similar to oxygen delivery, oxygen consumption may also be manipulated. The physiological response to pain, 
cold, anxiety and infection all result in an increase in basal metabolic rate and consequently higher oxygen consumption. 
Analgesia should be optimised and where appropriate antibiotic prophylaxis or treatment prescribed. Fevers, 
seizures and rigors should all be detected early and treated. Sedation, ventilation and maintenance of normothermia 
will all control basal metabolic rate; whilst in extreme cases paralysis and even cooling can be considered until 
haematopoiesis is maximised.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Jehovah’s Witnesses refuse blood products not treatment.

Their refusal has led to a greater awareness of blood conservation strategies that are likely to become more 
common worldwide as the deleterious effects of blood transfusion become more apparent. 

Implementation of bloodless surgical programs requires a multidisciplinary approach across all stages of peri-
operative care.
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Intravenous Iron in Surgery and Obstetrics

DR ROGER BROWNING MBCHB (OTAGO), FANZCA

Dr Browning is a staff specialist anaesthetist at both King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women (KEMH) and 
Fremantle Hospital in Western Australia. He is the medical supervisor of the infusion unit at KEMH, which administers 
approximately 5 – 10 iron polymaltose infusions a week. He also has an interest in rotational thromboelastometry 
and it’s role in the management of major obstetric haemorrhage. He is a member of the Western Australia Department 
of Health Patient Blood Management steering committee.

INTRODUCTION
Many anaesthetists may wonder what relevance intravenous iron has to anaesthesia. However anaemia, blood 
loss, and blood transfusions are issues we encounter frequently in our surgical patients. The last 10 – 15 years have 
seen some remarkable advances in the understanding of iron metabolism and related disorders such as anaemia 
of chronic disease. This has coincided with an increased concern regarding the hazards of blood products and 
their association with adverse outcomes in many surgical patient groups. New intravenous iron formulations have 
also been developed, one of which has been recently approved in Australia. They possess advantages such as the 
ability to infuse iron over short periods of time making this therapy potentially easier to incorporate into everyday 
clinical practice.

Despite this, intravenous iron is used infrequently in perioperative patients. This may be partially explained by 
a misperception that intravenous iron has a poor safety profile and a high incidence of anaphylactoid reactions. 
This association originated with the now historical use of high molecular weight iron dextran,1 a product withdrawn 
from Australia over 15 years ago. The currently available formulations have greatly improved safety profiles. 
Intravenous iron is actually very safe, effective, and can more rapidly correct anaemia than oral iron therapy. We 
should consider it more often as a potentially useful treatment in our anaemic surgical and obstetric patients.

ANAEMIA, IRON DEFICIENCY AND THE SURGICAL PATIENT
Anaemia and iron deficiency are common conditions in surgical patients,2 both before and after surgery. Anaemia 
and iron deficiency are undesirable for a number of reasons, which include:
• Impaired aerobic capacity, mental processing and increased fatigue all of which impair recovery after surgery.
• Increased risk for perioperative transfusion
• An association between preoperative anaemia and increased morbidity and mortality following surgery.2

By identifying and correcting anaemia in patients prior to surgery associated with significant blood loss (e.g. 
joint replacement surgery) we could potentially improve patient outcomes. 

Important causes of anaemia in surgical patients include:
• iron deficiency anaemia (IDA), common causes: menorrhagia, colorectal cancer, inflammatory bowel disease 

(IBD), previous bariatric surgery, and pregnancy.
• surgical blood loss.
• venesection for blood tests.
• anaemia of chronic disease.

IRON PHYSIOLOGY
Many of us may have slept through the lectures at medical school when we were taught about iron physiology! 
However a basic understanding of iron physiology and the recent advances in this field such as the role of hepcidin 
and ferroportin are fundamental in order to appreciate the indications and appropriate use of intravenous iron in 
the management of anaemia.

Where is the Iron?
Total body iron ranges from approximately 2500 – 4000mg in healthy individuals,3 the majority of which resides in 
a patient’s red cell mass. In the hypothetical average person this comprises:

Haemoglobin 2600mg

Iron Stores 500 – 1000mg

Myoglobin / Cytochromes 400mg

Transferrin 3mg
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Iron Absorption and Transport
Adults absorb about 1 mg per day of the 15 mg per day of dietary iron present in a normal adult diet. This is the 
approximate amount that is lost daily by epithelial shedding in the digestive tract. Healthy individuals stay in iron 
balance by increasing the fraction of iron absorbed from their diet if loss of iron increases (e.g. through blood loss 
in menstruating women). In iron deficiency, even with increased dietary intake, iron absorption rarely increases to 
more than about 6 mg/day. Oral iron supplements will facilitate greater absorption rates than this.

If blood loss continually exceeds the body’s ability to increase gastrointestinal iron absorption by a comparable 
amount, iron deficiency results. Thus, chronic blood loss, intestinal malabsorption, or dietary deficiency may all 
result in iron deficiency. Both non-haem and haem iron are absorbed from the diet. Haem iron is better absorbed 
than non-haem iron. Non-haem dietary iron in the form of ferric iron must first be reduced to ferrous iron by ferric 
reductase enzymes present in duodenal enterocytes, before it can be absorbed. Inhibition of gastric acid secretion, 
such as with proton pump inhibitors (PPI) or H2 antagonist use, will also impair the conversion of ferric iron to the 
ferrous form. At this point, all absorbed dietary iron, will be present in the enterocyte as ferrous iron, bound to ferritin 
in the cell cytoplasm.

The transfer of iron, (stored temporarily as ferritin), out of duodenal enterocytes onto transferrin in the plasma 
cannot take place without a membrane bound transport protein called ferroportin.

This is the natural control point in intestinal iron absorption. Without ferroportin, iron remains trapped in the 
enterocytes. The short lifespan of enterocytes (2 days) ensures that iron trapped in this way is shed with the 
senescent enterocytes into the faecal stream. The journey that dietary iron follows before being incorporated into 
a new red blood cell involves one more protein: hepcidin. Hepcidin is the primary regulatory protein of iron absorption 
and transport. It regulates iron absorption and transport by binding to ferroportin. In iron deficiency and in anaemia, 
hepcidin levels decrease, increasing available ferroportin. Iron absorption into the plasma increases and is ultimately 
delivered to the bone marrow or reticuloendothelial stores.

Slow onset iron deficiency
In chronic blood loss iron stores are usually depleted before anaemia develops. Severe chronic iron deficiency is 
accompanied not only by anaemia, but also by deficiencies in a range of haem and non-haem iron dependent 
enzymes. Therefore, iron deficiency, if severe and prolonged, can cause dysfunction of iron-containing cellular 
enzymes and contribute to fatigue and loss of functional status via mechanisms independent of the anaemia itself. 

“Acute” iron deficiency (e.g. major surgical blood loss)
Following major acute blood loss, because the majority of body iron resides in circulating haemoglobin, a patient 
may develop an overall body iron deficit but retain normal iron stores at least initially. These iron stores however 
may be insufficient to allow complete replacement of the lost haemoglobin and the patient should be considered 
to have an overall body iron deficit. This is best illustrated by an example:

A hypothetical 80 kg male with a preoperative haemoglobin of 140 g/L undergoes a complicated bowel resection 
for colorectal cancer with an intraoperative blood loss of > 2.5 litres. Postoperatively he has a haemoglobin of  
75 g/L. He has lost approximately 1300mg of body iron intraoperatively (contained in the lost red cells). He will only 
have body iron stores of 500 – 1000mg available to his bone marrow to manufacture new haemoglobin, which is 
300 – 800mg short of what he needs. He has just undergone major bowel surgery and his ability to replace these 
losses through increased enteral absorption will also be limited. If he has a prolonged postoperative hospital stay, 
regular venesection for blood tests may result in ongoing iron losses, which may further exacerbate his problem.

Anaemia of Chronic Disease
Many diseases (e.g. chronic kidney disease, inflammatory bowel disease, malignancy) and some physiological 
states (e.g. postoperatively) result in increased hepcidin levels. High levels of hepcidin bind the available ferroportin 
and induce its degradation. In the absence of adequate ferroportin, dietary iron is trapped in the enterocytes, 
preventing its transport into the plasma and delivery to the bone marrow for haemoglobin synthesis. Gastrointestinal 
iron absorption is inhibited and over time true iron deficiency may result. 

High hepcidin levels also inhibit the movement of iron from stores to the bone marrow, leading to a condition 
known as functional iron deficiency. 

Ferritin is also an acute phase reactant protein, which may be elevated in inflammatory states independent of 
actual iron store status. In a patient with an inflammatory response, a clinician may, inappropriately interpret a raised 
ferritin, as indicative of adequate iron stores when in fact underlying true iron deficiency may be present.

Menstruation and Pregnancy
Iron deficiency is common in women of reproductive age due to the increased losses from menstruation, and 
increased requirements during pregnancy. When pregnant the mother must increase her own red cell mass and 
provide iron to her developing foetus. Iron deficiency and anaemia may be further compounded by any blood loss 
that occurs during childbirth at the end of a pregnancy, a time when most mothers may have already depleted their 
iron stores.
• Pregnancy results in an overall additional iron requirement of around 1000mg.3

• IDA has been associated with low birth weight, prematurity, and maternal morbidity.4

• Menstruating women on average lose twice as much iron as men, and IDA is very common in women with 
menorrhagia. 



Treatment points
• Dietary iron alone (e.g. high red meat intake) is inadequate to treat established iron deficiency anaemia.3

• Common medications such as H2 antagonists or proton pump inhibitors decrease the effectiveness of oral 
iron therapy.3

• Gastrointestinal iron is poorly absorbed in patients with raised hepcidin levels (inflammatory disease, 
malignancy, immediate postoperative period)

• Ferritin is an acute phase protein, which is often raised in patients with inflammatory disease processes and 
so may not accurately reflect body iron stores. Some anaemic patients, with high or normal ferritin, may still 
have true iron deficiency or functional iron deficiency, which will often respond to intravenous iron therapy.
A useful algorithm for assessing anaemia in pre-operative patients has been developed by the Western Australia

Department of Health Patient Blood Management Program a copy of which is provided at the end of this article.

TREATMENT OPTIONS FOR ANAEMIA
Oral Iron 
The traditional first line treatment for iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) is oral iron therapy. In appropriate dosage and 
given enough time, oral iron is an effective treatment for simple iron deficiency anaemia. Some important considerations 
in the anaemic perioperative surgical patient include:
• Oral iron requires sufficient time to produce an adequate response. In IDA an increase of 20g/L every 3 weeks 

is the maximum to be expected. In practical terms this implies weeks to months of treatment. 
• 30 – 50% of patients may experience gastrointestinal adverse effects and non-compliance is high.
• Oral iron will be ineffective in patients with raised hepcidin levels, (e.g. immediate postoperative period, 

chronic inflammatory disease)
• H2-antagonists and proton pump inhibitor medications will reduce the efficacy of oral iron therapy.
• It is important that patients take an oral preparation which contains an adequate dose of elemental iron 

with100-200mg / day recommended (e.g. 1–2 Ferro grad). There are more than 100 iron containing over the 
counter preparations available in Australia many of which contain woefully inadequate amounts of elemental 
iron (often < 5mg). Many would require 20 tablets for a therapeutic dose!3

Red Cell Transfusion
There is evidence that transfusion to correct iron deficiency anaemia is still an overused treatment.5 Targeted use 
of transfusion is an appropriate strategy when severe anaemia compromises organ function (e.g. cardiac failure, 
angina pectoris) or there is ongoing serious bleeding. Iron therapy to fully replenish haemoglobin and iron stores 
will still be required. 

Intramuscular Iron
Intramuscular injection of iron polymaltose is not recommended in most circumstances,6 unless other approaches 
are impractical (e.g. in remote communities). It is painful, causes skin discolouration, repetitive injections are required, 
and it is less effective but no safer than IV administration.

Intravenous Iron 
Pharmacology7

Administration of unbound inorganic ferric (Fe+3) iron in the early 1930s was observed to cause profound toxicity. 
Therefore all modern intravenous iron preparations are colloids consisting of a protective spheroidal carbohydrate, 
which encapsulates an inner iron hydroxide core. After IV injection the iron carbohydrates distribute in the plasma, 
from where the majority then enter the reticuloendothelial system (mainly liver, spleen and bone marrow). From here 
iron is either stored as ferritin or transferred out via transferrin to the bone marrow to produce haemoglobin. A small 
amount of “free iron” from the IV iron may be released directly onto transferrin in the plasma; this is more so with 
the smaller molecules such as iron sucrose, which explains why it cannot be used for total dose infusions. 

Variation in the molecular weight of the encapsulating carbohydrate explains most of the differences in the 
pharmacological properties of the different preparations. The rate of clearance from the plasma and the rate of 
release of iron from the ferric hydroxide core are inversely related to the total molecular weight. The general rule is 
the smaller the molecule the more rapid the release of the iron, and the lower the maximum dose you can give.

Adverse Effects and Toxicity8

Reactions During Infusion
During administration of an intravenous iron polymaltose infusion a number of adverse effects can occur occasionally. 
The vast majority are not serious, are self-limiting in nature and have been described to varying degrees with all 
the other intravenous iron preparations. These include nausea, rash, headache, mild hypotension, myalgia, arthralgia, 
chest and back pain. The mechanism of these adverse reactions is hypothesised to be related to the small amount 
of “free or labile” iron released during an infusion. 
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Tips to Managing Reactions
Most of these adverse reactions can be managed by pausing the infusion for a period of time, decreasing the rate 
and use of paracetamol or antihistamines. These phenomena can be misinterpreted by inexperienced nursing and 
medical staff as hypersensitivity/allergic reactions. The usual result in this situation is to abandon the infusion to 
the detriment of the patient. They may be told they are “allergic to iv iron” and instructed to avoid it in the future. 
In experienced infusion units where medical and nursing staff are used to observing and managing these phenomena 
almost all infusions of iron polymaltose can be completed successfully.9 The patients are warned of these possible 
adverse effects prior to the start of the infusion, so that if they do occur, they are expecting them to be managed 
and the infusion completed. A good analogy is the use of opioids for someone who has acute pain. Nausea or 
vomiting is not infrequent, but it is expected, managed with antiemetics and treatment continues.

The “Fishbane” Reaction
This uncommon phenomenon consists of acute chest and back pain, which can occur at any stage during an iron 
infusion. It is thought to be a form of acute myalgia / muscle cramp occurring in the chest and back muscles. It is 
potentially distressing to inexperienced staff and patients if misinterpreted as something more serious. It is named 
after Dr Fishbane, a US physician who describes it occurring during iron dextran infusions.10 It has been seen with 
other iron preparations including iron polymaltose (personal experience). It is benign, settles with temporary cessation 
of the infusion and invariably it does not return when the infusion is recommenced.

Anaphylaxis
High molecular weight iron dextran was associated with a high incidence of true anaphylactoid reactions (wheeze, 
hypotension, angioedema, urticaria), with some reports of deaths.1 These were due to the high molecular weight 
dextran molecules (not the iron component). Dextran based intravenous fluids are also used infrequently now 
because of the high incidence of anaphylactoid reactions observed in these products. This preparation is no longer 
available in Australia (although it is still available in the US). All of the formulations of parenteral iron currently 
available in Australia have a low incidence of serious adverse reactions. Iron sucrose, used widely in Europe and 
the UK is the preparation with the best safety data available. It has a lower documented rate of serious adverse 
reactions than many antibiotics such as penicillin or cephalosporins.11

Does IV Iron increase infection risk?
 In vitro studies have shown that iron can encourage growth of some types of bacteria. There is a large body of 
reassuring data that this is not a problem in clinical practice.12 Large prospective and retrospective studies in chronic 
renal failure patients receiving peritoneal and haemodialysis (i.e. with long-term invasive catheters at risk of bacterial 
infection) have failed to show any increased infection risk in those receiving intravenous iron. It is however prudent 
practice to avoid using intravenous iron in anyone who has a suspected or confirmed bacterial infection.

Delayed Reactions
Self limiting side effects can occur up to 2 days after an iron infusion and patients should be warned about these.13 
These include headache, fever, arthralgias and myalgias, the majority are mild and well tolerated. Methylprednisolone 
administered with total dose iron dextran infusions has been shown to reduce the frequency and severity of these 
symptoms.14 However there have been no studies with iron polymaltose and steroids or premedication is not 
standard practice in Australasia.

Indications
Intravenous iron therapy is indicated when there is confirmed iron deficiency anaemia (IDA) and one of the following:
• Failure of oral iron (e.g. non compliance, adverse effects or lack of response)
• A clinical need for a rapid response
• Ongoing losses (e.g. bleeding) exceeding oral absorptive capacity.
• Known intestinal malabsorption (IBD, celiac disease, postoperatively)
• Chronic renal impairment in conjunction with erythropoietin

Intravenous iron may also be useful in patients with anaemia of chronic disease or functional iron deficiency but 
in most circumstances it should be used in consultation with an expert experienced with iv iron in that patient group.

Contraindications
• Iron overload / haemochromatosis
• Bacterial infection
• Known hypersensitivity
• First trimester of pregnancy
Also listed on drug insert for iron polymaltose only:
• Chronic polyarthritis
• Bronchial asthma
• Uncontrolled hyperparathyroidism
• Cirrhosis / hepatitis
• Renal infections



Intravenous Iron Formulations
Iron Polymaltose
The most common formulation of parenteral iron in Australia and New Zealand is iron polymaltose (iron dextrin), 
which has been widely used here since the 1960s. This preparation is not used in Europe or North America. Iron 
polymaltose can be given as a total dose infusion (TDI). Typical doses would be 1000 – 2500mg and a patient only 
needs one infusion to replace their entire calculated iron deficit. Infusion rates can vary widely but usually require 
between 1 – 5 hours to administer a TDI. The small number of publications available suggest that it appears to 
have a very low rate of anaphylaxis or other serious adverse events.9 Less serious adverse effects such as arthralgia, 
headache, nausea, rashes are seen more frequently.

Iron Sucrose
Iron sucrose has been used for the treatment of general iron deficiency in Europe and North America for decades. 
When iron sucrose was introduced into Australia it was only licensed for use in chronic kidney disease. Despite 
this it is used as an alternative to iron polymaltose in other patient groups in many Australian hospitals. Iron sucrose 
has been used for a long period of time and it has a large body of literature confirming its safety. Published data 
from the US puts the serious adverse event rate at 0.6 per million doses,11 which put into context is lower than 
common drugs such as penicillin or cephalosporins.

Iron sucrose cannot be given as a single total dose infusion but instead multiple smaller doses of 100-300mg 
are used. It is usually given as an infusion over 30 – 60 mins but has been licensed as a slow IV injection in the UK 
and NZ.

Iron Carboxymaltose 
Iron Carboxymaltose is a new formulation, which has been available in Europe for a number of years and has 
recently been approved for use in Australia (2011). It has a low incidence of serious adverse events, and doses of 
1000mg can be given over 15min without the need for any test dose. It is however currently unfunded by the 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme. It will cost more than iron polymaltose but the increased convenience and lower 
labour costs associated with shorter infusion times may offset this disadvantage to some degree.

Other Preparations
Low molecular weight iron dextran, iron gluconate and ferumoxytol are other preparations available internationally 
but not here in Australia.

SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE
Obstetrics
Postpartum anaemia
A number of studies, of varying quality, have investigated iron sucrose and iron carboxymaltose for the management 
of postpartum anaemia usually in comparison to oral iron sulphate tablets. In general these studies found a good 
response to both treatments. The large RCT’s using iron carboxymaltose found a greater proportion of women 
receiving intravenous iron achieved higher haemoglobins, higher iron stores, over shorter time frames than with 
oral iron therapy alone.15 Adverse event rates were similar in both oral and intravenous treatment arms in most 
studies with no serious safety concerns found.

Antepartum Anaemia
The most relevant study to Australasia is a recently published RCT conducted in Launceston, which recruited 200 
women with mild or moderate IDA in pregnancy.16 They compared a single iron polymaltose infusion followed by 
oral iron to oral iron alone. Those receiving iron polymaltose had higher mean haemoglobin, ferritin and quality of 
life / fatigue scores. 

*Of note the compliance rates with oral iron is generally high in a study population, which has well-motivated 
participants who are closely followed and encouraged to take their tablets. In real life many patients will not complete 
a prolonged course of oral iron (usually 6-12 weeks). High discontinuation rates of oral iron therapy have been 
documented in some audits due to gastrointestinal adverse effects.17 A total dose iron infusion prior to hospital 
discharge is one way to guarantee high-risk patients receive adequate iron repletion.

SURGICAL PATIENTS
Overall there is a disappointing lack of large well conducted prospective studies investigating the role of intravenous 
iron in surgical patients.18 Lack of high quality evidence doesn’t equate to lack of efficacy. Although most studies 
were of low quality the available data is suggestive of benefit in anaemic patients with both preoperative and 
postoperative intravenous iron use. There is however an obvious need to remedy this deficiency and conduct some 
large prospective RCT’s in this area.
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Oral Iron
• Preoperative oral iron: 2 positive studies one in colorectal surgery and the other orthopaedic surgery found 

preoperative oral iron reduced transfusions. 
• Postoperative oral iron: 5 RCT’s (4 orthopaedic and 1 cardiac surgery) found that postoperative oral iron was 

not beneficial.18

Intravenous Iron
Orthopaedics: Intravenous iron use was beneficial in most studies. It was associated with fewer transfusions, less 
anaemia, decreased length of stay, and decreased postoperative infections. In some studies it was combined with 
other modalities such as EPO or cell salvage. This is the most well studied surgical group (mainly joint replacement 
surgery).

Cardiac Surgery: One RCT and one observational study failed to confirm any benefit from postoperative 
intravenous iron.

Gynaecological Surgery: One RCT of 76 patients found preoperative iron sucrose superior to oral iron in correcting 
the anaemia of women with menorrhagia and Hb<9g/L prior to surgery.19

Colorectal Surgery: One small preoperative RCT failed to show a benefit to intravenous iron sucrose 600mg 
prior to surgery. This study has been criticised for having only a small proportion of patients with anaemia (i.e. those 
patients most likely to benefit from intravenous iron).20

PUBLISHED LITERATURE – OTHER INDICATIONS
Intravenous iron has also been shown to be an effective treatment in :
• Congestive heart failure (improves NYHA status and fatigue scores)
• Restless legs syndrome
• Chronic Kidney Disease (adjunct to EPO)
• Chemotherapy induced anaemia (+/- EPO)
• As an MRI contrast agent (iron ferumoxytol)

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Patients scheduled for major surgery (or childbirth) with predicted moderate to major blood loss should be 

screened for anaemia preoperatively, and if clinically feasible this should be corrected.
• Patients without a clear physiological explanation for iron deficiency (especially men and postmenopausal 

women) should be investigated to exclude serious underlying disorders especially occult GI malignancy. This 
should take priority over purely elective surgical procedures.

• With confirmed iron deficiency anaemia, intravenous iron should be considered in preference to oral iron if:
• there is fewer 30 days to surgery
• when it is reasonable to assume oral iron will be ineffective (e.g. postop)
• Intravenous iron may be useful in anaemia of chronic disease, and it will improve the response to 

erythropoietin if this is used.
• Intravenous iron should be considered in the treatment of antepartum and postpartum iron deficiency 

anaemia, especially if a rapid response is desirable or oral iron has failed.
• Avoid intravenous iron during acute infections.
• If the overall goal is avoiding perioperative blood transfusions this probably best accomplished by combining 

intravenous iron with a range of other techniques (e.g. intraoperative cell salvage). 

HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIOS TO PONDER:
How do you think these patients could be managed? How do you think they would actually be managed currently 
in the hospital you work in? 
1. You see a 64 yr old woman in the anaesthetic preadmission clinic 3 weeks prior to a planned anterior 

resection for a recently diagnosed rectal cancer. On reviewing her recent blood tests you note she has a 
microcytic anaemia with a Haemoglobin (Hb) of 94g/L.

2. A 74 yr old male presents for a left total hip replacement having undergone a right total hip replacement 6 
months earlier. He is diabetic, with mild renal impairment (Creatinine 150) and you note he has a normocytic 
anaemia with a Hb 102 g/L.

3. A 47 yr old woman with longstanding menorrhagia and fibroids presents to preadmission clinic 2 weeks prior 
to a planned elective total abdominal hysterectomy. She states her gynaecologist advised her to take 
ferrograd C two months ago but she stopped after 3 days because of nausea and constipation. A FBC from 
her GP 2 weeks ago shows a microcytic anaemia with a Hb 81g/L.

4. A fit and healthy 27 yr old parturient develops an atonic uterus following emergency caesarean section for 
twins, and has a 1.5 L blood loss which is successfully managed in theatre. You check her haemoglobin in 
recovery and it is 76 g/L. You note her full blood count on admission to labour ward yesterday that she had a 
microcytic anaemia with a Hb 104 g/L. She isn’t that keen on the idea of a blood transfusion but the obstetric 
registrar wants “to top her up so she’ll have plenty of energy” to look after two newborn twins when she is 
discharged home in a few days.
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INTRODUCTION
Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a genetic haemoglobinopathy characterised by the defective synthesis of the β globin 
chain component of the haemoglobin molecule. The disease manifests in a spectrum of severity, from patients able 
to live a normal life to debilitating disease and early death.

The gene coding for this disease entity emerged historically in certain geographical locations, meaning the 
disease would be typically found only in persons of certain ethnic origins. Now, due to population migration and 
mixing, the disease is becoming more widely distributed around the globe.

This shift in the epidemiology of the disease has implications for healthcare systems that may not have encountered 
significant numbers of patients with this disease before. Healthcare professionals’ awareness of the disease, systems 
for screening and ongoing disease management may well be lacking, with huge implications for affected individuals 
and their families. SCD represents a lifelong chronic illness, the mismanagement of which could have catastrophic 
consequences.

This article will thus provide an overview of the disease, its management and methods for disease testing, with 
emphasis on the importance of increased awareness amongst clinicians.

GENETICS
Normal adult haemoglobin (HbA) consists of 2α globin and 2β globin chains arranged around central haem moieties.

Figure 1. The structure of adult haemoglobin. Reproduced with permission from the University of Waikato
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SCD comprises a collection of autosomal recessive genetic disorders characterised by the presence of an 
abnormal haemoglobin S (HbS).

The abnormal Hb S molecule arises from a point substitution of one amino acid. The gene coding for synthesis 
of the β globin chain lies on the short arm of chromosome 11, and in Hb S, this defective gene codes for the amino 
acid valine to be present in position 6 of the β globin chain instead of glutamine.

Hb S represents one of many abnormal haemoglobins in existence, another clinically important one being 
haemoglobin C (Hb C). In this mutated haemoglobin, the amino acid lysine replaces glutamine in this position 6.

Currently, over 475 β globin gene variants have been identified1, but most of these genotypes do not result in 
clinically significant phenotypes.

Table 1. The major sickle genotypes

Condition Genotype Disease expression

HbSS – sickle cell anaemia (SCA) Homozygote for HbS Moderate to severe

HbS/β0 thalassaemia Double heterozygote Moderate to severe

HbSC Double heterozygote Moderate

HbS/β+ thalassaemia Double heterozygote Mild to moderate

HbS/HPFH Double heterozygote
HbS + hereditary persistence  
of fetal Hb

Asymptomatic

HbS/HbE Double heterozygote Mild

As an autosomal recessive disorder, a carrier state exists whereby an individual inherits one gene for Hb S and the 
other for the normal Hb A. This state is called sickle trait.

Rarer combinations of Hb S with a number of other abnormal haemoglobins also exist e.g. Hb D Los Angeles, 
Hb O Arab, Hb G Philadelphia.

Disease expression appears dependent on genotype, β globin haplotype2 and fetal Hb levels3, although the 
balance of these determinants on disease severity is not fully understood.

HISTORY
In 1904, Melvin Dresbach published a letter in Science, noting “a peculiar anomaly in human red blood corpuscles” 
that were “elliptical and not circular”.4

These cells had been visualised in the blood film of an apparently healthy medical student, who a year later, 
was reported to have died suddenly from “cardiac failure subsequent to an attack of acute inflammatory rheumatism…
preceded by tonsillitis”.5 Dresbach’s account likely describes typical SCD complications; an infective trigger leading 
to a pain crisis with subsequent acute chest syndrome and death.

The term sickle cell anaemia was used first by Vernon Mason in 19226 but it was not until 1949 that Linus Pauling 
linked sickle cell disease with an abnormality of the haemoglobin molecule. His paper, “Sickle Cell Anaemia –  
A Molecular Disease” was the first to link a disease to a single molecular flaw.7

ORIGINS OF THE SICKLE GENE
Genetic studies indicate the sickle gene arose as an independent mutation in at least four separate geographical 
locations; the Central African Republic, Benin, Senegal and either Saudi Arabia or central India.8

Hb S and to a lesser extent Hb C strongly protect against clinical Plasmodium falciparum malaria in a dose 
dependent manner. Heterozygotes present a lower risk of infection than non-carriers; homozygotes even less of 
an infection risk but with the increased risk of fatality if infected.9

This correlation between malarial parasite immunity and the prevalence of the Hb S and Hb C genes is reflected 
in the geographical distribution of both conditions. 



Figure 2. Map detailing the historic distribution of the malarial parasite

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Malaria_distribution.jpg

Figure 3. Map showing the distribution of the sickle cell gene. Darker shading denotes higher  
gene frequency

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sickle_cell_distribution.jpg
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Persons of African descent have the highest frequency of the Hb S gene, but also those of southern Mediterranean, 
Caribbean, South and Central American, Arab and Indian descent demonstrate high frequencies of this Hb S gene.1

The prevalence of the sickle cell trait ranges from 10-40% across equatorial Africa, decreasing to 1-2% on the 
north African coast and <1% in South Africa. In west African countries such as Nigeria and Ghana, the carrier rate 
is 15-30% of the population, and in Nigeria alone, around 150 000 children are born with sickle cell anaemia annually. 
In parts of east Africa, the disease shows marked tribal variation in prevalence; for example, the Baamba tribe in 
western Uganda exhibit a carrier rate of 45%.10

In the USA, 70-100 000 people have sickle cell disease, making it one of the most prevalent genetic disorders. 
The UK has around 10 000 disease sufferers.

In Western Australia, immigration has seen an increase in numbers of these at-risk populations. Government 
figures from 2006 give the following analysis of ethnicity by birthplace:11

Table 2. Snapshot population data based on Australian census information from 2006

Southern and  
East Europe

North Africa and  
Middle East

Americas Sub-Saharan  
Africa

W. Australia 22, 400 4, 771 10, 791 21, 992

Perth 20, 800 4, 545 8, 868 18, 735

Interestingly, a case series published in the Medical Journal of Australia in 1978 described 11 cases of sickle cell 
disease in the Sydney area. Patients were from Lebanese, Greek, Cypriot, Spanish, Portuguese and French origins. 
The article concluded by warning that “sickle cell disease is already a significant health problem within the Sydney 
area, and likely to increase in incidence with increasing migration from endemic zones.”12

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
The historic concept of the disease purely as a state of inflexible sickle cells causing microvascular occlusion has 
been challenged over the last 30 years. SCD may be more accurately described as a chronic inflammatory vascular 
disease13, with potential novel avenues for treatment.

Haemoglobin S forms polymers under deoxygenated conditions, and also exhibits deranged solubility and 
molecular instability. The myriad clinical manifestations of SCD stem from this abnormality.

Red blood cells containing polymerized Hb S adopt the characteristic sickle shape due to cell membrane damage. 
Re-oxygenation will enable cells to resume their normal biconcave shape until recurrent sickling episodes render 
them irreversibly sickled and rigid. These cells are prone to intravascular haemolysis and phagocytosis by 
macrophages.

Sickle cells express antigen on their surface which interact with vascular endothelial proteins and cause increased 
cell adherence to the endothelium.14 Endothelial activation follows, the result of which, is further erythrocyte adhesion, 
thrombus formation and microvascular occlusion. Ischaemia, microinfarction and pain follow. The process is 
accelerated by hypoxia and inhibited by nitric oxide. Free Hb molecules released by haemolysed sickle cells bind 
nitric oxide avidly15 and thus contribute to vasoconstriction.

CLINICAL FEATURES
SCD is a multisystem disease characterised by a chronic, haemolytic anaemia, painful crises and progressive organ 
damage resulting from microinfarction.

Presentation is usually in early childhood for those with Hb SS disease, although this is not universal, and patients 
with Hb SC have presented in their 2nd and 3rd decades of life.

Fetal Hb comprises 2α and 2γ globin chains and switches to the adult form at around six months of age. In 
normal adult Hb (Hb A) the 2γ subunits are replaced by 2β subunits. In Hb SS disease, the predominant Hb in the 
red blood cells is Hb S, characterised by the mutated β globin chains described earlier.

Haematological
Anaemia is universally present in SCD. In Hb SS disease, the Hb level is around 60-70 g/L and this level of anaemia 
is normally well tolerated. 

It may be complicated by megaloblastic changes from folate deficiency as red cell turnover outstrips folate 
availability for new cell synthesis.

Severe, acute anaemia can be caused by:
Aplastic crises - infection with Parvovirus B-19 causes marrow cessation of erythropoiesis. The already short 

RBC lifespan of around 20 days, coupled with reduced erythropoiesis results in a precipitous drop in Hb. The 
marrow recovers spontaneously within 7-10 days but red cell transfusion may be needed.

Splenic or hepatic sequestration crises – occur when large numbers of sickled cells pool in the liver and/or 
spleen causing severe pain, rapid enlargement and severe anaemia often requiring red cell transfusion.



Over time, the spleen is subject to repeated infarction, exacerbated by the conditions of low oxygen tension in 
the sinusoids, leading to eventual fibrosis. During this process, patients are rendered functionally hypo- or asplenic. 
This places them at high risk of infection from encapsulated microorganisms such as Streptococcus pneumoniae 
and Haemophilus influenza.

Pain
Vaso-occlusive crises are accompanied by severe, deep pain occurring typically in the long bones, axial skeleton 
and abdomen. Their frequency can be extremely variable between individuals and even within the same patient. 

Attacks can be triggered by infection, abrupt changes in temperature and dehydration; often no trigger is 
identified. Crises can last hours to days with many individuals requiring opioid analgesia for symptom relief. 

Pulmonary
The second commonest cause of admission in sickle cell patients is acute chest syndrome (ACS), defined as the 
onset of new lobar infiltrates on chest x-ray, excluding atelectasis, with fever >38.5oC, respiratory distress or chest 
pain.16 The aetiology is multifactorial; infection, both bacterial and viral, fat embolism (from bony infarction) and 
pulmonary infarction or sequestration have been implicated. It is the most common, serious complication in SCD 
in the peri-operative period.

Figure 4. Chest x ray showing the changes seen in acute chest syndrome. Image reproduced with  
permission from Dr Donald J.Innes, Jr.,MD,: University of Virginia School of Medicine

Deoxygenated blood in the pulmonary circulation results in higher levels of Hb S polymer formation and irreversible 
sickling with resultant areas of microinfarction. 

Around 40% of adults with SCD have been found to have pulmonary hypertension.17

Cardiovascular
Chronic haemolysis and repeated red cell transfusion lead to myocardial haemosiderin deposition. 

Children and young adults are prone to chronic leg ulcers, resulting from minor trauma with skin breakage, poor 
peripheral circulation and delayed healing.18

Patients with Hb SC disease are more prone to thromboembolic complications than their Hb SS counterparts.

Neurological
Children with SCD have a 10% risk of overt stroke, a 20-25% risk of silent cerebral infarction and a 90% risk of 
recurrence after a first CVA.19 A history of CVA in childhood is a strong indicator of severe disease and poor prognosis. 
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Musculoskeletal
In infants with SCD, a common presentation is with hand-foot syndrome; a painful dactylitis with radiological 
evidence of cortical destruction of the metacarpal and metatarsal bones 3-5 weeks after the swelling begins.

Repeated infarction of joints, bones and growth plates results in aseptic necrosis, particularly of the femoral 
and humeral heads. Areas of infarcted bone can develop Salmonella osteomyelitis.20

Gastrointestinal
Gallstone disease is common in SCD secondary to chronic haemolysis, with cholecystectomy being the most 
common surgical procedure carried out in these patients.

Renal
Renal disease is not uncommon in SCD21; defective urine concentrating ability causes enuresis and can precipitate 
dehydration in an already unwell patient. Renal papillary necrosis results in haematuria and renal or ureteric colic. 
Nephropathy tends to be more common in Hb SC disease.

DIAGNOSIS
Testing for SCD occurs in several clinical scenarios; pre-natal testing to facilitate genetic counselling, newborn 
screening and opportunistic testing after, for example, detection of anaemia or abnormalities on a blood film, or in 
individuals presenting to healthcare services from at risk groups with an unknown sickle status.

Basic laboratory tests include a full blood count to detect anaemia and peripheral blood film examination to 
search for sickled erythrocytes.

Elective testing can employ several different tests depending on local expertise and availability. Three commonly 
used tests detect the β globin gene product, haemoglobin. They are performed on blood samples, which can 
include umbilical cord blood and dried blood spots from neonatal heel prick tests. These methods are listed below 
alongside their sensitivity and specificity for detecting sickle cell disease.1 Detailed description of each method is 
beyond the scope of this article.

Table 3 Haemoglobin variant detection methods

Method Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Cellulose acetate / citrate agar electrophoresis 93.1 99.9

Isoelectric focusing 100 100

High performance liquid chromatography 100 100

In an emergency setting, for example prior to anaesthesia and surgery, sickle results need to be obtained rapidly 
to inform peri-operative management.

The peri-operative period is a well-recognised, predictable time of disease exacerbations. SCD complications 
range from 0-19% depending on the surgical procedure being carried out, with a peri-operative mortality of 1.1%.22

Identification of SCD and trait patients prior to anaesthesia is important to enable planning of peri-operative 
care. This would include decisions regarding transfusion requirements, adequate hydration, analgesic options, 
suitability of cell salvage techniques and tourniquet use, prevention of post-operative sickle complications and the 

appropriate level of post-operative care i.e. high dependency unit.
Pre-anaesthetic testing for SCD in the emergency setting requires a rapid, easily accessible and accurate means 

of determining whether a patient with an unknown sickle status is likely to be a carrier or homozygote for Hb S.
This can be readily achieved using a combination of a full blood count, sickle solubility testing +/- blood film 

interpretation. A diagnostic flow chart is outlined below.23



Figure 5. A protocol for pre-anaesthetic sickle cell disease testing. FBC, full blood count; HPLC,  
high performance liquid chromatography. Reproduced with modification with permission from  
Blackwell Publishing
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Sickle cell solubility testing relies on the relative insolubility of Hb S in high concentration phosphate buffers 
compared with Hb A and other variant Hb. Hb S precipitates in this solution to form a cloudy, turbid solution.

Figure 6. The Itano sickle solubility test. Images reproduced with permission from Dr Donald J.Innes, 
Jr.,MD,: University of Virginia School of Medicine

Most commercially available kits will reliably detect HbS levels down to 20%. An HbS level below this would be 
unlikely to cause significant clinical sequelae, so a sickle cell solubility test would be useful for rapid, emergency 
pre-anaesthetic screening. It does not exclude the presence of HbS concentrations lower than 20% and results 
should state this. At the earliest opportunity, further Hb screening tests should be utilised e.g. Hb electrophoresis, 
HPLC to confirm the results.

In terms of which patients should undergo pre-anaesthetic screening, the National Institute for Clinical Excellence 
(NICE) guidelines of 2003 in the UK recommend:
• “It is important to offer to test all patients in these ethnic groups (North African, West African, South / sub 

Saharan African, Afro-Caribbean) and people of other ethnic groups considered to be at risk”
• “It is important to offer to test patients before they have an anaesthetic if there is any uncertainty about 

whether they have the sickle cell gene”
The British Committee for Standards in Haematology (BCSH) recommendations24 for pre-operative/ pre-anaesthesia 

testing are:
• “All patients from groups with a high prevalence of HbS (listed below) should be offered testing as some 

cases of milder disease may be unrecognized and the presence of HbS heterozygosity may also influence 
peri-operative techniques”

• “For routine operations, FBC and Hb analysis using HPLC or a suitable alternative diagnostic method should 
be performed at the pre-assessment visit”

• “In an emergency, an FBC and sickle solubility test should be performed. Results in this situation should be 
evaluated clinically and must be followed by definitive testing.”

ETHNIC GROUPS WITH A CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT PREVALENCE OF HAEMOGLOBIN Ѕ AND β 
THALASSAEMIA 
Haemoglobin S   African including North Africans, African-Caribbeans, African- Americans, Black British and 

any other African ethnicity (e.g. Central and South Americans of partly African ethnicity), Greeks, 
Southern Italians including Sicilians, Turks, Arabs, Indians 

β thalassaemia  All ethnic groups other than Northern Europeans 

Emergency sickle testing availability in a telephone survey of eight metropolitan hospitals in Australia revealed 
only half had the laboratory and/or manpower availability to carry this out.

Sickle cell solubility test



MANAGEMENT
As with any chronic illness, a multidisciplinary team approach is ideal to manage these patients, with close liaison 
between primary care, haematologists, chronic pain services and specialist nurses.

In general, chronic management has seven elements:
1. Management of vaso-occlusive crises
2. Management of chronic pain syndromes
3. Management of haemolytic anaemia
4. Prevention and treatment of infections
5. Management of end organ damage and complications
6. Stroke prevention
7. Detection and treatment of pulmonary hypertension

Vaso-occlusive crises are often managed by the patient at home with rest, increased fluid intake and simple 
analgesics. Severe crises warrant admission, investigation for an infective trigger, intravenous fluid therapy, oxygen 
and often parenteral opioids. 

Chronic, haemolytic anaemia requires folic acid supplementation and exclusion of concurrent iron deficiency 
anaemia. Red cell transfusion is typically reserved for acute chest syndrome or stroke management, children with 
abnormal transcranial dopplers who are at risk of stroke, major surgery and pregnancy.25 

Penicillin V prophylaxis is administered lifelong from infancy with regular vaccination against Pneumococcus, 
Haemophilus influenza type B, Meningococcus group C and influenza virus. Suspected infections should be treated 
promptly, initially with broad spectrum agents until causative organisms are identified and targeted agents used.26

Acute chest syndrome requires treatment with oxygen and appropriate respiratory support, incentive spirometry27, 
intravenous broad spectrum antibiotics, analgesia, bronchodilators if airway hyperreactivity is present and in 
refractory cases, exchange transfusion.

All children with SCD require transcranial doppler studies annually. Those with abnormal studies are placed on 
a blood transfusion regime to prevent stroke.28 29

All adult patients require regular echocardiography to assess their tricuspid regurgitation velocities as a marker 
of pulmonary hypertension.30

Hydroxyurea is currently the only agent shown to modify disease expression in SCD. It increases fetal Hb levels 
and decreases the frequency and severity of vaso-occlusive crises.31

Trials of inhaled nitric oxide for pain crises and ACS treatment are ongoing.
Bone marrow transplantation is currently the only curative option in SCD, but remains a high risk intervention, 

reserved at present for children with severe disease.32 Trials of gene therapy via stem cell transfusion continue.33

PERI-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT
As discussed earlier, the peri-operative period poses significant risks to SCD patients.

Predictors of higher morbidity include: major surgery, increased patient age, more frequent complications and 
hospitalisations, abnormalities on chest x-ray, pregnancy, intercurrent infection and the patient’s haplotype (Central 
African Republic > Benin > Senegal).34

Pre-operative assessment should focus on establishing the frequency and severity of disease exacerbations, 
existence of end organ damage and whether the patient has predictors of high risk as listed above.

Optimisation of the patient should involve haematology input for guidance on the need for prophylactic red cell 
transfusion (to achieve a haematocrit of >30%) or exchange transfusion (to achieve an Hb S % of <30) or neither. 
SCD patients are at risk of alloimmunisation, the incidence of which can be reduced by extended phenotype 
matching for Rhesus, Kell and Lewis antigen groups.35

Hydroxyurea has also been given pre-operatively to increase fetal Hb levels.
Patients should be adequately hydrated.
Intra-operative goals are to maintain homeostasis, with avoidance of episodes of hypoxia, hypotension, acidosis 

and hypothermia. Arterial tourniquet use is not contra-indicated36 but the duration should be minimised as far as 
possible. Autologous blood transfusion via cell salvage techniques has been used in these patients, despite evidence 
of sickling occurring with the reservoir.

Multimodal analgesia should be utilised and regional techniques are useful adjuncts. 
Post-operative vigilance for vaso-occlusive crises and acute chest syndrome is essential. ACS complicates 

10-15% of intra abdominal37 and joint replacement38 surgeries in these patients, and can present up to 72 hours 
post procedure. 
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CONCLUSIONS
Decisions regarding which individuals should be tested for sickle cell disease should be informed by consensus 
guidelines based on disease patterns in the general populace. In the US, since the late 1980’s, universal neonatal 
screening has been advocated by the Agency for Health Care Policy (AHCPR). The agency stated that targeting 
only high risk racial groups would not identify all affected infants, as health officials could not reliably determine an 
infant’s race by appearance, name or parental report.

Analysing disease risk by presumed ethnic origin alone presents a potentially dangerous oversimplification. 
Migration of black Africans to Britain has been documented since Roman times, resulting in genetic mixing that is 
not obviously apparent.

A group of “indigenous British” men from Yorkshire were found to have genetic markers originating from West 
Africa.39 

In the UK over 10 years ago, a case of unexpected sickle cell trait emerged in a white woman with no discernable 
African heritage. On donating blood, she was notified by the National Blood Service about her sickle cell trait status. 
Further investigation revealed she was descended from a Jamaican slave who had lived in Liverpool in the 18th 
century. The story made the UK national press and was not an isolated case.

With growing evidence of this genetic disease in a population not previously thought to be at risk, it is now UK 
policy to universally screen all newborns for sickle cell disease, regardless of their presumed ethnic origin. This is 
aside from the increased numbers of interracial relationships, bringing together heterozygote alleles from different 
populations, be it sickle or the thalassaemias.

DOES THIS EXPERIENCE EXTRAPOLATE TO THE AUSTRALIAN POPULATION?
Certainly, historically at-risk groups are present in the Australian population and their numbers will only increase 
with further immigration. In addition, ethnic groups with other clinically significant haemoglobinopathies, such as 
the α and β thalassaemias, are well established in the community, and it is not inconceivable that with population 
mixing, presentations of double heterozygotes will increase.

Knowledge within the wider medical community needs to increase in line with this change. These patients will 
present to primary care and to other specialities of secondary care aside from haematology. They require lifelong 
surveillance, prophylaxis, vaccination and psychosocial support to manage their chronic illness as well as 
knowledgeable clinicians to manage acute complications and adequately prepared peri-operative teams to safely 
negotiate surgery and anaesthesia.
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INTRODUCTION
In the United Kingdom CMACE (Centre for Maternal and Child Enquiries, previously CEMACH) report for the triennium 
2006–2008, released in May 2011, haemorrhage accounted for nine direct maternal deaths – making it the sixth 
leading cause of direct deaths in the UK.1  In Australia, there were four deaths (out of 95 direct deaths) attributable 
to genital tract haemorrhage, in the 2003-2005 triennium. This was the fourth-ranked cause of direct deaths in 
mothers.2 The synthetic uterotonic agent, Syntocinon, is widely used to prevent and treat uterine atony and post-
partum haemorrhage in labouring women, and at elective and non-elective caesarean delivery. Women delivering 
by caesarean are at an increased risk of obstetric haemorrhage, most commonly due to uterine atony.3 

Syntocinon has remained a topical uterotonic drug since its routine use started in the 1980s, and in particular, 
after a maternal death reported in the 1997 – 1999 CEMACH report.4 This report identified a rapid 10 IU bolus of 
Syntocinon in a hypovolaemic patient as a factor contributing to the subsequent death of the woman. The optimal 
dose at that time was previously unclear but recent data suggests that initial doses less than 5 IU are adequate, 
for both elective and non-elective caesarean deliveries. 

This report reviews the history and background of oxytocin and its synthetic form Syntocinon and discusses 
the appropriate use of Syntocinon in the theatre environment.

HISTORY
Sir Henry Dale, a physiologist and zoologist, lays claim to discovering the posterior pituitary extract, oxytocin, and 
describing its uterine contractile effects on the uterus in 1909. Interestingly, his work on the effects of histamine 
also led to studies on anaphylaxis and shock. By 1911, this pituitary extract was being used to induce and augment 
labour. In 1953, Vincent du Vigneaud wrote a letter to the editor of The Journal of American Chemical Society titled 
“The Synthesis of an Octapeptideamide with the Hormonal Activity of Oxytocin”. This letter described the method 
of synthesis of a highly purified preparation of oxytocin and identified its polypeptide structure. This new synthetic 
product had been successfully tested on isolated rats’ uteruses and du Vigneaud claimed it was “fully effective in 
stimulating labour in the human”.5 This finding led to du Vigneaud being awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry  
in 1955.6

The haemodynamic effects of oxytocin were studied in the 1970s, but in women undergoing termination of 
pregnancy in the first trimester. In 1980, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the USA approved the use of 
Syntocinon in pregnancy and a paper in 1998 supported its routine use in the management of the third stage labour7 
Shortly after this paper, reports and studies showing adverse cardiovascular effects, such as hypotension and ECG 
changes, started to appear. 

Oxytocin, the natural hormone, has been implicated in much complex social behaviour, such as parental care, 
bonding and sexual arousal. The prairie vole is a socially monogamous rodent found in the USA and heavily studied 
because of its high oxytocin receptor density. These animals, along with humans, have been found to have the 
highest density of oxytocin receptors, and thus have been implicated in the monogamous behavior of both species. 
Oxytocin is also known as the “cuddle hormone”.8

PHYSIOLOGY
Oxytocin is a nonapeptide that differs from the hormone vasopressin by two amino acids. It is produced predominantly 
in the magnocellular neurons of the paraventricular nuclei and to a lesser extent in the supraoptic nucleus. It is 
synthesized and transported in neurosecretory granules by nerve tracts to the neurohypophysis, where it is stored 
before it is released.9 

Oxytocin-containing axons extend to the dorsal vagal complex and the intermediolateral column in the thoraco-
lumbar portion of the spinal cord, and converge on the stellate ganglion. This suggests that they may be involved 
in modulation of cardiac responses or cardiac sympathetic activity.9

Secretion of oxytocins is stimulated by pain or suckling of the nipple but predominantly by manipulation or 
distension of the female genital tract.9  In pregnancy, the uterus becomes markedly sensitive to the effects of oxytocin 
as gestation progresses, with the myometrial receptor population increasing in density to a peak at term (secondary 
to the effects of oestrogen), along with an increase in messenger RNA within the receptor. In active labour, once 
the cervix is dilated more than 7cm, the receptor numbers start to decrease8,10, and after partuition, they decline 
rapidly.8
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The effects of oxytocin on uterine tone are likely to be due to the density of receptors in the uterus, rather than 
the plasma concentration.11 Oxytocin also acts on receptors on the mammary ducts to facilitate milk letdown.9 
Oxytocin receptors are also found outside of the uterus, in particular in the heart (atrial and ventricular tissue) and 
the vascular endothelium, and have also been identified in the thymus, adipose tissue and pancreas.8 Oxytocin 
means “quick birth” in Greek, presumably due to its effects on uterine tone.

Oxytocin receptors are G-protein coupled receptors found on the myometrial and myoepithelial cells. Stimulation 
causes an increase in the force of contraction. Oxytocin has unknown effects in males but it is stored in similar 
levels to women. It has a small antidiuretic effect, but only 1/200th that of vasopressin.9

Oxytocin has an elimination half-life in plasma of 3-5 minutes and is removed from the plasma via hydrolysis in 
the kidneys and the liver (by the action of oxytocinase).9,12

SYNTOCINON
Syntocinon, the synthetic form of oxytocin, is a nonapeptide identical in structure to oxytocin. It is wholly synthetic 
and has minimal vasopressor activity. One mg of Syntocinon is equivalent to 450 IU of hormone.9

The effect of Syntocinon infused at a low dose is a rhythmic uterine contraction, which is indistinguishable from 
labour. Higher doses cause a sustained tetanic uterine contraction.13

The effect of Syntocinon lasts 30 to 60 minutes after intramuscular injection, and is likely shorter after intravenous 
injection. Its half-life is approximately 30-60 minutes after intramuscular injection and 4–10 minutes after intravenous 
injection. Syntocinon distributes into the extracellular fluid, has low plasma protein binding and is eliminated in the 
liver and kidneys.13

Oxytocinase is a glycoprotein aminopeptidase produced during pregnancy, which degrades Syntocinon. Enzyme 
activity increases until term, rises steeply at term, and then declines post delivery. There is little or no degradation 
of Syntocinon in men, non-pregnant women or cord blood.13 The plasma levels of oxytocinase are raised in women 
receiving Syntocinon infusions, during prolonged labour and in multiple pregnancies. Plasma oxytocinase is derived 
predominantly from the placenta.14

In Australia and New Zealand, Syntocinon (Novartis) is supplied in 1 mL ampoules with either 5 IU or 10 IU of 
hormone. The formulation also contains sodium acetate, glacial acetic acid, chlorobutanol, ethanol and water. A 
study in 1998 investigated the effect of oxytocin and its preservative, chlorobutanol, on (non pregnant) human right 
atrial tissue samples. Chlorobutanol alone inhibited myocardial contractility, as well as synthetic oxytocin containing 
chlorobutanol. The magnitude of the negative inotropic effect on the atrial preparations was no different from 
chlorobutanol alone versus oxytocin and chlorobutanol. Thus, some of the haemodynamic changes witnessed may 
not be due solely to Syntocinon, as one of its preservatives may be contributing to the negative haemodynamic 
effects.15

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN ADMINISTERING OXYTOCIN
Dose
In the triennium 1997 – 1999, the British National Formulary recommended a 5 IU dose of Syntocinon, given slowly.16 

Despite this, the CEMACH report suggested that a request from the surgical team for a 10 IU bolus was a common 
request. This was the dose that was administered to a woman that was hypotensive as a result of a high spinal 
block and a post partum haemorrhage, and the injection was followed by cardiovascular collapse and death.4 The 
current United Kingdom Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and the NICE guidelines are to administer 
a 5 IU intravenous bolus, regardless of the indication for caesarean delivery.17

Interestingly, a survey of Fellows of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists resident in Australia and New Zealand and published in 2010, noted that the most common dose 
of IV oxytocin used at caesarean delivery was 10 IU (67% of respondents). Two of the 700 Fellows who responded 
gave or requested a 20 IU IV bolus dose. This survey did not ask anaesthetists what dose was actually administered.18

There is currently no evidence to support better efficacy from a bolus dose of 5 IU compared with smaller doses, 
and side effects are common with a dose of 5 IU. There are studies that evaluated smaller doses in elective and 
non-elective caesarean deliveries. These studies were all performed in patients that received regional anaesthesia, 
with no studies investigating the dose given during general anaesthesia. 

All dose-response studies concluded that a dose of less than 5 IU of Syntocinon was adequate to maintain 
uterine tone, but none have been adequately powered to show a difference in clinical outcome (such as blood loss 
or incidence of post-partum haemorrhage). A brief summary of three papers follows:
1.  Sartain JB, et al. Intravenous oxytocin bolus of 2 units is superior to 5 units during elective caesarean section. 

Eighty patients undergoing elective caesarean delivery were recruited and the patients were randomized to 
either 2 or 5 IU of oxytocin followed by an infusion of 10 IU per hour. All the patients had their surgery 
performed under spinal anaesthesia with a phenylephrine infusion. There was no difference between the two 
groups in blood loss, uterine tone or requests for additional uterotonic drugs. In the 5 IU group, there was a 
greater increase in heart rate, a larger decrease in mean arterial pressure and a higher rate of nausea and 
vomiting.19

2.  Carvalho JAC, et al. Oxytocin Requirements at Elective Cesarean Delivery: A Dose-Finding Study. Forty 
women having elective caesarean deliveries under spinal anaesthesia were studied and the ED90 of oxytocin 
was reported to be 0.35IU. These women had no other risk factors for uterine atony.20



3.  Butwick AJ, et al. Minimum effective bolus dose of oxytocin during elective caesarean delivery. The study aim 
was to quantify the lowest effective bolus dose of oxytocin to produce adequate uterine tone during elective 
caesarean delivery. Seventy-five patients were recruited and randomized to placebo, 0.5, 1, 3 or 5 IU of 
Syntocinon. All patients received a spinal anaesthetic with intrathecal morphine. If uterine tone was deemed 
“adequate” by the obstetrician 2 minutes after administration, an oxytocin infusion was started. Seventy-
three percent of patients in the placebo group had adequate uterine tone at 2 minutes (these patients also 
received uterine massage at delivery), although nearly 50% required rescue dose of oxytocin during the study 
period. The ED50 and ED90 of sytocinon were unable to be calculated due to this high rate of adequate uterine 
tone after placebo and low dose boluses. There were no significant differences in the prevalence of adequate 
uterine tone among the study groups, although there was a higher rate of hypotension in the 5 IU group (vs. 
the placebo).21

Tachyphylaxis
The oxytocin G-protein coupled receptor undergoes desensitization in the face of persistent agonist stimulation. 
There are numerous potential cellular mechanisms responsible for this. Initially, the receptor and the G protein 
uncouple. This occurs within a matter of seconds to minutes. Once uncoupled, the receptor undergoes internalization 
or sequestration. Once internalized, the receptor can undergo degradation within lysosomes.8 The oxytocin receptor 
undergoes rapid internalization in the setting of persistent agonist stimulation, which probably partly explains why 
women having a non-elective caesarean delivery require more Syntocinon than those having an elective caesarean.9 

The internalization of oxytocin receptors with agonist exposure has been postulated as a cause for the reduced 
effect of Syntocinon after either repeat dosing or among patients who have received a Syntocinon infusion. In a 
study of haemodynamic changes among women in the first trimester receiving a 10 IU bolus of oxytocin, less 
pronounced changes in haemodynamics occurred after a second dose.22

Infusions
It is the author’s experience that it is relatively standard practice to combine a Syntocinon bolus with a postoperative 
sytocinon infusion at caesarean delivery. The short half-life of Syntocinon suits the administration of an infusion.

A recent study came to the conclusion that a 5 IU bolus prior to an infusion (at 1.3 IU/min for 30 minutes, followed 
by 0.04 IU/min for 8 hours) did not alter the need for additional uterotonic drugs within the first 24 hours among 
women with at least one risk factor for uterine atony.23

The recommendation from the CEMACH report for 2003-2005 is that IV oxytocin and/or ergometrine are the 
treatment of choice for uterine atony and should be followed by an oxytocin infusion for 2-4 hours. The infusion 
dose rate recommended is 40 IU over 4 hours (0.16 IU/min).24

SIDE EFFECTS OF OXYTOCIN
Cardiac
Mean Arterial Pressure. Intravenous oxytocin injections cause a biphasic change in mean arterial pressure. Initially, 
there is a rise in the mean arterial pressure that may be associated with a reflex bradycardia and subsequent 
decrease in cardiac output. This is followed by a prolonged fall in mean arterial pressure and increased pulse and 
cardiac output. These changes are dose dependent.22, 25

Studies in the 1970s of women in the first trimester having termination of pregnancy demonstrated oxytocin-
induced hypotension, tachycardia and increased cardiac output.22 More recent studies confirm these changes, 
which were due to a reduction in systemic vascular resistance among women presenting for caesarean delivery.26 

ECG changes. A bolus of 10 IU has been shown to produce ST-T depression in both women undergoing caesarean 
delivery under spinal anaesthesia and women who were neither pregnant nor anaesthetised. The ECG changes 
were associated with symptoms such as flushing, chest pain and shortness of breath. This is now recognised to 
be a large dose but it suggests some of the ECG changes are likely related to the oxytocin administration, rather 
than the regional anaesthesia or pregnancy.27

Oxytocin-induced ECG changes are thought to be due to hypotension, tachycardia and possibly coronary artery 
vasoconstriction.27,28 The incidence is greater after a 10 IU bolus, but is still possible after a 5 IU dose.28

Pulmonary Haemodynamics
The effects of oxytocin on the pulmonary vasculature have not been studied well. In a study of nine women in the 
first trimester who received either a 5 IU or a 10 IU dose of oxytocin, there were significant changes in the pulmonary 
pressures. The pulmonary artery pressure increased by a maximum of a third, peaking 150 seconds post administration, 
at a time when the systolic blood pressure had returned to baseline. The elevation in pulmonary artery pressure 
persisted for 10 minutes. The effects were almost as pronounced after 5 IU as after 10 IU.22

Hyponatraemia
Despite the antidiuretic effect of oxytocin being much less pronounced compared with vasopressin, there is a small 
effect such that high doses, have been associated with water intoxication, due to increased water reabsorption 
from the glomerular filtrate. Case reports usually also note an association with administration of large volumes of 
low solute fluids.12,13
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Anaphylaxis
There are numerous case reports implicating Syntocinon as the cause of an allergic reaction but few where this 
reaction has been confirmed by skin testing. Oxytocin is a skin irritant if injected subcutaneously. It has been 
postulated that some of the cases of allergy attributed to syntocinon were more likely to have been a reaction due 
to latex.29

CARBETOCIN
Carbetocin is a synthetic analogue of oxytocin, with structural modifications. These modifications protect the 
carbetocin molecule from degradation by oxytocinase, therefore prolonging its half-life and pharmacological effect. 
Carbetocin (Duratocin, Ferring) is supplied in a 1 mL ampoule, containing 100 micrograms of the drug, which is the 
recommended bolus dose when administered intravenously or intramuscularly.30

The half-life of Carbetocin is approximately 40 minutes after an intravenous injection. The tonic uterine activity 
is 60 minutes after intravenous injection and 120 minutes after intramuscular injection. There have been minimal 
adverse effects associated with carbetocin’s use and its side effect rate is likely similar to Syntocinon.31

A Cochrane Review from 2007 looked at four studies (three at caesarean delivery and one at vaginal delivery) 
that compared carbetocin to Syntocinon to prevent postpartum haemorrhage. Carbetocin resulted in a statistically 
significant reduction in the need for therapeutic uterotonic agents (in the caesarean delivery groups), but there was 
insufficient evidence that carbetocin was as effective as Syntocinon to prevent postpartum haemorrhage. There 
was no significant reduction in need for therapeutic uterotonic drugs after vaginal delivery. There was no difference 
in adverse events.32

The proposed advantages of carbetocin over Syntocinon are its longer half-life and the subsequent need for a 
single IV or IM injection, rather than an infusion. Further studies looking at its effect in cardiac patients, women with 
pre-eclampsia and in women already bleeding are required.

SUMMARY
Syntocinon remains an important drug for the prevention and treatment of post partum haemorrhage. The evidence 
supporting injection of a 5 IU dose at delivery is scant and this dose causes transient but profound cardiovascular 
side effects when given as a rapid bolus. Recent studies suggest that a smaller dose at both elective and non-
elective caesarean delivery is sufficient to improve uterine tone, and these doses potentially reduce the severity of 
haemodynamic side effects. 

The international guidelines for the dosage of Syntocinon after caesarean delivery are varied. There are also 
warnings about this drug, both with a black box warning from the United States FDA33 and inclusion on a list of 
high alert medications from the Institute for Safe Medication Practices.34

The haemodynamic effects of a 5 IU bolus are unlikely to cause significant problems in healthy women, but it 
seems appropriate to use a lower dose of 2-3 IU bolused slowly and titrate further doses to effect. An editorial 
published in 2010 in the International Journal of Obstetric Anaesthesia recommends an initial dose of less than 
5IU, as a slow bolus.35 It is encouraging to know that smaller doses result in adequate uterine tone in women with 
cardiac conditions or hypovolaemia who are unable to produce a compensatory increase in cardiac output. 

A recent study by King and colleagues23 also suggests that an initial high dose infusion, rather than a bolus, 
produces satisfactory uterine tone. Unfortunately, this study was not powered to assess side effects from the high 
dose initial infusion. An adequate and safe dose rate of Sytnocinon by infusion post delivery is yet to be clarified. 

It is important to remember women with prolonged labour prior to presenting for caesarean delivery and those 
receiving a Syntocinon infusion prior to delivery are likely to require a higher dose of Syntocinon. They may also 
require other uterotonic drugs that act on the myometrium via other mechanisms, such as Ergomterine or Misoprostol.

The present data supports a dose of 2 IU given as a slow bolus for elective caesarean sections, with an increase 
to a 3 IU bolus for non-elective caesarean deliveries. These women should receive infusions post delivery. 

What is not clear at the present time, is the most suitable dose of Syntocinon in the context of a general 
anaesthetic, particularly when using volatile agents which relax the myometrium. It has not been established what 
bolus doses or infusion rates should be used in women who have more than one risk factor for uterine atony, other 
risk factors for post partum haemorrhage or women with pre-eclampsia. 
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management of rheumatic heart disease in pregnancy. 

INTRODUCTION
Maternal heart disease occurs in approximately 1% of pregnancies, but causes 15% of maternal mortality. Maternal 
mortality is classified as ‘direct’ (eg haemorrhage, pre-eclampsia) ‘indirect’ (eg cardiac, neurological) and ‘coincidental’ 
(eg trauma).1, 2 Heart disease is the largest single cause of maternal death in developed countries, greater than 
individual direct or coincidental causes.1-3 After a massive decline in the mid 20th century, the incidence of cardiac 
death has increased four-fold over the past 30 years (Figure 1), with ischaemic heart disease, cardiomyopathy and 
aortic dissection now usurping the place of rheumatic heart disease.1, 3-6 This increase is probably related to increasing 
maternal age and obesity.1, 3, 5 It is therefore important to note that in the latest UK maternal mortality report, 
‘substandard care’, especially failure to consider a cardiac diagnosis for symptoms, was judged to be present in 
50% of cardiac deaths.1 

Figure 1. Cardiac maternal mortality
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Congenital heart disease (CHD), often already corrected, is the most prevalent heart disease in pregnancy (0.8%) 
in western countries, but acquired disease is the major cause of mortality.3, 5, 6 

PHYSIOLOGY
Pregnancy is a hypervolaemic, hyperdynamic and pro-coagulant state.3, 6 The precise initiating roles of various 
placental or maternal hormones, including progesterone, oestrogens, corticotrophin releasing hormone and prolactin, 
remains unclear.7 However, the result is an increase in nitric oxide production and endothelial prostacyclin; activation 
of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system; increased cortisol levels and decreased responsiveness to angiotensin 
II and noradrenaline.7 In addition there is an increase in clotting factors with decreased levels of Protein S and 
increased resistance to Protein C.7 Haemodynamic changes reflect both humorally mediated vasodilation and the 
development of the high flow, low resistance utero-placental unit.7 Blood volume and cardiac output both increase 
30-50% by mid-term, usually accompanied by a slight increase in heart rate and lower blood pressure, with a 
decrease in both systemic and pulmonary vascular resistance.3, 6 A reduction in cardiac output (by 20-25%) occurs 
in the supine position from caval compression.7 Labour results in a fluctuating 25-30% increase in cardiac output 
from pain-related catecholamines and contraction-related auto-transfusion. Pushing (Valsalva) can result in rapid 
changes, first increasing and then decreasing cardiac output from impaired venous return, with compensatory 
tachycardia.7 After delivery, cardiac output may increase a further 25-50% from auto-transfusion of the contracted 
uterus and removal of caval compression.7 This increase in output persists for 1-2 days, is 80% resolved after  
2 weeks and returns to normal after 2-3 months.7, 8 It is easy to see why these profound physiological changes, as 
well as pregnancy-related disorders such as haemorrhage or pre-eclampsia, can precipitate complications in 
patients with cardiac disease. 
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RISK OF DEATH AND MORBIDITY
Prediction of mortality and morbidity relates to specific conditions and to acknowledged risk factors. High mortality 
rates occur with peripartum cardiomyopathy (10-30%) and in various forms of pulmonary hypertension (25-40%).5, 

6, 9 Other conditions have a much lower mortality (<5%) with modern care. History and echocardiography are the 
keys to determining prognosis. The incidence of cardiac morbidity can then be estimated using the Cardiac Disease 
in Pregnancy (CARPREG) risk index (Figure 2), which was derived in an observational series of 562 pregnant patients 
with a wide range of heart conditions.10 Curiously, pulmonary hypertension was not an independent predictor in 
this study, though it is frequently associated with adverse outcomes.11, 12 

Figure 2. CARPREG risk index10

Number of risk factors# Overall Risk Incidence of cardiac complications*

0 Low 5%

1 Moderate 30%

>1 High 70%

# Risk factors:
• History of cardiac complications eg pulmonary oedema; symptomatic arrhythmias
• Dyspnoea (NYHA 3 or 4) or cyanosis (SpO2 < 90%) 
• Impaired left ventricular function (EF < 40%)
• Left heart obstruction (aortic or mitral valve area < 1.5 cm2)
* Complications: pulmonary oedema, symptomatic arrhythmias or stroke

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
1. Congenital heart disease (CHD)
Most minor or corrected conditions have normal outcomes for mother and baby.13 
Women with uncorrected cyanotic or complex CHD are much more problematic, with the highest mortality (approx 
40%) in patients with Eisenmenger’s syndrome (reversal of left-to-right shunt).13, 14 In other complex CHD, the 
mortality rate is generally less than 5%, though the incidence of miscarriage (40%) premature delivery (30%) and 
fetal mortality (15%) is high.13 Antibiotic prophylaxis for endocarditis (ampicillin 2g) is currently indicated only for 
complicated CHD or prosthetic grafts in the presence of prolonged or infected labour.3 The incidence of CHD in 
the infants of mothers with CHD is ten times the community risk.3, 13 

2. Pulmonary hypertension (PHT)
PHT is poorly tolerated in pregnancy, because the right ventricle is unable to cope with the additional load imposed 
by the physiological changes of pregnancy.15 If PHT is secondary to a remediable cause such as mitral stenosis, a 
good outcome can be expected with appropriate treatment.6 However, in idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(formerly called primary pulmonary hypertension), or when PHT is secondary to pulmonary vasculitides (eg scleroderma, 
SLE), severe respiratory disease, or uncorrectable heart disease, the mortality is 25-40%. Death is usually from 
right heart failure or thromboembolism, most commonly in the first week post-partum.3, 6, 15 Treatment is of the 
specific cause (if secondary), plus general therapy for cardiac failure (eg diuretics) and anticoagulation. Vasodilators 
such amlodipine, sildenafil and intravenous or inhaled prostacyclin are useful for some sub-categories of PHT.3, 15

3. Rheumatic heart disease (RHD)
Rheumatic heart disease (RHD) remains a major problem in indigenous communities of northern Australia (1-3%), 
and some immigrant groups.16 Outcomes are predictable based on assessment of known CARPREG risk factors 
(especially mitral stenosis and a history of pulmonary oedema) and the presence of PHT.10, 12, 16 Exacerbation is 
usually associated with a clear precipitant such as sepsis, pre-eclampsia or IV fluid loads. Medical therapy is usually 
adequate, though percutaneous balloon mitral valvuloplasty can be performed safely during pregnancy for severe 
or symptomatic mitral stenosis.12, 16 Previously undiagnosed patients still occur, so RHD should always be considered 
with new onset cardio-respiratory symptoms in pregnant indigenous patients.16 



4. Management of anticoagulation
The care of anticoagulated patients with prosthetic heart valves requires balancing the substantial risks of maternal 
haemorrhage, maternal thrombosis (including stroke) and fetal loss or embryopathy, all of which are in the 10-20% 
range.12, 16 Accepted management involves maintaining warfarin until pregnant (low teratogenic risk before 6 weeks), 
then one of three options: (i) therapeutic dose low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) with anti-Xa monitoring plus 
aspirin; (ii) warfarin until 36 weeks, then changing to unfractionated heparin (UFH) or LMWH; or (iii) LMWH during 
1st trimester (to minimise teratogenic risk) then revert to warfarin regimen. LMWH is stopped 36 hours before labour 
or surgery; UFH 6 hours beforehand.16, 17 The choice should be individualised based on a range of factors: LMWH 
is favoured for a well motivated patient, requiring high warfarin dose, with ready access to anti-Xa monitoring; 
warfarin is favoured with likely poor compliance, high thrombotic risk and a required warfarin dose of <5mg, which 
has a low risk of embryopathy ( less than 10%).16, 17 Caesarean section is often performed in these patients, either 
to enable timing of anticoagulation cessation, or if the woman labours within two weeks of stopping warfarin, as it 
is still active in the fetus after normalisation of maternal coagulation, who is then at risk of intracranial bleeding 
during labour.17 

5. Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) and myocardial infarction (MI)
IHD is reported to occur in only 1 in 10,000 pregnancies, but is thirty times more likely in patients over 40 years 
compared to those less than 20 years.3 Risk factors include age over 35, obesity, smoking, family history, hypertension 
and diabetes. Appropriate investigations (Troponin levels, serial ECGs) should be performed in patients with typical 
ischaemic symptoms. Patients with known IHD should be assessed and treated based on standard criteria with 
delivery planned to minimise haemodynamic stress (see delivery section).18 Pregnancy-associated MI may be due 
to coronary artery dissection or spasm rather than atherosclerosis.19 During the stress of the peripartum period or 
post-partum, dissection accounts for 35-50% of MIs, compared to only 10% antepartum.19 Consequently percutaneous 
coronary intervention (with possible stenting) is the treatment of choice rather than thrombolysis.3, 19 Bare-metal 
stents, which do not require prolonged treatment with clopidogrel, may be preferable in the antepartum period.3, 19 
Standard treatments in addition to antiplatelet agents include nitrates, beta blockade and LMWH.3, 5 Angiotension 
converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE inhibitors), angiotension II receptor blockers (ARBs), statins and amiodarone 
are class D drugs causing fetal abnormalities or death, so should not be given while still pregnant.5 Metoprolol is 
preferred over atenolol, as the latter may cause fetal growth retardation.5 In a recent literature review the mortality 
of myocardial infarction was 18% in the immediate peripartum period, but 9% when it occurred more than 24 hours 
before or after labour.19 Historic data also suggests that delivery within 2 weeks of a myocardial infarction is 
associated with a high mortality – a period of stabilisation may be preferable if both cardiac and obstetric considerations 
permit.6 Care must also be taken with the use of uterotonic agents (see delivery section).6 

6. Aortic dissection
This is most commonly idiopathic, but may be secondary to Marfan’s syndrome or bicuspid aortic valve disease.1, 

3 It should be suspected with severe back or left sided chest pain, diminished left sided pulses or a widened 
mediastinum on chest X-ray. CT angiogram with contrast or transoesophageal echocardiography will show the 
diagnosis. It is important to investigate appropriately if suspected rather than having inordinate fear of radiation to 
the fetus.1 Patients with Marfan’s syndrome require beta blockade and frequent echocardiography during pregnancy. 
Aortic arch replacement is recommended if aortic diameter is greater than 40mm, at which stage the risk of 
spontaneous rupture is 10%.3, 11

7. Peripartum cardiomyopathy (PPCM)
PPCM occurs in 1 in 4000 pregnancies.3, 6, 9 It is a diagnosis of exclusion, with progressive systolic left ventricular 
dysfunction developing 1 month pre-partum to 5 months post-partum. Management involves anti-failure treatment 
plus anticoagulation; heart transplant is a last-ditch option. Patients who recover should be counselled that it recurs 
in 30% of subsequent pregnancies.3, 6 

8. Hypertrophic (obstructive) cardiomyopathy (HCM or HOCM)
This is an autosomal dominant condition, with an incidence of 1 in 500.20 There is a wide range of severity from 
essentially benign to immediately life-threatening. The majority of patients have an uneventful pregnancy, with 
adverse outcomes predictable based on severity of symptoms (dyspnoea, syncope) and the degree of ventricular 
outflow obstruction.20, 21 If required, treatment may involve beta blockade, with phenylephrine or metaraminol for 
first-line treatment of hypotension rather than beta agonists.20 

9. Cardiac surgery during pregnancy
The requirement for cardiac surgery and cardio-pulmonary bypass during pregnancy is associated with maternal 
mortality of 5-10% and a fetal/neonatal death rate of 30%.5, 11 Although these rates probably reflect the maternal 
condition primarily, other ill-defined factors such as cardiopulmonary bypass flows may also be relevant.5, 11 Therefore, 
if the fetus is viable, consideration should be given to delivering the baby before the cardiac operation.11 

10. Previous heart transplant
Despite the expected infection risk from immunotherapy and the lack of intact cardiac autonomic innervation, 
outcomes are generally positive.6 In a series of 22 patients, hypertension or pre-eclampsia occurred in nearly half 
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and infections in 27%, but there were no maternal deaths or instances of heart failure and no fetal abnormalities.22

Overall management plan
An overall management plan outline is given in figure 3. It should be individualised based on the severity of disease. 
In general terms, low risk patients can be treated as standard obstetric patients. At the other extreme, high risk 
patients may require transfer to a unit with access to immediate interventions including percutaneous valvuloplasty 
or cardiac surgery.3, 5, 6 

Figure 3. Overall management of obstetric patients with cardiac disease

• Determine diagnosis
• Assessment of severity

– Specific high risk conditions 
– CARPREG risk score (history and echocardiography) 
– Cardiologist assessment

• Medication or other intervention as required
• Collaboration between relevant disciplines

– obstetrics, cardiology, anaesthesia, ICU, paediatrics, haematology
• Co-ordination of delivery 

– Appropriate location (expertise, resources)
– Dependent on cardiac and obstetric factors

DELIVERY PLAN
A plan for delivery and labour is outlined in figure 4. It is clear that vaginal delivery is achievable (and generally 
preferable) for the vast majority of patients with cardiac disease if obstetric considerations permit.3, 5, 6 In patients 
at moderate to high risk, the use of well-conducted epidural analgesia (to minimise the haemodynamic perturbations 
of labour), strict avoidance of caval compression (eg left lateral position), and assisted delivery (to minimise pushing) 
are rational strategies,3, 5, 6 though there are no data from randomised trials. The anaesthetist should be present for 
delivery as the person most able to manage haemodynamic changes. Great care must be taken with all uterotonic 
agents.3, 5, 6 Ergometrine can cause myocardial ischaemia from coronary artery spasm and pulmonary oedema from 
venoconstriction.6, 23 Oxytocin causes tachycardia and hypotension with decreased systemic and increased pulmonary 
vascular resistance.6, 24 Prostaglandins have a similar effect.6 However, a balance must be achieved to avoid 
inadequate uterine contraction and excessive blood loss. An infusion of oxytocin (eg starting at 0.5 -1 units/minute),24 
titrated to haemodynamics and uterine tone, is recommended as the first line uterotonic for high risk patients. 

Figure 4. Labour and delivery plan for moderate to high cardiac risk patients

Labour:
• Consider epidural pain relief 
• Wedged or lateral position
• Avoid excessive IV fluids
• Antibiotic prophylaxis indicated with prosthetic valves, complex CHD, history of endocarditis or obstetrics 

reasons
• Consider invasive monitoring for high risk patients 

Delivery:
• Consider assisted vaginal delivery
• Anaesthetist present for delivery
• Avoid ergometrine 
• Oxytocin infusion eg 0.5-1 U/ minute initially +/- 1 unit increments IV (omit with severe disease)
• Consider delivery in monitored situation (eg operating theatre) for high risk patients

Post Delivery:
• IV fluids to replace blood loss only
• Cease IV fluids once bleeding stopped
• Consider frusemide IV or orally if at risk of pulmonary oedema
• Observe in high dependency unit or intensive care overnight



CAESAREAN SECTION
A summary of indications for Caesarean Section and anaesthesia recommendations are given in Figure 5. Cardiac 
indications for Caesarean section are based on logic or practical issues (eg anticoagulation management or planned 
high risk delivery in daylight hours) rather than convincing data.3, 5, 6 It is far more likely that obstetric considerations 
will be the determining factor for operative delivery, though many obstetricians have a lower threshold for intervention 
in patients with co-existing pathology. Should Caesarean Section be indicated, general principles of maintaining 
haemodynamic stability and oxygenation are more important than specific techniques.3, 6 For instance, worsening 
of pulmonary hypertension or right-to-left shunt, can be avoided through ‘cardiac’ general anaesthesia and controlled 
ventilation (despite the effect of increased airway pressure), or by epidural anaesthesia plus the use of peripheral 
alpha agonists and judicious fluids.6, 25 Similarly, preventing tachycardia and maintaining systemic vascular resistance 
in patients with left-sided obstructive lesions can also be achieved through opioids and volatile agents or with 
regional anaesthesia and alpha agonists.20, 25 Consequently, there are many series demonstrating the successful 
use of either regional (incremental epidural) or general anaesthesia for obstetric patients with severe cardiac disease 
of virtually any kind.6, 15, 25, 26 The wishes of the patient, her ability to lie flat without dyspnoea, contraindications to 
regional anaesthesia (eg anticoagulation), and the individual expertise of the anaesthetist may be decisive factors.

Figure 5. Caesarean Section for moderate to high risk cardiac patients

Indications:
Obstetric

Cardiac:
• Unstable situation (patient likely to be improved after baby delivered)

– Decompensated heart failure despite treatment
– Aortic dissection
– ?dilated aortic root
– ?severe pulmonary hypertension 

• Anticoagulation
– Prosthetic valves: to fit with timing of stopping anticoagulation
– Warfarin within last 2 weeks (fetal protection)
– High risk patient with labour epidural relatively contra-indicated

• Logistical issues (timing of high risk delivery when resources available)

Anaesthesia: 
– Either general or regional (incremental epidural) depending on contraindications, specific patient factors 

and anaesthetist expertise
– Invasive monitoring indicated for high risk cases
– Avoid excessive IV fluids (primarily use to replace fluid losses)
– Maintain haemodynamics with vasopressors
– Oxytocin via titrated infusion (eg start 0.5-1 unit/ minute)  

+/- 1 unit increments IV (omit with severe disease)
– Observe in high dependency unit or intensive care overnight

SUMMARY
Maternal heart disease occurs in approximately 1% of pregnancies, but causes 15% of maternal mortality. Specific 
high risk conditions and maternal cardiac risk factors are well established, so the prognosis for patients with known 
disease is predictable. However, a high index of suspicion and a low threshold for appropriate investigations are 
required to reduce mortality in patients without previously recognised cardiac disease. Multi-disciplinary collaboration, 
with tailoring of cardiac therapy and delivery plan to the diagnosis and severity of disease, is associated with a 
good outcome for the majority of patients. Vaginal delivery is generally preferred if obstetric indications allow. There 
are very few cardiac indications for Caesarean section and both general and regional anaesthesia are acceptable 
in most cases. 
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YOUR NEXT CASE
It is 9pm at night and you are the consultant on call at a busy teaching hospital. The next case is an 88 year old 
man who has fallen and injured his left lower leg requiring evacuation of a large haematoma and split skin graft to 
close a residual defect. He had a myocardial infarction six months ago complicated by acute pulmonary oedema, 
but states that he has recovered. The ECG shows atrial fibrillation and inferior Q waves. Your registrar heard a 
systolic murmur, but was unconcerned as the patient walked his dog each day (JF personal experience).

You have several choices: completely ignore the murmur, delay the case and obtain a transthoracic echocardiography 
(TTE) examination by the cardiologists, proceed as if this might be significant aortic stenosis, or perform a goal-
directed TTE study?

TTE USE IN ANAESTHESIA PRACTICE
For many years since Inge Edler in Sweden in 1953 borrowed a naval reflectoscope to image a heart, cardiac 
ultrasound has largely remained the province of the cardiologists. General ultrasound was for the radiologists. 
Surgeons and emergency physicians developed the Focused Abdominal Sonography in Trauma (FAST scan) in the 
mid 1990s, including the sub-costal window to image the heart. Parasternal and apical windows were added to 
better diagnose haemodynamic instability in emergency departments and intensive care units. Ultrasound is a very 
useful imaging modality that has crossed traditional craft group usage and in recent times has entered anaesthesia 
and critical care practice in a major way.

In anaesthesia there were parallel developments of transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) in cardiac surgery, 
and ultrasound-guided procedures such as vascular access and regional anaesthesia. Ultrasound machine 
manufacturers recognised the potential and produced smaller, cheaper portable models. Phased array probes were 
added providing a practical path for more widespread use of TTE. The non invasive nature of TTE has increased 
the scope into both the preoperative and postoperative arenas. Training courses and workshops for anaesthetists 
appeared in TTE rather than just TOE. 

With these developments, TTE is arguably now ready to come of age.

WHY TTE IN ANAESTHESIA?
There are many reasons why anaesthetists now seek to perform their own TTE. These include: preoperative 
assessments, diagnosis of haemodynamic collapse and haemodynamic monitoring. The most obvious and common 
use of TTE is the preoperative assessment of cardiac disease. Cardiology services may not be available at short 
notice for either perioperative assessments or in the event of a perioperative emergency. Very few Australasian 
institutions, if any, have such a service available at any hour of the day or night. 

In an ideal world, elective surgery patients would not arrive in the preoperative waiting area with an inadequate 
assessment of cardiac function. Anaesthetists may resort to increasing invasive monitoring or insist on high 
dependency or ICU beds after surgery to compensate for potential cardiac disease. Anaesthetist performed TTE 
may assist in better risk stratification of patients, and facilitate rational use of invasive monitoring or higher dependency 
postoperative care. In this sense, echo is used as a triage tool to determine the most appropriate management for 
patients. 

A second imperative is to guide the diagnosis and management of perioperative haemodynamic instability. 
Clinical examination alone cannot reliably diagnose the cause of haemodynamic collapse. Hypotension is the 
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warning sign of haemodynamic instability, but does not identify the cause. 
Echocardiography can be used to identify patterns of abnormality (such as hypovolaemia), systolic failure or 

vasodilatation), and when integrated with the clinical scenario, can help identify the cause of haemodynamic 
instability. Royse has described a methodology for the evaluation of haemodynamic state using limited TTE.1 
Critically ill patients require urgent diagnosis. This is facilitated if the practitioner managing the patient performs 
the TTE, rather than relying on third party providers such as cardiology, where timely access to their services may 
be limited or not available. 

A third use of cardiac ultrasound is as a perioperative haemodynamic monitor. Echocardiography allows the 
assessment of both right and left sided preload, of right and left ventricular systolic and diastolic function, of 
pulmonary artery pressures (in most cases) and of cardiac output. No other haemodynamic monitor is able to 
measure all of these parameters. TTE, unlike either TOE or a pulmonary artery catheter, is non-invasive and there 
are no safety issues in image acquisition. It can also be used in an awake patient. Other monitors using pulse 
pressure variation or transoesophageal doppler devices are arguably easier to use but provide a less complete 
picture. An example of using TTE for haemodynamic monitoring during a caesarean section is described by Ferguson 
et al.2

Fourthly, the anaesthetic perspective should be born in mind. It is rare for a cardiac sonographer or cardiologist 
to have patient in whom there are sudden and significant changes in preload, afterload or contractility, as occurs 
during anaesthesia. Anaesthetists will view echocardiograms with a different perspective to cardiologists, focusing 
on ventricular function and haemodynamically important valve lesions to answer specific questions, rather than a 
comprehensive study aimed at identifying all aspects of the echocardiogram. 

Learning to perform and interpret echocardiography requires an additional knowledge base that is not currently 
part of anaesthesia training. Performing echocardiography also provides the practitioner with a powerful feedback 
tool, which serves to improve understanding of the pathophysiology and how anaesthesia influences it. Many 
anaesthetists read only the conclusions of formal report, but the black and white conclusions often hide a greater 
subtlety in the numbers, findings and the interpretation of the study. The anaesthetic paradigm mentioned earlier 
can result in a different interpretation for our specialty even though the conclusions are totally appropriate from a 
cardiology perspective. 

An example could be a report of a large pericardial effusion without echocardiographic evidence of tamponade. 
In another personal example, the patient had undergone a pericardial window 1 month earlier. The cardiologist had 
reassured the surgeon that tamponade was no longer a risk. The anaesthetist performed a limited TTE and identified 
a warning sign of a small degree of right atrial collapse, leading the anaesthetist to consider tamponade a significant 
risk during the forthcoming anaesthetic. A 1500 mL fluid loading and vasopressor with the induction was administered. 
Despite this, there was a significant, but not life threatening, haemodynamic change on induction. The echo findings 
were the same for both cardiologist and anaesthetist, but the images were seen from a different perspective. 

GOAL DIRECTED CARDIAC ULTRASOUND
Echocardiography examinations performed by cardiology services are (almost always) comprehensive diagnostic 
studies. Studies are conducted for other practitioners and, irrespective of the indications for a study, the expectation 
is that all findings will be included in the report. Conversely, in anaesthesia, echocardiography is an extension of 
the clinical assessment. The echo results are often directly and immediately integrated with other clinical information. 
Cardiologists need to follow trends overtime so quantification is important, but in anaesthesia, long term trends 
are unimportant and a qualitative assessment will often suffice, especially in time critical situations. 

These differences have led to a paradigm of goal-directed studies to answer only one or more specific clinical 
questions (and often no more). Terms such as limited or focused, bed-side or point of care are also used because 
of their location, or hand-held because of the equipment often used.3,4 

They may take only five minutes while a comprehensive study may take half an hour. Goal-directed studies may 
only use one or two echocardiographic windows and fewer than the expected number of views through each 
window than would be expected in a comprehensive study. Quantification may be minimal or non-existent, pattern 
recognition being more important than measurement. A goal-directed study may need no more than 2D imaging if 
only haemodynamic state needs to be assessed, while a global assessment of valvular function requires colour 
flow imaging as well. The term “cardiac ultrasound” is used by some to cover both types of examination while the 
term “echocardiography” is reserved by others for comprehensive studies only. 

There are some issues with goal-directed studies. First, it must be accepted that some information will be missed. 
A study by Rugolotto et al5 showed that using clinical examination alone, a cardiologist missed some 40% of 
significant abnormalities when compared with a comprehensive TTE. Using a hand-held bedside cardiac ultrasound 
with 2D and colour flow Doppler capabilities only, they still missed 20% of significant abnormalities. However, by 
using the results of the bedside study they were able to institute earlier treatment and discharge patients a day 
earlier on average. Importantly, the authors reported no errors in treatment using the bedside studies. Other studies 
have had similar findings.6-8 Missed information is potentially important but may not be significant in critical care. 
A minor regional wall motion abnormality might be missed, but will not be the cause of haemodynamic collapse. 

There is an increasing body of evidence for the efficacy of point of care, physician and sonographer performed, 
goal directed studies, using with portable or hand carried machine. These studies are in many fields including 
cardiology,7,9,10 general medicine,11 emergency medicine (many specialties),12-14 intensive care15-18 and anaesthesia,19,20 
However, not all authors agree its utility in all fields or all circumstances.21,22



The potential advantages of goal directed studies should not be understated. In anaesthesia, when faced with 
a systolic murmur, it is important23 to exclude haemodynamically significant aortic stenosis with reasonable certainty. 
This cannot be done clinically. A review by Etchells and colleagues,24 showed that while effort syncope with a 
systolic murmur has the highest positive predictive value, the lack of effort syncope is not helpful in differentiating 
severe aortic stenosis. The lack of radiation of the murmur to the right carotid is the most useful of the negative 
clinical sign, but there is a false negative rate of 5 – 10%. They showed cardiologists are better than non cardiologists, 
but that even cardiologists were no better than about 90% certain. Reichlin et al25 assessed the ability of emergency 
physicians to diagnose systolic murmurs. The study included 203 consecutive patients admitted to an emergency 
department and noted to have a systolic murmur. Some 35% of these had significant valvular heart disease shown 
on TTE within an hour of the clinical examination (equal distribution of mitral regurgitation, aortic stenosis and other 
lesions). Sensitivity and specificity for the correct diagnosis by clinical examination were only 82% and  
69% respectively. 

In 1975 using M-mode echocardiography, Weyman and Feigenbaum26 showed that a cusp separation of 15mm 
or more in the parasternal long axis view excludes moderate or severe aortic stenosis. Since then 2D imaging has 
dramatically improved, and restricted leaflet movement in the parasternal long and short axis views readily identifies 
haemodynamically significant moderate or severe aortic stenosis. 

There is controversy regarding qualitative versus quantitative grading of ventricular function or valve lesions. If 
long term trends are important, then quantification is important. For example, if a patient has had a myocardial 
infarction and an ejection fraction of 40%, they may be put on an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor. In three 
months a cardiologist will be interested if the ejection fraction is now 35, 40 or 45%. But in anaesthesia, all have 
about the same degree of systolic impairment. An anaesthetist wants to know if the systolic function of a heart is 
normal, somewhat impaired or severely impaired. These patterns are easy to distinguish by 2D pattern recognition 
alone. With aortic stenosis, we are accustomed to peak and mean gradients and aortic valve area. But do we really 
need this data? Anaesthetists need to know whether the stenosis could be haemodynamically significant, so that 
we can plan the anaesthetic and postoperative care appropriately. In elective surgery, quantification may be important 
in those few cases in which it would be more appropriate to consider valve surgery prior to their planned operation. 
But when surgery is urgent and there is little choice but to proceed and anaesthetists will treat moderate and severe 
stenosis in a similar manner. 

Quantification for less experienced operators also has the potential to underestimate severity. The jets are often 
eccentric and may require the use of non-standard views to obtain the peak velocity and the use of a non-imaging 
probe. If the peak velocity is not interrogated, the valve area is overestimated and gradients underestimated. An 
area of active research in preoperative assessment is to determine the learning curves required for the safe 
quantification of aortic stenosis in comparison to qualitative 2D and colour flow pattern recognition. In a small study 
by Cowie et al,27 TTE naïve anaesthetic trainees were able to measure peak velocity and potentially gain useful 
information in addition to that available from 2D and colour flow imaging alone. 

TRAINING IN TTE FOR ANAESTHETISTS IN AUSTRALASIA
The penetration of TTE into anaesthesia can be gauged by training numbers. Courses, conferences and workshops 
in TOE appeared in the late 1990s. Formal training was offered in Australia in 2004 with the establishment of a 
Postgraduate Diploma in Perioperative and Critical Care Echocardiography by the University of Melbourne (PGDipEcho). 
The original diploma included a component of TTE, but was largely designed for cardiac anaesthetists performing 
TOE. The call for training for general anaesthetists and TTE resulted in modifications in 2009. The first six months 
became a Postgraduate Certificate in Clinical Ultrasound (PGCertCU) with a strong emphasis on TTE with TOE 
largely consigned to a second six months now a Postgraduate Diploma in Clinical Ultrasound (PGDipCU). The 
knowledge base for the PGCertCU is aimed at “a good basic sonographer” and the PGDipCU at “diagnostic level”. 
To date 460 clinicians have completed the PGDipEcho, 297 have completed the PGCertCU with another 135 
enrolled. Forty-nine have now completed the PGDipCU with 40 more enrolled. 

For skills based (i.e. hands-on) TTE training, the University of Melbourne has offered a large number of workshops. 
The Point of Care Courses which ran from 2005 to 2009 (353 participants), included two stations (about 40%) on 
TTE. Since 2005, the H.A.R.T.Scan courses have provided training in goal-directed TTE for 577 doctors. The majority 
of doctors attending these courses have been anaesthetists. 

Alternative qualifications are also available. The National Board of Echocardiography in the USA has examinations 
and certification (but no specific training courses) in perioperative transoesophageal echocardiography (PTXeXAM) 
and in adult echocardiography (ASCeXAM). The PTXeXAM is designed for cardiac anaesthetists while the ASCeXAM 
is for cardiologists. There are 90 physicians in Australia and 25 in New Zealand with the PTXeXAM and 2 anaesthetists 
with the ASCeXAM. 

The Australian Society of Ultrasound Medicine (ASUM) offers a Diploma in Diagnostic Ultrasound with an option 
of cardiac ultrasound. This course has both knowledge and skills base training. ASUM also provides one of the 
primary qualifications held by sonographers in Australasia. Other universities are starting to offer training and 
qualifications that could be of interest to goal-directed TTE.

Comprehensive echocardiography requires extensive training and experience. The joint American College of 
Cardiology and America Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines on the clinical competence28 require a minimum 
of 150 personally performed and an additional 300 supervised reports for independent practice. However, many 
studies have shown that goal-directed TTE can be taught with significantly less training, but with the proviso that 
any findings may also be limited and integrated with other clinical information as discussed earlier. 
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Royse et al29 studied the learning curve in an echo naïve medical student. They showed 20 studies were required 
to conduct a basic haemodynamic state assessment. Price et al30 studied physicians attending a one-day training 
course in peri-resuscitation echocardiography. A test of knowledge base showed an improvement in image 
interpretation (pre 62%, post 78%, p < 0.01) and 100% of participants were able to obtain a subcostal view of 
diagnostic quality by the end of the course, most in under 10 sec. 

Vignon et al30 reported on the efficacy of training of naïve non-cardiology residents in limited echocardiography 
in an ICU. Each was given 3 hours of lectures and 5 hours of hands on training. In a study of 61 consecutive patients 
and comparing residents with an experienced intensivist, they were significantly slower and answered significantly 
fewer of the 366 clinical questions (3 vs. 27%). However, when addressed, left ventricular systolic function, left and 
right ventricular dilatation, pericardial effusion and tamponade were all correctly appraised.

Hellman et al31 reported on the training of 31 residents in the use of a hand carried cardiac ultrasound machine 
for limited echocardiographic studies. They were given a 30 minutes lecture followed by one-on-one instruction 
and supervision. A linear regression model plotting an overall assessment index against the number of scans 
showed a learning curve of 20 – 40 scans. However, the authors did note significant differences between residents 
in their rate of learning. 

These studies show that goal-directed limited transthoracic echocardiography is within the reasonable reach 
of a significant proportion of the anaesthetic community.

TTE IN AUSTRALASIAN ANAESTHESIA
Some specific examples give an overview of TTE usage in Australasian anaesthesia. The first case series was 
reported by Canty et al in 200920. They reported on 87 TTE and 14 TOE examinations in 97 patients at Royal Hobart 
Hospital (75 studies were conducted pre-operatively). Three patients had their surgery changed or cancelled, and 
in 18 patients there were significant changes in anaesthetic management. 

Cowie in 201119, at St Vincent’s Hospital in Melbourne, has reported on three years’ experience in anaesthetists 
performed goal-directed echocardiography. He reports adequate images obtainable in 167 out of 170 patients 
(98%). Just over half the studies were conducted because of a systolic murmur. Changes in peri-operative 
management occurred in 140 out of 170 (82%) patients. Major findings correlated with a formal cardiology 
transthoracic echocardiogram in 52 out of 57 (92%) patients.

Joondalup Hospital in Perth has established a formal perioperative echocardiography service. Comprehensive 
echocardiograms are conducted by a cardiac sonographer and reported by an anaesthetist. The most common 
indications are undiagnosed systolic murmurs or poor exercise tolerance (or an inability to assess it). If an 
echocardiogram has been conducted elsewhere in the preceding year and a copy of the report can be obtained, 
it is not repeated unless there is a specific indication to do so. Abnormal findings are referred to cardiologists for 
follow up with the images and report provided so that the study does not need to be repeated. 

In the first 22 months, nearly 700 echocardiograms have been performed. Preliminary results show 26.7% of 
patients had moderate or severe echocardiographic findings such as significant valvular dysfunction or valvular 
heart disease. Half of these findings were totally unexpected on clinical grounds. Around 36% of the murmurs were 
the results of moderate or severe disease. In sixty patients with a murmur, surgery proceeded as planned because 
haemodynamically significant valvular heart disease was confidently excluded. 

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, also in Perth, has embraced all forms of ultrasound. One third of the consultant 
staff have experience and a formal qualification in echocardiography with others in training. The majority are general 
anaesthetists and most perform only TTE, while three are cardiac anaesthetists practicing only TOE (with two more 
meeting the “grandfather” requirements of PS4632). The department has seven TTE capable ultrasound machines. 
Both limited goal-directed and comprehensive echocardiograms have been conducted as required over the past 
five years. The hospital is considering extending anaesthetist performed goal-directed limited examinations to the 
preoperative clinic on a more regular basis. With two different models being used in the one city, it is hoped to be 
able to compare and contrast the efficacy and community costs of each model. 

THE NEXT CASE
So you performed a goal-directed TTE for our elderly gentleman who fell and injured his lower leg. This showed a 
heavily calcified aortic valve with an obvious restriction in opening. In addition, there was mild to moderate aortic 
regurgitation, obvious concentric left ventricular hypertrophy, hypokinesis of the inferior septal wall (consistent with 
an old right coronary artery territory myocardial infarction) and a huge left atrium typical of significant diastolic 
impairment. Further questioning of the patient revealed a couple of episodes of possible syncope. Although he 
walked the dog every day, the dog walked but he rode in a buggy. Although the ejection fraction appeared to be 
relatively well preserved and the peak and mean gradients across the valve were only 39 and 26mmHg pressure 
in the moderate range, the aortic valve area was 0.6cm2 and dimensionless index 0.20,33 both suggesting severe 
if not critical aortic stenosis. However, the 2D appearance was that of severe, not just moderate stenosis, consistent 
with normal ejection fraction low-gradient severe aortic stenosis. Despite initial patient reluctance, the surgery was 
successfully conducted under local anaesthesia.
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BACKGROUND
The number of technologies for monitoring of cardiac output in anaesthesia and critical care has grown substantially 
over the last 15-20 years. The aim has been to provide less invasive and hazardous alternatives to the pulmonary 
artery catheter to optimise patient haemodynamics and fluid management. In recent years this has spurred 
investigation into improvements in patient outcomes. Research continues into the best combinations of fluid 
volumes, use of crystalloid versus colloid solutions, and inotrope and vasopressor use to maintain physiological 
homeostasis in the face of the blood and fluid losses, acid-base and thermoregulatory disturbance and cardiovascular 
instability that can accompany anaesthesia for major surgery. 

The older techniques for measurement of cardiac output included methods that were not adapted to real-time 
use in the perioperative setting. Indicator dilution methods using injection of indicators such as indocyanine green 
were “single shot” techniques, as were methods based on uptake of inert gas, like nitrous oxide, by the lung. 
Thermodilution has been useful tool on the perioperative setting, but requires invasive cannulation with a right heart 
catheter, as does the oxygen Fick method. The routine use of thermodilution and the pulmonary artery catheter is 
often confined to cardiac surgery and high risk patients undergoing major surgery, such as liver transplantation.

The newer less invasive techniques for cardiac output measurement fall broadly into the categories of pulse 
contour based methods, Doppler devices, thoracic bioimpedance and partial CO2 rebreathing. In combination with 
arterial and central venous blood pressure measurement, the data from these devices allow determination of cardiac 
output as well as systemic vascular resistance (SVR) or left ventricular afterload among other derived variables, 
which can then guide inotrope, vasopressor and volume therapy (Figure 1). In addition, many devices provide 
indices of ventricular preload to guide volume replacement therapy. However, while invasive measurement of blood 
pressure is now common in clinical practice, use of minimally invasive techniques for stroke volume or cardiac 
output measurement remains far from routine. The limited use of these technologies is largely due to the cost of 
these devices and their disposable components, and concerns about their accuracy and precision.

The principles behind these techniques, their reliability and their potential to influence patient management will 
be reviewed.

Figure 1. The components of haemodynamic assessment, and their modifiers
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Principles of measurement:
Arterial pressure waveform methods:
The different variations of this approach convert a pulse pressure waveform into a measurement of stroke volume, 
as originally developed from the work of Wesseling.1 The arterial tree behaves like a Windkessel, converting pulsatile 
ejection to continuous flow in small vessels in the periphery by modifying the rise in pressure that accompanies 
systolic ejection by virtue of its compliance and resistance characteristics. The mathematics of this approach must 
incorporate all these factors to estimate stroke volume from arterial pressure (Figure 2). Wesseling pointed out that 
for most robust accuracy, compliance and resistance should be identified in a given patient using a calibration 
measurement, such as an indicator dilution measurement. This is an integral part of the technique for some devices, 
such as PiCCO (Pulsion Medical Systems, Germany) which uses a transpulmonary thermodilution measurement 
using a central venous line and femoral arterial line for the calibration measurement. The LiDCO system (LiDCO 
Ltd, UK) uses a bolus intravenous injection of lithium, employing the dye dilution principle, for the calibration. In 
between calibrations, beat-to-beat stroke volume and cardiac output measurement is provided from the pulse 
contour algorithm.

Figure 2. Pulse contour calculation of cardiac output (PCCO) used by the PiCCO.
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PCCO = cardiac output, cal = patient specific calibration factor, HR = heart rate, P(t) = arterial pressure at time t, 
SVR = systemic vascular resistance, C = arterial compliance.

The calibration manoeuvre has been omitted in the Vigeleo/FloTrac pulse contour system (Edwards Lifesciences, 
USA), which uses a proprietary stochastic (statistical) algorithm incorporating the data from the skewness (tilt) and 
kurtosis (spread) of the pulse waveform along with patient height, weight and age to estimate circulatory compliance 
and resistance and thus the baseline stroke volume. The FloTrac transducer is a single use peripheral component 
which replaces the normal arterial pressure transducer and functions using a standard peripheral arterial catheter. 
The patient compliance and resistance is recalculated every minute or more frequently on newer software versions.

Pulse pressure variation (PPV) with the respiratory cycle is a useful dynamic indicator of left ventricular preload 
and volume status in ventilated patients who are in a regular cardiac rhythm. Pulse contour devices readily derive 
a measurement of stroke volume variation (SVV) from this to estimate left ventricular preload. Along with cardiac 
output and afterload calculations, this provides further data to guide fluid resuscitation. PPV of greater than 13% 
is considered to indicate a low preload state, and less than 9% adequate fluid loading.

OESOPHAGEAL DOPPLER
These devices such as the Hemosonic (Arrow International, USA) or CardioQ ODM (Deltex Medical Ltd. UK) are 
adapted for use in patients under general anaesthesia, and use a disposable ultrasound transducer positioned 
mid-oesophagus to generate profiles of blood velocity in the descending aorta.2 The area under the velocity curve 
is integrated with respect to time for each heart beat (velocity-time integral or “stroke distance”) and then multiplication 
by the aortic cross-sectional area gives a measurement of aortic stroke volume. An arbitrary adjustment for the 
proportion of blood flow that goes to the head and upper body is made to get an estimate of cardiac output. These 
measurements are automated but the incident angle of the probe relative to the direction of aortic flow is critical 
and must be adjusted to optimize the Doppler spectral envelope, and then kept steady.

Indices of preload, afterload and left ventricular function are obtained by these devices from the shape of the 
velocity profile (Figure 3). The width of the velocity envelope is the flow time (corrected for the heart rate) or FTc. A 
shorter FTc (less than 350 msec) indicates reduced preload, but in combination with a lower peak velocity indicates 
increased afterload. A low peak velocity and flatter upstroke on the velocity profile indicates reduced left ventricular 
contractility. Various other factors such as age affect the “normal” values for these indices. The learning curve with 
these devices involves some pattern recognition by the user, and changes in waveforms in a patient are more easily 

Time



interpreted than the waveform in isolation.
Figure 3. Oesophageal Doppler velocity “envelope” or waveform
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CO = Stroke distance x aortic cross-sectional area x HR x corr.
CO = cardiac output, HR = heart rate, corr = correction factor for proportion of cardiac output to upper body, limbs 
and head.

TRANSTHORACIC BIOIMPEDANCE
Changes in electrical impedance in the chest accompany changes in aortic and thoracic blood volume with each 
heart beat, and this principle is used to measure stroke volume and cardiac output in these devices, which include 
the BioZ (Cardiodynamics, USA) systems.3 A series of cutaneous electrodes similar to ECG electrodes is used to 
collect the signal, and SVV can also be measured as in index of preload similar to that provided by the pulse contour 
technique, as well as other indices of left ventricular function. Correct electrode placement is important and body 
size and other physical factors that impact on electrical conductivity through skin, such as temperature and humidity 
affect accuracy. Signal changes due to respiration are filtered out. 

The methodology has been adapted to perioperative use over many years, so that more robust measurements 
are obtainable in the presence of electrical interference such as diathermy. Bioreactance is an associated approach 
which uses phase shifts in oscillating current rather than changes in amplitude. Electrical velocimetry (Aesculon, 
Osypka Medical, Berlin, Germany; ICON, Cardiotronic Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) incorporates the cyclical change in 
conductivity that accompanies the change in orientation of erythrocytes that occurs from systole to diastole and 
interprets the maximum rate of change of bioimpedance to calculate cardiac output, and may improve on the 
robustness of measurement.

PARTIAL CO2 REBREATHING
This is based on the Fick principle applied to CO2 elimination by the lungs, or more specifically the differential Fick 
approach. This measures CO2 elimination (VY CO2) and alveolar (end-tidal) CO2 partial pressure (PE’CO2) at two different 
levels of alveolar ventilation to calculate non-shunt pulmonary blood flow non-invasively in ventilated patients. The 
NICO (Philips Respironics, USA) uses an automated disposable rebreathing valve and loop attached near the 
Y-piece of the breathing circuit to make the change in alveolar ventilation, by altering the serial deadspace in the 
breathing system for 45 seconds (Figure 4), which causes a change in CO2 elimination () accompanied by a 3-4 
mmHg rise in end-tidal CO2 partial pressure (∂PE’CO2).

4 The unit incorporates a pulse oximeter as well as a gas 
analyzer because adjustment needs to be made for unmeasured pulmonary shunt fraction. A similar measurement 
of cardiac output can be achieved simply altering the respiratory rate and I:E ratio delivered by the ventilator, so as 
to prolong the end-expiratory pause instead of partial rebreathing.5,6
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Figure 4. The changes in CO2 variables during partial CO2 rebreathing

CO = cardiac output, S = solubility coefficient of CO2 in blood, = change in CO2 elimination, = 
rise in end-tidal CO2 partial pressure

ACCURACY AND PRECISION: 
All of these technologies have been examined in numerous studies by comparison with other more invasive standard 
methods, most commonly thermodilution. The accuracy (overall bias) and precision (scatter of measurement) of 
these methods is generally measured by making simultaneous paired measurements and calculating the mean 
difference (bias) between the measurements by the two methods and the standard deviation of the difference 
(precision), as described by Bland and Altman.7 95% of measurements lay within 2 standard deviations either side 
of the mean bias, and these are called the upper and lower limits of agreement. When divided by the mean cardiac 
output in the study, 2 standard deviations are known as the “percentage error”.

The usefulness of this comparison depends on the accuracy and precision of thermodilution itself relative to 
the true cardiac output. Older studies in the critical care setting which used the oxygen Fick method as the standard 
suggested that the precision of thermodilution was within ± 20% of the true value.8,9 However newer invasive tools 
have become available, such as indwelling ultrasonic transit time flow probes which can be applied to the aortic 
root or pulmonary trunk intraoperatively. Animal and human studies using these devices show that thermodilution 
has poorer precision than this during haemodynamic instability and cardiac surgery and that it is not significantly 
better than that of the less invasive methods outlined above10,11

A meta-analysis of published studies over 10 years combined pooled weighted data collected during surgery 
and critical care and showed that these methods all had similar precision of agreement with bolus thermodilution, 
with percentage errors of between 40-45%.12 Assuming that thermodilution itself has a similar level of precision, 
the percentage error of all these methods is likely to be around ± 30% relative to the true cardiac output. This is 
wider than the acceptable limits recommended by previous authors,9 but likely to be comparable to the real precision 
of thermodilution during cardiac surgery.10 While much of the direct filling pressure data and enhanced vascular 
access that the pulmonary artery catheter provides is not given by these less invasive technologies, it is likely that 
they have comparable performance to thermodilution in measurement of cardiac output.10,11
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The percentage errors shown by this meta-analysis represent the combined effects of a number of sources of 
error of agreement with thermodilution. There are systematic sources of error for some methods, for example, the 
tendency of thermodilution to overestimate low cardiac output values due to thermal decay during slow right heart 
passage.13-15 There is inter-patient variability, reflecting a wide variety of sources of error, and there is intra-patient 
variability. 

In general, intra-patient variability is smaller, but most important. Most technologies are able to track changes 
or trends in cardiac output, at least qualitatively, and arguably this is the most important function of a monitor.16,17

A device which gives misleading data on the direction of change of cardiac output may be of more harm than 
benefit in clinical practice. Statistical methods have been discussed recently for assessing “concordance” between 
a method and thermodilution in measuring changes in cardiac output.18,19 The ability of devices to track sudden 
dramatic changes in cardiac output is hard to study in the clinical setting, and relies on animal studies and occasional 
case reports of critical events. Some methods, including thermodilution itself, have not performed well in these 
reports.20-22

USE IN MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS
A growing number of studies have used these devices to influence patient management during surgery. Most of 
these studies have used the data to guide fluid administration and use of vasopressors. A few have included the 
use of inotropes to improve cardiac output as well. Where fluid and drug administration is guided by specific 
measures of preload, cardiac output or afterload, the term “goal directed” management has been coined.

Dynamic indices such as SVV appear to be more reliable than static measurements of preload such as central 
venous pressure.23 Along with systolic pressure and pulse pressure variation,24 SVV appears to be a useful index 
of intravascular volume depletion in patients ventilated at tidal volumes of 500 mL or more and who are in a regular 
cardiac rhythm. Kungys et al showed that SVV increase correlated with a reduction in cardiac index and trans-
oesophageal echocardiography-based left ventricular end-diastolic volume in patients during acute normovolaemic 
haemodilution involving removal of 15% of estimated blood volume and subsequent replacement with colloid.25 

The reliability of PPV or SVV in patients with severe ventricular dysfunction is still unclear, however.
For both indices of preload and cardiac output measurement, changes in a given patient appear to be more 

meaningful than does any isolated value. For this reason, fluid responsiveness has been central to most algorithms 
using these devices to guide management. Increases in stroke volume (SV) and cardiac output of 10% or more 
decrease in PPV or SVV in response to fluid challenge are considered significant. If preload is judged to be adequate 
on the basis of a reduced response to fluid administration, hypotension is then treated with vasopressors, (and low 
cardiac output is treated with inotropes in more aggressive protocols). A simple approach, targeting blood pressure, 
is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A simple goal directed haemodynamic strategy targeting blood pressure
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A more intensive algorithm targeting blood flow, or cardiac index (CI) first, and blood pressure second, is as shown 
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. An intensive goal directed haemodynamic strategy targeting cardiac index first, and  
incorporating the possibility of using an inotrope/chronotrope (such as dobutamine for example),  
where preload appears adequate but cardiac index remains low, implying cardiac dysfunction.

Indices of ventricular dysfunction measured by these devices include stroke volume index or SVI (CI/heart rate).  
A SVI of less than 35 mL/m2 is considered suboptimal.

In essence these approaches are not very different from traditional management of the inadequate circulation 
during anaesthesia: first give fluid, and supplement with vasopressor or other supportive drugs if necessary. The 
new paradigm is that the triggers for each of these interventions are based on dynamic measurements of volume 
status, and perfusion, which provide information to guide the optimal balance of fluid and vasoactive agents. A 
better targeted balance of resuscitation strategies is obtained. It is logical to postulate that this may translate into 
better perioperative outcomes. A recent meta-analysis focusing on studies which target tissue perfusion in a goal 
directed manner has shown improved outcomes,26 although recent randomised trials using dopexamine have not 
found this.27,28

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN HAEMODYNAMIC MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
Data from a number of studies, in particular in bowel surgery, suggest that major complications are reduced and 
outcomes improved by use of a more restricted fluid administration strategy.29 The availability of less invasive 
devices for haemodynamic monitoring has prompted numerous studies into improved outcome in patients using 
goal directed therapy. There have been various reviews and meta-analyses published incorporating randomised 
controlled studies, which have suggested that goal directed fluid management improves outcomes in abdominal 
surgery.3,26,29-34 A recent editorial has suggested that failure to employ goal directed fluid management may represent 
substandard care.35 In the United Kingdom, the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) have 
recently issued recommendations that the “CardioQ-ODM should be considered for use in patients undergoing 
major or high-risk surgery or other surgical patients in whom a clinician would consider using invasive cardiovascular 
monitoring”.36
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However, there are still reasons to question these conclusions. All the randomised controlled trials (RCTs) using 
minimally invasive monitors included in these meta-analyses have been small single centre studies, few with greater 
than 100 – 200 patients. Trials of this size are typically “efficacy studies” which can reflect the intense interest of a 
centre or research group in an intervention, but may not reflect the results of that intervention in more widespread 
practice. Research funded by commercial interests or negative studies in a field of research can encounter publication 
bias and this can affect the results of meta-analyses.37 There are a number of salient examples in the anaesthetic 
and medical literature of failure of a meta-analysis of small RCTs to be confirmed by a subsequent large RCT 
conducted across a large number of centres.38,39 There is a need for a large multicentre RCT of goal directed fluid 
and haemodynamic management in major surgery, to confirm the findings of research to date in this field. The 
increasing availability of minimally invasive monitors in clinical practice should make this feasible in the near future. 
A higher standard of evidence for the benefits goal directed management will assist in the wider adoption of these 
devices.

The slow penetration of these technologies into routine clinical practice up till now has been limited by other 
factors as well. These include lack of familiarity of the clinician and cost considerations, particularly of single-use 
disposable components. These devices add to the complexity of the conduct of anaesthesia and may be perceived 
as a distraction to the anaesthetist. Most of the available devices are marketed as stand-alone systems, and lack 
of integration with the rest of the patient monitoring system, contribute to this perception. 

Better integration into anaesthesia delivery and monitoring platforms will improve this. For example, integration 
with invasive or non-invasive blood pressure measurement allows automatic calculation of haemodynamic indices 
such as SVR which gives further data to guide fluid and vasopressor therapy. Indices of oxygen delivery are 
automatically available when oximetry data is incorporated. Full integration allows optimal data display and alarm 
settings and prevents overcrowding of the anaesthetist’s work space and better ergonomics. 

CONCLUSION
No one device for cardiac output measurement is ideal in all circumstances. The best option depends on the patient 
and anaesthetic technique chosen by the clinician.40 Devices adapted to use in patients under general anaesthesia 
such as partial CO2 rebreathing and oesophageal Doppler can provide data without the necessity for arterial 
cannulation. Methods compatible with the awake patient such as pulse contour and bio-impedance may be useful 
under neuraxial blockade and in the postoperative recovery or high dependency unit, but await formal validation 
in these settings. The widest choice should be available to the anaesthetist to explore and exploit the potential 
improvements in patient care that routine comprehensive haemodynamic monitoring promises. The need for this 
is likely to grow in the future as the trend to more prolonged and aggressive surgery in patients with significant 
co-morbidities increases.
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INTRODUCTION
“A team refers to two or more individuals each with specific roles, working toward a common goal, and with concrete 
boundaries. Teams work on complex tasks requiring dynamic exchange of resources (e.g. information), coordination 
of effort and adaptation to changing situational factors. Teamwork is the vehicle through which such coordination 
occurs. It is defined in terms of the behaviours (e.g. closed loop communication) cognitions (e.g. shared mental 
models) and attitudes (e.g. collective efficacy, trust) that combine to make adaptive interdependent performance 
possible.”1

The days of the heroic, individualist doctor are over. Organisational and structural changes in the way patients 
are cared for in hospital, and increasingly complex interventions means no one person takes responsibility for the 
total care of a patient. The patient relies on a team of health professionals – hospital specialists, nurses, allied health 
professionals – to deliver their care. There is overwhelming evidence that failures of teamwork result in medical 
errors. Medical error has been called the new epidemic, reportedly the biggest killer next to cancer and heart 
disease.2 Rather than focussing only on technical proficiency, new knowledge and increasingly sophisticated 
equipment and interventions, the medical profession may need to take a look at some hard facts about teamwork. 
This chapter will consider some evidence on teamwork and patient safety, present empirical data on how effective 
teams operate and describe some practical approaches to improve teamwork and patient safety in the operating 
theatre. 

Over the last decade there have been increasingly pressing calls from patient safety bodies, health commissioners 
and government agencies for improved collaboration between health professionals. Consumers and providers have 
the expectation that the health professionals responsible for patient care will collaborate with each other to deliver 
the most effective and efficient service.3,4 In the United States, the Institute of Medicine published a recommendation 
for interdisciplinary training of medical teams as one of their key strategies for reducing medical errors.5 Education 
and training bodies, including the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists, have responded to the 
problem by explicitly including communication and collaboration as key domains of medical education and clinical 
practice.6,7

National level projects have been launched to improve teamwork. The Agency for Healthcare Research and 
Quality launched TeamSTEPPS,8 a national programme to improve communication and teamwork skills among 
health care professionals (http://teamstepps.ahrq.gov/abouttoolsmaterials.htm ). The NHS launched “The Productive 
Operating Room” (TPOR) project to improve quality and deliver care more efficiently to surgical patients (http://
www.institute.nhs.uk/quality_and_value/productivity_series/the_productive_operating_theatre.html ). 

One module in this programme addresses teamwork. The TPOR programme has been adopted in a number of 
New Zealand district health boards, funded by the NZ Ministry of Health. The WHO Surgical Safety Checklist (http://
www.who.int/patientsafety/safesurgery/tools_resources/SSSL_Checklist_finalJ un08.pdf), now widely adopted 
internationally by many hospitals, includes elements to promote information sharing and collaboration between the 
operating room team. 

CHALLENGES FOR OPERATING ROOM TEAMS
Anaesthetists work in a fast-paced, high pressure environment where errors can have immediate and devastating 
consequences for patients. Of all medical environments, the operating room requires optimum and finely tuned 
communication and collaboration between members of the team to avoid error and optimise care. And yet there 
are a number of factors in the operating theatre that challenge effective teamwork: teams are “unstable”; there is 
an established culture of parallel teams; and there is a strong hierarchical structure. 

The membership of the operating room team is unstable, with constantly changing membership on any day, 
and over the course of the day. Surgeons, nurses and anaesthetic staff may be uncertain about the roles and 
capabilities of others. Much of the literature on teams is derived from stable teams, but a fundamental requirement 
in the operating theatre will be adaptability in the face of changing team membership. 

While the staff working together on a surgical list on any one day may be expected to work as a single operating 
room team, they may not conceive of themselves as a team, but rather a collection of different teams based on 
their different professional identities. The operating room maintains the appearance of three parallel teams: the 
surgical team; the nursing team; and the anaesthetic team. These three groups have their own established professional 
identities, and have biases and stereotypes affecting their perceptions of and interactions with members of other 
groups. These differences are established in basic medical education. With little evidence of combined educational 
events, specialist training programmes and ongoing continuing professional development can further entrench 
professional isolation. Even initiatives in teamwork have, surprisingly, often remained uni-disciplinary.  
While collaboration between anaesthetists and their anaesthetic assistants may have improved over the last decade 
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with attendance on courses such as the Effective Management of Anaesthetic Crises (EMAC),9 it’s unclear the 
extent to which this has impacted on the functioning of the operating room team as a whole. No surgeons are 
involved in EMAC. A crisis management course devised for surgeons from Imperial College, London, has an actor 
playing the role of the anaesthetist, with a cardboard cut-out of an anaesthetic machine (personal communication). 
Stereotypical representation of other professional groups may be inaccurate or even derogatory and can potentially 
be reinforced during single profession team training, for example through consistently simulating negative aspects 
of other professions, or through language permitted in single profession discussions (e.g. unhelpful, obstructive, 
idle). We work in multidisciplinary teams and some of the bigger challenges in teamwork are likely to come from 
interactions across these disciplines. Understanding the capabilities of other professional groups, how they process 
and prioritise information, and the information they need to know to do their job, may be limited in members of the 
operating room team. Learning how to negotiate these differences would seem a fundamental requirement for 
developing teamwork.

In order for teams to share information, team leaders need to be open to suggestion. Where a power gradient 
inhibits team members for speaking up, mistakes will go unchallenged. Bleakely10 describes the need for democracy 
in healthcare teams, where all members have a voice. He further describes the “monologic” leader, who does all 
the talking and doesn’t invite input. This undemocratic culture provides a further challenge for developing effective 
teams. By way of contrast, the “dialogic” leader, engages in open conversations and encourages suggestions from 
the team members. 

HARD FACTS
Medical error is the third biggest killer, after cancer and heart disease, in North America.2 Between 6 and 16% of 
all hospital admissions are associated with an adverse event, resulting in disability or longer hospital stay.11-13 It’s 
becoming clear that the majority of these medical errors and adverse events are not due to failures in training, 
medical knowledge or technical proficiency, but to the so-called non-technical factors. Failures in teamwork and 
communication make a substantial contribution.14-20 Miscommunication both within teams and across teams is 
most acute in surgical settings.21

Observational studies in the operating room have identified communication problems. Lingard et al22 classified 
over 25% of all communications between members of the operating room team as failures, due to poor timing, 
wrong or incomplete content, or failure to resolve issues. Many of these were observed to result in deleterious 
effects on the efficiency, use of resources and led to delays, procedural errors or tension between team members. 

BETTER TEAMS HAVE BETTER RESULTS
In a meta-analysis of studies of 2650 non-clinical teams, nearly 20% of the differences in team processes and 
outcomes could be accounted for by prior participation of team members in team training.23 This suggests team 
training can lead to a change in team behaviour. These improved processes and outcomes also applied to teams 
who did or did not regularly work together. A review of published studies on leadership and healthcare teams 
supports the proposal that well functioning teams with good leadership can improve patient safety.24 In a meta-
analysis of controlled trials on post-discharge non-pharmacological interventions in patients with heart failure, 
involving a multidisciplinary team was associated with reduced rates of re-hospitalisation and mortality.25 There is 
some evidence that medical team training initiatives exhibit similar effects to those observed in aviation and laboratory 
teams.26 While there are unique factors affecting operating room teams, it seems likely that there will be some 
similarities in the way teams function across different contexts. Indeed in a survey of participants of a simulation-
based course in crisis management, anaesthetists reported very specifically the changes they’d made to their 
practice, and the way they managed their team in critical clinical events following the training.27

The WHO Surgical Safety Checklist has, as one of its components, an intention to improve the way the operating 
room staff functions as a team, for example, introduction of team members and sharing of information about 
significant patient and case issues. Reports of substantial reductions in post-operative morbidity and mortality are 
compelling.23

SOFT SKILLS
However, teams do not just happen. As in other contexts, collecting a group of highly skilled health practitioners 
together in the operating theatre does not ensure optimal outcomes for every patient. The undeniable evidence on 
suboptimal teamwork, and resultant bad outcomes for patients, obliges us to look at some of the soft, non-technical 
skills. 

Based on an extensive review and analysis of the published studies on teamwork across different contexts, 
Salas29 identified a number of dimensions that were requirements for a well-functioning team. These are: team 
leadership; mutual performance monitoring; backup behaviour; adaptability; and team orientation. Salas proposed 
a number of underlying conditions that were requirements for teams to be achieve these capabilities: mutual trust; 
shared mental models; and closed loop communication (Table 1). 



Table 1. Dimensions required for a well-functioning team [from Salas29]

Teamwork Definition Behavioural markers

Team leadership Ability to direct and coordinate the 
activities of the other team members, 
assess team performance, assign tasks, 
develop team knowledge, skills and 
abilities, motivate team members, plan 
and organise, and establish a positive 
atmosphere.

Facilitate team problem solving. 
Provide performance expectations  
and acceptable interaction patterns. 
Coordinate individual team member 
contributions. 
Seek and evaluate information that 
affects team functioning. 
Clarify team member roles.
Engage in preparatory meetings (briefs) 
and feedback sessions (debriefs) with  
the team.

Mutual performance 
monitoring

Ability to develop common 
understanding of the team environment 
and apply appropriate strategies to 
accurately monitor teammate 
performance. 

Identify mistakes and lapses in other 
team members’ actions. 
Provide feedback regarding team 
members’ actions to facilitate self-
correction. 

Backup behaviour Ability to anticipate other team members’ 
needs through accurate knowledge 
about their responsibilities. This includes 
the ability to shift workload among 
members to achieve balance during 
periods of high workload or pressure. 

Recognise a workload distribution 
problem in their team. 
Shifting of work responsibilities to 
underutilised team members. 
Completion of tasks by other team 
members. 

Adaptability Ability to adjust strategies based on 
information gathered from the 
environment including how the team is 
managing the situation. Altering a course 
of action or team member task allocation 
in response to changing conditions 
(internal or external). 

Identify cues that change has occurred, 
assign meaning to that change and 
develop a new plan to deal with the 
change.
Identify opportunities for improvement or 
innovation for habitual or routine 
practices. 
Remain vigilant to changes in the internal 
and external environment of the team. 

Team orientation Propensity to take other’s behaviour into 
account during group interactions and 
the belief in the importance of the team’s 
goal over the individual members’ goal. 

Taking into account alternative solutions 
provided by teammates and appraising 
that input to determine what is most 
correct. 
Increased task involvement, information 
sharing, strategising and participatory 
goal setting. 

Shared mental models An organising knowledge structure of  
the relationships among the tasks the 
team is engaged in and how the team 
members will interact. 

Anticipating and predicting each other’s 
needs. 
Identifying changes in the team, tasks,  
or teammates and implicitly adjusting 
strategies as needed. 

Mutual trust The shared belief that team members  
will perform their roles and protect the 
interests of their teammates.

Information sharing. 
Willingness to admit mistakes and 
accept feedback.

Closed-loop 
communication

The exchange of information between  
a sender and a receiver irrespective of 
the medium.

Following up with team members to 
ensure message was received. 
Acknowledge that a message was 
received. 
Clarifying with the sender of the message 
that the message received is the same as 
the intended message.
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TRANSLATION TO THE OPERATING THEATRE 
Salas suggests that before we can begin to work effectively as an operating room team we need to have developed 
a degree of trust in each other; we need to have a common understanding of the patient status, the operation and 
the goals of treatment (shared mental model) and how the tasks of patient care will be managed between the 
different team members; and we need good basic communication skills. 

Mutual trust: Developing trust in a new team member usually takes time. Working with someone over a period 
of time, you get to know their skills, capabilities and limitations. In the operating room some teams have the luxury 
of stability, but oftentimes we are working with new staff, and may not even know each others’ names. As anaesthetists, 
we have developed expertise in rapidly establishing respect and trust with our patients, due to the nature of our 
brief pre-operative encounters with patients before they place themselves in our care. According to Salas, applying 
this expertise to establishing similar relations with the staff in our theatre for the day may have equally important 
results for our patients. Speed dating comes to mind. To some extent the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist aims to 
introduce the team to each other at the beginning of the day, but, anecdotally, in some theatres this can be a token 
effort. 

Shared mental models: Developing a common understanding of issues for a patient, or indeed for the management 
of the list, seems an obvious thing to do, but perhaps we don’t do it? Examples include wrong side surgery; list 
overruns; wrong equipment; wrong anaesthetic; no warning about complicated patients coming in on day of surgery 
admissions; surgeon not present in theatre until the patient is anaesthetised. The hierarchical, undemocratic nature 
of the theatre team may discourage input or challenge from junior staff or some professional groups. A democratic 
team briefing as a standard procedure at the start of the day is being tried as one component of “The Productive 
Operating Room” initiative in some NZ hospitals. 

Closed-loop communication: Communication skills, as championed by Gaba in “Crisis Management in 
Anesthesiology”30 include clear, directed communication and closing the communication loop. Mnemonics have 
been proposed to assist communication clarity, including ISBAR31 and SNAPPI32 (Figures 1 and 2). 

Figure 1. ISBAR handover communication tool

ISBAR – handover tool

Identify who you are

Situation – describe the problem

Background- clinical context

Assessment – what you think is going on

Recommendation / requirement – what you think needs to be done, what you need the other person to do

 

Figure 2: SNAPPI Call out

SNAPPI Call out
•	 Stand back and get the attention of the team

•	 Notify the team of patient status (vital signs etc)

•	 Assessment of the situation (what you think is going on)

•	 Proposed plan for treatment

•	 Priorities (what needs to be done first etc) 

•	 Invite ideas and suggestions

Lingard noted failed communication in her observations of operating room teams.22 Directing communication by 
stating a person’s name and avoiding making requests to “someone” requires that names are known. This suggests 
the need for systems to ensure names are known, for example the introduction of person and role in the WHO 
Surgical Safety Checklist; writing names on a whiteboard; readable name badges. Closing the communication loop 
(i.e. acknowledging hearing the communication) is clearly demonstrated in the military and aviation industries. 

Salas29 proposes that the above three conditions are requirements for effective team leadership; mutual 
performance monitoring; backup behaviour; adaptability; and team orientation. 



Leadership: In anaesthesia, the role of the leader is to centralise communication and co-ordinate tasks. If the 
team has previously clarified their roles and capabilities, established a common understanding of the pertinent 
issues, and the goal of treatment, and has the skills to communicate efficiently, the leader’s job is facilitated. 

Mutual performance monitoring /Backup behaviour: A common understanding of others roles and clarity about 
the goals of treatment enables team members to recognise when others are task overloaded, not coping or not on 
the right track. Mutual trust and respect enables team members to speak up. A shared goal with whole team 
responsibility facilitates speaking across professional boundaries in the interests of achieving the goal. 

Adaptability: In the operating room, team members may not know each other, and the situation can change 
rapidly. Processes that support understanding of who is in the team and their tasks and responsibilities, and 
structures to ensure information is shared and updated, enables the whole team to move rapidly to a new 
understanding of the changed situation and modify their actions accordingly. 

Team orientation: When making decisions about patient care, surgeons and/or anaesthetists with a team 
orientation will take others views into consideration when determining what’s best for the patient or for the running 
of the day. 

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TEAMWORK IN THE OPERATING ROOM
Following the initial publication of the report “To Err is Human” with calls for doctors to improve the way they worked 
in healthcare teams, progress has been frustratingly slow.33 Most effective public health interventions have taken 
a systems approach. Roads are made safer not by asking drivers to be careful, but by installing traffic controlling 
functions such as speed humps, traffic lights, median barriers. Anaesthesia has become safer by, for example, the 
introduction of pulse oximetry and capnography, and design of gas delivery systems. In the same way, to improve 
collaboration between members of operating room team we are likely to require systems and organisational structures 
that support, or indeed require, collaboration by team members. These could include scheduling a brief and debrief 
into the theatre day, implementing the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist, regular multidisciplinary departmental training 
days.

There is a problem and we need to fix it, working alongside our surgical and nursing colleagues to firstly better 
understand the requirements of teamwork in the operating theatre, develop a more democratic operating room 
environment, and hone up on some of those hard skills of teamwork. 
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INTRODUCTION
Just as medicine has evolved with the development of new and powerful technologies, so has continuing medical 
education (CME). Over the past decade, CME has transformed from traditional live conferences and seminars into 
new electronic formats, which include streaming and downloading computer and internet-based text, audio, and 
video education materials. While some physicians still prefer traditional CME formats, the Accreditation Council for 
Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) in the United States revealed in their 2009 annual report that 43% of all 
physician participants were using internet-based CME, compared with only 1% in 1998.1 The proportion of physicians 
using internet-based CME continues to grow with each passing year and now exceeds those participating in live 
conferences. Internet-based CME is not only here to stay but appears destined to expand and change the way we 
create and consume medical education.

ADVANTAGES TO ELECTRONIC CME
Compared to traditional live lectures and conferences, electronic CME has multiple advantages. Foremost, it allows 
physicians to plan their education according their own schedule preferences and in an environment of their choosing. 
As laptops, tablets, and other mobile devices become lighter and more powerful and wireless internet connections 
become faster and more abundant, physicians will be able to consume educational materials wherever they please; 
materials that previously were only available by travelling for several days to a live course. Physicians will be able 
to participate in CME courses via streaming internet video from the comfort of their own home, their favorite café, 
or even the beach, at any time of the day, night, or year.

Another advantage to electronic CME is that as audio and video recording becomes easier and cheaper to 
produce and massive amounts of educational material will become available in easily accessible formats. This 
could be comparable to the YouTube phenomenon in which anyone with a laptop and some simple recording 
equipment will be able to share their medical educational material. An educator who previously could only teach a 
few dozen healthcare providers in the settings of a traditional hospital-based conference can now have his or her 
lecture easily recorded and made available for mass education around the world. As computers, mobile devices, 
and high-speed internet technology become ubiquitous, high quality educational material can now be easily 
distributed to and reviewed at will by thousands of healthcare providers across the world. Physicians previously 
unable to attend live lectures on the other side of the planet will now have access to thousands upon thousands 
of hours of CME material. This will be particularly useful for healthcare providers in developing countries with limited 
access to experienced medical educators.
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LIMITATIONS OF CME
Dressing up old CME materials in new technology does not, however, address longstanding criticism that CME in 
general fails to change physician practice or improve patient-oriented outcomes.2,3 Nonetheless, studies comparing 
the performance of internet-based CME to traditional formats do demonstrate equal effectiveness in imparting 
knowledge 4. Indeed, some studies do report that internet-based CME may be more effective at changing physician 
behavior than its traditional equivalent.5,6

Whether it is delivered in traditional or electronic formats, CME in general faces several debilitating limitations. 
Using new technologies to improve CME requires an understanding of how practicing physicians learn as well as 
an appreciation for inherent variation among individual learning styles. No matter how advanced education technology 
becomes, it will never obviate the prerequisite for quality content and skilled educators. Poorly prepared and 
delivered content will always fail, no matter how sophisticated the technology used to deliver it becomes.

Another overarching limitation of CME is its lack of relevance to immediate questions and dilemmas that 
physicians face in their daily practice. It has long been assumed that physicians-in-training learn most effectively 
from their supervised clinical practice. Practicing physicians, however, rarely have the time or luxury to immediately 
address gaps in their medical knowledge as they are discovered in real-time. Diligent physicians will take the first 
opportune moment to redress these deficits but still may not have the resources to do so, for example, when a 
quick internet search is not enough to answer a complex medical question.

The production of electronic CME faces challenges similar to those inherent in traditional CME. To be effective, 
CME content must, at a minimum, be reliable, accurate, current, and relevant. If a practitioner identifies a knowledge 
or skill deficit during their practice, the ideal CME product will have relevant materials immediately available to 
address and remedy this deficit. Furthermore, content must be continually updated to reflect major changes in 
accepted practice. It is impossible for a single author or lecturer to produce this breath and depth of content. Many 
successful CME programs recruit and utilise a team of physician and faculty educators, often in exchange for 
academic publication credit, a small stipend or royalty. However, ethical considerations should remain unchanged; 
whether electronic or traditional, we believe that CME should be free of commercial bias, including any funding 
from pharmaceutical and medical device companies.

CHALLENGES TO ELECTRONIC CME
Traditional CME offers the advantage of real-time or synchronous learning, but by design it is focused on the teacher 
rather than the student. The material covered and discussed is restricted to what the educator has prepared and 
chosen to present. This may be of limited relevance and usefulness to individual physicians as learners. Electronic 
CME, on the other hand, is able to offer the user a huge selection of topics and archived material to choose from, 
thereby focusing more on the needs of the learner.

Nonetheless, electronic CME suffers from delayed or asynchronous interaction in that there is a loss of physical 
“face-to-face” time between facilitators and participants. This limitation has been reported to negatively affect user 
perceptions of the effectiveness of internet-based CME.7,8 More importantly, regardless of whether it is synchronous 
or asynchronous, education is more effective when it features an interactive component that engages the learner.9 
Even face-to-face lectures in real-time that do not engage the learner with an interactive component will almost 
certainly fail to change physician practice and ultimately have little effect on patient outcomes. With advancements 
in internet technology, electronic CME can now engage learners with a variety of interactive features including 
quizzes, assignments, chat, and email. To be truly effective, two-way interaction must occur to make learners active 
participants in their education.

Because it lacks the face-to-face physical interaction of traditional CME, high quality electronic CME should 
offer multiple formats for online education consumption, including video, audio, text, as well as interactive features. 
Availability of multiple formats allows electronic CME to effectively disseminate educational information without a 
real-time physical instructor. Many of these lectures can be recorded digitally at one of the many live CME conferences 
held annually, then enhanced with audio format conversion, text summaries, and post-test quizzes. Video and audio 
recording technology has advanced so that this can be accomplished with a simple setup using a laptop, cameras, 
microphones, and relatively inexpensive software programs.

Making large amounts of digital content accessible in a clear and intuitive online format presents its own 
challenges. Users must feel confident that the CME product search function returns accurate and relevant results 
so that they can use it to immediately answer a clinical question or address a knowledge deficit. At the same time, 
the content should be presented so that users are constantly exposed to and enticed to explore material they have 
not reviewed recently. For more novice learners, it is helpful for the CME program to offer a step-by-step curriculum 
of material with proposed timelines for completion. Meeting these challenges by providing features either through 
a website or mobile device application requires a large investment in software programming time and expertise. 
Lastly, information or materials that are no longer available or not easily accessible are of limited value. Therefore, 
any successful CME will need to be enduring, that is available at any time after it is initially accessed.



NEW CME TECHNOLOGIES
Innovations in communication technology will change the way we search, gather, process, and learn new medical 
information. Since repetition is an important cornerstone of assimilating new information into long term memory, 
“push” technologies that remind participants of available yet uncompleted educational activities appear to enhance 
engagement with CME.10 These reminders can highlight a knowledge deficit or introduce a novel approach to a 
difficult problem by engaging participants to think about an interesting clinical scenario or answer a simple question. 
Electronic mail (email) is the most commonly used format for this purpose. However, newer communication 
technologies, such as Twitter®, have the advantage of easier accessibility because the recipient can receive short 
text messages or “tweets” automatically without having to log on to a server.

Another technology used by webcasts and podcasts is Really Simple Syndication (RSS), which allows for the 
easy and immediate dissemination of text, audio or video updates directly to the end user as soon as the producer 
creates and uploads the file. RSS has transformed media distribution, allowing niche groups to publish updated 
content directly onto the preferred devices of the target audience (e.g. handheld, tablet, laptop or desktop devices). 
Users can then easily organise, search for, label and cross reference these materials on aggregating programs such 
as iTunes.11

While repetition is important for memorisation, comprehension is aided by reviewing and applying new information 
using a variety of formats. As previously mentioned, individual learners have differing learning styles. While visual 
learners may learn best by watching videos, aural learners may benefit more from listening to audio recordings and 
textual learners may learn most effectively by reading written articles. Still others may be kinesthetic learners and 
require opportunities to apply and practice new material through testing or simulation. As programming technology 
continues to develop, more and more options become available for interactive learning activities that can be catered 
to the individual. SpacedEd (Spaced Education, Burlington, MA, USA) is an example of this technology. This on-line 
CME program uses “spaced” education to boost long term acquisition and retention of information.12 It takes a 
question bank with multiple choice answers and sends learners one or two question per day via push technology 
which can be answered on a mobile device or computer. It then provides real-time feedback of the correct answer. 
If the user’s response is incorrect it will adapt the sequence of upcoming questions so that items incorrectly answered 
will appear more frequently. Items repeatedly answered correctly will be retired completely. This is only the beginning 
of the application of artificial intelligence (AI) to CME; the ability of a computer to identify strengths and weaknesses 
of learners and incorporate this information into curriculum presentation and comprehension assessment.

Social networking sites and other internet-based tools for online collaboration are being used increasingly for 
CME. A “wiki” is a collaborative website containing “open” content. This is content that any individual user may 
add to or modify. A “blog” or weblog is a website containing material posted by a single user or group of users. 
Both have the potential for abuse and can potentially cause misinformation to be disseminated. However, the open 
nature of these formats is also their greatest strength, particularly for wikis that involve broad participation from a 
group of appropriately qualified users sharing a common goal. With programming safeguards and content monitoring, 
the quality and clarity of material is rapidly and continuously refined and improved.13, 14

THE FUTURE OF CME
Effective healthcare providers can ill afford to invest precious time and resources in ineffective CME. Practicing 
physicians require continually updated knowledge and skills that span nearly every aspect of medicine. Furthermore, 
the nature of healthcare delivery frequently requires immediate recall and access to information at a moment’s 
notice. We must insist upon the highest quality CME, including content designed by skilled and experienced 
facilitators, and materials that are enduring, regardless of whether these are offered in traditional or electronic 
formats or a combination of both. While the evidence is limited, electronic CME is more effective when it utilises 
reminder or “push” techniques to introduce material, allows for real-time interaction, provides post-testing to 
reinforce learning, and offers easily accessible, searchable archives for review whenever needed. Table 1 summarizes 
some of these technologies. 

Electronic CME has opened up incredible new opportunities for physician learning that only a few years ago 
would have been impossible. The ultimate CME experience is finally within reach; one that is occurs alongside and 
in harmony with patient care. Nevertheless, while emerging techniques may be measured as efficacious by instruments 
typically used in educational research, we must remember focus as much as possible on patient oriented outcomes.
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Table 1. New Technologies in CME (adapted from reference 14)

 

Technology Pros Cons Notes

Email Ubiquitous,
archived, passive

Overused Short video and audio files 
can also be sent via email

Twitter Mass transmission to  
phone and internet

2 way communication  
more difficult

Excellent choice for 
reminders and short text 
based messages

Streaming Video Real time Requires high speed  
internet access

When linked with chat allows 
feedback in real time

Archived video Enduring, flexible user-
determined curriculum

No live interaction Able to be viewed on 
multiple occasions from 
multiple devices

Archived audio Extremely portable –  
not time dependent

No live interaction Ubiquitous access on 
compact disc, MP3 players, 
etc

Social Networking Interaction with colleagues, 
wide variety of platforms 
available

Variable quality and 
accuracy of information

Older physicians may have 
less exposure to and be less 
comfortable with 
technologies

Spaced Education Interactive, adapts to 
learners level of knowledge 
and retention

Testing limited to multiple 
choice-type questions

Requires an initial question 
bank with answers to be 
written

Really Simple  
Syndication (RSS)

Passive receipt of current 
information

Requires specific procedure 
to set up

The best implementation is 
iTunes podcasts, which 
automatically integrates RSS
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INTRODUCTION
It has been said we can only see the future ‘…through a glass darkly’. Predicting the future is fraught with danger. 
History is littered with predications that now seem ludicrous. Some curious examples include the following; 
“Everything that can be invented has been invented” (official of the US Patent Office, 1899). More closely related 
to medicine, from one who would be expected to know better, “We can close the books on infectious diseases” 
(William H. Stewart, US Surgeon General, 1969). Despite these epic fails, I will venture to make predictions about 
the future of anaesthesia in Australia. 

RECENT HISTORY
In 1986, as a registrar, I thought anaesthesia had reached a state of refinement and maturity, and that further 
progress seemed unlikely or even unnecessary. Drugs such as thiopentone and isoflurane worked well and fairly 
safely. Injections of pethidine, if really necessary, were the rule for pain relief; any review of pain relief was delegated 
to an intern. Patients were admitted a day or two before surgery for leisurely review, and they did not leave hospital 
until after many days (or weeks) of recuperation. The marvels of technology meant patients had their ECG monitored 
routinely and new machines could measure the blood pressure automatically. Then it seemed that nothing else 
more could be imagined to improve the practice of anaesthesia. With hindsight, that view of mature practice was 
proven completely wrong. I wonder how anaesthetists in 20 years time will look back and consider today’s practice 
of anaesthesia.

ANAESTHESIA PROVIDERS
A substantial issue facing the specialty of anaesthesia is alternative providers, such as nurse anaesthetists. This 
has been on the public agenda for several decades and does not appear to have been resolved in the public’s 
mind.1,2,3 Other providers are seen as a realistic alternative to specialist anaesthetists. The public and insurers see 
this as a legitimate way of containing healthcare expenditure and solving the shortage of anaesthetists. This remains 
a real threat while anaesthetists stay focused on the procedural and technical aspects of their practice and not the 
broader medical skills we can bring to the surgical patient. Unfortunately, anaesthesia has become so safe, that 
the public, politicians and insurers perceive it as unsophisticated, straightforward and routine. Many members of 
the public do not know that anaesthetists are medical doctors and think we are technicians or paramedics.

PROGRESS IN ANAESTHESIA
What is needed is the development of anaesthesia to progress to a higher level. This should include the embracing 
of perioperative medicine. Anaesthetists are uniquely placed, compared with other specialties, to expertly undertake 
this important area of care. This approach has already been shown to significantly reduce postoperative mortality 
in an Australian teaching hospital.4 This role will build the profile of anaesthetists in the eye of patients, their relatives 
and our medical colleagues. It will take us out of the hidden realm of the operating theatre. We will develop a 
positive, close relationship with our patients. We will not just be seen as the mysterious person that appears moments 
before the patient fades into unconsciousness.

Why do patients vary so much in their response to drugs? Some variation can be explained by patient’s age, 
underlying physiology or drug tolerance. However, seemingly similar patients can still be markedly different in their 
response and dose requirements. New developments in phamacogenetics can explain these puzzling individual 
differences. Some of our commonly used drugs are subject to this effect. For example, codeine is a drug whose 
response is strongly influenced by genetics. Codeine itself is just a prodrug. It depends on conversion to morphine 
to have its analgesic effect. This enzymatic conversion is dependent on CYP2D6 activity which is significantly 
variable. The activity of CYP2D6 can be tested in patients prospectively. This approach shows the ability to tailor 
drug selection based on an individual patient’s genetic profile. Other drugs that are known to be influenced by 
individual pharmacogenetics include ondansetron, warfarin, clopidogrel and tramadol. The future holds the possibility 
of testing patients pharmacogenetic makeup and using this knowledge to avoid drugs that may be either ineffective 
or cause significant toxicity.

What makes a profession different from an occupation? What makes us different from the competent builder, 
the plumber or the mechanic, with whom we have a good and personal relationship? A profession not only delivers 
a product, it also develops the product through research. This important distinction, that sets anaesthetists apart 
from alternative providers, is the professional activity of advancing the body of knowledge through research. 
Research is important to not only improve the standard of care for patients but also to demonstrate to the public, 
who have an interest in medical research, that we can make important improvements to the care of patients. In 
Australia, there have been prominent achievements in anaesthesia research through the activities of the ANZCA 
Clinical Trials Group which has been successful in publishing research in high-impact medical journals (for example 
ENIGMA, POISE, MASTER, B-AWARE). These have gripped the public’s attention and have featured prominently 
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in the media.5,6

Anaesthesia has been applauded for its progressive improvement in patient safety. Mortality, directly attributed 
to anaesthesia, is probably 1 in 100,000 patients having anaesthesia. This figure has propelled anaesthesia to be 
a leader in patient safety. It seems difficult, or even unnecessary, to spend further resources on reducing the very 
low rate of anaesthesia related mortality. However, this mortality rate is only a short-term measure. Emerging 
evidence now indicates that anaesthesia has an important influence on long-term morbidity and mortality.7 This 
can be months or years after surgery. Although our anaesthetic drugs are shorter and shorter acting, they can have 
important consequences due to interference with organ function in the perioperative period. Examples of anaesthesia 
related long-term morbidity include cognitive dysfunction8 wound infection, persistent pain9 and cancer recurrence.10 
This effect is further exacerbated by undertaking surgery in sicker patients who have diminished ability to withstand 
these effects. What of the potential effects of the general anaesthetic state itself? Accumulating evidence from 
several observational trials indicates that deep, prolonged general anaesthesia increases long-term mortality.11 
Future improvements in anaesthesia care will need to measure and improve these long-term outcomes. Long-term, 
disability-free survival is an important goal for future anesthesia care.

COST OF HEALTHCARE
The escalating cost of healthcare is an increasing concern, and it has no clear solution. The rate of medical inflation 
continues to outpace general inflation. It is fueled by the introduction of new drugs and technologies that are more 
expensive than the older ones they replace, and the care of elderly patients near the end of life. Unfortunately, while 
we would all wish for the best possible treatments, there are economical limits to what even the wealthiest societies 
can provide. All scarce economic resources are rationed and this is accepted in other areas of our lives. If the 
current growth of medical inflation is to continue unchanged, then the proportion of GDP in Western societies will 
economically cripple future generations. The Australian Treasury estimates that by 2050 spending on healthcare 
for those aged over 65 will increase 7 times and for those aged over 85 will increase by 12 times present-day 
levels.12 Recent US data shows that the elderly undergo high rates of surgery towards the end of their life. 31.9% 
had surgery within the last year of life and 18.3% within the last 30 days of life. Interestingly this treatment intensity 
at the end of life varied by a factor of three across regions and was strongly associated with the number of hospital 
beds and surgeons per capita. This calls for all physicians to identify and recommend appropriate treatment goals 
for the elderly and their families.13

Each of us has a maximum price we would pay for treatment that will extend our life by an extra year. This has 
been examined by the eminent bioethicist, Peter Singer, at Princeton.14 A suggested approach is for each speciality, 
including our own, to decide on which tests or treatments are expensive, yet make no improvement to patient 
outcome.15 For anaesthesia this could begin with reviewing preoperative testing, choice of anaestheic drugs and 
techniques, and then extend to preventing futile surgery. The decision to operate is traditionally left to the surgeon 
and their consultation with the patient. However from time to time these decisons may not benefit the patient for 
either a cure of disease, or palliation. Surgeons may feel more comfortable to operate than to advise the patient 
not to have surgery.

The treatment of the very elderly has caused a reassessment of the benefit of medical treatment regarding life 
expectancy and quality of life. It has been argued that treatment of single-organ diseases in the very elderly does 
not increase longevity due to the concurrent effect of multiple diseases in the elderly patient. For example, the 
treatment of hyperlipidaemia with statins in the elderly reduces cardiac deaths, but does not reduce all-cause 
mortality.16 Consequently, the focus on treating one isolated illness in a very elderly patient may produce no benefit 
in longevity. This is because one of the other multiple morbidities of the elderly will step in to take its place. 

RISK AND OUTCOME
Major surgery in the elderly typical carries a 5%, 30-day mortality.17 This problem has been referred to as the 
‘forgotten group’ in surgery.18 This issue is further exacerbated when the high-risk elderly patient has a prolonged, 
stormy and expensive recovery in the intensive care unit. Ultimately this produces no benefit for the elderly patient 
and diverts resources away from other more beneficial areas of care.

How can we predict which patients are at high risk having surgery and anaesthesia, and how can we reduce 
this risk? The multi-factorial cardiac risk assessment index was first published in 1977 and the most recent update 
was in 1999.19 However, since then there have been significant changes in the techniques of surgery and anaesthesia 
along with the characteristics of patients presenting for surgery. The VISION study is an observational study of 
40,000 patients that is aiming to answer some of these questions. It will develop a new predictive model of patient 
risk and particularly look at the value of biomarkers such as brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and high-sensitivity 
troponin. When a high cardiac-risk patient is presented for surgery what preventive drug strategies do we have 
available? Until recently, perioperative beta-blocker therapy was commonly advocated as beneficial, but doubt 
about this therapy has followed the findings of the POISE I trial. The POISE II trial, which is currently recruiting, will 
examine the effects of other drugs such as aspirin, clonidine or their combination to reduce cardiac events.



The approach of using a single-therapy intervention to improve patient outcome and recovery after surgery has 
been criticised.20 This has lead to the growing adoption of multimodal interventions. These are commonly referred 
to as ‘fast-track surgery’ or ‘enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS)’. They typically involve a combination of pre, 
intra, and postoperative interventions (‘bundles of care’) to improve patient outcome. This has seen significant 
uptake in several European countries with initiation of government-funded programs. This approach is yet to see 
specific government or non-government financial support in Australia but this would be likely to change in the 
future. The components include interventions such as regional anaesthesia, minimising systemic opioids, nutrition, 
goal-directed fluid therapy, pain relief, and early mobilisation. Anaesthetists, by having a central role throughout a 
patient’s surgical care, are well placed to lead in this reorganisation of practice. In the future there is a need to 
determine which components are the most important and which are not worthwhile. 

ROLE OF THE ANAESTHETIST
What are the attributes that an anaesthetist should have in the future? Is it enough to be an expert in the knowledge 
and skills of anesthesia alone? This is being addressed through the development and introduction of the new 
ANZCA curriculum. Traditionally, the role of the anaesthetist is considered to be a medical expert. This is covered 
by the attributes of knowledge and skill in the realm of direct patient care. With the changes that have occurred in 
healthcare, society and patient expectation there is a recognised need to broaden the attributes of a good anaesthetist. 
These broader roles have been developed and promoted by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of 
Canada in 1996 and were updated in 2005. This framework has had widespread acceptance in medical education 
and has been adopted in many universities and medical colleges. Importantly it emphasises the non-traditional 
attributes which make up the broader role of a medical specialist in contemporary society. These include  
the attributes of scholar, educator, communicator and manager. These are described further in the CanMEDS 
documentation.21

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Healthcare has lagged behind in the adoption of information technology (IT). We are familiar with and use the 
benefits of modern IT in our lives every day. Most of us are users of internet banking, social media, email, Wikipedia 
and Google. We all expect banks, insurance companies and major companies to use IT in their activities. Yet 
hospitals and healthcare still cling to paper-based records. Patient records are called ‘patient notes’ because they 
really are on paper. X-rays and pathology results are still mostly paper or film based. Medications are prescribed 
in barely legible handwriting on medication charts. Medication errors are a common cause of preventable patient 
harm. Electronic medication management systems can have inbuilt decision support to prevent allergic reactions, 
drug interactions and wrong doses. This physical record system is made more problematic when patients have 
attended several hospitals, doctors and pharmacies in the past. This results in fragmentation of patients’ health 
information and the risk of losing critical information. This has left us stuck in the traditional practice of each 
undertaking and redoing, a clinical history, a medication history and a physical examination. Tests are repeated just 
because old results are lost, or not readily accessible. Old patient files are not easily obtainable especially in an 
emergency. These are the obvious weaknesses and risks of continuing with our current paper-based work-practices. 
Why have anaesthesia and the rest of medicine been so reluctant to adopt IT systems? Key reasons are the need 
for mobile access and adequate software design. Unlike workers in the corporate world, we do not stay working 
in one location. Throughout the day we move from wards, to clinics, to operating rooms and recovery rooms. The 
conventional work practice of sitting in front of a PC at each location is time consuming and distracting. Typically 
the software available has a sub-optimal user-interface that further adds to non-acceptance. However these hurdles 
now seem to be surmountable. We are now seeing the widespread uptake of affordable mobile computing, such 
as tablets and smart phones, which are easy to use and carry throughout the day. When coupled with wireless data 
access it seems that we may soon see the acceptance and widespread uptake of this new technology in our  
clinical practice. 

Will technology eventually replace the anaesthetist? Current developments suggest the introduction of computing 
to replace the decision making of the anaesthetist could happen. This seems likely, with Ethicon seeking FDA 
approval for its SEDASYS system for propofol sedation during colonoscopy.22 This system has recently been given 
approval for use in patient sedation for endoscopy in Europe, Canada and Australia. A recent study showed the 
system produced better and safer sedation for colonoscopy than physician-administered sedation.23 A further 
development is the fully computerised delivery of general anaesthesia using a system developed at McGill University 
called “McSleepy.”24 Recently, McSleepy has been teamed up with the Da Vinci surgical robot, to together treat a 
patient having a prostatectomy.25 Fortunately the aim of the researchers who developed McSleepy is to ensure the 
delivery of consistently high quality anaesthesia despite any idiosyncratic human vagaries.

CONCLUSION
The future is approaching us whether we pay attention or not. With the changes in politics and society, we neglect 
it at our peril. For the advancement of anaesthesia as a specialty, and for better patient care, we must be proactive 
about our own future. To ignore this call is to leave our profession at risk. Peter Drucker, the preeminent management 
thinker, said “The best way to predict the future is to create it.”26 We should heed his advice.
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INTRODUCTION
From A Psalm of Life
Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sand of time;

Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us then be up and doing, 
With a heart for any fate; 
Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to wait.

(Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 1807-1882)

‘Why is a surgeon invited to comment on leadership in Anaesthesia?’ This question has been asked by many 
perplexed anaesthetists with whom I have the pleasure to work and befriend. ‘Who better?’ is my reply. I have, in 
my career, had the privilege of seeing anaesthetic departments in a number of different contexts, admittedly, not 
as a member. During my training at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in the 1980s and 1990s I witnessed a department 
that at once contained Professors Douglas Joseph, Michael Bookalil and Bruce Clifton. How one place could 
contain all three giants is a question I only afterwards asked. A better question would be ‘How could any one place 
sustain all three people?’ Yet, there was a distinct sense of leadership and direction in the department and we 
surgeons were in no doubt of that. In the ensuing years, my career and life path has taken me to a diverse number 
of settings: rural and remote hospitals in Australia and internationally, senior leadership in university, corporate 
organisations and a number of tertiary referral hospitals. Throughout my career, anaesthesia and anaesthetic politics 
has been a companion at work and at home. When the leadership of a department of anaesthesia is functional and 
worthy, there is a sense of contentment, direction and belonging. The reverse seems to engender discontent, 
malevolence and Machiavellian politics. The same, of course, can be said of any organisation and even departments 
of surgery. 

LEADERSHIP IN ANAESTHESIA
In the years I have often contemplated what makes good leadership. There are multiple publications in the popular 
press which purport to turn us into good leaders. Yet, despite the popularity of these best sellers, good leaders 
seem to be rare in the hospitals and settings in which I have worked. 

One problem is the gender inequality among leaders in anaesthesia. In the United States, one study showed 
that 92% of heads of departments are male and 68% decided early they wanted to be the head early in their career.1 

I suspect that these findings could be replicated in our country. Despite the preponderance of females within the 
senior leadership of the Australia and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists (President, Vice President, CEO, 
multiple councilors, Chair of Final Examinations Sub-Committee to name but a few), gender equality in leadership 
has not been achieved in the majority of departments of anaesthesia. This experience is reflected throughout other 
organisations in Australia. Women make up almost 46% of the workforce but only 2.5% of chairs of companies, 
3% of chief executive officers and 8% of executive managers.2 

Another issue to be faced is the lack of formal qualifications possessed by many who are thrust into senior 
leadership roles. Mets suggested that only 9% of chairs of anaesthesia in the US had any leadership qualifications.1 
While a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) or a similar qualification may be useful, my suspicion is that 
there is a difference between the mechanics of administration and leadership. While an MBA may help one become 
a better administrator I do not believe that it transforms people into leaders. It does however, give the person some 
of the basic tools that allow them to manage a department’s budget and human resources and importantly, the 
basic language skills necessary to interface with administration and the bureaucracy. 
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CHANGES IN HEALTHCARE
The growth of the centralised bureaucracy in health, in my view, is a major cause of a disenfranchised medical 
profession and has been a large deterrent to doctors engaging and volunteering for service roles in their hospitals. 

It is worthwhile considering the changes in governance of our public hospitals and the health system in Australia. 
Prior to 1972 and the advent of the Whitlam government, public teaching hospitals in Australia were the predominant 
place for surgical intervention and hospitalised medical treatment. Over the ensuing years this preeminent position 
has shifted. In a report in 2008, the Federal Department notes that of the 2.1million surgical procedures performed 
in Australia only 908,000 were in public hospitals.3 The public hospitals, where the largest departments of anaesthesia 
are found, have been eroded over the last two decades in more important ways than can be measured numerically. 
An important and fundamental shift away from traditional allegiance to public hospitals by specialists occurred as 
a result of the doctor’s strike of 1985, at the introduction of Medicare during the Hawke government. This era also 
coincided with the rise of centralised bureaucracy. 

The rise of centralised bureaucracy has created a divide between clinical departments and hospital administration; 
the latter now looks centrally to the state bureaucracy, rather than being accountable to local clinician power. The 
report into the state of hospitals in NSW by Peter Garling SC perhaps summarised the basic issue most succinctly:

“During the course of this inquiry, I have identified one impediment to good, safe care which infects the whole 
public hospital system. I liken it to the Great Schism of 1054. It is the breakdown of good working relations 
between clinicians and management which is very detrimental to patients. It is alienating the most skilled in the 
medical workforce from service in the public system. If it continues, NSW will risk losing one of the crown jewels 
of the public hospital system: the engagement of the best and brightest from the professionals who are able to 
provide world-class care.”4

The Workplace Research Centre at the University of Sydney in its submission to the Garling Report in 2008 
found that only 17% of doctors and 33% of nurses in public hospitals trusted their managers. The national workplace 
average is 70%.5

In his submission to the Garling Report, Professor Michael Cousins, previous President of the Australian and 
New Zealand College of Anaesthetists said6: 

“After 50 years of observing this hospital, I’m sad to say that over the last 10 to 12 years there has been a 
progressive and, I would have to say, increasing erosion of morale, commitment and loyalty to the institution…. 
I, like many others, are on a knife edge, of feeling that we’ve just about tolerated as much as we can and we are 
considering leaving…I would feel an enormous sense of loss – not loss for myself, but a sense of loss for what 
might happen to the service that I have tried so very hard to build...one of the key issues is a lack of delegation 
of decision-making…We still bear the responsibility for the clinical services, quality and the safety...The problem 
from my point of view (is) it’s been very difficult to get a decision.”

Partly, the issues outlined by Cousins and others relate to the nature of bureaucracy. According to German 
sociologist, Max Weber,7 writing in the late 1800s, bureaucracy has fundamental characteristics:
• centrally controlled and hierarchical,
• it is policy driven, ie one size fits all,
• it is budget driven, even budget obsessed,
• rules are implemented by neutral officers, it is highly impersonal,
• risk averse.

To these characteristics, Cyril Northcote Parkinson, a British naval historian, added that bureaucracy was self 
replicative.8 In fact he created a much quoted law of bureaucracy that ‘All work expands to fill the resources and 
time available for its completion’. A corollary of this law is that bureaucracy is self perpetuating. 

If one compares these characteristics to the practice of medicine, one sees an almost opposite set of characteristics. 
These fundamental characteristics of bureaucracy make it unsuitable as a paradigm for the management and 
running of health. Consider that medicine runs in an almost opposite milieu:
• control is devolved to the point of care. Ultimate control is at the end of an injection of Propofol,
• each case is completely different,
• spending is emotional,
• it is highly personal,
• it is risky.

The National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission has tried to address this chasm through the creation of 
smaller health governance district boards. This may bring about nothing more than further local accountability with 
delegation and decision making being kept central. Time will tell.



BAD LEADERSHIP
Regardless, there is a need to interface with the bureaucracy, and the medical profession can no longer sustain a 
Ghandi-like non-participation policy. We need to take up the challenge. To steer all clinical departments, including 
anaesthetic departments, through these changing and stormy times we need good leaders and leadership. What 
does make good leadership? I think the obverse is probably easier to answer. Bad leadership is clear to any who 
have struggled under its burden. Each of the bad leaders I have observed in my career thus far tends to exhibit a 
fatal flaw, a deadly sin that causes them to be less effective. These sins fit into the seven cardinal sins first outlined 
in 590 AD by Pope Gregory the First. He was the first monk to become a pope and is credited with indirectly 
converting the pagan English, the Anglo Saxons, to Catholicism. He categorised sins into the venial (everyday 
forgivable sins) and the cardinal sins (those that relegate the sinner to eternal hell). 

Some bad leaders exhibit the sin of pride which is about a feeling or desire that they are more attractive and 
important than others. These are the leaders whose first order of business after being appointed is to design and 
print good quality business cards, have the signage in the department changed and order a new computer and, if 
the budget allows, new office furniture. Often, coupled with the sin of pride, is a lack of insight into their own 
performance and more importantly, a lack of insight into the bemusement in which they are held by their department. 

Other leaders I have met exhibit the sin of envy where they believe that another person has something they 
perceive themselves as lacking, and wish the other person to be deprived of it. These are the leaders who are 
constantly whispering in corridors and hatching Machiavellian games to destroy others in order to self promote. 
They are amusing in the short term and tiresome in the medium to long term. These leaders are so busy with the 
politics that they fail to achieve tangible advances and benefits in their departments. 

Wrath is also a cardinal sin. These leaders display impatience with any of the processes that actually can advance 
their departments. They advocate withdrawal of services as a first line strategy when dealing with the hospital 
administration and believe business plans are a waste of time. They see cooperation with hospital administration 
as weakness and believe that the media is a viable and sustainable forum for their venomous views about their 
perceived lack of resources. Meanwhile, their departments and their areas suffer. The bureaucracy is not averse to 
using their own strategies to negate the media attention these leaders generate. 

Then there are the leaders with avarice as a cardinal sin. Avarice also includes greedy behaviour, disloyalty, and 
deliberate betrayal, especially for personal gain. This is the leader who takes the best lists for themselves and uses 
their position for their own personal gain. In other words, they are disloyal to their colleagues in order to benefit 
themselves. Sometimes this type of leader will enter pacts with the administration on how to control members of 
their department. This behaviour engenders distrust among the department which quickly becomes ineffective.

A related sin is that of gluttony. This is about over-indulgence to the point of waste. I have seen this often in 
departments that have a leader with a strong subspecialty interest. All other departmental pursuits and priorities 
pale into insignificance when the subspecialty of the departmental leader requires more resources. There are the 
research nurses, the offices and the laboratories - meanwhile the rest of the department struggles for a meeting 
place or lounge. 

The next cardinal sin is lust which is exhibited by the leader who uses their current post to achieve the next. 
They take on the leadership of the department as a means of achieving a job in administration, state bureaucracy 
or even the pharmaceutical industry. Their every action aims to add to their burgeoning curriculum vitae. They are 
in it for themselves.

Finally, there is sloth. This is the most common of all the cardinal sins. The appointment is made by looking 
around the department to spot the anaesthetist who has not yet had a turn at being head of department. This 
reluctance to be appointed is used as an excuse to avoid hospital meetings at which their departmental budget is 
being decided. The world is run by those who turn up and these slothful leaders do not turn up, much to the 
disadvantage of their department.

GOOD LEADERSHIP
So let us turn now to trying to answer the more difficult question of what makes a good leader. There is much 
written about the characteristics of good leaders but all seem to agree on three characteristics. Garry Wills, writing 
in the Atlantic Weekly in 1994 outlined these as integrity, the ability to listen and finally the ability to create a shared 
goal or vision.9 Hogan found that leadership is a survival tool for an organisation, is vital for its success and 
fundamentally is about convincing individuals to give up their selfish goals in order to pursue a common and shared 
goal.10 

When we consider the characteristics of good leadership it becomes clear that anaesthetists are naturally 
selected leaders. They minimise distractions among the staff, registrars, patients and theatre administration to 
achieve the shared goal of completing the day’s work with efficiency and safety. More importantly they are called 
upon to coordinate, counsel, arrange, cajole and organise surgeons! No greater test of leadership exists. 
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The modern health system needs anaesthetic leaders to apply their skills to the wider medical community to 
help us all meet the challenges of the National Health and Hospital Reforms, the medicolegal milieu and the 
complexities of maintaining evidence-based safe practice in an increasingly commoditised operating environment. 
It is clear that this battle needs to be fought not just at the macroeconomic and macropolitical level, but even more 
importantly, on the micro, every day level. We are all leaders in our own environment. We can choose to take the 
mantle or to discard it, but that does not deny nor negate our natural role. Doing the latter simply results in 
disappointment and defeat. 

To paraphrase Professor Malcolm Fisher’s definition of anaesthesia, we now need, more than ever, the half 
asleep who attempt to keep the half awake from being half killed by the half witted to take a half interest in medical 
leadership. 
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